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ABSTRACT

Over the years, the network management community has been pushed towards the
design of alternative management approaches able to support heterogeneity, scalability,
reliability, and minor human intervention. Currently, there are two major alternatives that
have been employed on the design and development of network management solutions.
The first one uses autonomic computing and self-* properties, while the second one em-
ploys Peer-To-Peer (P2P) concepts and technologies. In general, the investigations related
to self-* properties and autonomic computing applied to network management focus their
efforts on defining high level models (e.g., ontologies and policies) that are able to deter-
mine and drive the autonomous actions of the system. On the other side, P2P research
applied to network management is mainly target to define the communication infrastruc-
ture of management solution. Thus, in the case of autonomic and self-* properties, there
is a lack of investigations approximating the high level models to the management infras-
tructure, while the P2P investigations suffer from the opposite problem.

Therefore, the investigations carried on this thesis aim atbringing knowledge to issues
involving the joint use of self-* properties and P2P to contribute with the development
of alternatives for designing network management solutions. The methodology used on
the investigations was based on the definition of managementrequirements, integration
issues for the design of the joint use of self-* properties and P2P, and the identifica-
tion/development of two case studies. Analyzing these casestudies, it is was possible to
conclude that the first case study (self-healing P2P solution) had an importance in terms
of breaking the traditional paradigms of using Management by Delegation on top of P2P
infrastructures for network management. Embracing this break through, the second case
study (self-organizing P2P solution) gave a step further onthe development of P2P appli-
cation capabilities for the design of self-* properties applied to network management.

The major contributions of this thesis are: (i) the change onthe angle of network
management solution development from morphological aspects (such as APIs, protocols,
architectures, and frameworks) to the design of sophisticated management algorithms;
(ii) the introduction of techniques to explore parallel andcooperative behavior of mana-
gement peers running the management algorithms; (iii) the establishment of design issues
that enable the development of truly distributed and cooperative network management
environment, where the presence of the human administratorrole is minimized and the
managers are embedded inside the managed elements and not inthe borders of the sys-
tem. In summary, this thesis shows how to rethink and improvethe design and execution
of network management tasks.

Keywords: Network management, Self-* properties, P2P, Cooperation.





RESUMO

Investigação do Uso Integrado de PropriedadesSelf-* ePeer-To-Peerpara o
Gerenciamento de Redes

Ao longo dos anos, a comunidade de gerenciamento de redes têmsido levada a criar
alternativas de gerenciamento que sejam capazes de lidar com problemas de heteroge-
neidade, escalabilidade, confiabilidade, e com a redução daintervenção humana. Atual-
mente, existem duas principais alternativas empregadas nadefinição e desenvolvimento
de soluções de gerenciamento de redes. A primeira utiliza computação autonômica e pro-
priedadesself-*, enquanto a segunda utiliza conceitos e tecnologiaspeer-to-peer(P2P).
Geralmente, as investigações relacionadas com a aplicaçãode computação autonômica e
propriedadesself-* no gerenciamento de redes são focadas na definição de modelosde
alto nível (ex., ontologias e políticas), os quais são capazes de determinar as ações autô-
nomas do sistema. Em contrapartida, pesquisas relacionadas com P2P no gerenciamento
de redes estão mais focadas na definição da infraestrutura decomunicação da solução
de gerenciamento. Sendo assim, de um lado existem as pesquisas ligadas à aplicação de
computação autonômica e propriedadesself-* que sofrem com o problema da falta de
aproximação dos modelos de alto nível com a infraestrutura de gerenciamento, e do outro
lado existem as que aplicam P2P e que sofrem com o problema oposto.

Dado o cenário descrito acima, essa tese tem como objetivo investigar e esclarecer
quais são as questões e características envolvidas na integração de propriedadesself-* e
P2P que contribuem para a definição de novas alternativas de soluções de gerenciamento
de redes. A metodologia utilizada nas investigações baseia-se na definição de requisitos
de gerenciamento, de questões de integração para o uso conjunto de propriedadesself-*
e P2P, e na identificação e desenvolvimento de dois estudos decaso. A análise desses
estudos de casos mostrou que o primeiro (solução de auto-cura baseada em P2P) é res-
ponsável pela quebra do paradigma tradicional do uso de gerenciamento por delegação
em cima de infraestruturas P2P. O segundo estudo de caso (auto-organização baseado em
P2P) intensifica essa quebra de paradigma ao explorar capacidades de aplicações P2P na
definição das propriedadesself-* aplicadas ao gerenciamento de redes.

As maiores contribuições dessa tese são: (i) a mudança no foco no desenvolvimento
das soluções de gerenciamento de redes dos aspectos morfológicos (tais como, APIs,
protocolos, arquiteturas, eframeworks) para a definição de algoritmos sofisticados de
gerenciamento; (ii) a introdução de técnicas para explorarcomportamentos paralelos e
cooperativos dospeersde gerenciamento que executam tais algoritmos; (iii) a definição
dos design issuesque possibilitam o desenvolvimento de ambientes de gerenciamento
de redes verdadeiramente distribuídos e cooperativos, onde o papel dos administradores
humanos é minimizado e os gerentes estão embutidos dentro dos elementos gerenciados
e não na borda dos sistemas. Em resumo, essa tese mostra como repensar a definição e
execução de tarefas de gerenciamento de redes.

Palavras-chave:Gerenciamento de redes, Propriedadesself-*, P2P, Cooperação.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Network management is an important discipline whose main goal is to maintain the
communication infrastructures and network services working in a proper manner. Along
the years, several challenges have been faced by the research community on network
management. Examples of such challenges are the definition of standard network ma-
nagement protocols,e.g., Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) (HARRING-
TON; PRESUHN; WIJNEN, 2002), Common Open Policy Service (COPS) (PEREIRA;
GRANVILLE, 2008), NETCONF (Network Configuration) (BHUSHAN; SCHÖNWÄL-
DER, 2009); the investigation of approaches to proceed withnetwork management ope-
rations,e.g., centralized and distributed (MARTIN-FLATIN; ZNATY; HABAUX, 1999)
(SCHÖNWÄLDER; QUITTEK; KAPPLER, 2000) (PAVLOU, 2007). Although the re-
search proposed so far have introduced improvements on network management, there are
several new challenges (e.g., reduction of human intervention, heterogeneity, scalability,
reliability) that are not completely covered by the previous management approaches. The
research community, in this way, started to investigate newalternatives for designing and
developing network management solutions (SCHÖNWÄLDER et al., 2006).

One of the alternatives investigated is the employment of autonomic computing in
network management (SAMAAN; KARMOUCH, 2009). The term Autonomic Comput-
ing (AC) has been first used in 2001 (HORN, 2001) and its most accepted definition was
presented by Kephart and Chess (KEPHART; CHESS, 2003). The key issues behind auto-
nomic computing are the reduction of human intervention andincreasing the autonomous
behavior of the systems (e.g., self-configuration, self-monitoring). Considering the net-
work management community, it is also possible to evidence the use of other terms like
autonomic communications, self-management, and self-* properties, to refer to the key
issues related to autonomic computing (SAMAAN; KARMOUCH, 2009) (STRASSNER
et al., 2009) (BOUABENE et al., 2010) (MANZALINI; ZAMBONELLI, 2006). Another
alternative explored by the research community is the employment of Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
technologies on network management solutions. The use of P2P has been claimed to be
a powerful alternative for enhancing connectivity across heterogeneous domains, scalabi-
lity, reliability, and cooperation among managers (GRANVILLE et al., 2005) (XU et al.,
2008) (FIORESE; SIMÕES; BOAVIDA, 2009). In fact, the literature shows that the in-
vestigations on self-* properties and P2P technologies constitute two major alternatives,
currently, followed by the research community on network management.

In general, the investigations related to self-* properties and autonomic computing ap-
plied to network management focus their efforts on defining high level models (STRASS-
NER et al., 2008) (BERGLUND et al., 2008)(CHONG et al., 2009), such as ontologies
(SERRANO; SERRAT; STRASSNER, 2007) (KEENEY; LEWIS; SULLIVAN, 2007)
(FUENTES; VERGARA; CASTELLS, 2006) and policies (SIMMONS;LUTFIYYA,
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2005) (MEER et al., 2006) (ZHAO; CHEN; CRESPI, 2008) (HADJIANTONIS; PAVLOU,
2008), that are able to determine and drive the autonomous actions of the system. In con-
trast, P2P research applied to network management is mainlytargeted to define the com-
munication infrastructure of management solution (GRANVILLE et al., 2005) (BAR-
SHAN; FATHY; YOUSEFI, 2009), infrastructure to support information dissemination
(YALAGANDULA et al., 2006) (BINZENHÖFER et al., 2006), and the connectivity of
the management elements (e.g., managers, agents, devices) (ZHOU; RENESSE, 2005)
(FALLON et al., 2007). Thus, in the case of self-* properties, there is a lack of investi-
gations approximating the high level models to the management infrastructure, while the
P2P investigations suffer from the opposite problem. In this sense, self-* properties and
P2P constitute complementary techniques, and the joint useof those techniques could be
exploited as another alternative for the development of network management solutions.

Currently, there exists research showing the feasibility of the joint use of self-* prop-
erties and P2P technologies. For instance, there are some proposals of using self-*
properties to provide a better management of the P2P network(BEJAN; GHOSH, 2004)
(SACHA et al., 2006) (JONES et al., 2009). Other proposals, for example, employ self-*
properties to enhance the performance of the P2P systems (NTARMOS; TRIANTAFIL-
LOU, 2005) (BISKUPSKI; DOWLING; SACHA, 2007) (XIE; MIN; DAI, 2009). How-
ever, the employment of self-* properties and P2P in order tobuild network management
solutions has not been, so far, extensively investigated, and the potentialities and draw-
backs of this union remains unclear. Therefore, this thesisaims at bringing knowledge
to issues involving the joint use of self-* properties and P2P to contribute with the de-
velopment of an alternative for designing network management solutions. To drive the
processes of bringing knowledge, this thesis establishes aline of investigation based on
hypothesis and fundamental questions, which are describedas follows.

1.1 Hypothesis and Fundamental Questions

Over the years, the development of network management solutions was focused on
providing protocols, architectures, frameworks, and APIs(Application Programming In-
terface) -i.e. morphological aspects - while the design of the management application
itself was always neglected. Pushed by the posed challenges, the network management
community started to employ more sophisticated solutions,like the two ones described
above: self-* properties and P2P techniques. However, mostof those sophisticated solu-
tions were still focused on the morphological aspects of network management. In parallel,
discussions about the lack of truly distributed and cooperative solutions, and the lack of
investments on algorithms started to be emphasized by the network community (SCHÖN-
WÄLDER et al., 2006), but no clear solution was proposed so far. Therefore, to overcome
the focus on morphological aspects and find the key to truly distributed and cooperative
solution, this thesis present the following hypothesis.

Hypothesis.“The combination of self-* properties and P2P techniques enables
the design and development of truly distributed and cooperative

network management applications.”
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In order to guide the investigation of this thesis, fundamental questions associated
with the hypothesis are defined and presented as follows.

Fundamental question I.What are the characteristics introduced by the self-* prop-
erties and P2P techniques on the design and execution of network management
solutions?

Fundamental question II. What are the benefits of employing self-* P2P techniques
on building network management solutions in comparison to self-* centralized or
self-* hierarchical approaches?

Fundamental question III. Which kind of costs does the self-* P2P-based network
management approach impose?

The methodology to be employed to carry out the investigation is based on the devel-
opment of case studies and accomplishment of integration issues on the design of self-*
properties and P2P techniques for the network management solutions. Two case studies
are defined. The first one investigates the employment of the self-healing property and
P2P for the fault management of management platforms. The other explores the joint
use of self-organizing property and P2P interactions in order to manage the amount of
network traffic in network virtualization environments. Each one of the case studies has
been evaluated following different research methods (e.g., implementation and simula-
tion). Then, based on the observation of the characteristics of the solutions developed
for each case study and its associated results, it is possible to derive outcomes related to
the joint use of the self-* properties and P2P-based approach on network management.
These outcomes are analyzed in order to answer the fundamental questions of the thesis.
In addition, the answers of such questions also constitute the contributions of this thesis
for the network management research area.

The organization of this thesis is described in the next section.

1.2 Organization

Chapter 2 describes the state of the art on the three topics that are addressed by this
thesis: network management, autonomic computing and self-* properties, and peer-to-
peer. In addition, the relationship among these topics is also analyzed, resulting in the
description of: network management and self-* properties,network management and
P2P, and, finally, the combination of those three topics.

Chapter 3 depicts the principals of this thesis. Five topicsare addressed in this chapter.
First, the conditions that lead to the need of a self-* P2P alternative are presented. Second,
it is presented a description of the network environments that might benefit from self-*
P2P solutions and four management requirements are proposed to be associated to the
need of a self-* P2P alternative. Third, terms and concepts used in the context of the
self-* P2P alternative are defined. Fourth, integration issues are proposed in this thesis to
be used to guide the design of self-* P2P solutions. Finally,case studies are identified to
be tested under the light of self-* P2P alternative.

Chapter 4 describes the case study associated with the jointuse of self-healing and
P2P techniques. The solution designed to integrate those techniques is presented, as well
as the scenario used to validate the execution of this solution. In this case study, the
scenario is a Network Access Control (NAC) monitoring system.
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Chapter 5 presents the investigation of self-organizing and P2P in order to manage the
network traffic of network virtualization environments. A self-organizing P2P approach
is designed and instantiated. The evaluation of such an approach considers virtual IPTV
providers on top of the substrate network.

Chapter 6 shows the results discussion related to the ideas that can be derived from
the investigations performed in this thesis. Those discussions address the relationship of
the self-* P2P approach with parallel and distributed computing area, the analysis of the
integration issues and its hidden characteristics, and, finally, presents the placement of the
self-* P2P approach under research scenario of network management discipline.

Chapter 7 presents the final remarks and conclusions associated to this thesis. The
answers for the fundamental questions and contributions are exposed and justified. In
addition, opportunities to develop future works are identified and detailed.
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2 STATE OF THE ART

This thesis touches three different areas: network management, autonomic or self-*
properties, and peer-to-peer. Indeed, the key of the work developed here is the integration
of those three areas. Therefore, understanding the start ofthe art associated with each area
is of crucial importance to comprehend how their integration can be accomplished. In a
first moment, this chapter presents the current research status of each area. In a second
moment, current investigations are examined in order to show the relationship among
those areas,i.e., autonomic computing/self-* properties and network management, peer-
to-peer and network management, and, finally, all three areas together.

2.1 Background

As emphasized in Chapter 1, the investigation of new approaches and alternatives for
developing network management solutions has gained attention over the years. For this
reason, Section 2.1.1 shows the approaches and alternatives developed so far. Instead of
listing isolated works, this section shows, initially, thetypes of taxonomies proposed in
the literature, that try to classify the proposed network management approaches. Then,
the most popular approaches found in the literature are described. Finally, it is presented
the discussions of the network management community about the problems left unsolved
by those approaches and the expectations for further alternatives.

In the sequence, basic concepts related to autonomic computing and self-* properties
are presented. Autonomic computing and self-* properties comprise an area of research
that is used in different fields of computer science, (e.g.business (GREENWOOD, 2008),
data bases (ZEWDU; DENKO; LIBSIE, 2009), and cloud computing (MURPHY et al.,
2010) (KIM et al., 2009)). In addition, there are no standarddefinitions of terms and
models. Therefore, discussions, terms, and concepts related to autonomic/self-* proper-
ties applied to network management field are described in Section 2.1.2.

Finally, the description of current research related to peer-to-peer is presented in
Section 2.1.3. Peer-to-peer is employed in different contexts, is associated with dif-
ferent levels of abstraction, and interpreted in distinct manners (ANDROUTSELLIS-
THEOTOKIS; SPINELLIS, 2004). Thus, the objective of this section is to clarify the
contexts and concepts where P2P appears.

2.1.1 Network Management Approaches

On network management community, there are no standardizedclassification or ta-
xonomy of network management approaches. Over the years, some attempts to organize
those approaches were proposed, and are presented below.
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Martin-Flatin et.al. (MARTIN-FLATIN; ZNATY; HABAUX, 1999) proposed a simple
and an enhanced taxonomies. The former is based on the organization criterion and
divides the network management approaches in: centralized; weakly distributed
hierarchical; strongly distributed hierarchical; and strongly distributed cooperative.
The later is based on four criteria (delegation granularity, semantic richness of the
information model; degree of automation of management; degree of specification
of a task) and presents seven categories: no delegation; delegation by domain; dele-
gation by micro-task with low-level semantics; delegationby micro-task with high-
level semantics; delegation by macro-task with low-level semantics; delegation by
macro-task with high-level semantics; delegation by macro-task with very high-
level semantics.

Schönwälder et.al. (SCHÖNWÄLDER; QUITTEK; KAPPLER, 2000) introduced a
taxonomy very similar to the previous one. However, the authors categorized the
network management approaches considering solely the number of managers used
on the system. This taxonomy has four management categories: centralized; weakly
distributed; strongly distributed; and cooperative.

George Pavlou(PAVLOU, 2007) defined a taxonomy based on the different waysof
executing a management task. The proposed taxonomy organizes management
approaches, frameworks, and protocols in three levels. Thefirst one divides the
management approaches in: remote invocation and management by delegation.
On the second level, remote invocation is divided into manager-agent based and
object/service interface based; and the management by delegation is formed by
manager-agent based and full mobile code based. The third level describes the
protocols associated with each branch of the taxonomy.

The aforementioned taxonomies have in common the presence of different types and
levels of distribution. In fact, with the challenges that were emerging over the years (e.g.,
number of managed elements, heterogeneity, reliability),and the evolution of the network
management area, it has become a common sense on the network management commu-
nity the fact that, in general, distributed approaches are more suitable than centralized
ones. For instance, during the meeting of the Network Management Research Group
(NMRG) of the Internet Research Task Force (IRTF), in October 2006 (SCHÖNWÄL-
DER et al., 2006), one of the main issues listed by researchers, vendors, and operators
was the definition of new distributed approaches for networkand service management.
Below, the common distributed network management approaches are presented.

Mobile Agents. This approach enables the migration of the management code from the
managers to the managed network elements. Mobile agents areable to execute an
on-demand and customized distribution of the configurationand management pro-
grams (DU; LI; CHANG, 2003) (STEPHAN; RAY; PARAMESH, 2004) (KOCH
et al., 2004) (TO; KRISHNASWAMY; SRINIVASAN, 2005) (GUO; ZENG; CUI,
2009) (ZHENG; DONG, 2009).

Management by Delegation (MbD).Goldszmidt and Yemini (GOLDSZMIDT; YEM-
INI, 1995) proposed this distributed network management approach. The key con-
cept behind MbD is the employment of delegated-agents that are responsible for
executing management tasks on the devices instead of bringing data from the de-
vices to the network management platform-based applications. In this sense, del-
egation can be used to move management functions to the data rather than move
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data to these functions. Originally the management functions were customizable
scripts, that were written in “ah doc”manners. Schönwälderet al. (SCHÖN-
WÄLDER; QUITTEK; KAPPLER, 2000) introduced the employmentof Mana-
gement Information Base (MIB) (MCCLOGHRIE; ROSE, 1991) forthe definition
of such scripts, so called ScriptMIB. Based on MbD approach several investiga-
tions were developed (ROCHA; ROCHA; SOUZA, 2004) (FIOREZE et al., 2005)
(STRAUSS; SCHÖNWÄLDER; QUITTEK, 2001) (CHERKAOUI et al., 1998).

Policy Based Network Management (PBNM).The goal of policy-based management
is to govern the behavior of a system based on the definition ofhigh level policies
(SLOMN, 1994). One of the most accepted architecture for PBNM was defined
by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) (WESTERINEN et al., 2001). This
architecture is composed of four main components: policy tool, policy repository,
Policy Decision Point (PDP), and Policy Enforcement Point (PEP). The policy tool
is the administrator front-end from where the management policies are defined and
edited, to be then stored in the policy repository for futureuse. When deploying
a policy, the policy tool signs the PDPs to retrieve the policy from the repository
and translate it to configuration commands on the PEPs (e.g., network interfaces,
queuing disciplines) located inside the network devices. This approach has been
employed in multiple network management scenarios (WRIGHT, 1999) (ZHAO;
CHEN; CRESPI, 2008) (FIOREZE et al., 2006) (ALVES et al., 2006).

Multi-agents. According to Timmet al. (TIMM et al., 2006) multi-agent systems
are composed of heterogeneous agents that are generally self-motivated and act
to fulfill internal goals, but may also share tasks with others. There is no global
or centralized control mechanism and agents have to reason to co-ordinate their
actions, plans, and knowledge. Such agents are also referred as intelligent agents
(TRZEC; HULJENIC, 2002). In general, the employment of multi-agents enables
the decomposition of network management tasks into sub-tasks that are executed by
the agents spread along the network (LIU; LI; LUO, 2004) (M. et al., 2008) (LEE
et al., 2004) (ZHANG et al., 2008) (LUO; LI; LIU, 2006).

Peer-To-Peer. Since 2003, the use of P2P in network management solutions, also
called as P2P-based Network Management, has been explored by several propos-
als (STATE; FESTOR, 2003) (GONG, 2005) (GRANVILLE et al., 2005) (BAR-
SHAN; FATHY; YOUSEFI, 2009) (BINZENHÖFER et al., 2006) (XU et al., 2008)
(KAMIENSKI et al., 2006) (BRUNNER et al., 2005) (LENG et al.,2007). The ma-
jor advantages of using this approach are the scalability, availability, reliability, and
connectivity of the network management solutions. The details about the employ-
ment of P2P in network management are presented in Section 2.3.

In addition to the approaches listed above, there are technologies that contributed for
the evolution and dissemination of distributed network management. Some of these con-
tributers are: Web technologies (BARILLAUD; DERI; FERIDUN, 1997), Common Ob-
ject Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) (OBJECT MANAGEMENT GROUP, 2010),
and Web Services (WS) (CURBERA et al., 2003). Based on these technologies other dis-
tributed network solutions were developed, like for example: Web-based network mana-
gement platforms (ANEROUSIS, 1999) (MULLER, 1997); CORBA was used to enable
distribution and remote invocation of management tasks (SCHULZE et al., June) (CUI;
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GUTIÉRREZ, 2003); and WS enabled interoperability among heterogeneous and dis-
tributed network solutions, composition, and is also referred as WS-based network ma-
nagement (ROHR; GRANVILLE; TAROUCO, 2009) (VIANNA et al., 2007) (MOURA
et al., 2007) (SOLDATOS; ALEXOPOULOS, 2007) (ZHANG et al., 2006). In fact, Web,
CORBA, and WS have become well established technologies employed in network ma-
nagement solutions. In contrast to this, and as expected, new emerging technologies and
concepts (e.g., overlays (TANG; AL-SHAER, 2008) (CAPONE; ELIAS; MARTIGNON,
2008), Mashups (XU; SONG; LUO, 2009) (BEZERRA et al., 2009)(BEZERRA et al.,
2010), and virtualization (WANG et al., 2008)) have been investigated in order to enhance
the development of network management solutions.

Despite the diversity of approaches and technologies employed so far in network ma-
nagement, what remains is the feeling that the solutions developed so far are not able
to properly fulfill the current needs on network and servicesmanagement. For example,
mobile agents failed, according to Rolf Stadler (STADLER, 2006), because at the time
they were investigated the basis of Distributed Artificial Intelligence (DAI) area could not
deliver important issues for the network management field (e.g, interdomain negotiations
and failure detection). In contrast, MbD and PBNM became very popular approaches, but
they suffer from scalability and reliability limitations.To overcome the problems of the
earlier approaches, multi-agents1 and P2P started to be investigated. They do have the po-
tential to provide fully distributed solutions able to tackle the challenges of network and
service management area. However, they were employed so farto build up management
platforms and not management applications. In summary, themembers of the NMRG of
IRTF (SCHÖNWÄLDER et al., 2006) highlighted that the desirable topics to be inves-
tigated on the design of future network and services management approaches are: fully
distributed solutions (e.g. P2P); change the focus from data structures and protocols to-
wards algorithms; increase the efforts on developing cooperative management solutions;
and the investment of research on self-* technologies for network management.

2.1.2 Autonomic Computing and Self-* Properties

Since the first time that the term autonomic computing was used until now, many
points of view and definitions were formulated (KEPHART; CHESS, 2003) (STRASS-
NER et al., 2009) (BOUABENE et al., 2010). In fact, there are no standardized definitions
concerning the terms autonomic communications, self-management, and self-* proper-
ties. For example, Kephart’s and Chess’s vision of autonomic computing (KEPHART;
CHESS, 2003) omits the notion of communication. In contrast, Bouabeneet al. (BOUA-
BENE et al., 2010) proposes an autonomic computing approachthat explicitly considers
communications.

The broadness of the term autonomic computing is also a topicof divergence. Ac-
cording to Dobsonet al. (DOBSON et al., 2010), IEEE and other organizations employ
this term to describe“the application of advanced technology on the management of ad-
vanced technology”. Dobsonet al. also listed examples of visions related to autonomic
computing, such as organic computing (GUDEMANN et al., 2008), bio-inspired comput-
ing (CHIANG; BRAUN; AGBINYA, 2007), self-organizing systems (AL-OQILY; KAR-
MOUCH, 2008), autonomous and adaptive systems (LEIBNITZ; WAKAMIYA; MU-
RATA, 2006). Indeed, the term autonomic computing on Dobson’s et al. perspective
encompasses all the aforementioned visions (DOBSON et al.,2010).

1Research on multi-agents is in fact the evolution of research on DAI (WEISS, 1999).
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In the literature, there are some initiatives trying to organize the characteristics, con-
cepts, and visions associated to autonomic computing. For example, Haririet al. (HARIRI
et al., 2006) and Linet al. (LIN; MACARTHUR; LEANEY, 2005) described the cha-
racteristics of autonomic computing (both based on the original concept of Paul Horn
(HORN, 2001)), which are listed below.

1. Self-Awareness.An autonomic system knows itself and is aware of its behavior.

2. Self-Protecting. An autonomic system is prone to attacks and hence it should be
capable of detecting and protecting its resources from bothinternal and external
attack and maintaining overall system security and integrity.

3. Self-Optimizing. An autonomic system should be able to detect performance
degradation in system behavior and intelligently perform self-optimization func-
tions.

4. Self-Healing.An autonomic system must be aware of potential problem and should
have the ability to reconfigure itself to continue to function properly.

5. Self-Configuring. An autonomic system must have the ability to dynamically ad-
just its resources based on its state and the state of its execution environment.

6. Context Aware. An autonomic system must be aware of its execution environment
and be able to react to changes in the environment.

7. Open. An autonomic system must be portable across multiple hardware and soft-
ware architectures, and must be built on standard and open protocols and interfaces.

8. Anticipatory. An autonomic system must be able to anticipate its needs and be-
haviors and be able to manage itself pro-actively.

Taking the aforementioned characteristics as a comparisonbasis, Linet al. (LIN;
MACARTHUR; LEANEY, 2005) presented a list of different autonomic computing de-
finitions, and which kind of characteristics each one presents. Table 2.1 reproduces the
table illustrated by Linet al. with the addition of recent works on the area. The numbers
of Table 2.1 represent the aforementioned autonomic computing characteristics.

Table 2.1: List of different definitions for autonomic computing and their characteristics
Characteristics

First Author 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Horn (HORN, 2001) √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Kephart (KEPHART; CHESS, 2003) √ √ √ √ √ √

Sterritt (STERRITT; BUSTARD, 2003) √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Ganek (GANEK; CORBI, 2003) √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Kaiser (KAISER et al., 2003) √ √ √

Agrawal (AGARWAL et al., 2003) √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Trumler (TRUMLER et al., 2004) √ √ √ √ √ √

Dobson (DOBSON et al., 2010) √ √ √ √ √ √

The diversity on autonomic computing is not restricted to its definition. Likewise, a
different number of theories and technologies have been employed to develop autonomic
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solutions. Khalidet al. (KHALID et al., 2009) proposed to aggregate the research work
focusing on autonomic frameworks, architectures, and infrastructures into seven groups,
that are described below.

Biologically inspired frameworks and architectures. The objective is to mimic vari-
ous biological systems (e.g. ant-colonies, food chains, interactions among popula-
tions, among others). According to Khalidet al. (KHALID et al., 2009), both cen-
tralized and distributed approaches have been suggested. The centralized ones focus
on the role of human nervous system as a controller to regulate and maintain the
other systems (HARIRI et al., 2006) (STERRITTA et al., 2005). On the other hand,
decentralized approaches use inspiration from cell and ant-colonies (ANALOUI;
JAMALI, 2008) (HONG et al., 2008) (CHAKRAVARTI; BAUMGARTNER; LAU-
RIA, 2005).

Large scale distributed applications frameworks.Solutions on this group are focused
on providing self-configurable and self-organizing infrastructures able to deliver
high availability and scalability. Examples of works in this group are: Oceano
(APPLEBY et al., 2001) and OceanStore (RHEA et al., 2001), IBM’s SMART
(LOHMAN; LIGHTSTONE, 2002) and Microsoft’s AutoAdmin (CHAUDHURI;
NARASAYYA, 2007).

Frameworks using agent architecture. Frequently used to develop infrastructures to
support autonomic behavior. Agent architecture uses a decentralized approach,
where each agent has its own local control and interacts withthe other agents to cre-
ate a self-managed system. (DONG et al., 2003) (WOLF; HOLVOET, 2003) (RAO;
GHENNIWA; SHAMI, 2007). The notion of cooperation of individual elements to
achieve a common goal is a fundamental aspect of multiagent system research,
and therefore multiagent are commonly used on autonomic computing research
(TESAURO et al., 2004). However, Huebscher and McCann (HUEBSCHER; MC-
CANN, 2008) remarked that implementing cooperative autonomic elements with
multiagent systems suffers from the difficulties in guaranteeing that the behavior
emerging from individual goals of each agent will truly represent the common goal
of the autonomic system. One alternative typically employed to avoid dealing with
the multiagent cooperation is a hierarchical structure of the autonomic elements.

Technique focused frameworks. There are several frameworks that base their solu-
tion on techniques from Artificial Intelligence such as BDI logic model2 (PENG
et al., 2009) and predicate model (RANGANATHAN; CAMPBELL, 2004); con-
trol theory (DIAO et al., 2005); ontologies (KEENEY; LEWIS;SULLIVAN, 2007);
policies (BALIOSIAN et al., 2008); ontologies and policies(STRASSNER et al.,
2009); genetic algorithms (GELENBE; LIU; LAINE, 2006).

Component based frameworks. The key behind the component based frameworks
is to create components that enable an autonomic behavior (VIROLI; CASADEI;
OMICINI, 2009) (WANG et al., 2008) (MALATRAS; PAVLOU, 2007)(BAUDE;
HENRIO; NAOUMENKO, 2007).

Self-managed service oriented architecture.In general, proposals use service oriented
architecture to enable autonomic behavior (GURGUIS; ZEID,2005) (LIU et al.,
2005) (ZHANG, 2007) (CALLAWAY et al., 2008).

2BDI - Belief-Desire-Intention.
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Infrastructure for injecting autonomicity into non-auton omous systems.There are
proposals that create an infrastructure to inject autonomic behavior in legacy non-
autonomic systems. Some of the techniques used by those approaches are layered
architectures (ANTHONY; BUTLER; IBRAHIM, 2005), Case Based Reasoning
(CBR) (KHAN; AWAIS; SHAMAIL, 2008), and rule driven approach (STANFEL;
HOCENSKI; MARTINOVIC, 2007).

Khalid et al. (KHALID et al., 2009) also identified two main design approaches that
are followed by the autonomic, self-management proposals.The first one is theExter-
nalization Approach where modules enabling self-management lie outside the managed
system. The other one is theInternalization Approach where the self-management of
the application is done inside the managed system. In the authors perspective, external-
ization approach is more effective because it uses separated modules to let the problem
detection and resolution localized in such modules.

In addition to the general discussions about autonomic computing and self-management,
there are specific communities developing their own ideas and definitions. For example,
after several years of discussion, the network management community seems to be con-
verging into a common understanding of what represent the terms autonomic computing
systems and Autonomic Network Management Systems (ANMS). There are two works
(one from Samaan and Karmouch (SAMAAN; KARMOUCH, 2009), andthe other from
Huebscher and McCann (HUEBSCHER; MCCANN, 2008)) defining autonomic comput-
ing, system, or behavior as a self-managed system presenting the self-CHOP properties,
i.e., self-configuring, -healing, - optimizing, and -protection. Based on this autonomic
computing description, Samaan and Karmouch (SAMAAN; KARMOUCH, 2009) also
defined the ANMS term as a network management system that employs the autonomic
computing concept. Thus, an ANMS must perform management operations following the
self-CHOP properties.

In fact, the network management community is depositing efforts on trying to define
models, architectures and standards for developing autonomic communication systems.
Examples of such efforts are proposals like Focale (STRASSNER et al., 2009), Auto-
nomic Network Architecture (BOUABENE et al., 2010), CASCADAS (MANZALINI;
ZAMBONELLI, 2006), among others. However, none of those proposals has a large ac-
ceptance and is recognized as a ‘de facto’ standard. So, due to the lack of well-established
terminologies, models, and architectures, it is possible to observe a proliferation of solu-
tions for specific types of networks and purposes (BALASUBRAMANIAM et al., 2006)
(FALLON et al., 2007) (ZHOU; LYU, 2007). The investigationsof autonomic or self-*
solutions applied to network management are detailed in Section 2.2.

2.1.3 Peer-To-Peer

The term Peer-to-Peer (P2P) can be applied to several and distinct contexts. In fact,
the analysis of the literature shows that the term P2P can be accompanied with words like
system, application, infrastructure, overlay, and networks. According to Androutsellis-
Theotokis and Spinellis“it is fair to say that there is not a general agreement on what
’is’ and what ’is not’ peer-to-peer”(ANDROUTSELLIS-THEOTOKIS; SPINELLIS,
2004). These authors attribute the lack of agreement to the fact that systems or applica-
tions are labeled peer-to-peer not because their internal behavior, but due to their external
appearance. Despite the fuzzy definitions and terminologies associated with P2P technol-
ogy, Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis grouped thesetechnologies into: P2P infras-
tructures and P2P applications (ANDROUTSELLIS-THEOTOKIS; SPINELLIS, 2004).
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They defined these groups considering only one kind of application, the P2P content dis-
tribution, which was the most popular and developed technology at the time their paper
was published. However, over the years, other types of P2P technologies emerged. In-
vestigating the literature it is possible to analyze and regroup such technologies into: P2P
infrastructures, P2P application, and P2P infrastructures for specific applications3. Exam-
ples related to each one of these groups are presented below.

P2P infrastructures. Technologies developed to build underlying conditions andser-
vices to support applications. Examples of such conditionsand services are: rou-
ting and location (KAUNE et al., 2008) (CHENG; YUKSEL; KALYANARAMAN,
2009) (KANG et al., 2009), reputation (SANCHEZ-ARTIGAS; GARCIA-LOPEZ,
2009), topology management (PAPADAKIS et al., 2009) (AGHAZADEHY et al.,
2009), performance (ZINNER et al., 2008) (XIE; MIN; DAI, 2009), connectivi-
ty (WACKER et al., 2008) (JIMENEZ; OSMANI; KNUTSSON, 2009),security
(LUA J. CROWCROFT et al., 2008) (JYOTHI; DHARANIPRAGADA, 2009).
Some of the well-known P2P infrastructures are, for instance, JXTA (GONG, 2001)
(XHAFA et al., 2008), Pastry (BJUREFORS; LARZON; GOLD, 2004), and Chord
(STOICA et al., 2003).

P2P applications. In general, the proposals of this group are applications that make
use of P2P infrastructures. Examples of current popular P2Papplications are: file
sharing (FAN; LUI; CHIU, 2009) (DHURANDHER et al., 2009) (MEULPOLDER
et al., 2009); multimedia streaming (BARBERA et al., 2007) (CHEN et al., 2009)
(LIU; RILEY, 2009); P2P Television (P2PTV) (LIU; LI, 2008) (ALHAISONI;
LIOTTA, 2009); and searching documents and databases (LIN et al., 2007) (LI;
SHOU; TAN, 2008) (DONG; YUE-LONG, 2009);

P2P infrastructures for specific applications.This group of technologies is comprised
of investigations that present a very tight relationship between the P2P infrastruc-
ture and the application running on top of such infrastructure. Based on the analysis
of the literature, it is possible to list some proposals belonging to this group, such as
multiplayer games (SCHMIEG et al., 2008) (VARVELLO; DIOUT;BIERSACK,
2009); workflow (GAO; ZENG, 2009); Voice over IP (VoIP) (CHEN; WANG;
JAJODIA, 2006)(SANGHAN; HASAN, 2007) (TIRASOONTORN; KAMOLPHI-
WONG; SAE-WONG, 2008) (ZHANG et al., 2009); and typical P2P applications
such as file sharing (DHIWAL et al., 2008) (ALTMANN; BEDANE, 2009) and
multimedia (MATHIEU; PARIS, 2009).

Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis (ANDROUTSELLIS-THEOTOKIS; SPINEL-
LIS, 2004) also classified P2P applications into five categories based on the purposes as-
sociated with the applications. The analysis of recent literature reveals that the definition
of those categories is still valid. The five categories are described below.

Communication and collaboration. These applications usually focus on providing di-
rect communication among peers (e.g., instant messaging applications like Google
Talk (INC., 2009a)). The possibility of direct communication can enable collabo-
rative behaviors.

3It is out of the scope of this thesis to define a new categorization of P2P technologies.
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Distributed computation. In this category, it is possible to find applications that need to
compute massive tasks. For doing this, such applications break-down the tasks into
small ones and distribute them among the available peers of the P2P infrastructure
(e.g., Seti@Home (KORPELA et al., 2001), Einstein@Home (EINSTEIN@HOME,
2009), Rosetta@Home (LABORATORY; WASHINGTON; COMMONS, 2009),
Quake-Catcher Network (UNIVERSITY; RIVERSIDE, 2009)).

Internet service support. This group is composed of applications that use P2P in-
frastructures to provide services like: video conference (e.g., Qnext (CORPORA-
TION, 2009)), telecommunication (e.g., Skype (LIMITED, 2009)), Web portals
(e.g., Osiris (TEAM’, 2009)), streaming (e.g., PPLive (INC., 2009b), PeerCast
(PEERCAST.ORG, 2009), TVU Network (SHEN, 2009)), among others.

Database systems.The applications of this group are able to use the P2P infrastruc-
ture as a database system, instead of a traditional central repository (BANAEI-
KASHANI; SHAHABIA, 2008) (DONG; YUE-LONG, 2009).

Content distribution. This is the most popular category of applications. In this case,
files are spread along the P2P infrastructure and can be accessed through file shar-
ing or content distribution application (e.g., Mininova (MININOVA, 2009), eMule
(TEAM, 2009), KaZaA (NETWORKS, 2009)).

Some of the major contributions of P2P for the society and forthe research community
are related to the variety of applications that can be developed exploring (i) the features
introduced by P2P infrastructure (e.g., scalability, robustness, and reliability); and (ii) the
design concepts behind the P2P applications (e.g., distributed algorithms, collaboration
on executing a task, sharing information, decentralization of decisions). Encouraged by
the features and design concepts introduced by P2P approaches, the network management
community started to explore those approaches on their solutions. The discussion about
the use of P2P on network management solutions is described in Section 2.3.

2.2 Autonomic Computing and Network Management

The research developed on autonomic computing and self-* properties (or self-star)
applied to network management can be divided in two major groups. The first one com-
prises high level architectures for deploying autonomic networks, autonomic communi-
cations, and/or self-* based network management. The second group is related to specific
networks, services, and management tasks.

2.2.1 Architectural Approaches

The investigation of architectural approaches for autonomic network management can
be divided into two groups. The first one is related to proposals in the context of projects
and the second one comprises individual attempts. Some of the main projects devoted
to build autonomic network management architectures are described below, and in the
sequence some independent initiatives are presented.

Foundation Observation Comparison Action Learn rEason (FOCALE) is an au-
tonomic network management approach that is meant to be built on top of the
current established network management environments (STRASSNER; AGOUL-
MINE; LEHTIHET, 2006). The basis of FOCALE are ontologies, policies, and
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context-aware mechanisms to provide self-knowledge for the autonomic system
(JENNINGS et al., 2007) (STRASSNER et al., 2009). The architecture is based
on the concept that business objectives, user requirements, and environment con-
text change dynamically. Thus, to handle such kind of changes, FOCALE em-
ploys distribution and two control loops: a maintenance control loop and an adjust-
ment control loop. Jennings et al. (JENNINGS et al., 2007) describe the elements
composing the architecture: Autonomic Management Element(AME), Autonomic
Manager (AM), Model Based Translation Layer (MBTL), Autonomic Management
Domain (AMD). The coordination of management decision making is performed by
the AMEs. The information model employed is based on Directory Enabled Net-
works - next generation (DEN-ng) (STRASSNER, 2002). Policybased network
management is also incorporated in FOCALE architecture.

Autonomic Network Architecture (ANA) is a project whose main objective is to enable
networks to scale in size and functionalities (BOUABENE et al., 2010). The core
networking elements of ANA architecture are: Information Dispatch Point (IDP),
Functional Blocks (FB), and Information Channels (IC). Theconcept of compart-
ments was defined in order to enable communication between hosts and routers
implementing and using the same set of functional blocks. A compartment is a set
of FBs, IDPs and ICs with some commonly agreed set of communication principles,
protocols and policies (ANA, 2009). Jelger et al. (JELGER etal., 2007) presented
the principles of ANA architecture, and different from traditional approaches, ANA
considers that heterogeneity is a basic element of the network. This architecture
provides manners to make the network adapts itself to deal with heterogeneous
styles and demands. In addition, Zseby et al. (ZSEBY et al., 2009) argue that
the basic mechanism to establish autonomic communication principles (present in
ANA project) is to find solutions for the situation awarenessproblem. The solu-
tion of such problem involves perception of conditions and events, collaboration,
coordination, and several other issues pointed by the authors.

Component-ware for Autonomic, Situation-aware Communications, And Dynami-
cally Adaptable Services (CASCADAS)is an IST project aiming at developing
and validating an autonomic framework for creating, executing, and provision-
ing situation-aware and dynamically adaptable communication services (MAN-
ZALINI; ZAMBONELLI, 2006). According to Manzaliniet al. (MANZALINI
et al., 2007) the development activities of the project are focused on prototyping a
toolkit based on distributed self-similar components characterized by self-* prop-
erties. The architecture of CASCADAS is based on its Autonomic Communication
Element (ACE) that is composed of: Reasoning Engine, Message Handler, Self-
Model, Facilitator, Specific Part. The Self-Model is a statemachine that describes
the possible states of the ACE and the associated transitions. The communication to
discover and self-aggregate with other ACEs is performed bythe Goal Needed (GN)
/ Goal Achieved (GA) protocol (MANZALINI; ZAMBONELLI, 2006). One of the
important features of the CASCADAS architecture is its capacity of self-organizing
in order to make the ACEs interact with each other to provide the desired functio-
nality (deployed on top of CASCADAS toolkit) in a situation-aware way without
configuration efforts (MANZALINI et al., 2007).
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BIOlogically inspired NETwork and Services (BIONETS) project is devoted to ad-
dress pervasive computing and communication environments(MIORANDI et al.,
2006). According to Carreraset al. (CARRERAS et al., 2007), BIONETs is in-
spired on living world science to deal with the problems of scale, complexity, and
diversity for a rather long time. Based on this, a network looks like a living ecosys-
tem, where services play the role of organisms, evolving andcombining themselves
to adapt to the environmental characteristics (e.g., network topology, service dyna-
mics). The network architecture is called Service-oriented Communication System
(SOC), composed of a two-tier architecture. The first layer is called T-Nodes and is
formed by cheap tiny devices (sensors, tags, etc.) that possess sensing capabilities.
The second layer is called U-Node and is formed by devices running services able to
produce and consume information. The T-Nodes just communicate with U-Nodes
in order to answer poll messages sent by the later. On the other hand, U-Nodes
communicate among themselves based on opportunistic localized P2P interactions.

Autonomic Internet (AUTOI) is an European project devoted to investigate the Fu-
ture Internet, and the main challenge is change from a service agnostic Internet to a
service-aware network where autonomic principles are applied for managing the re-
sources (GALIS et al., 2009). According to Rubio-Loyolaet al. (RUBIO-LOYOLA
et al., 2009), AUTOI proposes a self-managing overlay of virtual resources that
can span across heterogeneous networks. The autonomic management architecture
model is composed of several distributed management systems across five abstract
planes called OSKMV: Orchestration Plane (OP), Service Enablers Plane (SP),
Knowledge Plane (KP), Management Plane (MP), and Virtualisation Plane (VP)
(GALIS et al., 2009). According to Galiset al. (GALIS et al., 2008), AUTOI
management system is designed to achieve the following functionalities: embed-
ded network functions, aware and self-aware functions, adaptive and self-adaptive
functions, automatic self-functions, extensibility functions, and outlay functions.

4WARD is an European project that aims at investigating a clean slate approach for the
Future Internet (4WARD, 2010). One of the work packages of 4WARD project
defined a new management paradigm called In-Network Management (INM) (FO-
LEY et al., 2008), whose main goal is to embed self-management capabilities deep
inside the network nodes. According to Prietoet al. (PRIETO et al., 2009) the INM
approach is related to autonomic computing in two ways: the management plane
inside the network is self-organizing and exhibits autonomic behavior; and the func-
tions that the management plane offers are either autonomicthemselves or building
blocks for autonomic management functions. The principlesof the INM approach
are described by Dudkowskiet al. (DUDKOWSKI et al., 2009), and based on
these principles the authors derived a functional design space composed of three-
dimensional disk describing the degree of embedding, degree of autonomy, and
degree of abstraction. The architecture of INM approach is described in detail by
Franzkeet al. (FRANZKE et al., 2009). Two levels were defined: communication
and implementation levels. The communication level is composed of INM entities,
INM Protocol (INMP), and Management Capabilities (MCs). Inside the implemen-
tation levels there are the INM Registry (INMR), FunctionalComponents (FCs),
and Management Capabilities (MCs). According to Foleyet al. (FOLEY et al.,
2008) by using the INM approach, management operations can become localized
and different network elements interact based on peer-to-peer techniques.
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Self-Management of Cognitive Future InterNET Elements (Self-NET) is an Euro-
pean project devoted to investigate the designs and prototypes of the Future Internet
throughout the employment of self-management and use of cognitive functionali-
ties (NGUENGANG et al., 2009). According to Kousaridaset al. (KOUSARIDAS
et al., 2008) Self-NET proposes a generic cognitive cycle model that is composed of
monitoring, decision, and execution process. This cycle model can be seen as a sim-
plification of the Monitor, Analyze, Plan, Execute - Knowledge (MAPE-K) control
loop proposed by IBM. Moreover, the authors proposed a distributed execution of
this cycle model which happens to introduce a certain level of orchestration among
the monitor, decision, and execution elements of their architecture. The details of
the Self-NET architecture are described by Mihailovicet al. (MIHAILOVIC et al.,
2009) and Nguenganget el. (NGUENGANG et al., 2009). A three-level environ-
ment, composed of networking, cognitive, and management levels, is described by
Mihailovic et al. (MIHAILOVIC et al., 2009). In such three-level environment
the Self-NET architecture is deployed. One of the main elements of the archi-
tecture is the Monitoring, Decision-Making, and Executioncycle (M-D-E cycle),
that is responsible for conducting the self-management. The M-D-E cycle is dis-
tributed along the network element level, as Network Element Cognitive Managers
(NECM), and in the network domain level, as Network Domain Cognitive Manager
(NDCM). These elements form the Distributed Cognitive cycle for System & Net-
work Management (DC-SNM). Nguenganget al. present the framework to provide
self-awareness process for Self-NET (NGUENGANG et al., 2009).

In addition to the aforementioned projects, there are many other initiatives trying
to develop autonomic networks and autonomic network management solutions, such as
EFIPSANS (EFIPSANS, 2010), Autonomia (DONG et al., 2003), AutoMate (AGAR-
WAL et al., 2003). Nevertheless, besides the investigations conducted in the context
of projects, there are also independent investigations devoted to create architectural ap-
proaches for bringing together autonomic computing/self-* properties and network ma-
nagement. Some of these independent approaches are presented as follows.

Tizghadam and Leon-Garcia proposed the Autonomic Network Control and Manage-
ment System (AORTA), which is a self-organizing mechanism to enable robustness and
performance on IP packet transmission (TIZGHADAM; LEON-GARCIA, 2008). The
authors based their architecture on Darwin’s evolutionaryconcepts, and created two con-
trol loops, one for short-term and the other for long-term. The short-term address on-line
problems while the long-term uses virtual networks to reconfigure the network in order do
provide robustness and performance. The techniques used toprovide the virtual network
resource management were detailed by Farhaet al. (FARHA; LEON-GARCIA, 2009).

Razzaqueet al. (RAZZAQUE; DOBSON; NIXON, 2007) give another perspective
to cross-layering approaches. The authors claim that in thenext generation networks,
which will be composed most of wireless networks, the information used for decision
making should be exchanged among several layers. Based on this exchanged information
each layer could adapt and optimize the end-to-end performance. Playing with local and
global view the authors discuss about current cross-layer solutions and what is missing in
order to provide an autonomic cross-layer architecture.

Balasubramaniamet al. (BALASUBRAMANIAM et al., 2006) proposed an auto-
nomic network model based on four bio-inspired concepts: management process of the
glucose, reaction diffusion, chemotaxis, and hormone signaling. The authors defined an
hierarchical structure that consists of devices layers, system and business. The system
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and device layers are bio-inspired, while the business is not. The device layer is in-
spired in three concepts, the reaction diffusion that is responsible for the self-organizing
characteristic; the chemotaxis that is the ability to move micro-organisms (for example,
management orders) based on the stimulus attractions whichconfers the self-adaptation
characteristic; and finally the hormone signaling that is responsible for the communica-
tion between distant cells. The system layer is inspired on the management process of the
glucose, that is a mechanism executed inside the blood and itis the basis to maintain the
organism equilibrium. The behavior of the proposed autonomic network is a combination
of centralized and decentralized management actions.

Despite the general concepts and high level architectures,there are several initiatives
using autonomic or self-* properties directly defined to specific networks or management
tasks. The next section describes some of these initiatives.

2.2.2 Specific Solutions

The analysis of the literature has presented an increasing number of proposals relating
autonomic computing and self-* properties to network management. In this section, these
proposals are organized into two groups: oriented to a specific network and oriented to
specific management tasks.

Proposals Oriented to a Specific Network. Wireless network community is heav-
ily using self-* properties to solve their management problems. Given the dy-
namic nature of wireless networks, and the inability of managing this environ-
ment in a manual fashion, the research developed for these kind of networks has
been exploiting self-* and autonomic concepts. It is possible to find autonomic
solutions in a very large range of wireless networks. For example, wireless sen-
sor networks (WSN) (LU et al., 2007) (WANG; LI; ZHANG, 2007) (BOONMA;
SUZUKI, 2008) (KIRI; SUGANO; MURATA, 2007), ad hoc networks(HAD-
JIANTONIS; PAVLOU, 2008) (MALATRAS; PAVLOU, 2007) (MALATRAS; HAD-
JIANTONIS; PAVLOU, 2007) (ZHANG; LI, 2008), next generation networks (4G,
3G, etc.) (DEMESTICHAS et al., 2007) (VIDALES et al., 2005),and pervasive
networks (ZHANG; HANSEN, 2008) (CASTELLI; MENEZES; ZAMBONELLI,
2009). The details related to some the listed initiative aredescribed below.

• A framework to build wireless sensor network applications was introduced by
Boonmaet al. (BOONMA; SUZUKI, 2008). This framework is called Multi-
objective Optimization for a Network of Sensors using an evOlutionary algO-
rithm with coNstraints (MONSOON), and is inspired in biological concepts
of bee colonies. The agents are able to evolve and adapt according to cons-
trains. Some of the techniques employed are policies and genetic algorithms.
The self-* properties provided in this framework are: self-configuration, self-
optimization, and self-healing. Another work on WSN is presented by Luet
al. (LU et al., 2007). The authors propose a mechanism that integrates self-
configuring and self-organizing features in order to managewireless sensor
networks. This work is different from many others because the authors use
only local information to provide the self-organizing feature.

• Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are characterized by the freedom pre-
sented by the mobile nodes. Indeed, this freedom can become anegative fea-
ture in terms of network management because the mobility of the nodes, limi-
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ted connectivity, and interference turns the management impossible to be exe-
cuted manually. Thus, self-* properties are a natural solution for MANETs.
For example, Malatraset al. (MALATRAS; HADJIANTONIS; PAVLOU,
2007) used context-aware policies to adapt the system and provide self-confi-
guration and self-optimization for MANETs. Their solutionis based both in
distributed and hierarchical models more suitable for thiskind of network.

• The next generation of cellular communications has inherited numerous la-
bels, including beyond 3G (B3G), enhanced 3G (E3G), and 4G. Currently,
there is no formal standard or definition for 4G. While 3G systems focus pri-
marily on supporting multimedia data rates and various classes of service, the
focus of B3G and 4G systems is to seamlessly integrate existing wireless sys-
tems. All this integration process demands a considerable management effort
that once again can not be handled manually. Demestichaset al. (DEMES-
TICHAS et al., 2007) presented an autonomic architecture toautonomously
configure accesses points called Autonomic Management of Access Points
(AMAP). This architecture shows the convergence of telecommunications and
data networks in terms of network management approaches.

• The work developed by Schuetzet al. (SCHUETZ et al., 2007) presented an
autonomic distributed solution for the management of base stations of Wire-
less Local Area Networks (WLAN). The authors used information retrieved
from the neighbors, that reflects the network context, to feed the local deci-
sions of the autonomic agents inside the base stations. Despite the employ-
ment of distributed algorithms, the authors also used a central element that is
able to handle in a better way the management functions that require certain
levels of centralization, like for example, management of the policies of the
system, and the interaction with human administrators.

• In ad hoc networks, Badonnelet al. (BADONNEL; STATE; FESTOR, 2007)
presented a probabilistic self-organizing. This approachconsiders distributed
algorithms for self-organizing solely the nodes that are “interested” into be-
ing managed, and the decision of which node is interesting ornot is defined
according their probabilistic model. Karnik and Kumar developed a self-
organizing model for ad hoc wireless sensor networks based on distributed
algorithms (KARNIK; KUMAR, 2007). The authors’ proposal isbased on
the analysis of local computation and communication of the sensor node.

• Considering pervasive systems, Zhang and Hansen (ZHANG; HANSEN, 2008)
proposed a self-managed pervasive service middleware ableto get information
about the runtime status of devices, services calls, and network connections.
Thus, based on changes of those status the middleware is ableto dispatch
self-diagnosis, self-configuration to adapt the pervasivesystem to the new
conditions. Some of the techniques used in this work are ontologies, and
context-aware information. Another work putting togetherpervasive systems
and self-* properties is presented by Castelliet al. (CASTELLI; MENEZES;
ZAMBONELLI, 2009). In this case, the authors focused on restricting the
amount of knowledge used for the management decisions of thepervasive
nodes. To achieve this, they provide a self-organizing approach to generate
knowledge that is based on local information, bio-inspiredalgorithms, and on
the similarity of required information.
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Proposals Oriented to Specific Management Tasks.In the literature, there are several
proposals of employing autonomic and self-* properties to design different types of
management tasks (COELHO; GASPARY; TAROUCO, 2009) (GHAZALT et al.,
2008)(FALLON et al., 2007). Some of these proposals are described below.

• Tizghadam and Leon-Garcia (TIZGHADAM; LEON-GARCIA, 2010)pro-
posed AutoNet, which is a self-organizing management system for core net-
works where robustness to environmental changes (e.g., traffic shifts, topology
changes, and community of interest) is viewed as critical. The main objective
is to provide an autonomic traffic engineering solution. Forthis, the authors
defined a centralized architecture where a two-loops strategy is executed. This
strategy is composed of a long-term loop and a short-term loop. The self-
organizing property is part of the algorithms proposed. Theessence of such
algorithms is to determine the least critical paths for allocation of new traffic
flow requests.

• Chaparadzaet al. (CHAPARADZA; COSKUN; SCHIEFERDECKER, 2005a)
combined self-* aspects and monitoring techniques to builda traffic self-
monitoring system. The authors define that self-monitoringnetworks are those
that autonomously decide which information should be monitored, as well as
the moment and local where the monitoring task should take place.

• Yangfan Zhou and Michael Lyu (ZHOU; LYU, 2007) presented a sensor net-
work monitoring system. The authors’ contribution is the use of sensors them-
selves to monitor each other in addition of performing theirordinary task
of sensing the surrounding environment (traditionally, the task of monitoring
sensor elements is executed by external elements and not by asensor itself).

• Viroli et al. (VIROLI; CASADEI; OMICINI, 2009) presented a self-orga-
nizing coordination service. The coordination service is achemical-inspired
system where elements combine themselves as if they were molecules affected
by chemical laws. The authors based their chemical coordination of services
solely on local criteria, and evidenced the emergence of self-organizing global
coordination of the system.

• Mckinley et al. (MCKINLEY et al., 2006) and Samimiet al. (SAMIMI
et al., 2007) presented the Service Clouds environment, that is an approach of
putting together self-* and overlays for network management. This environ-
ment provides an infrastructure for dynamic deployment andreconfiguration
of services belonging to an overlay. It presents an autonomic platform alterna-
tive to maintain the communication channels of deployed services and make
them adapt according to the overlay conditions.

• Houidi et al. (HOUIDI; LOUATI; ZEGHLACHE, 2008) presented a dis-
tributed and autonomic mapping framework responsible for self-organizing
the virtual networks on top of the substrate network every time a new deploy-
ment request arrives. This request triggers the autonomic elements, which in
their turn, exchange messages to build a global view of all virtual network
topologies and decide where to place/replace the resourcesof the virtual net-
works. Despite the fact this approach employs autonomic features and distri-
bution, the self-organization is subjected solely to the changes on the number
of virtual networks running on top of the substrate network.Thus, changes on
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the amount of resources used by the virtual networks during their lifetime are
not explicitly considered.

• Steinderet al. (STEINDER et al., 2007) and Wanget al. (WANG et al.,
2008) proposed the employment of self-organizing techniques on server vir-
tualization scenarios. In these cases, the virtual machines are self-organized
according to the workloads of the physical nodes, and generally, this self-
organization is accomplished migrating virtual machines to physical ones with
lower workloads. The metrics traditionally used to determine the workload of
virtual machines are CPU and memory.

The initiatives presented in this section reveals how much the concepts of autonomic
computing and self-* properties span across network management discipline. The influ-
ence of those concepts is present from network systems with very restricted conditions
(e.g., wireless sensor networks) until very abstract environments (e.g., virtual networks
and Service Overlay Networks (SONs)). Moreover, the current amount of projects and
the diversity of architectural proposals (presented in Section 2.2.1) also indicates that the
research in autonomic network management is in expansion and tends to become a “de
facto” alternative of network management.

2.3 Employment of P2P on Network Management

In the same way that there are no general agreement about P2P definitions, there are
no standard terminology, techniques, and directives of howP2P can be employed on net-
work management discipline. Thus, considering that there are different groups of P2P
technologies, and different purposes on building P2P applications, it is possible to con-
clude that the employment of P2P on network management solutions can assume distinct
forms. Therefore, the objective of this section is to characterize which are the current
ways of developing P2P-based network management solutions. To achieve this objec-
tive, the main proposals found in the literature are analyzed and compared to the features
of groups of P2P technologies and categories of P2P applications presented in Section
2.1.3. The conclusion of this comparison is that current P2P-based network management
proposals can be organized into two groups. The main criterion for grouping such propos-
als is the common characteristics explored by the P2P approach and the type of network
management tasks employed. The groups are presented as follows.

P2P infrastructure to support general purpose management platforms. This group
is formed by general purpose P2P-based network management systems. The remar-
kable feature in this group is the employment of the P2P infrastructures (mainly
routing, location, and connectivity P2P infrastructures)to enable a more flexible
deployment of a network management system. Examples of initiatives in this group
are presented below.

• State and Festor (STATE; FESTOR, 2003) defined a P2P infrastructure based
on JXTA (GONG, 2001). The management system explores the advertising
messages of JXTA as a manner of exposing the management API ofthe man-
aged elements to all peers that are part of the P2P managementsystem. In
this case, the manager/agent approach is maintained, and through the P2P in-
frastructure the manager can access the Java Management Extensions (JMX)
management agents.
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• Granville et al. (GRANVILLE et al., 2005) employed both P2P infrastruc-
tures and P2P applications to enhance the traditional Management by Delega-
tion (MbD) approach. P2P infrastructure is used to provide the connectivity
abstractions, routing, and cross domain communications, while P2P applica-
tions, like file sharing and instant messaging, are used to support the human
interaction among teams of administrators of their approach. The authors de-
fined a MbD infrastructure composed of Top Level Managers (TLM), Middle
Level Managers (MLM), and agents (PANISSON et al., 2006). TLMs are able
to use the P2P applications available on the management system to enable
the human collaboration. MLMs are responsible for executing the manage-
ment tasks by contacting the agents. Inspired by the aforementioned work,
Fioreseet. al (FIORESE; SIMÕES; BOAVIDA, 2009) focused their proposal
on enhancing the connectivity among TLMs and MLMs by investigating the
location issues of P2P infrastructures.

• Barshamet. al (BARSHAN; FATHY; YOUSEFI, 2009) also followed the
strategy of joining P2P infrastructure with MbD. In the caseof the work pro-
posed by these authors, a 3-tier hierarchy of peers is composed of TLM, MLM,
and Lower level Managers (LLM). The focus of their research is to provide
fault tolerance for a P2P-based MbD approach.

• Kamienskiet. al (KAMIENSKI et al., 2006) used P2P infrastructure to pro-
vide a better support on the management of policies. The authors kept the
same hierarchical concept behind the Policy-based NetworkManagement ap-
proach. However, instead of using a Policy Decision Point (PDP), they used
Policy Decision Nodes interconnected by a Distributed HashTable (DHT) net-
work. Through the DHT it was possible to reach and change the policies. In
this sense, the P2P infrastructure is used to enable the dissemination of poli-
cies inside the management system. The authors aim at providing scalability
and fault tolerance for the network management system.

P2P infrastructure to provide specific management solutions. This group comprises
the initiatives where P2P is used to solve some specific management tasks and sit-
uations. Examples of such initiatives are listed below.

• Yalagandulaet. al (YALAGANDULA et al., 2006) designed a sensing in-
formation management backplane that, among other techniques and technolo-
gies, employed DHTs algorithms to aggregate and disseminate network and
node status information. Web services are used to enable thecomposition and
aggregation of monitored information, and a P2P infrastructure created by the
DHTs and overlays is used to expose the WS interfaces and the monitored
information. In this context, P2P is used as the main infrastructure to support
scalable dissemination of monitored information, and location of the services
of the management system.

• Zhou and van Renesse (ZHOU; RENESSE, 2005) employed a structured P2P
infrastructure (by using DHT algorithms) for helping on themaintenance of
connectivity information about IPv6 and IPv4 networks. Theauthors establi-
shed that the core network will keep being IPv4, while the edges will be IPv6
networks. To solve the connectivity problem, the authors proposed that egress
gateways from IPv4 networks use DHTs in order to keep routingtables with
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information able to handle the mapping between the two typesof networks.
Lenget. al (LENG et al., 2007) also proposed a P2P infrastructure to address
the connectivity problem between IPv4 and IPv6 networks. Inthis work an
unstructured P2P network was used to distribute Tunnel End Point (TEP) in-
formation among the IPv4 gateways. Analyzing both proposals, in the light
of P2P technologies, it is possible to say that the authors used P2P infrastruc-
tures in order to build a content distribution application to disseminate routing
information and enhance the connectivity between end points.

The predominant feature on the proposals analyzed above is the employment of P2P
infrastructures to enhance the underlying conditions of the network management sys-
tems. Very few initiatives use the concepts behind the P2P applications in order to en-
hance the execution of the network management task itself. During the analysis of the
works described above, it was recurrently mentioned the cooperation among the peers of
the P2P-based network management infrastructure. However, it is was never clear what
exactly the authors meant with the term cooperation. In mostof the cases, this term in-
dicated a connectivity relation between the peers rather than a joint operation to solve a
problem. Indeed, the literature shows that P2P infrastructures are being well explored to
build network management infrastructures, while management applications keep on being
developed following traditional hierarchical network management approaches.

2.4 Autonomic/Self-*, Peer-to-Peer, and Network Management

As presented in the previous sections, there are several proposals joining autonomic
or self-* properties and network management, as well as, P2Pand network management.
Nevertheless, when all these topics (i.e., autonomic/self-*, P2P, and network manage-
ment) are put together it is possible to observe that there are no clear proposals fully
merging those topics. For example, Prietoet al. (PRIETO et al., 2009) and Franzkeet
al. (FRANZKE et al., 2009) mentioned that nodes of INM approach (in 4WARD Project)
would follow a P2P interaction model. However, no precise details and definition were
described relating self-* properties and P2P for executingthe in-network management de-
fended by the authors. The same lack of clear definition, related to the employment of the
three topics, happens to the proposal presented in BIONETs project (MIORANDI et al.,
2006) (CARRERAS et al., 2007). Some of the few initiatives joining autonomic/self-*
and P2P techniques for network management are described andanalyzed as follows.

Binzenhöfer et al. (BINZENHÖFER et al., 2006) employed P2P overlays to address
fault and performance management. Their architecture aimsat providing generic
connectivity tests and Quality of Service (QoS) monitoringin a distributed and
self-organized system that is based on the Distributed Network Agents (DNAs)
(JUN et al., 2007). The distributed infrastructure is achieved by the employment of
overlays formed by structured P2P networks (using DHTs) on top of the monitored
network. In this sense, groups of DNAs composing a DHT are able to communi-
cate to: exchange monitoring information; and ask for otherDNAs to execute tests
on the monitored network in order to find eventual failures. The self-organizing
property is related to the maintenance of the distinct overlays that might be defined
during the execution of this environment (JUN et al., 2007).In this sense, the self-
* property is not directly related to the network managementtask being executed
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(i.e., monitoring and QoS tests) but it is related to the maintenance of the P2P over-
lays. In addition, the authors described that the decision of which peer will belong
to a monitoring/testing overlay is given by random choice orby human definition
(BINZENHÖFER et al., 2006). This description emphasizes that the management
task being executed does not reveal a truly self-organizingbehavior. An example of
self-organizing behavior would be the management P2P overlay itself discovered
which are the suitable peers to form and execute a monitoringor test request.

Brunner et. al (BRUNNER et al., 2005) proposed the Ambient Network (AN) concept
that is based on the composition of different networks in order to gain connectivity.
The authors suggested that a P2P-based network management approach could be
able to handle the network compositions of the AN concept in two manners. One
manner is related to the topological composition between management systems of
ANs, and the second is associated to the creation of the connectivity conditions
required to compose two ANs. In this case, P2P technology is used for the mainte-
nance of the hierarchical management overlay, and for pooling and sharing mana-
gement information within and across heterogeneous composed networks. Simon
et. al (SIMON et al., 2005) detailed the employment of P2P approachto enable
the composition of ANs. It is not discussed on both works how the management
tasks running inside the composed networks should exactly work. Apparently, the
management tasks would be executed in an hierarchical fashion, where super peers
(i.e., managers) request for peers (i.e., agents) the execution of some task. So, P2P
technology is used to support the connectivity across domains, provide scalabi-
lity of the network management system, and disseminate information. Besides the
employment of P2P, self-management is also incorporated inAmbient Networks.
Mathieuet al. (MATHIEU et al., 2007) proposed the self-management of contexts
associated to the overlays of AN. The authors defined the Service-aware Adaptive
Transport Overlays (SATOs) for ANs. A SATO is created for delivering a certain
requested service. The self-management of SATOs is accomplished throughout the
collection of distributed context associated to users and networks, and the assign-
ment of dedicated nodes to analyze the collected information. Based on this infor-
mation, SATOs can be deployed and adapted. Analyzing the works related to AN,
above listed, it is possible to identify that there is not a clear and direct connection
between P2P and self-management devoted to constitute a management solution for
the Ambient Network concept. The presence of P2P is very strong on the manage-
ment of ANs, however, self-management is more related to theusers perspective,
rather than to the management of ANs.

Fallon et. al (FALLON et al., 2007) employs a P2P approach to self-form network ma-
nagement topologies targeted to accomplish specific network management tasks. A
hierarchical model based on Network Elements (NE) is employed. The NEs are
grouped into clusters, and these clusters form P2P overlaysthat can be arranged
hierarchically according to the requirements of the management task to be execu-
ted. One conclusion that is possible to be inferred from thiswork is the fact that the
cooperation among the NEs performing a management task is not provided by their
proposal, solely the connectivity of such NEs is provided (i.e., the arrangement of
the NEs in an overlay). The self-forming property is associated to the process of
preparing the network management infrastructure. Based onparameters associated
to the NEs, the clusters are formed, maintained, and self-optimized in the presence
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of changes. The parameters can be changed dynamically by direct operator inter-
vention, automatically using policies, and because of changes on the network status
(FALLON et al., 2007). Analyzing the proposed work it is easyto distinguish the
relationship between the self-* properties and the P2P management overlay. In the
same way, it is possible to identify the integration betweenthe management over-
lay and the execution of a management task. However, it is noteasy to understand
the influence of the self-* properties on the execution of thenetwork management
task. Indeed, at a first glance, the network management task,considered by the
authors, is modeled taking into account the cooperation provided by the P2P ma-
nagement overlay, but no self-* properties are considered to be part of the network
management task.

Besides the initiatives presented here, there are other proposals concerning the joint
use of self-* and P2P and/or overlay (AL-OQILY; KARMOUCH, 2008) (WANG et al.,
2006). However, those proposals are not directly related tonetwork management, but
they address the management of the P2P and/or overlay network itself. Therefore, this
thesis proposal aims at bringing knowledge to issues involving the joint use of self-*
properties and P2P to contribute with the development of an alternative for designing
network management task solutions.

2.5 Summary

This chapter presented an overview of the state of the art regarding network manage-
ment, autonomic computing, peer-to-peer, and the relationship among these three research
areas. First, the discussion about network management approaches available in the liter-
ature was presented. Analyzing the discussion and the output of them it was possible to
verify the majority presence of distributed network management approaches, and the in-
dication by the NMRG-IRTF that more investigations are necessary on this area. Indeed,
the research community understands, as a common sense, thatdistributed solutions are
more suitable to handle the current scenarios where networkmanagement is employed.
In the sequence, a review of the definitions associated with autonomic computing and the
current research status of P2P were presented. Some of the main architectural approaches
for autonomic and network management were presented, and also some individual ini-
tiatives to develop self-* properties applied to network management. The diversity of
contexts and areas is one of the characteristics of researchon autonomic network ma-
nagement. Considering the P2P scope, this chapter presented the types of investigations
and how they are related to network management, and once again, the broadness of the
solutions is a remarkable feature. This chapter is closed with the discussion about the
proposals related to: autonomic or self-* properties applied to network management; P2P
employment on network management; and finally the combination of autonomic or self-*
properties and P2P on network management.
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3 PRINCIPLES OF THE THESIS

This chapter starts with the description of the conditions on the network management
community that lead to the proposal of the joint use of self-*properties and P2P. Next,
it is described the features of the network environments that could benefit from a self-*
P2P network management alternative, and it is also defined the management requirements
associated to those environments and the self-* P2P alternative.

Due to the fact that the literature shows different point of views related to self-* prop-
erties, autonomic computing, peer-to-peer, and cooperation, there is one section establish-
ing which are the meanings of the aforementioned concepts inthe context of this thesis,
and what are their relationship to the self-* P2P alternative. In addition, design issues are
proposed to be followed on the integration of self-* properties and P2P so that it becomes
possible to design fully distributed and cooperative network management applications.

Finally, the methodology employed to verify the hypothesisof this thesis relies on
the investigation of scenarios where self-* properties andP2P can be used together in
order to improve a network management solution. Case studies are used to carry on the
investigation, and they are presented at the end of this chapter.

3.1 Leading Conditions towards the Self-* P2P Alternative

In 2006, during a meeting of the NMRG-IRTF group, the networkmanagement com-
munity identified some major problems preventing the development of new alternatives to
handle the current challenges of the field (e.g., reduction of human intervention, hetero-
geneity, scalability, reliability). From the listed problems, two of them were particularly
cited by different members of the meeting (SCHÖNWÄLDER et al., 2006). One is the
lack of investments on management applications and the other is the lack of heavy devel-
opment on fully distributed and cooperative solutions. Indeed, it is possible to say that
those two problems are interconnected.

Generally, the development of network and services management proposals keeps the
focus on morphological aspects, such as APIs, protocols, architectures, and frameworks.
There is almost no focus on developing the management application itself,i.e. the algo-
rithms employed to execute the management tasks. Thus, the management applications
are in most of the cases limited by the morphological aspects. For example, network ma-
nagement applications developed to use SNMP protocol are very simple. The algorithm
behind an SNMP-based management application follows a master-slave approach, where
the master (i.e., the manager) sends tasks (i.e., gets, sets, getbulk, etc.) to the slave (i.e,
agent) and waits for a response. Therefore, the limitationsimposed by the morphologi-
cal aspects generally turn the management solution into centralized (i.e., manager-agent
based approach) or not fully distributed architectures (such as hierarchical approach).
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In the last years, there were attempts to define architectures and frameworks able to
provide fully distributed and cooperative network management infrastructures, but those
attempts did not provide truly cooperative applications. Examples of such attempts are
the solutions based on P2P and MAS (Multi Agent Systems). As presented in Section 2.3,
P2P technologies are employed in the sense of improving the connectivity capabilities of
the management infrastructure, so that cooperative applications could be developed. Nev-
ertheless, the network management applications designed so far considering P2P tech-
nologies are based on hierarchical approach to execute the management tasks (e.g., MbD,
PBNM). The same way, MAS solutions enable a more distributednetwork management
infrastructure, where agents (or intelligent agents) are spread along the network to be
managed. Most of the proposals of MAS-based network management solutions claim
that the agents cooperate by sub-tasking/splitting/replicating the management task among
multiple agents, or by gathering information from other agents for individual deliberation
of management actions (LI et al., 2001) (AKASHI et al., 2005)(TERAUCHI; AKASHI,
2009) (GUARDALBEN et al., 2010). This way, most of the P2P andMAS-based net-
work management applications still present a master-slavebehavior, which is a simple
and tending to be centralized style of defining an application.

Parallel to the attempts of developing more distributed andcooperative management
infrastructures, sophisticated network management algorithms started to be designed with
the introduction of self-* properties and autonomic computing into the research com-
munity. Most of the solutions following the first definition of autonomic computing
(KEPHART; CHESS, 2003) tend to employ centralized algorithms on the design of the
autonomic decisions. This tendency is justified due to the fact that the authors of this first
definition did not consider the necessity of communication among the autonomic man-
agers. Thus, centralized managers are build incorporatingthe autonomic functionalities
while agents keep feeding those managers with information or executing the demanded
tasks. In contrast, autonomic solutions based on multi-agent systems emerged as a solu-
tion to build distributed autonomic applications. However, autonomic initiatives based on
multi-agent systems suffer from the problem of guaranteeing that the behavior emerging
from individual goals of each agent will truly result in the common goal to be achieved
by the system (HUEBSCHER; MCCANN, 2008). The alternative tomulti-agent systems
is to deploy hierarchies of autonomic managers, which in most of the cases keep the MbD
approach of developing the network management applications.

As the literature shows, the initiatives so far proposed were not fully capable of devel-
oping side by side sophisticated network management applications and fully distributed
and cooperative solutions. In fact, to achieve a highly distributed and cooperative so-
lution it becomes necessary more investments on the application that is running on the
distributed management entities. Therefore, the investigations conducted in this thesis
are devoted to explore different angles and aspects from those so far employed (i.e., mor-
phological aspects). In this thesis, it is of special interest explore how network manage-
ment applications can be designed when sophisticated techniques like self-*properties are
combined with the distributed nature of P2P technologies. The goal is to investigate the
connectivity and cooperative capabilities of P2P as the anchor for real distribution and co-
operation on the execution of self-* network management applications. The foundations
of such investigation are described in the next sections.
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3.2 Characterization of Networks and Management Requirements

The range of network environments that could be investigated is very large. There
are, for example, the traditional Local Area Network (LAN) (TRIPATHI; HUANG; JA-
JODIA, 1987), Metropolitan Area Network (MAN) (KABATEPE; VASTOLA, 1996),
Wide Area Network (WAN) (CAVENDISH, 2004), and the emergingones like Wireless
LAN (WLAN) (LIN; CHENG, 2005), Worldwide Interoperabilityfor Microwave Access
(WiMAX) (SEKERCIOGLU; IVANOVICH; YEGIN, 2009), VehicularAd Hoc Network
(VANET) (HAAS; HU; LABERTEAUX, 2009), Personal Area Network (PAN) (CAM-
POS; RICARDO, 2006). The analysis of Chapter 2 shows that most of the networks
related to wireless technologies typically use some kind ofself-* property and distributed
methods for building up the communication infrastructure and management of the net-
work. The main reason for the employment of these methods is related to the proper
nature of wireless networks. In general, such networks are based on a large number of
components, dynamic changes on the surrounding environment, mobility, etc. Instability
is the basis of wireless networks, and relying on humans or centralized elements to pro-
vide the control infrastructure for this environment is notthe most appropriated option.

Different from wireless networks, the nature of wired networks tends to be more sta-
ble, which reduces the complexity of management solutions.Indeed, the literature shows
that most of the network management alternatives proposed to wired networks relied on
centralized or hierarchical solutions that are easier to bedeployed and maintained. How-
ever, challenges have been posed to the traditional management solutions on wired net-
works. Some of these challenges are: the increasing size of the networks, online multime-
dia applications, and the integration of the traffic from wireless networks into the wired
networks (users are connected via wireless technology to the Internet at any time and
place). As a consequence, the management of wired networks has been pushed to cope
with dynamic changes, and instability on the quality of service, and user’s quality of ex-
perience in such a scale that was never seen before, and that tends to increase even more.
In this sense, traditional and conservative management solutions have their employment
questioned, while sophisticated methods, such as self-* properties and P2P-based mana-
gement, are pointed as good solutions for the management of wired networks.

In fact, despite the nature of the network (wireless or wired), dynamic changes and
the need of reducing human intervention are some of the majorcharacteristics of current
networks. In this thesis, it is believed that the presence ofthose characteristics implies
a set of specific management requirements, and this set justify the development of self-*
P2P based network management applications. Thus, the set ofmanagement requirements
considered in this thesis is defined and presented below.

Efficient use of the resources.The management application running inside the network
can not impose a load that compromises the operation of the proper network in
terms of traffic or processing power of the management or managed entities.

Agile management actions. This requirement is associated with the reduction of man-
ual intervention. Depending on the size of the network environment to be managed,
or on the dynamics on the changes of the user’s requirements,it becomes impossible
to effectively perform management tasks in a centralized ormanual fashion. Thus,
the objective is to turn manual tasks into tasks executed by the management appli-
cation itself. Examples of manual tasks are: identificationof saturated resources,
verification of the status of management entities, managed devices, alarms, etc.
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Management actions must be transparent for the users utilizing the resources of the
network. The investigation carried on this thesis is interested in the development
of self-* network management applications that can follow afully distributed and
cooperative approach. One important issue on distributed computing is the trans-
parency of the solution. According to A.S. Tanenbaum and M. Van Steen there are
different types of transparency (access, location, migration, relocation, replication,
concurrency, failure) (TANENBAUM; STEEN, 2007). The management task must
be designed to support dynamic changes on the environment and at the same time
provide the suitable types of transparency.

Enable more parallel and simultaneous behavior on the management actions in-
stead of sequential one.Most of the network and services management appli-
cations are based on centralized and hierarchical models. Those models create a
chain of sequential steps that must be followed by the management entities. This
chain prevent the parallel and simultaneous execution of the management task in
different parts of the managed network, which can become a problem. A common
solution for this problem is to increase the number of managers in different parts of
the network (making even more strong the hierarchical model), creating a “vertical
parallelization” that should reproduce a parallel and simultaneous behavior. In this
thesis, however, it is believed that this kind of “vertical parallelization” is not suit-
able anymore. Thus, it is necessary to enable a “horizontal parallelization” on the
behavior of management applications.

The aforementioned management requirements are importantin the context of this
thesis because they help to restrict the network environments that can help on the in-
vestigation of self-*, P2P, and cooperative solutions. Nonetheless, there can exist other
management requirement that can also be consider in the investigation of self-* P2P em-
ployment, like for example, security. The key is that network environments matching the
established set of management requirements demand more sophisticated management so-
lutions, like the one proposed to be studied in this thesis. The details of the investigation
on the joint use of self-* properties and P2P are described inthe next sections.

3.3 Definition and Delimitation of Terms and Concepts

The literature shows different points of view for the terms related to self-* properties,
autonomic computing, peer-to-peer, and cooperation. For this reason, this section depicts
the definitions of the aforementioned terms used in the context of this thesis. Moreover,
it is presented a delimitation of which terms are of special interest.

Self-element.This term is defined here in this thesis. It represents a management entity
that executes some kind of operation that contributes on providing a self-* property.
For this thesis, a self-* property is not necessary mapped toa self-element, but this
property could be composed of different self-elements.

Self-* property. In the literature, there is not a proper definition for a self-* property.
Therefore, here, this term reflects a certain action that is designed to be executed
with minor human intervention. Based on this definition, it is possible to match the
properties already established, like self-healing, self-configuration, self-optimizing,
self-protection, and also define others such as self-organizing, self-awareness, self-
monitoring.
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Self-management.This term is also not precisely defined, and as emphasized by Hueb-
scher and McCann (HUEBSCHER; MCCANN, 2008) there remains debates about
what self-management really is. For the context of this thesis, this term regards to
a system capability of being constitute of one or more self-*properties.

Autonomic. After several years of discussion, a consensus on what meansthe term au-
tonomic seems to be achieved. This consensus defines autonomic computing, sys-
tem, or behavior as a self-managed system presenting the self-CHOP properties,
i.e., self-configuring, -healing, - optimizing, and -protection (SAMAAN; KAR-
MOUCH, 2009) (HUEBSCHER; MCCANN, 2008).

Autonomic Network Management System (ANMS).According to Samaan and Kar-
mouch (SAMAAN; KARMOUCH, 2009), an ANMS is a network management
system that employs the autonomic computing concept. Thus,an ANMS must per-
form management operations following the self-CHOP properties.

Autonomic Element (AE) and Autonomic Manager (AM). One common accepted
definition of autonomic element was given by Kephart and Chess (KEPHART;
CHESS, 2003):“Individual system constituents that contain resources and deliver
services to humans and other autonomic elements. Autonomicelements will man-
age their internal behavior and their relationships with other autonomic elements
in accordance with policies that humans or other elements have established.”. This
definition is known in the literature as the IBM autonomic element. The classic
representation of an IBM autonomic element is illustrated in Figure 3.1. Analyz-
ing this illustration it is possible to see that the IBM AE is composed of managed
element and autonomic manager. A more specific definition of autonomic manager
(considering the IBM AE architecture) was provided by Huebscher and McCann
(HUEBSCHER; MCCANN, 2008), where an autonomic manager“is a software
component that ideally can be configured by human administrators using high-
level goals and uses the monitored data from sensors and internal knowledge of
the system to plan and execute, based on these high-level goals, the low-level ac-
tions that are necessary to achieve these goals.”. Although the IBM autonomic
element is the most adopted definition and architecture, there are other attempts to
define autonomic managers and elements (TRUMLER et al., 2005) (MEER et al.,
2006) (MANZALINI; ZAMBONELLI, 2006).

Figure 3.1: IBM autonomic element (HUEBSCHER; MCCANN, 2008)
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Peer-To-Peer. This thesis uses the definition of Milojicicet al. (MILOJICIC et al.,
2002). According to those authors, P2P regards to“a class of systems and appli-
cations that employ distributed resources in order to execute critical functions in a
decentralized fashion”. The main distributed resources are: computational power,
data, bandwidth, devices, people, among others. The critical functions are related to
sharing data, and the communication or collaboration amongsystems. The decen-
tralized fashion associated to P2P systems is achieved throughout algorithms and
data used by those systems.

Cooperation. There are many definitions for this term in the literature. Inthe context of
this thesis, the definition of cooperation is aligned to the one described by Zomaya
where both sides cooperating know each other mutually and fulfill complementary
functions to serve a common objective or interest (ZOMAYA, 1996). In addition,
according to Jacques Ferber there are different forms of cooperation such as an in-
tentional posture, cooperation from the observer’s point of view, increasing survival
capacity, improving performance, conflict resolution (FERBER, 1999). In this the-
sis, the cooperation form investigated is the intentional posture. Moreover, Jacques
Ferber also identified methods of cooperation, being them: (1) grouping and multi-
plication, (2) communication, (3) specialization, (4) collaborating by sharing tasks
and resources, (5) coordination of actions, and (6)conflictresolution by arbitration
and negotiation. The design of self-* P2P solutions will make use of some these
methods of cooperation (more specifically 1-5) in order to provide truly distributed
and cooperative network management applications.

It is important to remark that this thesis does not address the design and investigation
of autonomic network management systems. For this reason, the investigation conducted
here is not interested in examining self-CHOP properties for network management. In
contrast, the goal of this thesis is to investigate how self-* properties can be combined
with P2P in order to provide truly distributed and cooperative network management ap-
plications. Thus, based on the aforementioned definitions,the investigation of self-* P2P
solutions is also related to self-management solutions fornetworks. It is also important
to remark that the terms self-* or self-management are used in this thesis referring to the
capacity that a system presents to execute actions by itself, without the human interven-
tion. This way, the employment and development of artificialintelligent techniques (e.g.,
reasoning) applied to network management is out of the scopeof this thesis.

In addition, to keep the alignment among the definitions of the terms and the goal
of this thesis, the termSelf-elementis defined in this thesis in order to make an explicit
differentiation from the termsAutonomic ElementandAutonomic Manager. As illustrated
in Figure 3.1, the most known definitions of AE and AM present avery centralized nature,
because the components that give the autonomic characteristics (MAPE-K) are placed
inside a single element. In contrast, the self-element is conceived to fit into a distributed
infrastructure such as the one provided by the P2P technologies, where the necessary tasks
to provide a self-* property can be spread in different peers. In order to design the self-*
solutions it has become necessary to define integration issues. The next section presents
and discusses those integration issues.
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3.4 Proposal of Integration Issues for Designing the Self-*P2P Alter-
native

The hypothesis of this thesis is grounded on the fact that thecombination of self-
* properties and P2P enhances the development and executionof network management
solutions. Thus, the definition of issues to guide the integration of these techniques (i.e.,
self-* properties and P2P) is of imperative importance, because based on these issues,
models, architectures, and algorithms will be developed. Therefore, the objective of this
section is to describe the issues to be addressed by the integration of self-* properties and
P2P, here called self-* P2P based approach for network management. The main issues to
support the self-* P2P approach are listed below.

Common knowledge of the management task.Traditional network management ap-
proaches rely on manager-agent strategy (where managers have the management
task knowledge and the agents execute orders), delegated scripts (where the ma-
nagement task knowledge is transfered from one to another management entity),
mobile code (that encloses the entire knowledge of the management task inside
one management entity), and remote invocation (where the knowledge of the ma-
nagement task is compartmented and disjoint among several entities). In all these
traditional cases, the management entities are heterogeneous, and the knowledge
of the management task and how it has to be executed is not completely clear for
the entities of the managed network. Therefore, conflicts, interferences, and several
communications among them happen in order to execute the management tasks and
get the whole idea of what is related to this task. In a self-* P2P based design, the
management entities should be homogeneous,i.e., they all are designed to know
the entire knowledge of the management task and they have thesame capabilities.

Local information. The management of complex, dynamic, and heterogeneous sce-
narios requires agile actions. The use of local informationto base these actions
can reduce the amount of time and resources used for gathering information from
other elements on the network. The challenge of using local information resides on
identifying which information can provide the evidences tosupport management
actions.

Parallel and distributed algorithms for decision-making. The effects associated to the
execution of network management tasks have an impact not only in a single network
device or service, but they might affect segments or even theoverall behavior of
the network. Thus, it is reasonable to consider that the decision of executing a
management task should be designed in a parallel and distributed way so that the
enforcement of the management task could have a certain level of approval from
other management entities of the network.

Light self-elements. The main idea is to keep this self-elements as less complex as
possible,i.e., keep them light and specialized. The complexity of a self-*property
should reside on the logic of combining these self-elements, and not on the logic of
each self-element.

Reduction of explicit and global coordination. This issue is a mechanism to guide
the joint use of all the other ones mentioned before. There isa potential risk that
the previous issues could lead to the definition of a self-* P2P design that requires
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a considerable amount of information from neighbors and high levels of coordina-
tion among them. It is important to keep in mind that the less communication and
coordination are employed the better are the chances to enhance the execution of
a network management task in dynamic and heterogeneous environments. Thus,
the use of common knowledge of the management task, local information, parallel
and distributed decision making, and light self-elements has to result in less explicit
coordination and global communications.

Nevertheless, it is possible that the combination of all those principles will not always
be perfectly achieved. To measure how those issues are accomplished in the case studies,
a scale with three degrees (self-explained) is defined:

• achieved;

• partially achieved;

• andnot achieved.

The self-* P2P solutions developed for each case study will be evaluated comparing
the description of the issues to be solved with the degree of their achievement on such
solutions. In fact, there are trade-offs that need to be closely examined when the develop-
ment of the issues defended in this thesis. These trade-offsare investigated in each case
study.

3.5 Employment of Integration Issues on the Case Studies

The number of case studies is proportional to the number of self-* properties investi-
gated, therefore, two case studies are exploited. Actually, the definition of each case study
depends on the identification of a network environment, whose characteristics match the
management requirements established in this thesis. The first one is related to the inves-
tigation of self-healing and P2P applied to the fault management of monitoring systems.
The second case study explores self-organizing and P2P interactions in order to provide
performance management of substrate resources in network virtualization environments.
The detailed description of the case studies and the motivation for the investigation of the
joint use of self-property and P2P in each case study are depicted as follows.

3.5.1 CS I: Self-Healing Monitoring Systems

Network and service monitoring is an essential activity to identify problems in un-
derlying communication infrastructures of modern organizations. Monitoring is typically
materialized by systems that periodically contact elements (e.g., network devices and ser-
vices) to check their availability and internal status. A monitoring system may be sim-
ple like the Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) (OETIKER, 1998) or complex, being
composed of as diverse entities as monitors, agents, and event notifiers. The information
collected and processed by monitoring systems enables human administrators, responsi-
ble for managing the Information Technology (IT) infrastructure, to identify problems,
and thus react in order to keep the managed infrastructure operating in a proper way.

Monitoring systems must run uninterruptedly to ensure thatfailures in the managed
elements are detected. Problems in the monitoring systems break the monitoring process,
and can lead the human administrator to believe that the managed elements are working
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properly even when they are not. Robust monitoring systems should, thus, employ me-
chanisms not only to identify failures on the managed infrastructure, but also to recover
the faulty monitoring solution itself. However, most monitoring systems force the admi-
nistrator to manually recover the occasionally broken solution. Such a manual approach
may not drastically affect the monitoring of small networks, but in larger infrastructures
this approach will not scale and should be replaced by efficient alternatives.

The self-managed approach is one alternative emerging as a solution for the manual
approach. Typically, a self-managed system is built on top of self-* features capable of
reducing the human intervention and providing more efficient results. Nevertheless, dis-
tributed monitoring systems have been explored as the most popular alternative (TRIM-
INTZIOS et al., 2006) (AWERBUCH; KHANDEKAR, 2007) (CHOURMOUZIADIS;
DUQUE; PAVLOU, 2009). Most of this popular proposals define complex monitoring
systems that generally identify internal failures and employ algorithms to reorganize it-
self without the failed components. In this sense, these proposals present a certain level
of self-awareness and adaptation, although self-healing is not present,i.e., failing entities
are not recovered or replaced. It means that in scenarios where most of the monitoring
entities crash, the monitoring systems stop working because no mechanism is employed
to maintain the execution of the monitoring entities.

Yalagandulaet al. (YALAGANDULA et al., 2006) propose an architecture for mo-
nitoring large networks based on sensors, sensing information backplane, and scalable
inference engine. The communication among the entities relies on a P2P management
overlay using DHTs. Prieto and Stadler (PRIETO; STADLER, 2007) introduce a moni-
toring protocol that uses spanning trees to rebuild the P2P overlay used for the commu-
nications among the nodes of the monitoring system. Both Yalagandulaet al. and Prieto
and Stadler works can reorganize the monitoring infrastructure if failures are detected in
monitoring nodes. After such reorganization, the failing nodes are excluded from the core
of the rebuilt monitoring infrastructure. Although reorganized, with fewer nodes, the mo-
nitoring capacity of the system is reduced as a whole. Again,adaptation is present, but
proper self-healing is not.

In fact, few investigations explicitly employ self-managed concepts in monitoring sys-
tems. Chaparadzaet al. (CHAPARADZA; COSKUN; SCHIEFERDECKER, 2005b),
for example, combine self-* aspects and monitoring techniques to build a traffic self-
monitoring system. The authors define that self-monitoringnetworks are those that au-
tonomously decide which information should be monitored, as well as the moment and
local where the monitoring task should take place. Nevertheless, such work does not de-
fine how the monitoring system should react in case of failures in its components. The
meaning of self-monitoring in this case is different than the one employed in this case
study. While self-monitoring in Chaparadza’s work means autonomous decision about the
monitoring process, in this thesis, self-monitoring is about detecting problems, through
monitoring techniques, in the monitoring system itself.

Yangfan Zhou and Michael Lyu (ZHOU; LYU, 2007) present a sensor network moni-
toring system closer to the view here adopted. The contribution of this work is the use of
sensors themselves to monitor one another in addition to performing their original task of
sensing their surrounding environment. Although self-monitoring is achieved, given the
restrictions of the sensor nodes (e.g. limited lifetime due to low-capacity batteries), the
system cannot heal itself by reactivating dead nodes.

Based on the aforementioned, it is possible to verify that new approaches for self-
monitoring systems are required. New proposals should explicitly include, in addition to
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self-awareness already available in the current investigations, self-healing support on the
monitoring entities in order to autonomously keep the monitoring service up. Therefore,
this thesis investigates the joint use of the self-healing property with P2P techniques in
order to define a robust service monitoring system.

3.5.2 CS II: Self-Organizing Resources on Network Virtualization

Autonomic communications are a suitable approach to deal with complex and dy-
namic networks. The key concept behind this approach is of building sophisticated net-
works capable of managing themselves in order to deal with changes from the surrounding
environment. Among the initiatives employing autonomic communications, the ones re-
lated to virtual technologies deserve special attention due to their complexity, dynamics,
and potential to be economically exploited. Network virtualization is an example of vir-
tual technology that is emerging as a promising cost-effective solution for future network
deployments (CHOWDHURY; BOUTABA, 2009).

Network virtualization differs from current virtual machine and virtual network ap-
proaches. The difference relies on the type of resources that are virtualized. Virtual
machine employs multiplexing techniques to virtualize CPU, memory, storages, and de-
vice interfaces (EGI et al., 2007). Virtual networks multiplex physical links and build
paths connecting edge customers (OHSITA et al., 2007). In this case, the network ele-
ments connecting the edge customers (e.g., routers, switches, etc.) are not perceived as
elements of the customer network, but they form a “tunnel” connecting edges. Finally,
network virtualization multiplexes all substrate networkresources (i.e., physical links,
routers, servers, base stations) (WANG et al., 2008). The end environment is a set of
slices of substrate resources that forms an entire new network deployed on top of a phys-
ical infrastructure. Indeed, this set enables the creationof a virtual network capable of
running its own protocols, routing process, services, and management solutions.

One of the major benefits of network virtualization is to outsource the operational
costs associated with physical infrastructures to a singleprovider. For example, multi-
media providers may deploy their services, like IP Television (IPTV) services, without
dealing with high investments on the physical infrastructure (DEGRANDE et al., 2008)
(HAN; LISLE; NEHIB, 2008). As a complement, a physical or substrate provider could
multiplex its physical network to enforce multiples multimedia providers. The resource
management of traditional physical networks demands a lot of effort. So, it is reasonable
to think that resource management on network virtualization requires even more efforts.

For instance, consider the problem where two distinct virtual networks require con-
flicting amount of resources in the same substrate network area. If this problem is detected
during the deployment phase, the substrate provider can employ traditional techniques,
like traffic matrix optimization and load balancing, and achieve a successful usage of the
substrate resources after the deployment of the virtual networks. However, if this problem
occurs during the lifetime of the virtual networks it becomes necessary to make dynamic
and on-line changes on the environment. In this case, the employment of traditional tech-
niques present limitations because in general they use centralized, total-view, and off-line
approaches to manage the network resources (OHSITA et al., 2007) (MIYAMURA et al.,
2008). The major limitations are low responsiveness to network changes, overhead intro-
duced by the management traffic related to the central entity, and high latency of analysis
and enforcement of changes.

In addition, most of the current research in this area focuses on defining an efficient
mapping or embedding process of virtual networks into the substrate network, while there
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are almost no efforts focused on managing the resources during the lifetime of the virtual
networks. For example, Houidiet al. (HOUIDI; LOUATI; ZEGHLACHE, 2008) pre-
sented a distributed and autonomic mapping framework responsible for self-organizing
the virtual networks on top of the substrate network every time a new deployment request
arrives. In this work, the self-organization is subjected solely to the changes on the num-
ber of virtual networks running on top of the substrate network. Thus, changes on the
amount of resources used by the virtual networks during their lifetime are not explicitly
considered.

The work presented by Yuyet al. (YU et al., 2008) deals with dynamic requests for
embedding and removing virtual networks. The authors map the constrains of the virtual
network to the substrate network by splitting the requirements of one virtual link in more
than one substrate link. A time window is used to regulate when a reorganization of the
virtual links is required. The problem of this approach is todefine a time window also
able to deal with changes on the use of the resource during thelifetime of the virtual
networks, and not only with the dynamics on embedding and removing virtual networks.
Chowdhuryet al. (CHOWDHURY; RAHMAN; BOUTABA, 2009) proposed algorithms
for embedding a virtual network that correlates both node and link mapping requirements.
The process is divided in two phases. First, virtual nodes are mapped and then takes place
the mapping process of the virtual links. Again, this approach deals with the deployment
phase, but does not address changes during the lifetime of virtual networks.

In this sense, more sophisticated management techniques are demanded in order to
cope with changes on the amount of substrate resources used by the virtual networks du-
ring their lifetime. The techniques offered by self-management research rise as an appro-
priated alternative to address the challenges of maintaining the efficient use of substrate
resources on network virtualization, while P2P can handle the decentralization typically
found in virtual network investigations. Thus, this thesisinvestigates the joint use of self-
organizing and P2P to manage the substrate network resources. This model is based on
parallel and distributed algorithms running inside each substrate node, and thus dismiss-
ing any kind of central entity. Based on local information, and direct interaction with
peer neighbors, the substrate node decides to self-organize the substrate network in order
to cope with the changes on traffic loads of the virtual networks. The decision of when
a self-organization is required is subjected solely to resource consumption conditions of
the running substrate network infrastructure. External interferences, like a new virtual
network embedding or removing, are not the main issues to be managed, but the effects
of any kind of change on the substrate environment is the target of the proposed approach.

3.6 Summary

This chapter describes in a first moment the conditions on thenetwork management
community that lead to the proposal of the joint use of self-*properties and P2P. Once
the conditions are described, this chapter presents the management requirements of net-
work environments that could use self-* P2P solutions. In this thesis, four management
requirements were identified: (i) efficient use of the resources, (ii) agile management ac-
tions, (iii) transparency of management actions; (iv) and more parallel and simultaneous
behavior on the management actions. Due to the existence of several meanings for terms
related to the self-* P2P approach, this chapter also depicts the definition and delimitation
of which terms and concepts are important for this thesis, aswell as their understanding.
To complement the basis of the self-* P2P approach, this chapter shows the proposal of
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integration issues on the design of self-* P2P solutions fornetwork management. In fact,
the investigations of how should be the integration of self-* properties and P2P are reg-
ulated by the issues established to be treated in this thesis. There are five main issues to
be chased: (i) common knowledge of the management task, (ii)local information, (iii)
parallel and distributed algorithms for decision-making;(iv) light self-elements, (v) and
reduction of explicit and global coordination. Thus, two case studies were identified as
network environments requiring management solutions thatfit with the proposed self-*
P2P approach. The first one regards the investigation of P2P and self-healing for fault ma-
nagement of monitoring systems. The second case study investigates the P2P interactions
associated with the self-organizing property in a network virtualization environment. The
next chapters present the case studies, depicting models, implementation, and evaluation
for each case study.
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4 CASE STUDY I: RELIABILITY OF MONITORING PLAT-
FORMS

Monitoring is essential in modern network management to identify problems in un-
derlying communication infrastructures of modern organizations. However, current mo-
nitoring systems are unable to recover their internal faulty entities forcing the network
administrator to manually fix the occasionally broken monitoring solution. This case
study, therefore, address this issue by introducing a self-healing monitoring solution. The
proposed solution combines the availability and communication transparency provided by
P2P-based overlays with self-healing properties.

The definition of self-healing property investigated in this case study is based on the
description given by Berns and Ghosh (BERNS; GHOSH, 2009), where self-healing is
focused in maintaining or restoring a system’s safety property. In addition, those authors
defined that self-healing systems are the ones that guarantee healing from a limited subset
of all actions that can affect the global behavior of the system. Then, in this case study,
the self-healing property is focused on both maintaining and restoring the monitoring
capacity of a management system when crash failures occurs on the monitoring services
or on the management entities hosting those services.

The solution here presented is described considering a scenario of a monitoring sys-
tem for a Network Access Control (NAC) installation. The next sections depict the self-
healing P2P-based approach, its instantiation to constitute a NAC monitoring installation,
the evaluation of the solution, and the analysis of the proposed approach in the light of
the compliance to the management requirements pursued in this thesis, the achievement
of the integration issues, potentialities, and shortcomings.

4.1 Self-Healing P2P-Based Approach

The objective of the self-healing P2P-based approach is to provide reliability for ma-
nagement platforms, in especial network and services monitoring ones. Reliability, here,
is understood as the ability of maintaining the proper operation of the platform. The
proper operation comprises two actions: the identificationof broken management entities
(e.g., monitors, agents) and the recovering process of the functionalities executed by those
faulty entities (e.g., monitoring, event correlation).

The approach proposed to enable the identification and recovering processes is twofold.
First, it embeds self-healing properties inside the peers,and, in a complementary fashion,
it uses the connectivity capabilities of the peers to support the healing process. This com-
plementary behavior can be enabled if the following assumptions are ensured.
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• The underlying infrastructure of the management platform comprises a P2P overlay,
turning the final management platform into a P2P management overlay.

• The management tasks are exposed as services inside the P2P management overlay.

• The self-management of the management tasks must be transparent for the tasks
themselves.

• The P2P management overlay must provide mechanisms for service discovery, and
for dealing with peer group interactions.

Using those assumptions as the high level directives of the approach, it is possible
to define the concepts and architecture that enables the fusion of self-healing properties
and P2P infrastructures to design a reliable network and service monitoring platform.
However, before describing the self-healing P2P solution itself, the next section describes
and limits the type of failures that can be healed by the here solution proposed.

4.1.1 Supported Types of Failures

Taking into account the definition given by Berns and Ghosh (BERNS; GHOSH,
2009) for the term self-healing, there must be a limited set of actions (in this case fail-
ures) from what the system itself is able to autonomously heal. There are different types
of failures, and according to Tanenbaum and Van Steen (TANENBAUM; STEEN, 2007)
there are five failure models, that are described below.

Crash failure. This is the type of failure where an entity (e.g, server, process) stops
working suddenly but it was working properly until it stopped. An important feature
of crash failures is the fact that once the entity stopped, nothing is heard from it
anymore.

Omission failure.In this case, the entity fails to respond to incoming request. An omis-
sion failure can be divided into: receive omission, where the entity fails to receive
an incoming message; or send omission, where the entity fails to send messages.

Timing failure.This kind of failure occurs when a response message lies outside a spe-
cific real-time interval. Two examples of timing failures are: when the response
arrives too soon which forces the existence of buffers to store the responses; and
when the response arrives too late.

Response failure.This is the type of failure where the response is simply incorrect.
There are two kinds of response failures: one where the valueof the response is
wrong, and the other is known as state transition failure where an entity deviates
from the correct control flow to a wrong one.

Arbitrary or Byzantine Failure.This is the most difficult type of failure to be treated
because the entities suffering from this failure start to behave in an unpredictable
manner. For example, servers could start producing outputsthat would never hap-
pen, or servers could start working in a malicious manner.

The self-healing P2P approach proposed in this case study islimited to support the
failure models described in Table 4.1. The choice to supportcrash failures, omission
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Table 4.1: Type of failures supported by the self-healing P2P approach
Type of Failure Type of Support

Crash failure Full support

Omission failure Full support

Timing failure Partially supported

Response failure Not supported

Arbitrary or Byzantine Failure Not supported

failures, and to partially supporttiming failures was based on the analysis of the charac-
teristics of the failure models and the integration issues of self-healing P2P approach.

For example, peers that host the monitoring services (i.e., the management tasks) of
the P2P management overlay could leave such overlay at any time. This situation can be
understood as a crash failure of the monitoring service thatwas running inside such peer
and the management overlay should heal the crashed monitoring services. Now, if the
message that verifies the health of the monitoring services is lost this does not mean that
a particular monitoring service (supposed to send or receive such message) is in failure.
Thus, omission failure is an important failure model to be supported by the self-healing
P2P solution. To finalize, timing failure is supported in thecase where a message arrives
too soon, but is not addressed in the case when the message arrives too late. The self-
healing P2P approach is able to buffer early messages, but isnot able to rollback an
ongoing healing process when a late message arrives from theentity considered to be in
failure. The next sections describe the mechanisms used to support the above listed failure
models and the self-healing P2P approach itself.

4.1.2 Architecture and Concepts

The self-healing architecture is based on a P2P management overlay formed on top of
the monitored devices and services. The use of P2P functionalities provides a transparent
mechanism to enable communication targeted to publish, discover, and access manage-
ment tasks inside the overlay. The control of such communications is delegated to the P2P
framework used to implement the architecture. The P2P infrastructure helps on distribu-
ting the identification of failures and also to provide scalability on the recovery process.

The main architectural elements (management services, self-healing and self-configu-
ration services) and the monitoring environment are illustrated in Figure 4.1. In addition,
there are two concepts that are important for the design of the self-healing P2P-based
approach: instances of management services and managementpeer group. In fact, ma-
nagement services and these two concepts were defined by Panissonet al. (PANISSON
et al., 2006) and they are revised in favor of the self-healing P2P-based approach as des-
cribed below.

Management Services.Name given to the management tasks to be executed by the ma-
nagement peers of the P2P overlay. Examples of types of management services are:
monitoring network services (e.g., email servers, DNS1), configuration of firewalls,
monitoring operational status routers (e.g., interfaces, queues, congestion).

Instances of Management Services.For a certain type of management service, there
might exist more than one peer executing the tasks associated to this management

1Domain Name Service.
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Figure 4.1: Self-healing P2P-based environment and architecture

service. Thus, the P2P management overlay can support the execution of instances
of management services. Those instances will be executing the same code, and can
interact either with other instances of the same managementtask or with instance
of different types of management tasks. For example, Figure4.1 shows that the
management service represented by the triangle has 3 instances, while self-healing
and self-configuration services have 2 instances each one.

Management Peer Group (MPG).Instances of the same management task form a ma-
nagement peer group. The number of instances of management services is trans-
parent for the entities that are willing to use/invoke the services/tasks offered by
the management service. In this sense, the management groupconcept acts as a
shield for the instances of the management service, and justthe operations of this
service are exposed for the rest of the P2P management overlay. The details of the
architecture and load balancing inside the management peergroup are described by
Panissonet al. (PANISSON et al., 2006). Considering the environment presented
in Figure 4.1, the instances of the management service (represented by the triangle)
form, automatically, a management peer group inside the P2Pmanagement overlay.
In the same way, the instances of self-healing and self-configuration services form
their own management peer groups.

Self-healing service.This is a management service designed to start the recovery pro-
cess of instances of management services that were detectedto be broken. In ge-
neral terms, this service can be seen as an ordinary management service, subjected
to the same rules and behavior of any other management service inside the P2P
management overlay. However, instead of managing network devices and services,
the self-healing service manages the management services of the P2P overlay, by
regulating the necessity of activating or not a recovery process.

Self-configuration service. Designed to find available management peers, inside the
P2P management overlay, to instantiate the management service detected to be bro-
ken. Together, the self-healing and self-configuration services provide the recover-
ing process of the self-healing property.

The management service is able to heal itself if, after the crashing of some of its
instances (possibly due to a peer crash), new instances become available, thus recovering
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the service and guaranteeing its availability. In order to cope with that, two functions
must be supported: failure detection and service instance activation. To ensure that the
failure detection and instance activation functions work properly, two requirements must
be filled on the P2P management overlay.

• First, each management service (including the self-healing and self-configuration
services) must run at least 2 instances to enable the detection and recovery in case
of problems on the management service. That is so because a single faulty instance
cannot react itself if it is crashed, then at least another instance is required.

• Second, each peer must not host more than one instance of the same management
service in order to avoid several instances of that service crashing if the hosting peer
crashes too.

The maintenance of the management infrastructure is assured while those require-
ments are fulfilled.

4.1.3 Failure Detection

Failures in a management service are detected by a self-monitoring procedure embed-
ded inside each management service. Each service instance,in intervals oft seconds,
sends a signal (heartbeat) to all other instances of the samemanagement service (inside
the management peer group that they form) to announce it is running. Self-monitoring,
in this sense, means that there is no external entity monitoring the instances of a mana-
gement service deployed inside the overlay. Indeed, the instances of the management
service themselves can monitor their liveness throughout the heartbeat messages. So, if
one instance crashes, the other instances will miss the former’s heartbeats and then will
initiate the process to recover this instance. Figure 4.2 illustrates what happens inside
each management peer group when some failure happens.

Figure 4.2: Failure detection inside management peer groups

The environment depicted in Figure 4.2 is a management peer group representa-
tion of the P2P management overlay presented in Figure 4.1. There are 3 management
peer groups: MPG_1 (Management service), MPG_2 (Self-healing service), and MPG_3
(Self-configuration service). Periodically, the instances of each service sends and receives
the heartbeats. However, whenever a failure happens, like illustrated by the message “a”
and “b” in Figure 4.2, the other instances start the process to determine if one instance of
the management service is really missing and needs to be recovered. The failure detection
procedure is presented in the Algorithm 4.1.
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Algorithm 4.1 Failure detection algorithm
Require: PG = {p1, p2, ..., pi} set of peers that form a peer group
Require: MS = {ms1, ms2, ..., msj} set of management services
Require: SPG = {PG1, PG2, ..., PGk} set of peer groups
Require: MPG = {mpg1, mpg2, ..., mpgl} wherempgl = {msj , PGk}, msj ∈ MS

andPGk ∈ SPG

Ensure: i > 0 wherei is the index of thePG

Ensure: j > 0 wherej is the index of theMS

Ensure: k > 0 wherek is the index of theSPG

Ensure: l > 0 wherel is the index of theMPG

Ensure: t > 0 wheret is the interval to send heartbeats
Ensure: s > 0 wheres is the interval to listen heartbeats of other instances
Ensure: r > 0 wherer the interval to wait for the answer of a suspicious failed peer

1: loop
2: WaitHeartbeatCycle(t)
3: for all mpgl ∈MPG do
4: num_heartbeats← 0
5: retry_contact← false

6: num_mpg_instances← GetNumberPeersInsideMPG(mpgl)
7: SendHeartbeatToMPG(mpgl)
8: ListenHeartbeats(num_heartbeats, mpgl, s)
9: if num_heartbeats < (num_mpg_instances− 1) then

10: suspicious_peer ← pi ∈ PGk frommpgl without answer
11: DeclareSuspiciousFailure(suspicious_peer)
12: RetryContactWith SuspiciousFailedPeer(retry_contact, r, suspicious_peer)
13: if retry_contact = false then
14: failed_management_service← msj from mpgl
15: DeclareFailedInstance(suspicious_peer, mpgl)
16: InformSelfHealingService(failed_management_service, mpgl)
17: end if
18: end if
19: end for
20: end loop

Heartbeats that get lost in the network may wrongly suggest the unavailability of a
service instance. Instead of immediately assuming an instance as down given the lack
of a heartbeat, it first becomes suspect by the other instances (lines 10-11 of Algorithm
4.1). In order to double check the availability of the suspicious instance, one of the other
alive instance tries to contact the suspicious instance back2 (line 12 of Algorithm 4.1).
If no contact is possible, the suspicious instance is finallydeclared unavailable (lines 13-
17 of Algorithm 4.1), and the announcement of such failure issent to the self-healing
management peer group3 (as illustrated by message “c” in Figure 4.2).

Assumings as the time spent to receive the heartbeats, andr the time spent to double

2It is out of the scope of this thesis investigate the mechanisms inside the management peer group to
define which of the alive peers will be elected to execute the retry process. An example of how management
peer group can be designed to support such kind of actions is described by Panisson (PANISSON, 2007).

3The details related to the P2P overlay communications presented in the lines 6-8, 11, 12, 15, 16 of
Algorithm 4.1 are described in Appendix A.
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check the availability of a suspicious instance, the maximum detection time isdt = t+s+
r. The distribution of heartbeats from one service instance to all others is accomplished
using group communications. At the network level, in the best case, group communication
is supported by multicast communications. In this case, thenumber of heartbeat messages
h issued byi service instances int seconds will beh = i. However, if multicasting is not
available, the notifying service instance is forced to send, via unicast, copies of the same
heartbeat to all other instances. In this case, the number ofmessages will beh = i2 − i.
In this way, the presence of multicast directly influences the network traffic generated by
the failure detection function.

Failure detection is essentially a consensus problem (BENEDIKTSSON; SWAIN,
1992) (OLFATI-SABER; FAX; MURRAY, 2007) (AYSAL; BARNER, 2009). Solutions
on this topic, coming from the dependability field, could be employed to model and va-
lidate the detection approach (IZUMI; SAITOH; MASUZAWA, 2004) (KAR; MOURA,
2009) (DING et al., 2009). Instead of that, this case study employs a practical approach
of actually implementing the aforementioned heartbeat schema.

4.1.4 Service Instance Activation and Policies

Instance activation is crucial to recover the management service that lost some of its
instances. It is on instance activation that the self-healing and self-configuration services,
presented in Figure 4.1, play a key role. Once an instance detects a remote crashed one,
it notifies theself-healing service(Algorithms 4.2 and 4.3) that determines how many, if
any, new instances of the faulty service must be activated. To do so, the self-healing ser-
vice internally checks a repository of service policies that describes, for each management
service, the minimum number of instances that must be running, as well as the number
of new instances that must be activated once the minimum boundary is crossed (lines 2-
4 from Algorithm 4.3). An example of a repository of service policies is illustrated in
Table 4.2. The P2P management overlay considered in this example, is composed of 3
management services.

Table 4.2: Service policy repository
Management service Minimum instances Activate instances

Management service A 2 1

Management service B 2 2

Management service C 2 1

As listed in Table 4.2, the management service “A” must have at least 2 instances run-
ning. In case of failure, one new instance must be activated.Analyzing the case of the
management service “B”, on the other hand, although 2 instances are running, whenever
activation is required 2 other new instances will be initiated. If the number of remaining
running instances of a service is still above the minimum boundary, the self-healing ser-
vice ignores the faulty service notifications. For example,in the case that management
service “C” is the one represented in Figure 4.1, if a single instance crashes no action
will be executed because the remaining 2 instances do not cross the minimum boundary.
It is assumed that policies are defined by the system administrator and transferred to the
self-healing service instances long before any failure occurred in the P2P management
overlay. Some detailed explanation about the maintenance of policies in a P2P manage-
ment overlay are discussed by Nobre and Granville (NOBRE; GRANVILLE, 2009).
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Algorithm 4.2 Self-healing - Main control loop
Ensure: failed_mngt_service stores the identification of the management service noti-

fied to be in failure
1: loop
2: failed_mngt_service← ∅
3: WaitForFailureNotification(failed_mngt_service)
4: PolicyEvaluationActivation(failed_mngt_service)
5: end loop

Algorithm 4.3 Self-healing - Policy evaluation and activation
Require: POLICY = (min_instances, num_activations)
Require: POLICY SET = {POLICY1, POLICY2, ..., POLICYi} set of policies
Require: MS = {ms1, ms2, ..., msj} set of management services
Require: MSPOLICY = {msp1, msp2, ..., mspk} wheremspk = {msj , POLICYi},

msj ∈ MS andPOLICYi ∈ POLICY SET

Ensure: i > 0 wherei is the index of thePOLICY SET

Ensure: j > 0 wherej is the index of theMS

Ensure: k > 0 wherek is the index of theMSPOLICY

Ensure: failed_mngt_service stores the identification of the management service noti-
fied to be in failure

1: loop
2: num_instance← GetNumberOfInstances(failed_mngt_service)
3: (min_instances, num_activation) ← (min_instances, num_activation) =

POLICYi, for POLICYi ∈ mspk wheremsj = failed_mngt_service
4: if num_instance < min_instances then
5: for i = 0 to num_activation do
6: CallSelfConfiguration(failed_mngt_service)
7: end for
8: WaitSelfConfigurationAnswer()
9: end if

10: end loop
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Algorithm 4.4 Self-configuration - Recovery process
Ensure: failed_mngt_service stores the identification of the management service noti-

fied to be in failure
Ensure: num_retries stores the number of attempts to find an available peer

1: attempts← 0
2: deployed← false

3: while (attempts < num_retries) ∨ (deployed = false) do
4: if FindAvailablePeer(failed_mngt_service) = true then
5: DeployInstance(failed_mngt_service)
6: deployed← true

7: else
8: attempts← attempts + 1
9: end if

10: end while
11: if deployed = true then
12: return true

13: else
14: return false

15: end if

Once required, the self-healing service tries to activate the new instances defined in the
service policy (lines 5-7 of Algorithm 4.3) by contacting the self-configuration service.
Such configuration service is then responsible for creatingnew instances of the faulty
service on peers that do not have those instances4, as depicted by Algorithm 4.4.

A peer hosting solely a self-configuration service can be seen as an spare peer ready
to active new instances of any service in failure. Thus, different than the failure detec-
tion function, instance activation is performed outside the management peer group that
contains the failing management service. That is so becausedecoupling the instance ac-
tivation function allows more flexibility to deal with the number of components for each
function, and this directly impacts the number of message exchanged in the overlay.

4.2 Development of the Case Study

This case study addresses the problem of monitoring systemsthat lack self-healing
feature by considering a Network Access Control (NAC) (LóPEZ et al., 2007) installa-
tion. This section characterizes the NAC environment, the management platform called
ManP2P used to provide the underlying infrastructure for the NAC monitoring system,
and the implementation of the self-healing P2P-based approach inside ManP2P platform.

4.2.1 NAC Monitoring System

A NAC installation is composed of devices and services (e.g., routers, firewalls, RA-
DIUS5 servers) that control how users and devices join the institutional network. A typical
NAC environment and its associated monitoring system is presented in Figure 4.3.

Traditional monitoring systems (i.e., without self-healing support) fail to protect NAC,

4The details related to the P2P overlay communications presented in the line 2 of Algorithm 4.3 and line
4 of Algorithm 4.4 are described in Appendix A.

5Remote Authentication Dial In User Service.
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Figure 4.3: NAC environment

for example, in two situations. First, consider a crashed RADIUS server whose associ-
ated RADIUS monitor crashed too. In this case, the administrator reacts to the RADIUS
problem only when users complain about unsuccessful login attempts. Worse than that,
however, is the second situation. Suppose a failure in therogue userservice, responsi-
ble for detecting unregistered devices, and another failure in the monitor associated to it.
In this case, unregistered devices will silently join the network without generating user’s
complains. In contrast to the first situation, the “silent failure” remains because no signal
is issued either by network users or, and most seriously, by the broken monitoring system.

The employment of the self-healing P2P-based approach is able to address both si-
tuations discussed above. Before describing the implementation of such approach, it is
necessary to introduce the main characteristics of the P2P management overlay employed
to provide the underlaying infrastructure. The monitoringsystem of a NAC installation is
deployed on the ManP2P platform (PANISSON et al., 2006). Thedetails of such platform
and the deployment of the NAC monitoring system are discussed as follows.

4.2.2 ManP2P Platform

The management overlay ManP2P is a previous work, and its architecture has been
described by Panissonet al. (PANISSON et al., 2006). Due to the fact that the ManP2P
architecture is based on management services and peer groupinteractions, it is used, here,
to provide the underlying infrastructure required for the development of the self-healing
P2P-based approach. In fact, in this case study, the ManP2P functionalities are extended
in order to explicitly support self-healing processes.

The collection of management peers forms the ManP2P management overlay. Each
peer runs basic functions (e.g., granting access to other peers or detecting peers that left
the P2P network) to maintain the overlay structure. In addition, each peer hosts a set o
management services instances that execute management tasks over the managed network
(in the specific case, monitoring tasks). A management service is available if at least one
single instance of it is running on the overlay. More instances of the same service, how-
ever, must be instantiated in order to implement fault tolerance. Figure 4.4 exemplifies
a scenario where management services (LDAP6 monitors, Web servers monitors, rogue
user monitors) for a NAC installation are deployed on the ManP2P management overlay.

6Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.
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Figure 4.4: ManP2P environment for a NAC monitoring installation

In Figure 4.4, peers #1 and #2 host service instances, pictured as a triangle, that mo-
nitor an LDAP server. Peer #4, on its turn, contacts both the Web server and the rogue
user service because it hosts management services to monitor these elements. Each peer,
in summary, may host different services at one. In the extreme cases, there could exist
peers with no management services (thus useless peers) or peers hosting one instance of
each available management service (this possibly becomingan overloaded peer).

4.2.3 Implementation

The implementation of the architecture, in an actual monitoring system, is based on
the previous code of ManP2P. Figure 4.5 depicts the internalcomponents of a peer on
ManP2P platform with the introduced support for the self-healing solution.

Figure 4.5: Peer architecture to support self-healing

Components are divided into thecore peer planeandmanagement service plane. The
core peer plane’s components are responsible for controlling the communication mecha-
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nisms between peers. At the bottom theJXTA andnetwork multicastcomponents im-
plement group communication using unicast (via JXTA) or network multicast. On top
of them, thegroup managerandtoken managercomponents control, respectively, group
membership and load balancing (via a virtual token ring). Messages are handled by the
message handlercomponent that interfaces with Axis2 (FOUNDATION, 2010) tocom-
municate with the management service plane’s components. AManP2P component on
top of the core peer plane is used to implement complementaryfunctionalities.

At the management service plane the regular monitoring services are found. Although
located in this plane, monitoring services themselves do not monitor remote instances for
fault detection; this verification is in fact performed by the group manager component.
That is so because the self-monitoring function is designedto be native in any peer, free-
ing the developer of new management services to concentratetheir efforts on the manage-
ment functionalities he/she is coding without worrying about the self-monitoring support.
At the management service plane the self-healing and self-configuration services are also
found. As mentioned before, they are responsible for activating new instances of mo-
nitoring services when required. The black little square inside the self-healing service
represents the policies that define the minimum number of instances of each management
service, as well as the number of new instances that must be activated. Peers and internal
monitoring services have been coded in Java using Axis2, JXTA, and ManP2P previously
developed libraries. Monitoring services have been specifically developed as dynamic
libraries that can be instantiated when required by a hosting peer.

4.3 Experimental Evaluation

The evaluation is performed in terms of recovery time when fail-stop crashes occur in
the monitoring system. In addition, the traffic generated bythe communication between
the elements of the solution is also measured. This leads to the contribution of showing
the trade-off between the recovery time and associated network traffic. The determination
of such trade off is important because it shows when a faster recovery process consumes
too much network bandwidth. On the other side, it also shows when excessively saved
bandwidth leads to services that remain unavailable longer.

The effects of the failures are evaluated considering variations on: (a) the number
of simultaneously crashing peers, (b) the number of peers inthe management overlay,
and (c) the number of management services running on the overlay. The experiments
were executed in a high performance cluster, called LabTec from the GPPD research
group at UFRGS (GPPD, 2008), from which 16 nodes were used to host the management
peers. The recovery time and the generated traffic have been measured capturing the P2P
traffic and timestamping it using a packet capturetcpdump software. Traffic volume
is calculated considering the headers and payload of all packets generated by the system
operations. Recovery time has been measured 30 times for each experimental case and
computed with a confidence interval of 95%.

Although the size of P2P systems is typically of scales much higher than 16 nodes, it
is assumed that in an actual management scenario of a single corporation, administrators
tend not to use a large number of managing nodes. In this way, 16 peers are sufficient for
most actual management environments. Over the P2P management overlay 12 different
NAC management services were deployed (namely, monitors for LDAP, DNS, DHCP,
Radius, data base, Web servers, rogue user, firewall, proxy,access point, switches, and
routers). In addition, the self-healing and self-configuration special services were also
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instantiated. The single service policy enforced in all management services of the ex-
periments defines that at least 2 instances per service must be running and, in case of
failures, just another one must be activated per crashed instance. Considering the above,
two main sets of experiments have been carried out: multiplecrashing peers, and variable
number of peers and services. The same measurement process was adopted for both ex-
periments. The details of this process, and the descriptionof the sets of experiments and
their associated results are described as follows.

4.3.1 Measurement Process

The major challenge of the measuring process is the distributed nature of the experi-
ments. The nodes of the cluster employed on the experiments were attached to a switch.
The traffic of each node, in this way, was isolated and this situation prevents the use of a
single device capturing the traffic of the entire nodes for further analysis7. Another option
would be to trust in a global synchronized clock for all the nodes of the cluster. However,
the initial experiments showed that this option was not appropriated too.

The solution designed for measuring the traffic consumptionand the detection and re-
covery times was based on a log service inside a dedicated node of the cluster. Every time
an event happens inside the experimental scenarios, then a remote invocation for logging
this event was executed. Figure 4.6 illustrates the sequence of events and measurement
points that are logged whenever a peer crashes and the self-healing mechanism starts.

Figure 4.6: Measurement process

A crash, in the experiments, is provoked by a script that kills the peer instance running
inside a cluster node. In addition, right after killing the peer instance, this script signals
(by sending a ping message) all the nodes involved in the experiments and logs the failure
of a peer. This signal is used later on the analysis to determine the start point of a recovery
process (represented by “T1” in Figure 4.6).

7Mirroring the traffic from all nodes to a single port of the switch was not possible due to limitations of
such device.
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The first group management component of a peer belonging to the same management
peer group of failed instance of a management service will signal the log service about
a suspicious crash (“T2”). After electing the instance inside the management peer group
that will execute the failure detection actions (“T3”), thegroup management component
of the peer associated with the elected instance confirms thecrash on the log service and
activates the the self-healing service (“T4”). The measurement process is finished when
the self-configuration service signals the log (dashed line), the self-healing service (solid
line) illustrated in “T6” of Figure 4.6), and activates an script to signal all nodes about the
end of one cycle of recovering process (by sending another ping message).

The time results presented in the graphics of the sets of experiments are retrieved
from the analysis of the information inside the log service,and they represent the interval
between “T1” and “T6”. The traffic results are based on the analysis of the transmitted
packets of the cluster nodes composing the P2P management overlay between the interval
of the two pings that signaled the start and stop of the recovery process. In the sequence,
each one of the set of experiments and their associated results are presented.

4.3.2 Multiple Crashing Peers

The first experiment was designed to check the performance ofthe self-healing mo-
nitoring architecture when the number of simultaneously crashing peers hosting manage-
ment services increases until the limit where half of them are broken. In addition, it is
checked whether the number of instances of the self-healingand self-configuration ser-
vices influences the recovery time and generated traffic.

For this set of experiments, the following setup was used: 12management services are
always deployed, each one with 2 instances running on the overlay. The total 24 service
instances (i.e., 12× 2) are placed along 8 peers, each one thus hosting 3 (i.e., 24÷ 8)
service instances. The number of crashing peers varies from1 to 4. Since each peer hosts
3 instances, the number of crashing instances varies from 3 (12.5%) to 12 (50%), out of
the total of 24 instances. Additional 4 peers have been used to host the self-healing and
configuration services. Their varying number of instances has been organized, in pairs of
self-healing/configuration, as follows: 2 and 4 instances,and 4 and 4 instances. Finally,
it is considered that group communication support is implemented interchangeably using
multicast and unicast.

Figure 4.7 shows, in seconds, the time taken by the monitoring system to detect and
activate new instances of the crashing services using the “spare” cluster nodes that host
the self-configuration service. The first occurrence of 3 crashing services correspond to
the situation where 1 peer fails; 6 crashing services correspond to 2 failing peers, and so
on. No value is provided in 0 (zero) because with no failing peers there will not be any
recovering service.

The recovery time as a function of the number of crashing peers stayed mostly cons-
tant. With that, it can be concluded that the system scales well considering a management
scenario of 16 nodes. There is a little variance on the recovery time as a function of the
self-healing and self-configuration services. In fact, such difference is the result of em-
ploying multicast or unicast. When peers use multicasting they quickly become aware
of changes in the system, and can rather react faster. Using unicast, however, more mes-
sages are sent, delaying the communication and, as a consequence, the reactions. In
summary, the recovery time is not strongly influenced eitherby the self-healing and self-
configuration services or by the number of crashing services. There is, however, a little
influence from the use of multicast or unicast in the group communication support.
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Figure 4.7: Recovery time with multiple crashing

Figure 4.8, in its turn, presents the network traffic generated by the management over-
lay in the recovery process. In this case, for 0 (zero) there exists an associated network
traffic because, in the self-monitoring process, heartbeatmessages are constantly sent
regardless the presence or not of a failure.
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Figure 4.8: Traffic to recover crashing peers

Network traffic, in its turn, presents a stronger influence ofmulticast or unicast sup-
port. As can be observed in Figure 4.8, multicast-based communications saves more
bandwidth, which is expected. The important point to be observed, however, is that with
the increasing number of crashed services the traffic generated to recover them is closely
linear, and even when doubling the number of failures, the traffic generated does not dou-
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ble together. Although not so efficient as in the case of recovery time, the bandwidth
consumption is still scalable in this case.

Putting these two parameters together (i.e., recovery time and bandwidth consump-
tion) and observing the graphs, if multicasting is used the number of self-healing and
self-configuration services and the number of crashing peers do not influence the recovery
time, and slightly increase the bandwidth consumption. In the case of unicast, however,
the option of employing 2 self-healing instances instead of4 is better, because this setup
reacts slightly faster yet generating less traffic.

4.3.3 Varying Number of Peers and Services

The second experiment shows the relationship between recovery time and generated
traffic when single crashes occur (which tends to be more frequent than multiple crashes),
and the number of peers and services varies. It is consideredthe recovery process when
the number of management services increases from 1 to 12 (i.e., from 2 to 24 instances)
over three setups where 2, 6, and 12 peers are used to host the management services.
In addition to single crashes, it is also fixed the number of 2 self-healing and 2 self-
configuration services instances, hosted by 2 peers. This isdone because, as observed
before, the number of such instances few impacts on the recovery time.

In Figure 4.9, where the recovery delay is presented, services communicating via
multicast are depicted with dashed lines, while services using unicast are depicted with
solid gray lines. The recovery time, when only 2 peers are employed, is usually higher
because each of the 2 peers hosts more service instances. When one of the peers crashes,
more instances need to be activated. On the other extreme, with 12 peers, each peer hosts
less services, leading to the situation where a crashing peer actually triggers the activation
of less service instances. The fact that more instances needto be activated, as the result
of a more loaded peer, can be observed in Figure 4.10, that shows the traffic generated to
recover the system.
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Figure 4.9: Recovery time for multiple peers

Again, multicast communications save more bandwidth than unicast, as expected.
However, it is important to notice that now the number of services in each peer influ-
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Figure 4.10: Recovery traffic with multiple peers

ences too. For example, 6 instances running on the same peer,via multicast, (line “6 serv.
multicast", with 2 peers in the x axis) still takes longer andgenerates more traffic to re-
cover the system than the case where, via unicast, only 1 service is deployed (line “1 serv.
unicast", with 2 peers in the x axis). This confirms that the number of peers and service
instances must be similar in order to recover more promptly the system without genera-
ting too much traffic. If an administrator is restricted in terms of peers available, he/she
must try to restrict the number of services employed as well.If new services are required,
however, the option of also increasing the number of peers should be considered.

Now considering the whole picture, administrators should worry neither about simul-
taneous crashes nor about the number of self-healing and self-configuration services. In-
creased multiple crashes are more scare, and even if they happen the system is able to re-
cover reasonably fast. As observed, the number of self-healing and configuration services
does not affect the overall performance of the system. However, administrator should do
pay attention to the number of available peers and service instances, as mentioned before.
Finally, the employment of multicast and unicast in the group communication mechanism
influences the recovery time (less) and the generated traffic(more). Choosing multicast
whenever possible helps to improve the response time of the system. Unfortunately, mul-
ticast is not always available, which forces the administrator to use unicast to implement
group communication.

4.4 Critical Evaluation of the Designed Approach

The objective of this section is to present an analysis of theself-P2P approach de-
signed for this case study in terms of: the compliance to the network management re-
quirements established in Section 3.2, the degree of accomplishment of the issues related
to the integration of self-* properties and P2P, and the potentialities and shortcomings
associated with such approach.
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4.4.1 Compliance to Management Requirements

In this thesis, there are four management requirements thatlead to the employment of
a self-* P2P solution, and thus, they must be provided by the designed solutions. There-
fore, this section is devoted to analyze the self-healing P2P solution developed in this
case study in the light of the accomplishment of the network management requirements
considered in this thesis. A summary of the analysis is present in Table 4.3, while the
detailed explanation is depicted in the following paragraphs.

The first management requirement is related to the efficient use of the resources (that
is understood as network traffic or processing power). In this matter, the experiments of
the self-healing P2P solution proposed for keeping the proper execution of monitoring
platforms showed that the traffic load inserted by the developed solution follows a linear
curve on the network traffic consumption. An example of such efficiency in term of traffic
consumption is observed when the number of services to be healed doubles, but the self-
healing P2P solution does not require the double of the network traffic to heal the services.
In addition, the experiments showed that there is a trade-off between the recovery time and
the consumption of network traffic. This means that the proposed solution enables a fine
configuration of the “prices” that the administrator wishesto pay for fast or slow healing
of his/her monitoring platform. This way, the meaning of “efficient use of resources” can
be configured by each administrator, instead of being fixed bythe solution.

Table 4.3: Achievement of management requirements on self-healing P2P case study
Requirements Accomplishment

Efficient Resource Usage Linear consumption of resources with
the increase of simultaneous healing processes.
Present a trade-off between fast healing
against traffic consumption.

Agile Management Actions No human intervention is required to identify
failures and recover the monitoring overlay.

Transparency Access -
Location After healing the failed services, their

new location is transparent for the MPG.
Migration Failed services are moved to different peers

without affecting the access to those services.
Relocation While an instance of a failed service is

recovered/relocated the other instances still
provide the resources associated to the service.

Replication -
Concurrency -
Failure Whenever there are at least two instances of the

same service running in distinct peers, then it is
possible to hide the failure of an instance.

Parallel and Simultaneous BehaviorHealing occurs in different parts of the overlay
at any time and place and they are triggered
following an horizontal parallelization.

Agile management actions is the second management requirement, as presented in
Table 4.3. The solution proposed in this case study removes from the human administrator
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the task of verifying the proper execution of the managementplatform. The self-healing
P2P approach is able to identify a failure on a service of suchplatform and to heal the
service inside another available peer without the intervention of the administrator. The
consequence is the agile reestablishment of the functionalities of the platform.

The third management requirement is associated with the transparency of the mana-
gement actions in the perspective of the users of the networkor service being managed.
There are different types of transparency and Table 4.3 describes the ones important to
be achieved in the context of this case study. For this reason, access, replication, and
concurrency types of transparency are not part of the self-healing P2P solution, while
location, migration, relocation, and failure are the important types of transparency to be
provided by the solution here proposed8. In fact, there is a strong relationship among the
transparency types provided by the self-* P2P solution of this case study. There are a set
of facts that contribute for this relationship: (i) a P2P overlay is the infrastructure of the
management platform; (ii) a management peer group (formed by at least 2 instances of
the same service) is the cell to execute the services of the management platform; (iii) the
existence of the management peer group is transparent to theuser requesting the service
of such group. Then, based on this facts it is possible to provide the four transparency
types detailed in table 4.3.

Parallel and simultaneous behavior is the last management requirement here consid-
ered. In this case study, this behavior is achieved due to thedecentralization of the mech-
anisms that identify failures and that heal the system. As described in previous sections,
the identification of failures is designed to be embedded inside the communication mech-
anism of each management peer group. Thus, the identification of failures becomes an
horizontal process inside each management peer group, without the existence of any exter-
nal entity. Yet, the embedded design inside the management peer groups enables different
groups to identify failures and start the healing process simultaneously with the support of
the self-healing and self-configuration services. This way, the parallel and simultaneous
behavior is native to each peer of the management overlay.

Summarizing, this section presented that the compliance ofthe management require-
ment was achieved by the self-healing P2P solution developed in this case study. Thus,
next step on the critical evaluation of the designed approach is to analyze the degrees of
achievement of the integration issues. The following section presents such analysis.

4.4.2 Achievement of Integration Issues

Section 3.4 presents the issues that have to be chased in order to develop a network
management solution integrating self-* properties and P2P. The self-healing P2P solution
designed for this case study pursued those issues. Table 4.4presents the comparison
of the self-healing P2P design with the characteristics of the integration issues. This
comparison is presented in terms of accomplishment degreesof an integration issue and
for each attributed degree there is a justification.

The employment of local information was the only issue that could not be accom-
plished on the self-healing P2P design. The explanation forthe negative result is associ-
ated with the nature of the self-healing property. When a peer or a management service
instance fails, it is not possible anymore to use its local information. Thus, external and
distributed information is required so that the self-healing element can perform its task.

On the other and, the success of achieving the design of lightself-elements is attributed

8In this case study, access, replication, and concurrency types of transparency are provided by the imple-
mentation of the ManP2P platform, but they are out of the scope of the proposed self-healing P2P solution.
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Table 4.4: Degree of integration issues for self-healing P2P approach
Integration Issue Accomplishment Degree Justification

Self-elements are homogeneous
in the management peer group
perspective, but there are two
heterogeneous self-elements.

Common knowledge of Partially achieved Knowledge split among group
management task management component

of peers and the instances
of self-healing and
self-configuration services.

The information that starts
the self-healing process

Local information Not achieved depends on messages arriving
from remote instances of the
failed management services.

Solely distributed algorithms
are used for the detection

Parallel and distributed and recovery process.
algorithms for Partially Achieved The decisions are taken by

decision-making single instances of the
self-healing and
self-configuration services.

The logic of the self-healing
Light self-elements Achieved and self-configuration services

is very simple and their
functions are specialized.

Explicit messages starting
the recovering process

Reduction of explicit and are required.
global coordination Partially Achieved Existence of intra and inter

group coordination, but no
global coordination.

to the decision of decoupling the processes of evaluating whether a recover is required,
from the recovering process itself. The specialization of each one of these processes, in
different elements, enables the reduction of group communication on the management
infrastructure running the self-healing P2P approach.

In essence, the recovery capacity is given by the self-configuration service, that is
responsible for finding an available peer where a failed instance of a management ser-
vice can be deployed. An available peer means a peer executing the self-configuration
service but not executing an instance of the failed service.In this sense, the more self-
configuration instances are deployed, the higher are the chances to find an available peer.
However, the bigger is the management peer group, the more heartbeat messages will
be exchanged among the instances inside the group. Thus, coupling the tasks of self-
configuration and self-healing in the same self-element could bring more overhead, in
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terms of traffic consumption, for the management infrastructure. Therefore, the self-
healing P2P approach, here designed, decoupled the evaluation of an activation of a new
instance from the task of activating this instance. This cangive flexibility to configure the
self-healing infrastructure according to the desires of the network administrator.

However, the simplicity of self-elements requires, as expected, more efforts on the
design of interactions among those elements in order to accomplish the management task.
In this way, the maximum degree accomplished by light self-elements negatively impacts
the results in the following integration issues: common knowledge of management task,
parallel and distributed algorithms for decision-making,and reduce the explicit and global
coordination. The main reasons of this negative impact are:there are no homogeneous
management tasks, single instances drive the decisions, and intra and inter group commu-
nications are required.

4.4.3 Potentialities and Shortcomings

Despite the advantages of the self-healing P2P solution, discussed in the previous sec-
tions, there are extra potentialities that can be explored.One of the first potentialities of
the self-healing P2P solution is its capacity for easily expanding the management infras-
tructure in terms of number of management services inside the P2P overlay. This can
be achieved using the service policies to reconfigure the management platform with mini-
mum human intervention. The original role of the service policy is to be verified whenever
a failure notification arrives at the self-healing service.Now, to increase the number of
instances of management services, it is possible to define a management service for the
management of the policies that can interact with the self-healing to start the instantiation
process of new instances according to the changes on the policies.

Moreover, it is possible to define a self-destructing service that is responsible for
shrinking the management infrastructure. In this case, instead of activation of services
there will be deactivation of services. One possible motivation for shrinking the system
could be saving energy. For example, if during the night the percentage of failures is very
low, it is not worth to use large number of monitors, self-healing, and self-configuration
instances, and thus, those instances can be hosted by a few number of peers, letting the
extra peers in standby or turned off.

The self-destruction service could also help the self-healing P2P approach to heal and
restore the proper operation of the management overlay after the occurrence of group
partitioning problems. In this case, if the peers composingthe P2P management overlay
are for some reason partitioned into two groups, and if inside each one of those groups
there are instances of the self-healing and self-configuration services, then each group will
start the healing process of the monitoring services of the management overlay. Then,
when the problem that caused the partitioning is solved and the two groups are again part
of the same management overlay, there will be the double of the necessary monitoring
services. Those extra services could be disabled/halted bythe self-destructing service
after the partitioning problem was solved.

Nevertheless, there are security problems associated to the capability of expanding and
shrinking a management infrastructure. Indeed, the self-healing P2P approach, as descri-
bed in this case study, suffers from the lack of security strategies. For example, there is no
security mechanism to avoid that a malicious peer starts to send messages directly to the
self-configuration service asking for the deployment of instances of management services
that, in fact, did not failed. This malicious peer could leadto an scarcity of resources (i.e.,
non available peers), so that, when a legitimate failure needs to be recovered, there will
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be no peers available to be used. An authentication and access rights mechanism is re-
quired in the self-healing P2P design to define which kind of service is allowed to execute
specific tasks, like deployment of new instances, or killingnew instances.

Although the self-healing P2P approach is not prepared to react against malicious
behavior against the self-configuration service, there aremalicious behaviors against the
self-healing service that can be treated by the self-healing P2P approach. For example,
monitoring services could start sending arbitrary requestto the self-healing service asking
for the deployment of new instances of monitoring services,that in fact did not failed.
This behavior can be described as a Byzantine failure, and this kind of failure is identified
by the self-healing service at the moment it evaluates if it is really necessary to deploy
a new instance. The evaluation process of the self-healing service helps on identifying
that a Byzantine failure is happening, but currently there is no mechanism to heal the P2P
management overlay from this kind of failure.

Another potentiality associated with the self-healing P2Papproach is the re-usability
of the self-configuration service. In a first moment, the objective of designing this service
was to help on the deployment of failed instances of management services. However, there
is no restriction on the self-healing P2P solution, that prevents the use of this service to
deploy instances of management services that need to be available for the first time inside
the P2P management overlay. In this way, it is possible to think about self-organizing or
self-adapting services that use the self-configuration service to help, respectively, on the
organization and distribution of the management services inside the management overlay,
or on replacing different types of such services to cope withchanges on the management
environment. Once again, security is the major shortcomingof expanding the functional-
ities of the self-configuration service.

4.5 Final Remarks

This chapter presented the design and evaluation of a self-healing P2P approach that
was employed for building up a NAC monitoring system. The solution achieves self-
healing capacity by splitting in two different processes the functions of failure detection
and system recovery. Failure detection is executed inside management services that mo-
nitor final devices, while system recovery relies on specialservices called self-healing
(that decides when new service instances must be activated)and self-configuration (that
activates the new service instance as a reaction for the self-healing service decision).

Based on the results of the experimental evaluations, it is possible to conclude that
the number of instances of the self-healing and self-configuration services is not a major
player in the performance of the system. These results also allows to state that simulta-
neous crashes on the management services does not influence so expressively the system
performance either. A network administrator willing to employ a self-healing monitoring
solution should not concentrate his/her efforts in finding an ideal number of self-healing
and self-configuration services. The experiments employed2 and 4 instances, respec-
tively, and the system response was satisfactory. The fact that must be observed, however,
is the group communication solution available on the managed network: multicast turns
recovery faster while consuming less network bandwidth. Unfortunately, IP multicast can
not always be provided, and unicast ends up being chosen in such situations.

The most important aspects that must be observed in a self-healing P2P solution are
the number of peers employed in the P2P management overlay and the number of service
instances deployed. With few instances, there is no need forseveral peers. On the other
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hand, with a large number of instances the number of peers should grow consistently,
otherwise, on the occurrence of a failure, the recovery timewill be higher and more
network bandwidth is consumed by the intensive P2P traffic generated.

In addition to the remarks about the performance of the developed self-healing P2P
solution, it is also important to highlight the cooperativedesign embedded in such solu-
tion. Taking into account the definitions associated with cooperation in Section 3.3, the
self-healing P2P solution presents the intentional cooperative posture, and to achieve this
posture it uses the following methods of cooperation: grouping, communication, special-
ization, collaborating by sharing information, and coordination of tasks.

The intentional posture is justified by the fact that the management peer groups are
embedded with the common action of identifying failures andlooking for the special
services,i.e., self-healing and self-configuration. Thus, to provide this intentional pos-
ture, it was necessary to create groups (with at least 2 instances for each management
service) that can communicate, share information, and finally coordinate tasks with the
specialized services to actually provide the feature of healing failed services inside a ma-
nagement platform. In essence, without the cooperative behavior of the services inside
the peers there is no self-healing property on the system,i.e., an isolated element on the
environment can not provide alone this property. This way, only through the coopera-
tion among the elements of the environment, the self-healing property can emerge on the
management platform.
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5 CASE STUDY II: RESOURCE MANAGEMENT OF NET-
WORK VIRTUALIZATION

Network virtualization is an emerging trend claimed to reduce the costs of future net-
works. The key strategy in network virtualization is of slicing physical resources (links,
routers, servers, etc.) to create virtual networks composed of subsets of these slices.
One important challenge on network virtualization is the resource management of the
physical or substrate networks. Sophisticated managementtechniques should be used to
accomplish such management. The sophisticated techniquesoffered by self-management
approaches rise as an appropriated alternative to address the challenges of managing the
efficient use of substrate resources on network virtualization.

This chapter, therefore, depicts the joint use of self-organizing property and P2P
technique to manage the substrate network resources. First, the concepts behind self-
organizing P2P approach are presented in a generic manner,i.e., not strictly devoted
to a network virtualization environment. In the sequence, the network virtualization
model considered in this thesis is introduced, and then the instantiation of the generic
self-organizing P2P solution on the network virtualization environment is depicted. The
implementation and evaluation of the solution are described. Finally, a critical evaluation
of the self-organizing P2P solution is discussed and the final remarks of this case study
presented.

5.1 Self-Organizing P2P Approach

Rather than using solely the connectivity of P2P infrastructures and keeping the net-
work management approach based on hierarchies and delegation (as exposed in Section
2.3), the self-organizing P2P approach, here proposed, strongly explores the design of
cooperative P2P interactions to accomplish the self-organizing tasks. The design of such
approach is grounded on the identification of manageable elements (e.g., network traffic,
management applications) with complementary perspectives. For example, there is a peer
“A” where a traffic flowt is generated, and there is a peer “B” receiving this traffic. In this
case, the manageable element traffict has complementary perspectives, because for peer
“A” it is an outgoing traffic and for peer “B” it is an incoming traffic. In this case, there is
a relationship between the outgoing and the incoming perspectives of traffict that can be
cooperatively found by those peers.

The basic condition that enables the employment of self-organizing P2P approach in
an environment is the possibility of identifying situations where peers “A” and “B” can
locally analyze the manageable element features and then cooperate to find a match asso-
ciating this element to both peers, and this match can lead toreorganization actions. The
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manageable element considered in this thesis is the networktraffic of a given environ-
ment, and the objective of the self-organizing P2P solutionis to reorganize the placement
of the entities related to such traffic (e.g., source or destination), so that load balancing
and even traffic reduction on the environment can be achieved. The self-organizing P2P
solution is based on the assumptions listed below.

• There are peers generating network traffic and peers receiving such traffic.

• Either the source or the destination of the traffic (or even both) can be moved to-
wards each other.

• The network traffic associated to a peer can be identified as source, destination, and
cut-through (traffic passing through the peer).

• The initial deployment of a network environment is not addressed by this work. It is
assumed that a different, external planning tool analyzed the conditions of physical
resources and then choose the best initial placement for theelements of the network
environment.

• The network topology defined by the first placement will not change during the
lifetime of the network environment, even after the reorganization of the peers.

• The reallocation associated with the entities related to the manageable elements
must be as much transparent as possible for the final users.

Based on these assumptions, and inspired on self-organization techniques presented in
(HERMANN, 2007) the self-organizing P2P approach is defined. This approach is com-
posed of two control loops: monitoring and self-organizing. Themonitoring control loop
is responsible for gathering local information that is usedon the analysis and determina-
tion of which is the behavior assumed by a certain traffic flow.The type of the monitored
information and its gathering point depends on (i) the type of network environment where
the self-organizing P2P approach is being employed and (ii)the type of manageable ele-
ment. In this thesis, the monitored information, associated to the manageable element, is
the number of bytes transmitted and received in the network layer and associated to each
flow in the transport layer (considering a TCP/IP architecture).

The self-organizing control loopis the core component, where is executed the self-
organizing algorithm. Such algorithm is responsible for analyzing the complementary
perspectives, and, whenever a match is identified, it startsthe re-organization of the ele-
ments of the network. In this thesis, two complementary perspectives are associated to the
network traffic flows.Receiving candidateis the perspective where a peer has to receive
the resources (e.g., application) associated to a certain traffic flow that needsto be moved.
Moving candidateis the complementary perspective that regards the identification of a
traffic flow that should be eliminated from the peer where it was identified. Considering
the high level concepts of the self-organizing P2P approach, a moving candidate can be
either the source or the destination of the traffic. The decision of which specific role (i.e.,
source or destination) will be moved depends on the nature ofthe environment employing
the proposed approach.

Five stages characterize the self-organizing control loop, as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
On the first stage, the capacity of the links associated to a peer are locally analyzed under
both perspectives of the self-organizing algorithm. The analysis starts with the identifica-
tion of overloaded links. Then, the traffic associated to each one of these overloaded links
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Figure 5.1: Self-organizing algorithm

is investigated on the light of receiving and moving candidate perspectives1. So far, the
output of the first stage is a list of traffic flows that should bemoved or received by the
peers executing the self-organizing algorithm.

On the second stage, if the list of receiving and moving candidates is not empty, the
peer executing the receiving candidate perspective (Peer 1in Figure 5.1) adopts an active
behavior while the other perspective (Peer 2 in Figure 5.1) adopts a passive behavior. The
receiving candidate perspective sends a message to its neighbor requesting to receive a
traffic flow it supposes that is deployed on such neighbor. Meanwhile, the peer execut-
ing the moving candidate perspective waits for a message from a neighbor requesting to
receive a traffic flow belonging to its moving candidate list.

The third stage is characterized by the decision of moving anapplication associated to
the traffic flow. Whenever the peer executing the moving candidate perspective receives
the request message, it verifies if there is a match between the traffic flow requested and
its internal list of flows to be moved. Whether there is a successful match, the moving
candidate perspective calculates the costs of re-organizing the elements. If there is a fa-
vorable cost-effect relationship on this re-organization, the request to move is accepted.
The forth stage is the announcement of the decision to move and the reservation of re-
sources to host the resources associated to the traffic flow atthe peer that had its request
accepted. Finally, at the fifth stage, the reorganization isexecuted.

This generic description of the self-organizing P2P approach presents the key concepts
of the cooperation between the peers to find a match to re-organize the placement of
elements inside the network environment. It is remarkable that not all kinds of network
environments can cope with this approach, specially the ones where the placement of
network elements follows very strict requirements. Nevertheless, next section presents a
suitable environment for the employment of the self-organizing P2P approach.

1Heuristics have to be designed to identify the perspectivesto be analyzed for each time the self-
organizing P2P approach is instantiated.
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5.2 Network Virtualization Model

According to recent researches, virtualization is a promising technique to deploy
future networks (CHOWDHURY; BOUTABA, 2009) (NIEBERT et al., 2008)(FEAM-
STER; GAO; REXFORD, 2007)(BERL et al., 2008). Its key idea isthe identification
and separation of two roles: a substrate provider, who owns and maintains the substrate
network, and a virtual provider, who builds its own infrastructure by renting slices of
resources from the substrate provider. Looking at a virtualprovider as an entity selling
services, the advantage of virtualization relies on the fact that costs in running a physical
infrastructure can be outsourced to an external provider.

One important point is the definition of the main characteristics of an architecture for
virtualization. It should be noted that this thesis presents the minimal assumptions of such
architecture, and further details can be found in specific projects like GENI (ELLIOTT;
FALK, 2009) or 4WARD (4WARD, 2010). A key aspect in the architecture of virtual
networks is the transparency: virtual nodes cannot see or exchange any type of informa-
tion, in order to assure isolation of the networks of different providers. Additionally, the
data exchanged in the virtual network is transparent to the substrate provider to preserve
the privacy of the customers. Nevertheless, some minimal primitives to inspect the acti-
vity of the different slices are normally available: as an example, primitives to allow the
controller of the substrate resources to know the actual usage of computational resources
and traffic consumption. Figure 5.2 shows the architecture of a substrate node, where
resources are sliced and assigned to different virtual providers.

Figure 5.2: Substrate node architecture

The network virtualization architecture, considered in this thesis, is composed of three
modules: substrate resources, virtual manager, and virtual elements (virtual nodes and
virtual pipes). Inside a substrate node, there must exist the substrate resources and virtual
manager modules. On the other hand, the existence of virtualmodules is flexible, in the
sense that it is possible that a substrate node hosts solely virtual nodes, or virtual pipes,
or it can host both virtual elements from different virtual providers. It is assumed that it
must not host both virtual node and pipe from the same virtualprovider (the explanation
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for this assumption is described later on the text). Figure 5.2 illustrates the details of the
modules and components of the substrate node architecture.

The substrate resources module comprises the physical resources of the substrate
node, like network interfaces, IO (Input/Output) system (e.g., buffers, memory, hard disk),
and CPU. The virtual manager behaves as a middleware betweenthe physical resources
and the resources that are attributed to the virtual elements. As observed in Figure 5.2,
virtual elements are the virtual nodes and the virtual pipes. There is a conceptual differen-
ce between these virtual elements related to what is physically deployed at the substrate
network and what is perceived by the virtual network. An example that helps on clarify-
ing this difference is presented in Figure 5.3, where two virtual network topologies and
the architecture of the substrate nodes supporting these virtual topologies are illustrated.

Figure 5.3: Substrate and virtual networks perspectives

The substrate network in Figure 5.3 is composed of five substrate nodes (“A”, “B”,
“C”, “D”, “E”), and six substrate links (“SL#1”, “SL#2”, “SL#3”, “SL#4”, “SL#5”,
“SL#6”). The Virtual Network 1 (VN1) is composed of three virtual nodes, “VN1#N1”,
“VN1#N2”, and “VN1#N3”, being each one respectively mappedto the substrate nodes
“C”, “A”, and “E”. The second virtual network, Virtual Network 2 (VN2), is composed
of 4 virtual nodes, “VN2#N1”, “VN2#N2”, “VN2#N3”, and “VN2#N4”, respectively
mapped to the substrate nodes “C”, “D”, “B”, and “E”.

A virtual node corresponds to a set of physical resources from the substrate node that
are wrapped together and assigned to a virtual network. Another virtual element is also
deployed in the architecture of the substrate nodes “B” and “D”, but it is not illustrated
in VN1 topology. This element is the virtual pipe. While the virtual node is designed to
belong to both virtual network topology and substrate node architecture, the virtual pipe is
designed to be part solely of the substrate node architecture and transparent for the virtual
network topology. Indeed, a virtual pipe is a “connection” between two non physically
adjacent virtual nodes.
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As observed in Figure 5.3, not always two virtual nodes are allocated in adjacent sub-
strate nodes. For example, the virtual nodes of VN2 are all logically and physically adja-
cent,i.e., logically due to the virtual topology, and physically because they are deployed
in adjacent substrate nodes. However, the tuples of virtualnodes<VN1#N1,VN1#N3>
and<VN2#N1,VN1#N3> of VN1 are only logically adjacent, since the virtual links
“VN1#L2” and “VN1#L3” connecting the virtual neighbors aremapped to more than one
substrate links. For example, “VN1#L2” is actually mapped to substrate links “SL#5”
and “SL#6”, while “VN1#L3” comprises substrate links “SL#2” and “SL#4”.

There is an economical reason that encourages the use of bothvirtual pipes and vir-
tual nodes. The deployment of a virtual node requires the assignment of more substrate
resources than the deployment of a virtual pipe, because virtual pipes require resources
solely for “tunneling” traffic and no other complex infrastructure (e.g., applications). The
assignment of substrate resources means that costs will be charged to enable the use of
these resources. Thus, the higher is the number of virtual nodes, the higher are the total
costs to deploy a virtual network. Moreover, depending on the geographical demands, it is
not cost-effective to deploy two physically adjacent virtual nodes, but somehow the traffic
of one virtual node must arrive in its logically adjacent neighbor. In this sense, virtual
pipes represent a less expensive connection between logically adjacent virtual nodes.

Inside a virtual pipe runs essentially cut-through traffic,i.e., a traffic that is not origi-
nated inside the substrate node itself, but it just passes through the network interfaces of
the substrate node. This means that for each virtual pipe associated to the traffic of a vir-
tual network there is at least two substrate links that are being used but actually could be
spared if the logically adjacent virtual nodes were also physically adjacent. Thus, this si-
tuation justify the employment of the self-organizing P2P approach to reduce the amount
of cut-through traffic inside the substrate network by moving virtual nodes.

5.3 Development of the Case Study

The components of the self-organizing P2P approach,i.e., monitoring and self-organizing
control loops, are instantiate inside the virtual manager module, as showed in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.4: Self-organizing and the substrate node architecture
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The self-organizing P2P solution is based on a parallel and distributed algorithm that
uses local information during the decision-making. This algorithm is executed by the self-
organizing control loop inside the virtual manager module of each substrate node (which
constitute a peer), as illustrated in Figure 5.4. The local information is retrieved from
the measurement points by the monitoring control loop. Afterwards, the self-organizing
and the monitoring control loops exchange the measured information to verify whether a
re-organization of virtual elements is required. Such re-organization is triggered by the
detection of an overloaded substrate link and the identification of a cut-through traffic.

Two complementary perspectives can characterize a cut-through traffic: the virtual
pipe where the traffic is passing by and the virtual node that is the source generating this
traffic. Analysis of traffic under the virtual pipe perspective is calledreceiving candidate
perspective, while analysis considering virtual nodes is calledmoving candidate perspec-
tive. Considering the fact that inside a substrate node might exist virtual nodes and virtual
pipes, it becomes necessary to execute both perspectives inside the same control loop.
In this way, the cut-through traffic associated either to virtual nodes or virtual pipes can
be properly identified and self-organizing actions activated. The instantiation of the self-
organizing algorithm, and heuristics to identify the receiving and moving candidates are
presented in the next sections.

5.3.1 Self-organizing Control Loop

The self-organizing control loop instantiated for networkvirtualization environment is
detailed in Algorithms 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. The first stage of theself-organizing algorithm is
the characterization of the conditions that trigger the reallocation of the virtual resources,
and it comprises the lines 3-32 of Algorithm 5.1. An overloaded link is the element that
starts the evaluation of a possible re-organization of virtual resources on the substrate
network. So, each substrate linksli of a substrate node is analyzed according to the
condition established at line 5 of Algorithm 5.1. This condition says that if the total traffic
of sli (T (sli)) is greater than the threshold (calculated withalpha) established based on
the channel bandwidth (B(sli)), then this substrate linksli is considered overloaded and
is added to the set overloaded substrate linksOvSubsLink.

The next step is to identify which virtual link inside the overloaded substrate link
is using the major amount of bandwidth. This step is described by the lines 9-16 of
Algorithm 5.1, and the output is the set of virtual linksvlj overloading the substrate link
slj (OvV irtualLink_sli). In the sequence, starts the process to determine whether the
flow associated to the virtual link matches a cut-through traffic pattern (lines 19-32 of
Algorithm 5.1). To determine this kind of match, two heuristics are employed and will be
detailed later on. The listsReceiving_Candidate_List andMoving_Candidate_List
are the outputs of the matching process, and based on those lists, the next stages of the
self-organizing algorithm are described in the Algorithms5.2 and 5.3.

The virtual manager executing the Algorithm 5.2 first determines which are the vir-
tual networks inside theReceiving_Candidate_List (line 1 of Algorithm 5.2), then it
execute the operations to request a virtual node to the substrate neighbor linked to the
most overloaded virtual linkvlkj of each virtual network (lines 2-7 of Algorithm 5.2). It
is possible that more than one virtual link of the same virtual network were identified
as overloaded. In this case, the virtual manager has to choose solely one virtual link
associated to the virtual network under analysis.
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Algorithm 5.1 Self-organizing - Main control loop
Require: SL = {sl1, sl2, ..., sli} set of substrate links of a substrate node
Require: sl = {vl1, vl2, ..., vlj} set of virtual links inside a substrate link
Ensure: OvSubsLink is the set of overloaded substrate links
Ensure: OvV irtualLink_sli is the set of overloaded virtual links from ansli
Ensure: T (link) function that returns the total traffic of a givenlink
Ensure: B(link) function that returns the bandwidth capacity of a givenlink

1: loop
2: WaitSelfOrganizingCycle()
3: OvSubsLink ← ∅
4: for all sli ∈ SL do
5: if T (sli) > B(sli) ∗ α then
6: sli ∈ OvSubsLink

7: end if
8: end for
9: for all sli ∈ OvSubsLink do

10: OvV irtualLink_sli ← ∅
11: for vlj ∈ sli do
12: if T (vlj) ≥ T (sli)− T (vlj) then
13: vlj ∈ OvV irtualLink_sli
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: Receiving_Candidate_List← ∅
18: for all OvV irtualLink_sli do
19: for all vlj ∈ OvV irtualLink_sli do
20: if ApplyReceivingCandidateHeuristic(vlj) then
21: vlj ∈ Receiving_Candidate_List
22: end if
23: end for
24: end for
25: Moving_Candidate_List← ∅
26: for all OvV irtualLink_sli do
27: for all vlj ∈ OvV irtualLink_sli do
28: if ApplyMovingCandidateHeuristic(vlj) then
29: vlj ∈Moving_Candidate_List
30: end if
31: end for
32: end for
33: {Execute in parallel the next stages of the self-organizingalgorithm}
34: if Receiving_Candidate_List not∅ then
35: Launch Receiving Candidate Algorithm
36: end if
37: if Moving_Candidate_List not∅ then
38: Launch Moving Candidate Algorithm
39: end if
40: end loop
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Algorithm 5.2 Receiving candidate algorithm
Require: V NET = {vnet1, vnet2, ..., vnetk} is set of virtual networks
Ensure: vlkj is a virtual linkj of thevnetk
Ensure: neighbor is the identification of a substrate node
Ensure: match[] is an array that stores the answers of the requests for movingthe virtual

node ofvnetk
Ensure: t is the timeout to wait for an answer of a neighbor

1: V NET ← IdentifyVNETs(Receiving_Candidate_List)
2: for all vnetk ∈ V NET do
3: vlkj ←MostOverloadedVirtualLink(vnetk)
4: neighbor ← GetSubstrateNeighborIdentification(vlkj )
5: match[k]← false

6: RequestVirtualNodeAndWait(neighbor, vnetk, match[k], t)
7: end for
8: for index = 0 to k do
9: if match[index] = true then

10: PrepareMigration(vnetindex)
11: GetVirtualNode(neighbor, vnetindex)
12: SendConfirmationOfVirtualNodeMigration(neighbor, vnetindex)
13: end if
14: end for

Algorithm 5.3 Moving candidate algorithm
Require: V NET = {vnet1, vnet2, ..., vnetk} is set of virtual networks
Ensure: request_arrival[] is an array to store the arrived requests to move a virtual node

of vnetk
Ensure: t is the timeout to wait for an answer of the neighbor
Ensure: neighbor is the identification of a substrate node

1: V NET ← IdentifyVNETs(Moving_Candidate_List)
2: for all vnetk ∈ V NET do
3: LaunchTimeoutToWaitForRequest(vnetk, request_arrival[k] t)
4: end for
5: for index = 0 to k do
6: if request_arrival[index] = true then
7: neighbor ← GetSubstrateNeighborInfo(request_arrival[index])
8: if ViabilityOfMigration(vnetindex, neighbor)= true then
9: SendConfirmationOfMatch(neighbor, vnetindex)

10: GetConfirmationToMigrate(neighbor, vnetindex)
11: MigrateVirtualNode(neighbor, vnetindex)
12: GetConfirmationVirtualNodeMigration(neighbor, vnetindex)
13: end if
14: end if
15: end for
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The virtual manager executing the Algorithm 5.3, in a neighbor substrate node, also
determines, in a parallel fashion, which are the virtual networks that need to have their
virtual nodes migrated (line 1 of Algorithm 5.3) and then, waits a certain amount of time
t for the arrival of requests to move virtual nodes associatedto the virtual network (lines
2-4 of Algorithm 5.3). Once the match of the intentions of each neighbor is detected (line
9 of Algorithm 5.2 and line 8 of Algorithm 5.3), the preparations and handshakes of the
migration process are executed by both virtual managers (i.e., lines 10-12 of Algorithm
5.2, and lines 9-12 Algorithm 5.3).

An illustration of the parallel behavior associated to the execution of the self-organizing
algorithm is presented in Figure 5.5, that is a partial view of the network showed in Fig-
ure 5.3. The internal state of the self-organizing algorithm at the end of the first stage is
depicted in Figure 5.5(a). The links that are not consideredoverloaded (“SL#1”, “SL#2”,
“SL#3”, and “SL#6”) are discarded from the analysis of the self-organizing algorithm,
while the overloaded one, “SL#4”, has its traffic investigated. When substrate node “B”
analyzes the substrate link “SL#4”, it discovers that this link is overloaded by the in-
coming traffic associated to the virtual pipe of VN1. Based onthis, the self-organizing
algorithm on substrate node “B” declares itself as a receiving candidate for a virtual node
of VN1. During the first stage there is no communication between neighbors, and thus
the self-organizing algorithm on substrate node “B” supposes that a virtual node of VN1
is deployed at substrate node “E” and then proceed to the nextstages.

Figure 5.5: Execution of the self-organizing algorithm

In parallel, the substrate node “E” also analyzes and declares “SL#4” as overloaded
link, and considers the outgoing traffic associated to “VN1#N3” as the traffic overloading
this substrate link. In this case, the self-organizing algorithm on substrate node “E” con-
siders “VN1#N3” as a moving candidate, and waits for a request to move a virtual node
from VN1 coming from “SL#4”. When this request arrives in substrate node “E”, there
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is a match between the virtual node that is requested to be moved (a virtual node of VN1)
and the virtual node that should be moved from the substrate node “E” (“VN1#N3”). Af-
ter this, the self-organizing algorithm inside the substrate nodes keeps executing until the
last stage. The resulting environment is presented in Figure 5.5(b), where “VN1#N3” has
been moved to the substrate node “B” and the traffic from “VN1#N3” to “VN1#N2”, that
was considered the cut-through traffic overloading “SL#4”,is not there any more.

5.3.2 Receiving Candidate Heuristic

The receiving candidate heuristic identifies a cut-throughtraffic when a virtual pipe is
associated with the overloaded virtual linkvlkj inside the substrate linksli. This heuristic
is based on the comparison of the incoming traffic against theoutgoing traffic of a virtual
pipe inside a substrate node. Three conditions must be followed in order to declare the
substrate node as a receiving candidate of a virtual node.

• Condition 1. Guarantees that no read and write operations are associatedto the
virtual elements of the virtual networkk under analysis on a substrate node.

NO_InputOutput(k) =

{

1 if (virtual_readk = 0) ∨ (virtual_writek = 0)
0 otherwise

• Condition 2. Identifies if the main traffic of virtual linkvlkj of virtual networkk is
an incoming traffic.

IN_MainTraffic(j, k) =

{

1 if IN(vlkj ) ≥ T (vlkj )− IN(vlkj ),
0 otherwise

where,
IN(link) is a function that returns the incoming traffic, and
T(link) is a function that returns the total traffic.

• Condition 3: Correlates the amount of incoming traffic ofvlkj with the outgoing
traffic (given by the functionOUT (link)) of all the other virtual links of the same
virtual networkk. The set of virtual links belonging to a virtual network is denoted
by V irtualLinkV NET k. The goal is to detect whether the incoming traffic on
vlkj is actually being forwarded through one or multiple distinct virtual links of the
same virtual network.

OutgoingTraffic(j, k) =















1 if IN(vlkj ) ≤
(

∑

y OUT (vlky)
)

,
wherej 6= y andvlky ∈ V irtualLinkV NET k

0 otherwise

The final analysis to determine if the virtual link has to be inserted in theReceiv-
ing_Candidate_Listis presented in Equation 5.1. The tuple<virtual network, virtual
link> characterizes the receiving list, where the first element ofthe tuple can have multi-
ple entrances, but the second one is unique.

Receiving_Candidate_List =































< vnetk, vl
k
j > if







NO_InputOutput(k) &
IN_MainTraffic(j, k) &
OutgoingTraffic(j, k)







∅ otherwise
(5.1)
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5.3.3 Moving Candidate Heuristic

The moving candidate heuristic verifies if a virtual node is generating the outgoing
traffic onvlkj . It is assumed that a virtual node uses not only virtual link resources to ori-
ginate a network traffic invlkj , but also uses IO capacity. For example, before transmitting
packets, the application inside the virtual node needs to buffer these packets and for doing
this it needs to use the slices of IO resources assigned to itself. The moving candidate
heuristic identifies a relationship between the outgoing traffic of link vlkj with the amount
of IO used by the virtual network (k), and the incoming and outgoing traffic associated to
all the other virtual links of such virtual network. This relationship is established based
on the conditions listed below.

• Condition 1: The virtual networkk must perform read or write operations on the
virtual IO slices.

IO_Operation(k) =

{

1 if (virtual_readk > 0) ∨ (virtual_writek > 0)
0 otherwise

• Condition 2: The outgoing traffic ofvlkj must be higher than the incoming traffic
of the same virtual link.

OUT_MainTraffic(j, k) =

{

1 if OUT (vlkj ) ≥ T (vlkj )−OUT (vlkj ),
0 otherwise

• Condition 3: The outgoing traffic ofvlkj must be associated with an amount of
data used by the read and write operations associated to the virtual networkk. Due
to the fact that any data packets of the virtual networks are inspect, it becomes
necessary to establish an association between the outgoingtraffic of vlkj and the
IO resources consumed by the virtual node of the virtual network k. In this case
study, this relationship is established considering the amount of data read from the
virtual slices, expected to be sent through the virtual links. These relationship is
characterized using similarity functions described below.

Similarity(j, k) =

{

1 if BottomSimilarity(vlkj ) ≤ V (j, k) ≤UpSimilarity(vlkj ),
0 otherwise

where,
BottomSimilarity(vlkj )= vlkj − (vlkj ∗ δ),
UpSimilarity(vlkj )= vlkj + (vlkj ∗ δ),
V (j, k) =

((

∑

y IN(vlky)
)

+ virtual_readk
)

−
((

∑

z OUT (vlkz )
)

+ virtual_writek
)

,
δ ∈ ℜ : 0 ≤ δ ≤ 1, beingδ a similarity factor,
vlky , vl

k
z ∈ V irtualLinkV NET k, andy, z 6= j.

The virtual node associated to the virtual networkk whose virtual linkvlkj is under
evaluation, is declared a candidate to be moved according tothe Equation 5.2. Indeed,
the virtual linkvlkj is inserted in theMoving_Candidate_Listto be further analyzed by the
other stages of self-organizing algorithm, as depicted before.

Receiving_Candidate_List =































< vnetk, vl
k
j > if







IO_Operation(k) &
OUT_MainTraffic(j, k) &

Similarity(j, k)







∅ otherwise
(5.2)
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5.3.4 Implementation

Despite the potential to gain a large market-share, networkvirtualization imposes
large enhancements on the current network models. Some of the limitations that need
to be enhanced in such models are: new devices, transmissions mechanisms, isolation
of information, etc. Given such limitations, a clean slate approach was identified as the
best alternative for implementing and testing the proposedself-organizing P2P solution.
Thus, a network virtualization module was developed based on Omnet++ simulator (OM-
NET++, 2010), using a packet-oriented transmission mechanism with traffic-shaping. The
details of the network virtualization module are describedin the Appendix B, while Figure
5.6 illustrates the developed environment in the context ofthe Omnet++ simulator.

Figure 5.6: Snapshot of virtual environment deployed with Omnet++

One important aspect of the implementation is the monitoring process, since the self-
organizing algorithm depends on this process to make decisions. A two-stage monitoring
process was defined. The first stage is always active and the size of data passing through
the measurement points is the monitoring information buffered. The second stage is peri-
odically activated and for the experiments the interval of 1.5 minutes is used. The moni-
tored information on the first-stage buffer is summed and stored in a second-stage buffer.
The self-organizing control loop uses the information of the second stage to determine the
average amount of resources consumed within two self-organizing cycles. A sliding win-
dow keeps part of the information of the second-stage and thedata from the first-stage is
always erased. The sliding window helps to avoid that punctual high loads trigger constant
reorganizations and lead the substrate network to an unstable state. Further information
about the monitoring process can be found in Appendix B.

5.4 Experimental Evaluation

The increasing demand of multimedia services over the Internet is pushing for new
methods to allocate resources in future networks. For example, IPTV services are ex-
pected to become more and more popular and integrated offers, like the triple-pay pac-
kages (BALDI, 2006), requiring, thus, cost-effective strategies for resource allocation
(GUNKEL et al., 2008) (HAN; LISLE; NEHIB, 2008). In fact, a typical IPTV network
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infrastructure requires significant investments for the distribution network, in terms of
guaranteed bandwidth as well as available storage capacity. Normally, these resources
need to be planned and well dimensioned in advance, before upper services can be actu-
ally deployed (DEGRANDE et al., 2008).

The costs of deploying a physical infrastructure may prevent many service providers
to get into the market, like in the case of IPTV services (HAN;LISLE; NEHIB, 2008).
As discussed before, the key on network virtualization is ofdividing the physical network
infrastructure into several slices and associating them todifferent virtual providers. The
needs of service providers, like IPTV providers, match perfectly with the nature of net-
work virtualization environments. In this way, the evaluation of the self-organizing P2P
approach is performed considering a network virtualization scenario composed of a sub-
strate provider and virtual IPTV providers. The testbed andthe results of the experiments
are presented as follows.

5.4.1 Testbed

One of the architectures proposed for deploying IPTV services (DEGRANDE et al.,
2008) is depicted in Figure 5.7. The Super Head-End (SHE) element is responsible for
receiving and storing the flows, in this case TV channels and videos, from national content
providers. These flows are forwarded through a core network infrastructure, and stored
on the Video Hub Offices (VHO). Then the flows are transported over the metropolitan
network and stored on the Video Serving Office (VSO) devices.Finally, the IPTV content
reaches the home network and is delivered to the Set-Top Box (STB) inside the end user
device. In this testbed, it is assumed that the SHE, VHO, and VSO are the elements
virtualized and the self-organizing P2P approach is applied to manage the VSO elements.

Figure 5.7: IPTV architecture

The testbed is composed of two IPTV providers covering the same metropolitan re-
gion. Network topologies and the initial mapping of the virtual IPTV networks are de-
picted in Figure 5.8. The substrate network is composed of 9 substrate nodes and each
virtual IPTV network is composed of 3 virtual nodes (physically separated by 2 virtual
pipes). Each virtual node in Figure 5.8 is an IPTV VSO (DEGRANDE et al., 2008) able
to store and transmit movies.

Two sets of flows are running inside the substrate network. The first one is asso-
ciated to user’s requests of the Virtual Network 1 (VN1). ForVN1, the users con-
nected to the VSO “VN1#N1” (inside node “B”) are requesting movies that are asso-
ciated to “VN1#N3” (inside node “H”). The movies are transmitted over the virtual link
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Figure 5.8: Evaluation scenario

“VN1#L3”, which is mapped to three substrate links “SL#1”, “SL#8”, and “SL#9”. As
depicted in Figure 5.8, the flows of VN1 start at node “H” and arrive at the node “B”. The
second set of flows is associated to the Virtual Network 2 (VN2). The users connected to
the VSO “VN2#N1” (inside node “B”) are requesting movies that are stored at “VN2#N2”
(inside node “E”). The transmission occurs through the virtual link “VN2#L1”, which is
mapped to substrate links “SL#2”, “SL#3”, and “SL#4”. The flows of VN2 are originated
at node “E” and arrive at node “B”.

The bandwidth of each virtual link is 500 Mbits while the bandwidth of each substrate
link is 1 Gbits. The size of the virtual storage associated tothe VSOs of the virtual nodes
is 50 GB, and the storage capacity of each substrate node is 100 GB. The size of the
packets to be transmitted in the substrate links is fixed to 1 MB. The threshold to identify
an overloaded link is the equivalent to 60% of the virtual link bandwidth.

The amount of traffic inside virtual networks is mainly influenced by the number of
movies requested by the users of the virtual networks. For this scenario, the request rate
for each virtual network is fixed to 400 requests of movies perhour (400 req/h), and the
interval between each request is given by an exponential distribution (this request model
is based on (AGRAWAL et al., 2007)). The request rate is kept constant and active during
the whole simulation. When a request arrives, the next action is the transmission of the
movie. All movies in the experiments have the same size (4 GB).

The evaluation shows the efficiency of the self-organizing P2P approach in terms of
spared network traffic. Almost 10 hours of user’s request were simulated, being the self-
organizing cycle activated every 5 minutes. Traffic load of the substrate links and the
average latency of the packets are measured every monitoring interval of 1.5 minutes.

5.4.2 Network Traffic Load Analysis

The traffic load curves presented in the experiments show an ascending behavior until
4 hours of simulation, and after this the traffic load reachesthe maximum average load
per virtual link for the request rate of 400 req/h, i.e., around 0.325 Gbits.

During the simulations with the self-organizing model disabled, Figure 5.9(a), the
substrate links used by VN1 (light-lines) have their curvesoverlapped because they have
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Figure 5.9: Traffic load of all substrate links

the same traffic load. The same overlapping occurs with the traffic load of the substrate
links used by VN2 (dark-lines in Figure 5.9(a)). The traffic of both virtual networks
follows a cut-through pattern and for this reason the trafficload of those substrate links is
the same. However, when the self-organizing model is enabled, Figure 5.9(b), the traffic
load of some substrate links changes. The self-organizing model reallocates the virtual
resources in two distinct cycles. The first one happened after 4 hours of simulation and
reorganized the virtual resources of VN1. The second cycle happened near 5 hours of
simulation, and the virtual resources of VN2 were reorganized.

To understand how the self-organizing model changes the traffic load of the substrate
links we present Figure 5.10, that shows the traffic load of each substrate link when the
self-organizing model is enabled and disabled. The traffic load of each substrate link
associated to the VN1 is presented in Figures 5.10(a), 5.10(c), and 5.10(e), while the
traffic load of the VN2 substrate links is illustrate in Figures 5.10(b), 5.10(d), and 5.10(f).
Analyzing the traffic load of the substrate links presented in Figure 5.10 it is possible to
discover which virtual nodes moved during the self-organizing cycles.

In the case of the VN1, the traffic load of substrate link “SL#8”, Figure 5.10(c), indi-
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Figure 5.10: Traffic load of each substrate link used by the testbed

cates that virtual node “VN1#N3” moved from substrate node “H” to “I”, because after 4
hours of simulation the traffic load changes from 0.32 Gbits to 0.46 Gbits and right after
this it is interrupted (drops to zero). Associated to this fact, the traffic load of substrate
links “SL#1”, Figure 5.10(a), and “SL#9”, Figure 5.10(e), also increases from 0.32 Gbits
to 0.36 Gbits after 4 hours of simulation. This increase occurs because the virtual node
“VN1#N3”, now placed at the substrate node “I”, processes all packets queued during the
moving phase. In the sequence, the traffic load of “SL#1” and “SL#9” drops to 7.4 Mbits
and starts to rise again as soon as the virtual application inside the virtual node “VN1#N3”
restarts to transmit movies in response to new requests. Progressively, the traffic load of
those substrate links increases until it reaches the maximum average load (0.325 Gbits)
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after 8 hours of simulation. The same traffic behavior is observed for the VN2. In this
case, the virtual node “VN2#N2” moved from the substrate node “E” to “D”, and this
caused the elimination of traffic load on the substrate link “SL#4”, Figure 5.10(f). The
pattern of increasing, dropping, and increasing again is also observed in traffic load of the
substrate links “SL#2” and “SL#3”, respectively in Figure 5.10(b) and Figure 5.10(d).

The graphics of Figure 5.10 show that using the self-organizing model it is possible
to reduce 1/3 of the traffic load when the transmissions on substrate links “SL#8” and
“SL#4” are eliminated. Now, to have an entire picture of the amount of network resources
spared with the self-organizing model, we present Figure 5.11, where the traffic load of
all substrate nodes of the scenario is summed and graphically presented. Considering
the scenario used on the evaluation, the total traffic load ofthe network is approximately
1.9 Gbits when the self-organizing model is disabled, and when the model is enabled it
reaches the stable state using 1.2 Gbits. This means that 36.8% of the network resources
of this scenario were spared when the self-organizing modelis applied to managed the
network resources.
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Figure 5.11: Sum of traffic load from all substrate nodes

Despite the advantages on using the self-organizing model to managed the traffic load
of the substrate network, there are issues regarding at least (i) the interruption time of
the applications inside the virtual networks and (ii) the latency of the packets when a
virtual node migration is required during the self-organizing cycle. The first issue mainly
depends on the efficiency of the moving mechanism and the amount of data that has to be
moved. The second issue this investigated as follows.

5.4.3 Packet Latency Analysis

This experiment shows the average latency of packets arrived in the destination virtual
node of each virtual network within the monitoring interval(1.5 minutes). Figure 5.12
shows the packet latency measured for each virtual network.

The latency of the packets for both virtual network is approximately 0.51s when the
self-organizing model is disabled, as illustrated in Figure 5.12(a). The same average
latency is observed in Figure 5.12(b) until the moment that the first reorganization is e-
xecuted. It is not illustrated in Figure 5.12(b), but the average latency during the period
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Figure 5.12: Latency of virtual network flows

of reorganization associated to the VN1 reaches 50.04s, andduring the reorganization
related to VN2 it is approximately 50.84s. After such reorganization, the average latency
remains stable around 0.48s for both virtual networks. Thisvalue represents a reduction
of 5.9% of the average latency if compared to the latency before the reorganization.

The self-organizing model can reduce the latency of the packets but the cost associated
to this benefit is a high latency (around 50s), as presented inFigure 5.12(b). This high
latency might become a problem when the applications running inside the virtual network
require strict QoS (Quality of Service) guarantees.

5.5 Critical Evaluation of the Designed Approach

The final analysis of the self-organizing P2P approach is presented here in this section.
First, the compliance to the management requirements is discussed. Second, the degrees
of accomplishment of the integration issues are identified,and finally, the potentialities
and drawbacks of such approach are listed and examined.
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5.5.1 Compliance to Management Requirements

Likewise the analysis done for the previous case study, thissection depicts the discus-
sion of the accomplishment of the management requirements on the self-organizing P2P
solution developed in this chapter. A summary of such discussion is presented in Table
5.1 and the details are described below.

The achievement of the efficient use of resources is twofold.First, the monitoring
process does not need to inspect the network and IO packets ofthe virtual elements. Thus,
the consumed processing power is related to the act of recognizing the size of the packets
and not the content of such packets. Doing this, the virtual manager (i.e., the element that
intermediates the substrate and virtual resources) does not stall operations associated with
the packets, like receiving/sending. Second, the communication to organize the relocation
of virtual resources is reduced to substrate neighbors. This means that messages are
exchanged in local areas of the substrate network and not in aglobal scale.

Table 5.1: Achievement of management requirements on self-organizing P2P case study
Requirements Accomplishment

Efficient Resource Usage Monitoring process without inspection
of packets.
Few management messages exchanged
between neighbors willing to reorganize the
virtual resources.

Agile Management Actions No human intervention is required to execute
the self-organizing process.

Transparency Access -
Location The placement of the virtual elements is hidden.
Migration Virtual elements can be moved without the

awareness of the users.
Relocation During the relocation of resources the users

can access but the response time rises.
Replication -
Concurrency -
Failure -

Parallel and Simultaneous BehaviorRelocations occur in different parts of the
substrate network at any time.
Horizontal parallelization is accomplished by
the match on the needs of neighbors.

Agile management actions are achieved in the proposed self-organizing P2P solution
once there is no human intervention to identify bottlenecksand change the environment
in order to better use the resources (i.e., in this case study the network bandwidth). The
proposed solution is able to identify virtual elements thatshould be reorganized and act
by itself in order to reduce the traffic consumption on the substrate network perspective.

The compliance to transparent management actions is divided into seven types of
transparency, as exposed by Table 5.1. Access and concurrency types of transparencies
are part of the virtualized environment. However, they are not explicitly part of the pro-
posed solution in this case study, and for this reason they are out of the scope of this
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analysis. The replication and failure transparencies are not consider either on the virtu-
alized environment of this case study or on the proposed solution. Thus, they are also
out of the analysis scope. Finally, three types of transparencies are relevant for the self-
organizing P2P solution: location, migration, and relocation. The users of the applications
running inside the virtual networks are not aware of where exactly those applications are
placed, which constitute a location transparency. In addition, when a reorganization of
the virtual elements is required, the users of such virtual elements have no knowledge
about the fact that the virtual resources are being migrated. Finally, the self-organizing
P2P solution provides partial compliance to relocation transparency, because during the
relocation of the resources the users can access them but a difference on response time
will be experienced.

Parallel and simultaneous behavior is also a management requirement accomplished
by the self-organizing P2P solution. The request and match algorithm used by the solution
described in this chapter is the key for the accomplishment of this management require-
ment. The decentralization of the decision of when it is necessary to reorganize the virtual
resources and the local communication between neighbors enable self-organizing actions
at the same time in different parts of the substrate network.The horizontal parallelization
is native to the self-organizing algorithm running inside each substrate node. No external
entity is needed to activate the reorganization and the trigger is the request and match of
the neighbors’ needs.

Summarizing, this section discussed how the self-organizing P2P solution is able to
be compliant to the management requirements established inthis thesis. The next section
extends the critical evaluation of the developed solution by presenting the analysis of
integration issues.

5.5.2 Achievement of Integration Issues

Once again, the characteristics of the integration issues defined in this thesis are com-
pared against the design features of the self-P2P approach developed in this case study.
Table 5.2 shows the result of such comparison.

Different from the what happened on the evaluation of the design of the self-healing
P2P approach (Section 4.4.2), the self-organizing P2P approach achieved the highest
accomplishment degree of integration in all issues, exceptthe definition of light self-
elements. This success is, in a greater part, attributed to the nature of the self-* property
and to the design of a the self-element associated to this property.

In this case study, the self-organizing property is designed as an indivisible self-
element. The advantages can be clearly observed in Table 5.2, where common knowledge
of management task, local information, parallel and distributed algorithms for decision-
making, and reduction of explicit and global coordination were achieved. In contrast, not
achieving the design of light self-elements could be understood, in a first sight, as a ne-
gative aspect associated with the design of a unique self-element to perform the tasks of
a self-* property. However, it is the exactly inverse interpretation that has to be read from
this situation.

The design of an unique self-element that executes all the attributions of the self-
organizing property enabled the employment of techniques from the parallel and dis-
tributed area, such as the SPMD model of designing algorithms (MURESANO; REX-
ACHS; LUQUE, 2009). The combination of a single program (i.e., common knowledge
of the management task) executed over multiple data (i.e., local information) with the idea
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Table 5.2: Degree of integration issues for self-organizing P2P approach
Integration Issue Accomplishment Degree Justification

The same monitoring and
Common knowledge of Achieved self-organizing algorithms

management task are executed by all
management entities

The information that starts
the self-organizing process

Local information Achieved is derived from the analysis of
local information retrieved by
the monitoring control loop.

Self-organizing algorithm
is parallel following
the Single Program

Parallel and distributed Multiple Data (SPMD) model.
algorithms for Achieved The decision-making employs

decision-making a matching process between
complementary perspectives
identified by distinct
management entities.

Complementary perspectives
inside the same self-element.
Requires the definition of

Light self-elements Not Achieved heuristics to analyze the
local information.
Algorithm requires control
mechanisms to handle
asynchronous operations.

Communications is restricted
to neighbors.

Reduction of explicit and Achieved There is an implicit
global coordination coordination mechanism

activated by the result of
the local analysis.

of P2P interactions can result in highly distributed execution of self-* properties. The ma-
jor advantage of the proposed unique self-element is its capacity to infer that a neighbor
should be suffering from complementary effects of the locally identified situation with
minor explicit communication and no human intervention.

5.5.3 Potentialities and Shortcomings

Despite the advantages identified before, the self-organizing P2P approach offers an-
other important potentiality: its capacity of being easilyadapted to other management
scenarios. Once the heuristic of the self-organizing approach is changed, it is possible to
re-use the same logic. For example, consider a network management platform based on
a P2P overlay, where management services (inside peers spread along the management
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overlay) are used to get in contact with managed entities. The initial placement of the
management services inside the overlay is given, typically, by the network administrator.
However, if over time a management service starts to retrieve a considerable amount of
information and it is physically distant from the managed entity, the self-organizing P2P
approach could be used to approximate the management service and the managed en-
tity. The objective would still be sparing network bandwidth of the physical infrastructure
where this network management P2P overlay is placed.

In this scenario, instead of moving the source of the traffic (the managed entity) only
the destination of the traffic (the management service) could be moved. In this sense,
it becomes necessary to change the heuristics of the first stage that define which peer
receive and which one moves the resources (in this case, the management service). Thus,
no logical changes are required on the other 4 stages of the self-organizing P2P approach
but, indeed, changes on the implementation of the self-organizing algorithm are necessary
to adapt to the type of resource being moved.

In essence, the correct employment of the self-organizing P2P approach depends on
the existence of underlaying infrastructure and an overlaywhose components are compli-
ant with the concept of being replaced in different parts of the underlaying infrastructure.
One major issue associated to this dependency, is the transparency between the overlay
and the underlaying infrastructure. No transparency couldlead to a plain infrastructure,
where no abstraction between overlay and underlay elementswould be provided. On the
other hand, too much transparency could lead to situations where moving the resource
would be impossible because the effects of the migration (e.g, interruption time) would
break the transparency in the overlay perspective. Therefore, the transparency issue can
become a shortcoming on the employment of the self-organizing P2P approach.

Another issue associated with such approach that can becomea shortcoming is the
definition of fine-grained costs to determine whether a change on the placement of the
resources is really profitable for the managed network infrastructure. Very strict cost
evaluations could lead to the stagnation of the network,i.e., the resources could never
be moved and thus the network resources could not be used in a more proper way. In
contrast, very tolerant and flexible cost evaluations can lead to instability of the system,
once reorganizations could become too frequent.

5.6 Final Remarks

This chapter presented the design, instantiation, and evaluation of the self-organizing
P2P approach. The self-organizing property is used to reorganize elements of the network
so that the traffic inside the substrate network links can be reduced. The P2P employment
regards more to designing interactions among the entities of the network management en-
vironment than to defining an infrastructure (i.e., overlays). The key behind the employ-
ment of P2P interactions is to investigate the development of P2P network management
applications, instead of solely exploring P2P infrastructures for network management (as
detailed in Section 2.3).

The union of self-organizing property and P2P interactionsresulted in a self-organizing
P2P approach that is able to reorganize the elements of the network during their lifetime.
This approach can be employed if at least these conditions are followed: (i) the elements
that need to be moved are generating/receiving traffic; (ii)there is a cut-through traffic
inside the network; (iii) there is an abstraction between the underlaying network and the
infrastructure where the elements to be moved are running; and (iv) it is possible to iden-
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tify complementary perspectives for a single event that canhappen to the elements to be
reorganized (such perspectives are used to define the movingand receiving candidates
elements of the network).

In fact, complementary perspectives are a key issue on the design of the self-organizing
P2P solution, because they create the conditions to developthe intentional cooperative
posture. The idea of sharing the responsibility of the decision-making, among entities
that want to move resources and the ones that want to receive resources, form the basis
for constructing the following methods of cooperation: grouping, communication, collab-
orating by sharing information and decisions, and coordination of tasks.

Each match on the desires of the cooperative entities (i.e., moving and receiving candi-
dates) constitute a small group of two elements. After sharing information, these entities
agree on the decision of the next steps and coordinate their tasks in order to accomplish
the migration of resources. This way, the cooperative behavior is embedded into the idea
of complementary perspectives mechanism, being a native aspect of the applications de-
veloped based on this mechanism.

In addition to the remarks depicted above, this chapter alsopresented the employment
of the self-organizing P2P solution on the scenario of resource management on network
virtualization. The problem of this scenario is to manage the traffic consumption on the
substrate network during the lifetime of the virtual networks deployed on top of such
substrate network. This case study matches all the conditions for the employment of
the self-organizing P2P approach, thus, the instantiationof such approach was evaluated.
The experiments showed that the benefits in terms of reduction of traffic load are more
expressive than the results in terms of latency. Indeed, thehigh latency observed during
the reorganization process is an important aspect that has to be observed, because it can
become an issue that prevents the employment of the self-organizing P2P approach in
different scenarios.

Finally, the self-organizing P2P approach achieved the employment of common know-
ledge of management task, local information, parallel and distributed algorithms for deci-
sion-making, and the reduction of explicit and global coordination. The key for achieving
those integration issues is the direct mapping of the self-organizing property to a unique
self-element.
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6 RESULTS DISCUSSION

The purpose of this chapter is to present the observation andinterpretation of results
derived from the analysis of subjective aspects of the case studies. The first topic analyzed
is associated with the outcomes that can be learned from the observation of the self-* P2P
approach under the perspective of the parallel and distributed computing research area.
In the sequence, the design of the integration issues in bothcase studies are examined.
The major outcome of this examination is that (in the contextof network management
research) it is possible to identify different dimensions associated with the self-* P2P
approach, and this discussion is presented in a dedicated section. Finally, this chapter
also establishes how the self-* P2P approach fits in the network management scenario.

6.1 Self-* P2P in the Light of Parallel and Distributed Computing

One of the features explored by the self-* P2P approach for network management
is the capacity of providing the ways to define management applications that execute
parallel and distributed actions. Thus, this section analysis the self-* P2P approach taking
into account the basis of Parallel and Distributed Computing (PDC) research area. The
basic concepts of PDC used for the purpose of this analysis follow the definition presented
by Zomaya (ZOMAYA, 1996), and are briefly reviewed in the nextsubsection.

6.1.1 Transposing Parallel Paradigms to Network Management Approaches

Flynn (ZOMAYA, 1996) defined one of the most accepted classifications of computer
architectures, and his criteria was based on how the machinerelates its instructions to
the data being processed. This classification is composed offour classes: Single Instruc-
tion Stream, Single Data Stream (SISD); Single InstructionStream, Multiple Data Stream
(SIMD); Multiple Instruction Stream, Single Data Stream (MISD); and Multiple Instruc-
tion Stream, Multiple Data Stream (MIMD).

There is a very strong relationship between the computer architecture and the algo-
rithms developed to run on top of this architecture. According to Zomaya: (i) sequential
algorithms are associated with SISD class; (ii) sequentialalgorithms can be transformed
to deal with parallel data stream in the case of SIMD architectures - which means that
the parallelism is given by the data and not by the logic of thealgorithm; (iii) parallel
algorithms based on the execution of different operations can be developed to run on
MISD architectures; and (iv) fully parallel algorithms canbe developed when the MIMD
architecture is considered.
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Based on the aforementioned, Table 6.1 presents an analysisof how the parallel pro-
cessing paradigms can be transposed to network management approaches. The objective
is to show how the transposition helps to identify which are the classes of algorithms as-
sociated with each one of the common network management approaches and also with
the self-* P2P approach proposed in this thesis.

Table 6.1: Analysis of parallel paradigms and network management approaches
Approaches Centralized Hierarchical Self-* P2P

x
Paradigms

SISD
√

SIMD
√

MISD
√

MIMD
√

In order to make the transposition of parallel processing paradigms to network ma-
nagement approaches it is necessary to base the analysis in some assumptions that are
described as follows. The manager entity on network management approaches is equiv-
alent to the control unity on the parallel processing paradigms. Likewise, the agents are
mapped to the processing units, and the memory is the networkitself considering the vis-
ible domain of the manager entity. Finally the instruction flow is mapped to the actions of
the manager entity, while the data flow is mapped to the managed devices/services.

Having the aforementioned assumptions in mind, it is possible to verify that cen-
tralized solutions are in essence sequential algorithms executed by the central manager
and for this reason they can be associated with SISD paradigm, as illustrated in Table
6.1. Hierarchical approaches can be either associated withSIMD or MISD paradigms
of developing algorithms. In the case of SIMD paradigm, the hierarchical network ma-
nagement solution replicates managers that execute the same tasks in different parts of
the network. In contrast, hierarchical approaches following an MISD perspective on the
development of management algorithms, are based on the distribution of different tasks
among the managers of the hierarchy. Thus, it is possible to say that the hierarchical ap-
proaches have their distribution focused by means of manager replication (SIMD) or by
means of task replication (MISD), but the algorithm itself does not explore parallel and
concurrent capabilities. Different from the traditional network management approaches,
the proposed self-* P2P approach can be associated with algorithms that follow a MIMD
classification. The proposed approach can benefit from both manager and task replication,
and in addition can employ attributes of concurrent models (discussed in the next section)
to turn the solution into a fully distributed and cooperative environment.

6.1.2 Relating Integration Issues and Attributes of Concurrent Models

The self-* P2P approach is envisioned to be a fully distributed and cooperative so-
lution for network and services management. The core of suchapproach is to explore
the development of more sophisticated management applications that use parallel, dis-
tributed, and concurrent features of the environment in which they are embedded. There-
fore, the integration issues act as a guideline to achieve the development of the desired
sophisticated applications. In fact, the integration issues are strongly related to models of
concurrent programming.
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According to Zomaya (ZOMAYA, 1996), concurrent programming is associated with
several challenges on technical problems and also on the diversity of interpretations that
it can lead. In order to enable the analysis of concurrent programming models, the author
proposed a number of attributes that can characterize and differentiate these models. The
list of the attributes of concurrency model are briefly described below.

1. Level of granularity - Defines which is the level of the observation of the parallel
actions. It is also called level of atomicity.

2. Sharing the clock - It is related to a fine-grain level of concurrency where several
processes share or not the same clock.

3. Sharing the memory - Regards to implications such as: space that may be used for
sharing information; issues associated with the mutual or exclusive access to the
information; and level of granularity.

4. Pattern of interaction - Defines the forms that processes can interact.

4.1 Synchronization - Establishes a chronological order between events taking
place in different processes.

4.2 Communication - Defines a transfer of information between processes.

5. Pattern of synchronization - Establishes the manner thattwo process can interact
when needing to share something in common.

5.1 Mutual exclusion - Encapsulated sequence of actions whose execution is indi-
visible and associated to a single process.

5.2 Mutual admission - Encapsulated sequence of actions that can be performed
simultaneously by more than once process.

6. Specifying concurrency - Identifies the types of concurrent programming.

6.1 Application - The problem or the situation is intrinsically concurrent and the
solution explicitly considers the concurrency.

6.2 Implementation - The problem or situation is intrinsically sequential and the
concurrency is introduced in the implementation for efficiency reasons.

7. Pattern of communication - Defines how processes communicate with each other.

7.1 Synchronous - Information is transfered when processeshave undivided at-
tention to the operation.

7.2 Asynchronous - Information is transfered in two steps: the sender deposits the
information in some area, then the receiver retrieves the message.

8. Implementation of concurrency - Identifies the ways of implementing an intrinsi-
cally concurrent problem.

8.1 Effective - The concurrent processes are executed in different processors and
interact in real time.
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8.2 Simulated - The concurrent processes are executed sequentially on a single
processor, and concurrency is simulated by the scheduling mechanism of the
shared processor.

9. Interaction Protocol - Defines the types of protocols of concurrent processes.

9.1 Cooperative - Interacting processes know each other mutually and fulfill com-
plementary functions to serve a common objective or interest.

9.2 Competition - Interacting processes not necessarily know each other; they
fulfill distinct functions and typically (but not always) serve different interests.

Analyzing the description of the attributes and the proposed integration issues it is
possible to establish a relationship among them, and this relationship helps to define which
are the concurrent attributes that characterize the model of concurrency programing of the
self-* P2P approach. Table 6.2 illustrates the identified relationship (the numbers used on
the left column of the table are associated with the list of the attributes described above).

Table 6.2: Establishing the relationship of integration issues with the attributes of concur-
rent models
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4.1
√ √ √

4.2
√ √ √

5.1

5.2
√ √

6.1
√ √ √

6.2

7.1
√ √

7.2
√ √

8.1
√ √ √

8.2
9.1

√ √ √ √

9.2

A first look in Table 6.2 indicates that almost all attributesof concurrency models are
considered on the integration issues. The attributes 2 (sharing clock), 3 (sharing memory),
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and 8.2 (simulated implementation of concurrency) are associated with fine grain aspects
of concurrency that were not meant to be considered in the integration issues.

The attribute 5.1 (mutual exclusion pattern of synchronization) was intentionally not
desired on the integration issues because it can reduce the parallelism and concurrency
levels of the solutions that can benefit from a self-* P2P approach. In addition, the com-
municating processes are, in general, not in the same machine, therefore racing conditions
and deadlocks on local information should not occur. Looking to the system level, im-
plementation issues related to deadlocks must be treated bymutual exclusion pattern, but
this is an specific situation and thus must not be intrinsic tothe integration issues.

Intentionally, the integration issues were defined to privilege the specification of the
network management solution in a parallel and concurrent manner. For this reason, the
attribute 6.2 (concurrency specification on the implementation level) was left outside of
the integration issues. This does not mean that implementation specification should not
be treated when the employment of the self-* P2P approach, but it does mean that this is
a low level issue and not a design issue.

The last attribute not contemplated on the integration issues is the 9.2 (competition
type of interaction protocol). The idea on the integration issues of self-* properties and
P2P is to enable the cooperation among the self-elements andnot to encourage the com-
petition. For this reason, the integration issues explicitly avoid the competition attribute.

Finally, the match between the other concurrency attributes and the integration issues
on the design of self-* P2P solutions proves the strong tendency of the self-* P2P ap-
proach to employ distributed, parallel, concurrent, and cooperative mechanisms to the de-
velopment of management applications since its conceptionphase. A detailed analysis of
the integration issues is discussed in the next section withthe objective of showing which
are the contributions of those issues for the design of network management applications.

6.2 Analyzing the Design of the Integration Issues

The analysis of achieving the integration issues of each case study gave an individual
perspective of the choices done to design the self-healing and self-organizing P2P solu-
tions. In contrast, this section explores the direct comparison of both designs in the light
of the integration issues, and Table 6.3 depicts such comparison.

Table 6.3: Comparison of achievement of integration issues
Integration Issues Self-healing P2P Self-organizing P2P

Common knowledge of Partially achieved Achieved
management task

Local information Not achieved Achieved

Parallel and distributed
algorithms for Partially Achieved Achieved

decision-making

Light self-elements Achieved Not Achieved

Reduction of explicit and Partially Achieved Achieved
global coordination

A simplistic look at Table 6.3 could lead to the interpretation that the self-organizing
P2P solution is better than the self-healing P2P solution, once the first achieved the design
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of a higher number of integration issues. Nevertheless, this is not the type of analysis
that must be retrieved from this table, because it does not take into account the fact that
both solutions achieved the development of the management requirements (as presented
in Tables 4.3 and 5.1, respectively, from Sections 4.4.1 and5.5.1). Thus, the correct
interpretation of this table has to: (i) consider that both solutions are suitable for the
management scenarios that they were designed for, and (ii) take a special look at the
design decisions of the self-elements of each solution. As discussed in each case study,
the decisions on designing or not light self-elements has a major influence on the other
design issues. In order to compare, side by side, the major design features of each case
study, Table 6.4 shows which are the differences introducedby the achievement or not of
light self-elements on the self-healing and self-organizing P2P solutions.

Table 6.4: Analysis of the features of the designed self-* properties
Features to provide Self-healing P2P Self-organizing P2P
the self-* property

Type of self-* property Divisible Indivisible

Perspectives of the problem Partial to each Complementary and
type of self-element inside every self-element

Simultaneity capability Intrinsic when analyzed Intrinsic to each
of the strategy under the detection perspective self-element

Sequential when analyzed
under the self-elements
interaction perspective

Communication interaction Group-based Neighbor-based
to solve the problem

There is a clear distinction on the strategies of each case study. The first one -i.e.,
self-healing P2P - uses a more distributed strategy to solvethe problem of healing the
system. Groups and self-elements with distinct roles are orchestrated in order to provide
the self-healing property. In contrast, self-organizing P2P focuses on an individualized
strategy with interaction based on small groups formed by neighbors to provide the self-*
property. Although these strategies are very different on their form, the final objective
of designing a fully distributed and cooperative management solution was achieved by
both strategies. The analysis of the methods of cooperation(according to Jacques Ferber
(FERBER, 1999).) employed by each strategy is summarized inTable 6.5.

Examining solely the comparison of the methods of cooperation employed by both
self-healing and self-organizing P2P approaches, one could say that they are very similar.
This similarity, on the other hand, could be understood as a common strategy of coopera-
tive behavior. However, as proved by Table 6.4, the strategies or the forms of the design
of the solutions are very different on their essence. This inconsistence between what can
be expected from the methods of cooperation and the evidenced forms of the cooperative
design leads to the conclusion that there might exist hiddenrelationships among the inte-
gration issues, features to provide the self-* property, and the cooperation methods. The
next section shows the analysis of these relationships.
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Table 6.5: Comparison of cooperative methods of the designed self-* properties
Methods of cooperation Self-healing P2P Self-organizing P2P

Grouping
√ √

Communication
√ √

Specialization
√

-

Collaborating by sharing
√ √

tasks and resources

Coordination of actions
√ √

Conflict resolution by - -
arbitration and negotiation

6.3 Delineating Dimensions of the Self-* P2P Approach

The inconsistency of the conclusions that can be derived from an isolated and indi-
vidual analysis of the relationship of the integration issues, features to provide the self-*
property, and the methods of cooperation rises the necessity of a deeper analysis of what
is behind all these conclusions. The start point of this fine-grained examination is the fact
that both divisible and indivisible types of self-properties (Table 6.4) can be designed with
almost the same methods of cooperation (Table 6.5). However, the features to provide the
self-* property are completely different.

The conclusion retrieved from these facts is that there exists different degrees of co-
operation associated with the self-* P2P approach proposedin this thesis. Moreover,
these degrees are intimately related with the nature of the self-* property, i.e., whether it
can be divided in multiples self-elements or if it is indivisible and provided by a single
self-element. Based on this, it was possible to identify twodimensions associated with the
self-* P2P approach: theself-* property nature and thecooperative degreedimensions.
Figure 6.1 illustrates those dimensions while Figure 6.2 clarifies their relationship.

Figure 6.1: Dimensions of the self-* P2P approach
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The self-* property nature dimension is composed of divisible and indivisible cate-
gories, which are defined according to the number of different types of self-elements that
are required to provide the self-* property. The cooperative degree dimension is com-
posed of three categories as illustrated in Figure 6.1. The criteria to define the cooperative
degrees are based on the self-* property nature and how the logic to provide the self-*
property is embedded inside the self-element(s) associated with the self-* property.

Observing Table 6.4 it was possible to derive that indivisible self-* properties are able
to enclose in a single type of self-element the complementary perspectives of the same
problem addressed by the self-* property. This capacity gives to the self-element the
intrinsic simultaneity capacity of solving problems alongthe environment using for this a
neighbor-based communication interaction. These features constitute, in fact, theelement
cooperative degree.

The analysis of divisible self-* properties and the examination of Table 6.4 resulted in
the definition of other two cooperative degrees. Thetask cooperative degree is evidenced
when multiples self-elements, belonging to the same self-*property, contain the partial
view of the task to be performed by this self-* property. In this case, the task logic is
not embedded inside all the self-elements, and thus these elements need to coordinate
their actions, share information, and decisions based on their partial perspectives of the
problem/task to be solved/performed.

Thesystemcooperative degree is associated with the use of the logic ofdifferent types
of self-elements belonging to different types of self-* properties in order to execute some
task. The logic of the cooperation is not inside a self-element neither on a single self-*
property, but it is associated with the orchestration of different independent tasks. This
kind of cooperation degree also implies the design of highlymodular self-elements so that
they can be reused. Figure 6.2 shows a diagram that presents how both dimensions can
be explored in order to design the self-* properties under the self-* P2P approach.

Figure 6.2: Relationship of self-* properties nature and cooperative degrees

The process of designing a self-* property can start with thedefinition of which kind
of cooperative degree is meant to be achieved or which is the desired type of self-* prop-
erty nature. Once one of these dimensions is fixed the second one is a consequence as it
is illustrated in Figure 6.2. In addition, the definition of the design of the self-* property
implicitly indicates which kind of P2P capabilities can be explored. It is important to re-
mark that infrastructure P2P capabilities can always be explored by any design. However
this tends not to be valid to P2P application capabilities.
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The element cooperation enables the possibility of exploring P2P application capabil-
ities by developing applications based on complementary perspectives and rendezvous-
based decisions (when two neighbors agree on executing an action), and exploring paral-
lel programming techniques (such as SPMD) to make neighbor peers to cooperate. In the
opposite side, system cooperation tends to explore the P2P infrastructure capabilities, like
location and connectivity, in order to coordinate the use ofdistinct self-elements to per-
form an action. Despite the fact that the design of task cooperative self-* properties does
not count on complementary perspectives, such design is still related to a single self-*
property. Thus, it is possible to embed P2P application capabilities on the task logic.

The cooperative degrees here presented are expected to be anstart point for enhancing
the process of changing the logic of network management applications from centralized
and hierarchical to cooperative by exploring the P2P application capabilities. The expe-
rience achieved with this thesis highlights some P2P application capabilities suitable for
network management solutions but does not exhaust the topic. Finally, the dimensions of
the self-* P2P approach are envisioned to become a guidelineon the design of truly dis-
tributed and cooperative network and services management solutions that aim at reducing
the human intervention by endowing the systems with self-* capabilities.

6.4 Self-* P2P in the Network Management Scenario

It is a common practice in the network management community to import techniques
and technologies from other research areas in order to solveits challenges. For exam-
ple, over the years, the parallel and distributed computingarea lent technologies such
as CORBA, Web services, and P2P so that they could be exploredand incorporated in
the network management field. Multi-agent systems contributed with techniques for de-
veloping mobile code and intelligent agents for network management. Recently, tech-
niques such as ontologies, bio-inspired computing, and autonomic computing have been
borrowed from self-management research and employed on network management. This
thesis touched these three research areas, borrowing distinct concepts and techniques and
applying them to design fully distributed and cooperative network management appli-
cations. In fact, the self-* P2P approach uses the intersections of these three areas of
research, and the placement of the developed approach is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3: Diagram of self-* P2P placement among techniques and technologies em-
ployed on network management
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The exact intersection among parallel and distributed computing, self-management
systems, and multi-agent systems gathers the features of those areas of research that were
combined by this thesis in order to design the self-* P2P approach for network mana-
gement. From parallel and distributed computing, the proposed approach uses the P2P
infrastructure capabilities, the attributes of concurrent models, and parallel/distributed
techniques for the development of applications. Self-management systems contributed
with the idea of embedding inside the mangers of the system the management of tasks
that can be removed from the human administrator scope. Finally, imported from the
multi-agent system, the sense of cooperative behavior was simplified to coupe with the
network management requirements (without introducing many issues specific from the
multi-agents (FERBER, 1999)) and strongly used.

Most of the times, it is not an easy task to draw the big pictureof the relationship
between the techniques and technologies borrowed from other areas used on network ma-
nagement because there are very tenuous borders among them.Therefore, the diagram
presented in Figure 6.3 draws the intersections already investigated by the network ma-
nagement community and reviewed in Chapter 2, and also defines the placement of the
self-* P2P approach investigated in this thesis.

6.5 Summary

This chapter describes in a first moment the analysis of the self-* P2P approach in
the light of the Parallel and Distributed Computing research area. The parallel processing
paradigms are strongly related to classes of algorithms that can be developed for each
paradigm. This way, transposing these parallel processingparadigms helps on identifying
the classes of applications developed for the common network management approaches
and what is the difference for the self-* P2P approach. In addition, this chapter also estab-
lishes a relationship between concurrency attributes and the integration issues in order to
demonstrate the fully distributed, parallel, and cooperative features of the self-* P2P ap-
proach. In a second moment, the integration issues are analyzed in more details. A direct
comparison between the designed solutions for each one of the case studies is analyzed.
The conclusion of this analysis shows that a simplistic analysis of the features of the de-
veloped solutions based on the self-* P2P approach hides further important characteristics
of this approach. These characteristics are, in fact, dimensions that define which are the
intrinsic features of the solution to be designed. Two dimensions were identified: the self-
* property nature (indivisible and divisible) and the cooperative degrees (element, task,
and system). There is a direct relationship between these two dimension, so that once one
is fixed the other dimension is also determined. Finally, theself-* P2P is presented in
terms of its placement in the scope of network management scenario, once it is related to
different techniques and areas that have been already used in this scenario.
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7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The investigation carried on this thesis shows the process of merging the high level
concepts of self-* properties with P2P in terms of its infrastructure and application ca-
pabilities. In order to drive the directions of this investigation, a hypothesis was defined
following the belief that “the combination of self-* properties and P2P techniques enables
the design and development of truly distributed and cooperative network management ap-
plications”. The methodology used to verify the validation of such hypothesis was based
on the definition of management requirements, integration issues for the design of the
joint use of self-* properties and P2P, and the identification/development of case stud-
ies. In this thesis, two case studies were discussed. The first one explored a self-healing
P2P design for reliability of network management platforms, while the second case study
examined a self-organizing P2P solution for resource management (in special network
traffic) on network environments with underlaying and overlay infrastructures.

Analyzing these case studies it is possible to conclude thatthe first case study had
an importance in terms of breaking the traditional paradigms of using MbD on top of
P2P infrastructures for network management. The design of the self-healing P2P solution
embedded the healing task inside the logic of the peers. There is no hierarchy or central-
ized entities. The peers are in the same “plane” and intentionally cooperate to provide
the self-* property. This way, the first case study opened thepossibility of rethinking
how self-* properties could be designed using the whole potential of cooperative behav-
ior offered by P2P-based solutions. Embracing this break through on traditional network
management approaches, the second case study - self-organizing P2P solution - gave a
step further on the development of P2P application capabilities for the design of a self-*
properties applied to network management. The exploitation of algorithms based on com-
plementary perspectives and neighbor-based decision-making gave another perspective to
network management, where no external entities are needed to manage the environment.
The consequence of such design is a truly distributed and cooperative network manage-
ment environment, where the presence of the human administrator is minimized and the
managers are embedded inside the managed elements and not inthe borders of the system.

In addition, the observation of the self-* P2P solutions proposed in the case stud-
ies showed that the design of divisible or indivisible self-* properties (i.e., whether they
are composed of one or more self-elements) plays a key role onthe integration of self-*
properties and P2P for the network management. When divisible self-* properties are
considered, the designed solution restrains the employment of complementary perspecti-
ves because the logic of the self-* property is not enclosed in a single type of self-element
but it is spread in different types of self-elements. The advantages of using divisible
self-* properties approach are modularity and potential re-usability of self-elements, and
the algorithms behind of the self-elements are easy to be designed. The risk of using
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this approach lies on the tendency of exploring solely P2P infrastructure capabilities for
designing the self-* property, and this can lead to the traditional use of MbD structures.

In contrast, the design of indivisible self-* properties using P2P application capabil-
ities represents the possibility of defining a new paradigm on network management re-
search because of the complementary perspectives embeddedinside each self-element.
For example, one might think that SNMP-based network management approach also
present complementary perspectives, represented by the manager (that requests tasks)
and the agent (that executes the orders). However, the difference of the complementary
perspectives from SNMP-based and self-* P2P with indivisible self-* properties1 lies on
the fact that in the first case these perspectives are not partof a parallel/concurrent appli-
cation but they are distributed applications that communicate, while on indivisible self-*
P2P approach these perspectives are conceived as a parallel/concurrent and distributed
application. Despite the advantages introduced by this approach (i.e., truly distributed
and cooperative network management solutions) its major drawback is the complexity of
identifying and developing the complementary perspectives of the same problem. Nev-
ertheless, the same way that efforts were expended on the definition of MIBs and SNMP
protocol it is possible to think on building information models to represent the comple-
mentary perspectives and also to develop frameworks to support the development of paral-
lel/concurrent applications for network management basedon the ideas introduced by the
indivisible self-* P2P approach. To conclude, the answers for the fundamental questions,
the contributions of this thesis, and the future work are described as follows.

7.1 Answers for the Fundamental Questions

The intention behind the definition of the fundamental questions was to help on raising
the main points to be analyzed during the investigation of the hypothesis and to establish
the way to reach the contributions of this thesis. Therefore, the description below summa-
rizes and highlights the major characteristic of the answers of each fundamental question.

Fundamental Question and Contribution I. What are the characteristics introduced
by the self-* properties and P2P techniques on the design andexecution of network
management solutions?

Answer. The first remarkable feature is that the self-* P2P approach changes the
angle that network management solutions are typically developed. Instead
of focusing on the morphological aspects of the solution (such as APIs, pro-
tocols, architectures, and frameworks) the main concerns are related to the
design of the management algorithms. The focus is to explorethe parallel and
cooperative behavior of the management peers running the management algo-
rithms. The second important characteristic is the possibility of embedding
the management inside the managed elements without the needof external
managers. Finally, due to the fact that the management is embedded inside
the network itself, there is a better support for simultaneous and parallel ex-
ecution of management actions, once peers in different parts of the network
can take decisions based on their information and from theirneighbors without
waiting for higher level managers.

1It is not argued here the obvious difference that every SNMP-based solution is extremely dependent on
human intervention and that the self-* P2P one minimizes such intervention.
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Fundamental Question and Contribution II. What are the benefits of employing self-*
P2P techniques on building network management solutions incomparison to self-*
centralized or self-* hierarchical approaches?

Answer. The major benefit is the possibility to reach a fully distributed and true
cooperative behavior in the network management solution. Aself-* property
by itself is supposed to reduce the human intervention and can be designed
in different manners. The centralized and hierarchical approaches suffer from
well known problems (e.g., being more susceptible to failures, lack of scalabi-
lity, bottlenecks for traffic and processing tasks), meanwhile the P2P approach
enables the use of P2P infrastructures (like connectivity and location) and the
cooperative aspect of applications associated with this approach.

Fundamental Question and Contribution III. Which kind of costs do the self-* P2P-
based network management approach impose?

Answer. The relevant cost that is introduced by the self-* P2P approach is asso-
ciated with the complexity of the design of the solution. Thedevelopment of
a network management solution under this approach has to take into account
the following phases of design: the mapping process of a self-* property into a
unique self-element or a set of them, which also implies the definition of which
cooperative degree is chosen; the incorporation of the integration issues into
the solution; the development of parallel/concurrent algorithms able to execute
the task behind the self-* property using the neighbor-based decision-making.
These development costs can be “paid” in the case of very complex, large, and
dynamic networks, but in smaller scenarios it might not be the best solution.

Finally, the characteristics of the self-* P2P approach lead to a new type of network
management applications. In this new type of applications,the problems of the network
are handled by the services and devices of the network themselves in a fully distributed
and cooperative fashion.

7.2 Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be divided into: conceptual and punctual ones.
Conceptual contributions could be identified due to the investigations of the literature
and the experiences gathered during the development of the case studies. In contrast,
punctual contributions are associated with individual solutions developed for each case
study analyzed in this thesis. Below, both contributions are listed.

• This thesis present a survey relating the three topics: autonomic computing and
self-* properties, P2P, and network and service management. In fact, this survey
helps to organize the works proposed in the literature in face of the relationship of
these three areas.

• The self-* P2P approach changes the angle that network management solutions are
typically developed from morphological aspects (such as APIs, protocols, architec-
tures, and frameworks) to the design of the management algorithms. The focus is
to explore the parallel and cooperative behavior of the management peers running
the management algorithms.
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• The self-* P2P approach proposes techniques (based on the case studies) for en-
abling a fully distributed and true cooperative behavior inthe network management
solution.

• This thesis presents a suitable approach to embedded the management inside the
managed elements without the need of external managers, in its turn, enabling a
self-management behavior. The consequence of the embodiment of management
actions is a better support for designing and developing simultaneous and parallel
execution of management actions.

• The work developed in this thesis shapes the borders and intersection among paral-
lel and distributed computing, self-management, and multi-agent systems applied
to network management.

• Punctual contributions of the self-healing P2P solution

– Definition of a management platform able to heal failed management instances
without human intervention using a cooperative mechanism based on intra and
inter group-communication to execute management actions without external
management entities.

– The evaluation of the designed solution showed the trade-off between the re-
covery time and associated network traffic. The determination of such trade-
off is important because it shows when a faster recovery process consumes too
much network bandwidth. In contrast, it also shows when excessively saved
bandwidth leads to services that remain unavailable longer.

• Punctual contributions of the self-organizing P2P solution

– Definition of a distributed management architecture for network virtualiza-
tion. This architecture uses network management applications based on com-
plementary perspectives and P2P interactions.

– Introduction of P2P interactions embedded inside the network elements in
order to solve traffic engineering problems. Generally, traffic engineering so-
lutions use external entities (typically centralized or hierarchical) that monitor
the network elements and try to solve the problem. The neighbor peer interac-
tions introduced by the self-organizing P2P solution represent a break through
on traffic engineering.

– Definition of heuristics to identify cut-through traffic on substrate networks
solely based on local information without using techniquesof packet level
inspection.

Summarizing, this thesis showed possibilities to rethink the way of designing and per-
forming network management. The focus changes from morphological aspects (i.e., pro-
tocols, frameworks, architectures) to algorithmic aspects of the management. Moreover,
this thesis shows a clear alternative for structuring and really creating fully distributed and
cooperative management network applications.
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7.3 Future Work

The investigation developed on this thesis leads to the identification of further op-
portunities of research. These opportunities are described in this section as future work.
First, the future work related to the design of self-* P2P solutions is presented. In a
second moment, the text depicts the open issues associated with the specific solutions de-
veloped for each one of the case studies, and those open issues also constitute future work
opportunities.

Multiples Self-* Properties Together. One interesting opportunity of research is to un-
derstand which are the consequences of designing differentself-* properties using
the self-* P2P approach. The interactions of the self-elements associated with each
self-* P2P solution can be designed either to cooperate among all of them (system
cooperative degree) or to ignore the existence of other self-elements of distinct self-
* properties. These interactions could lead to the design ofcoupled and decoupled
self-* properties, and these designs could enclose trade-offs between the transparent
and intentional cooperative posture.

Formalization of Self-* P2P Approach. It is interesting to think in manners to formal-
ize the concepts elucidated with the design of self-* P2P solutions for distributed
and cooperative network management application, so that this formal method can be
applied for different types of self-* properties. Different from information models,
application models for network management solutions are not very common, and
could constitute a good research opportunity and a manner toimprove the method-
ology and knowledge of the area.

Open Issues of Self-healing P2P Solution.The case study associated with the self-
healing P2P approach has some punctual open issues that could be investigated as
future work. Below, these issues are presented.

• Optimize the detection mechanism because the current version is responsible
for a considerable amount of the generated traffic.

• Investigate how service policies may impact the consumed network bandwidth
and recovery time of the self-healing P2P approach here proposed.

• Verify what are the impacts on traffic consumption and response time when
designing the self-healing and self-configuration as a single self-element.

• Improve the recovering process of the management services.Instead of choos-
ing random peers to deploy new instances of the failed management services,
the proximity of the monitored entities should be considered.

Open Issues of Self-organizing P2P Solution.The work developed on the case study
associated with the self-organizing P2P also presented some punctual issues that
could be investigated as future work. Those issues are listed below.

• Determine if in a long term the decisions taken by pairs of peers running the
self-organizing control loop are being profitable for the entire substrate net-
work. In this sense, it is interesting to investigate self-optimization strategies
for the self-organizing P2P solution.

• Verify what are the drawbacks and benefits of cross-layer interaction between
underlay and overlay infrastructures.
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• Investigate an economical model to determine the number of virtual pipes and
nodes associated to a virtual network.

• Identify the trade-off between costs of buying slices of resources versus the
flexibility on managing the substrate network resources.

The list of future work presented above represents the majoropportunities of research
that can be directly derived from the work presented in this thesis. Nevertheless, there
are other opportunities that can be explored under a self-* P2P context, such as provid-
ing security mechanism for the execution of self-* and fullydistributed and cooperative
management actions, or exploring cross-layer techniques to enhance self-* P2P solutions.
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APPENDIX A - DETAILS OF SELF-HEALING P2P

This appendix describes some relevant details of the developed solution on the self-
healing P2P approach. It will be presented the diagram classof the implementation of
such approach based on the ManP2P platform. Next, the details of some important group
communication mechanisms for the self-healing P2P solution are illustrate and described.

A.1 Class Diagram of Self-healing Support on ManP2P Platform

The class diagram presented in Figure A.1 illustrates a partial view of the implemen-
tation of the ManP2P platform. The portion depicted in this figure presents the imple-
mentation associated with the self-healing P2P support forthe management services of
the ManP2P platform. The details about the class diagrams related solely to the ManP2P
are described by Panisson (PANISSON, 2007).

edu.ufrgs.manp2p.autonomic

ACManP2PPeer

+listener: ACGroupEventListener

+start(): void

+loadComponent(): void

+memberDown(): void

M a n p 2 p P e e r I m p l GroupEventListener

ACGroupEventL is tener

+groupEventReceived()

+run()

+stop()

Sel fHeal ingServ ice

+init()

+destroy()

+serviceStopped(): string

Sel fConf igurat ionServ ice

+init()

+destroy()

+servicesAvailable(): string

+deployService(): string

ACKeepPol icy

+getDescriptor()

+setDescriptor(): ServiceDescriptor

+getMaxTries()

+setMaxTries(): int

+getMinTries()

+setMinTries(): int

Figure A.1: Class diagram of self-healing support inside ManP2P platform
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The edu.ufrgs.manp2p.autonomicpackage encapsulates the classes that support the
self-healing P2P behavior inside the ManP2P platform. Eachpeer inside the platform
is able to start up the self-healing support whenever it is configured to instantiate the
ACManP2PPeerclass. The objective of this class is to be the middle elementbetween
the core of the ManP2P platform and the services associated with the self-healing P2P
support. Thelistenerattribute (that is an object ofACGroupEventListener) is responsi-
ble to receive messages that arrive from each management peer group. To achieve this,
the loadComponent()method of theACManP2PPeerclass register thelistenerattribute
to hear the messages associated to each management peer group configured inside the
peer. The process of listening for messages is handled by thememberDown()method
of ACManP2PPeerclass. Thus, whenever a member down message is recognized, the
SelfHealingServiceis activated.

TheACKeepPolicyclass is responsible to handle the information of the policies that
describe how many instances of each management service should be running inside of
the management overlay. This way, before starting a recovery process aSelfHealingSer-
vice object gets information from theACKeepPolicyobject. After this, if necessary, the
SelfHealingServiceobject contacts theSelfConfigurationServiceobject asking it to search
for an available peer and deploy a new instance of the failed management service. In the
next section, the low level interactions among peers and theobjects inside the peers are
described.

A.2 Description of Internal Aspects of Self-healing Algorithms

Some operations of the self-healing P2P proposal lie on the group communication
mechanism of the management P2P overlay. The important operations for the execution
of the solution proposed are described in this section. In order to better describe those
operations, Figure A.2 depicts a scenario of the self-healing P2P employment. Further-
more, this figure illustrates one manner to visualize the existence of the management peer
groups. This view is important to understand the group operations.

Figure A.2: Example of management peer group view
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The environment presented in Figure A.2 shows four peers andthree services: mana-
gement service (the triangle figure), self-healing service(the black circle), and the self-
configuration service (the white circle). The management peer group view illustrated in
the bottom of the figure gives the idea how those services are organized inside the ma-
nagement overlay. This way, MPG_1 is related to the management service, MPG_2 to
the self-healing service, and MPG_3 to the self-configuration service. The next figures
use the management peer group illustration to detail the operations of identifying and
recovering a failed service.

Starting with the identification of failures, Figure A.3 shows the important internal
details of the peers involved in the identification of a failure. As mentioned in Chapter 4,
the failure identification happens embedded in the group communication mechanism. For
this reason Figure A.3 shows a diagram with the peers associated with the MPG_1, where
a failure on an instance of a service happened and has to be detected, as illustrated.

Figure A.3: Failure identification diagram

The steps 1-6 of Figure A.3 show the exchange of heartbeats inside the peers of the
management peer group MPG_1. In this example, it is not considered whether the group
communication mechanism uses multicast on the network level or at the application level.
The relevant fact is that messages are exchanged among the members of the peer group.
In Figure A.3, the messages on the steps 1 and 3 are lost, and the answer for the heartbeats
of Peer 1 never arrive for the other peers of the management group MPG_1. At this point,
the Group Manager module of each peer (in this example, Peer 2and 4) check with the
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Token Manager module of each peer if they are the owner of the token (steps 7 and 8 of
Figure A.3). Only the owner of the token is able to proceed with the failure identification
operation. In this example, Peer 2 is the owner of the token associated with MPG_1.
Thus, before declaring the instance of the management service of MPG_1 inside Peer 1
as failed, the Group Manager of Peer 2 declares it as suspicious of failure. All the other
peers of the MPG_1 are informed by the owner of the token (step9 of Figure A.3) about
the suspicious situation, and the owner retries the contactwith the suspicious peer (step
10 of Figure A.3). After a configurable timeout (step 11 of Figure A.3), if no answer is
heard from the suspicious peer, then the owner of the token gets in contact with the other
members of the MPG_1 announcing the failure (step 12 of Figure A.3). Finally, the owner
of the token also invokes thememberDown()operation of the ACManP2PPeer module
announcing that a member of MPG_1 is down and some verification must be performed
(step 12 of Figure A.3). The internal details of the recoveryprocess are depicted in Figure
A.4.

As presented in the previous section, the class diagram of the self-healing P2P so-
lution shows that there is an association between the ACManP2PPeer module and the
self-healing service. In fact, whenever such module receives the member down message,
it invokes the evaluation operation of the self-healing service. Due to the fact that the
self-healing service also forms a management peer group,i.e. MPG_2 in the example
of Figure A.4, all the peers inside MPG_2 will receive the message that an instance of
some management group is down (step 1 of Figure A.4). Once again, only the owner of
the token associated with MPG_2 will proceed with the evaluation process (steps 2-4 of
Figure A.4).

Figure A.4: Failure recovery diagram

The first actions of the self-healing service instance owning the token are: (i) verify
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the terms of the policy associated with the management service in failure, step 5 of Fig-
ure A.4; (ii) verify how many instances of the failed management service are currently
deployed inside the management overlay, steps 6 and 7 of Figure A.4. Based on the re-
trieved information, the self-healing service is able to evaluate the need of a recovery, step
8 of Figure A.4. In case of a positive evaluation for a new deployment, the self-healing
service will invoke the deployment operation of the self-configuration service. In the ex-
ample depicted in this section, Peer 4 that owns the token of the MPG_2 sends a recovery
request for the members of MPG_3, that in this case are hostedby Peers 2 and 3 (step 9 of
Figure A.4). The ownership of the token associated with the MPG_3 is evaluated (steps
10 and 11 of Figure A.4) and Peer 3,i.e., the owner of the token, contacts peers in order
to discover an available peer to deploy an instance of the management service failed in
the MPG_1 (steps 12-14 of Figure A.4). If an available peer isfound, then an instance of
the same type of failed management service is deployed. In this example, Peer 3 is the
available peer receiving the new instance of the managementservice of MPG_1, healing
the failure of such management peer group in step 15 of FigureA.4.
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APPENDIX B - DETAILS OF SELF-ORGANIZING P2P

This appendix aims at describing some relevant details of the developed solution on
the self-organizing P2P approach. It is presented the virtualization module developed on
Omnet++ to simulate the proposed approach and also the details of the monitoring process
that is important for the decision-making mechanism.

B.1 Network Virtualization Module for Omnet++

The definition of a new module for Omnet++ starts with the identification of the ele-
ments and infrastructures that compose the simulation environment. In Omnet++, a mod-
ule is composed of the specification of the simulation elements inside NED files and the
implementation of such elements using the Omnet++ library support and the C++ lan-
guage. It is out of the scope of this section describe the details of Omnet++ simulator, and
further information can be found under the online documentation (OMNET++, 2010).
The network virtualization model developed is based on the Omnet++ 3.4b2 version.

There are two basic types of modules that can be defined in Omnet++ 3.4b2: com-
pound (identified by the“Module” term in the NED file) and simple modules (identified
by the term“simple” ). The former can be composed of submodules, parameters, and
gates, while the latter can be composed of parameters and gates. The users’ of Omnet++
are free to implement the simple modules defined inside the NED files, but the compound
modules are automatically generated by the Omnet++ simulator. Figure B.1 illustrates the
compound and simple modules defined for the network virtualization module.

An hierarchy of modules is established in Figure B.1. The first level shows theSelf-
OrganizingVirtualNetworkmodule that corresponds to the simulation environment. This
means that the network environment to be simulated can be composed ofPhysicalNode
modules,RequestFactoryandRequestFactoryManager. Those three modules are in the
second level of the hierarchy. It is possible to instantiatemore than onePhysicalNode
module inside theSelfOrganizingVirtualNetworkscope. However, there must be only one
instance ofRequestFactoryandRequestFactoryManagerinside the network environment.
Figure B.2 shows the graphical interface of Omnet++ and presents how the second level
of the hierarchy of modules is instantiated. TheRequestFactoryand RequestFactory-
Managermodules are used to determine the request rate of the transmission among the
physical nodes, while thePhysicalNodemodule encloses the core elements of the network
virtualization environment.

Inside thePhysicalNodethere are the modules that compose the third level of the hier-
archy: VirtualManager, Storage, SelfOrganization, VirtualEntitiesMonitor, VirtualNode,
andVirtualPipe. The elements illustrate in Figure B.1 with the “*” mark are not instanti-
ated directly in the NED file, but they are deployed dynamically according to parameters
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Figure B.1: Illustration of the elements composing the network virtualization module

Figure B.2: Instantiation of the network virtualization module

during the startup phase of the simulation. TheVirtualNodeand VirtualPipe modules
are optional and the others are mandatory inside thePhysicalNodemodule. Figure B.3
depicts how the third level modules are organized.

TheVirtualManagerandSelfOrganizationmodules are the core elements for the self-
organizing P2P approach proposed in this thesis. Based on the information extracted from
theVirtualEntitiesMonitorthe core elements can perform their tasks. The details of the
monitoring process are presented later on the text.
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(a) Physical Node 0 - Virtual Node (b) Physical Node 1 - Virtual Pipe

Figure B.3: Virtual elements representation inside physical nodes

Finally, the forth level of the hierarchy of modules regardstheVirtualNodeandStor-
agemodules. The simple modulesVirtualApplicationand StorageSliceexist whenever
there is aVirtualNodemodule deployed inside thePhysicalNode. TheVirtualManager
controls eachStorageSliceassociated to eachVirtualNodedeployed inside aPhysicalN-
ode. An instantiation of the forth level modules is depicted in Figure B.4.

(a) Storage (b) Virtual Node

Figure B.4: Storage and virtual node modules representation

Aiming at designing a very flexible and configurable simulation module, many pa-
rameters were defined to characterize the features of each one of the defined compound
and simple modules. Based on those parameters it is possibleto configure: (i) number
of physical nodes, and inside each physical node it is also possible to define the number
of virtual nodes and virtual pipes; (ii) physical and virtual network links features, such as
bandwidth, delay, and error; (iii) the transmission rate, load of requests for each virtual
application inside the virtual nodes; (iv) monitoring intervals and self-organizing evalua-
tion cycles. The flexibility on the configuration of the environment enables that different
scenarios of simulation could be created without the necessity of rewriting the Network
Virtualization module.

B.2 Monitoring Process

The self-organization of the virtual elements inside the substrate network is only pos-
sible if accurate monitored information is provided for thedecision-making mechanism.
Therefore, an special monitoring process was developed forthe self-organizing P2P ap-
proach. This process is composed of two phases. The first one is the acquisition of raw
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information that is illustrated in Figure B.5. The second isthe manipulation and storage
of such raw information (depicted in Figure B.6) so that it can be later on handled by the
SelfOrganizationmodule.

Figure B.5: Gathering monitoring information insidePhysicalNode

Figure B.6: Monitoring control loop insideVirtualEntitiesMonitormodule

The raw information is actually the size of the network and IOpackets that are trans-
mitted/received by the virtual elements (virtual nodes or pipes and storage slices). In the
substrate network provider perspective, the important information is the amount of data
being used by the virtual slice and not which kind of information is inside each packet.
Based on this perspective, the substrate network provider can also enable transparency
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between the management of the substrate network and what is happening inside each vir-
tualized network. The size of each arrived/sent packet (i.e. raw information) is stored in
temporary buffers calledFirst Level Monitoring Buffers, as illustrated in Figure B.5.

The acquisition of raw information is an asynchronous process that depends on the
activities of the virtual slices being monitored inside thephysical node. Therefore, there
is not an specific monitoring cycle to gather the informationof the First Level Monito-
ring Buffers. In contrast, Figure B.6 illustrates that the monitoring information inside
theSecond Level Monitoring Buffersis generated every monitoring cycle inside theVir-
tualEntitiesMonitormodule. Statistical operations are applied to the raw information and
the result is stored in theSecond Level Monitoring Buffers. Finally, theSelfOrganization
module uses this statistical information to evaluate the need of performing some reorga-
nization of the virtual elements.
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APPENDIX C - TÓPICOS INVESTIGADOS

Esse apêndice têm como objetivo apresentar de forma compacta os principais tópicos
investigados nesse tese. Inicialmente, a motivação para realização desse trabalho será ap-
resentada. Em seguida, os princípios da tese serão definidose discutidos. A metodologia
de execução da investigação deste trabalho, baseia-se no desenvolvimento de estudos de
caso. Sendo assim, dois estudos de caso são examinados nessatese e apresentados nesse
apêndice. Para finalizar, as discussões finais, conclusões etrabalhos futuros são relatados.

C.1 Motivação

Gerenciamento de redes é uma disciplina importante cujo principal objectivo é a
manutenção das infraestruturas de comunicação e o funcionamento correto de serviços
de rede. Ao longo dos anos, vários desafios foram enfrentadospela comunidade de
pesquisa em gerenciamento de redes. Exemplos de tais desafios são: definição de pro-
tocolos de gerenciamento de redes padronizados,e.g., Simple Network Management Pro-
tocol (SNMP) (HARRINGTON; PRESUHN; WIJNEN, 2002),Common Open Policy
Service(COPS) (PEREIRA; GRANVILLE, 2008), NETCONF (Network Configuration)
(BHUSHAN; SCHÖNWÄLDER, 2009); investigação de formas de execução das oper-
ações de gerenciamento de redes,e.g., centralizado e distribuído (MARTIN-FLATIN;
ZNATY; HABAUX, 1999) (SCHÖNWÄLDER; QUITTEK; KAPPLER, 2000) (PAVLOU,
2007). Embora as pesquisas propostas até agora tenham introduzido melhoramentos no
gerenciamento de redes, existem inúmeros novos desafios (e.g., redução da intervenção
humana, heterogeneidade, escalabilidade, confiabilidade) que não estão completamente
cobertos pelas formas de gerenciamento até então propostas. A comunidade de pesquisa,
dessa forma, começou a investigar novas alternativas de modelagem e desenvolvimento
de soluções de gerenciamento de redes (SCHÖNWÄLDER et al., 2006).

Uma das alternativas investigadas é o uso de computação autonômica em gerencia-
mento de redes (SAMAAN; KARMOUCH, 2009). O termo ComputaçãoAutonômica
(Autonomic Computing - AC) foi usado pela primeira vez em 2001 (HORN, 2001) e sua
definição mais aceita foi apresentada por Kephart and Chess (KEPHART; CHESS, 2003).
As principais ideias por trás da computação autonômica são aredução da intervenção
humana e o aumento do comportamento autônomo dos sistemas (e.g., auto-configuração,
auto-monitoramento). Na visão da comunidade de gerenciamento de redes, existem tam-
bém evidências do uso de termos como comunicações autonômicas, auto-gerenciamento,
e propriedadesself-* para referenciar as ideais relacionadas com computação autonômica
(SAMAAN; KARMOUCH, 2009) (STRASSNER et al., 2009) (BOUABENE et al., 2010)
(MANZALINI; ZAMBONELLI, 2006). Outra alternativa explorada pela comunidade
científica é o emprego de tecnologias Peer-to-Peer (P2P) nassoluções de gerenciamento
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de redes. O uso de P2P tem sido reivindicado como sendo uma forte alternativa para o
melhoramento da conectividade entre domínios administrativos heterogêneos, escalabil-
idade, confiabilidade, e cooperação entre os gerentes (GRANVILLE et al., 2005) (XU
et al., 2008) (FIORESE; SIMÕES; BOAVIDA, 2009). De fato, a literatura mostra que as
investigações sobre o uso de propriedadesself-* e tecnologias P2P constituem as maiores
correntes de alternativas atualmente seguidas pela comunidade de pesquisa em gerencia-
mento de redes.

Geralmente, as investigações relacionadas com propriedadesself-* e computação au-
tonômica aplicadas ao gerenciamento de redes focam na definição de modelos de alto
nível (STRASSNER et al., 2008) (BERGLUND et al., 2008)(CHONG et al., 2009), tais
como ontologias (SERRANO; SERRAT; STRASSNER, 2007) (KEENEY; LEWIS; SUL-
LIVAN, 2007) (FUENTES; VERGARA; CASTELLS, 2006) e políticas (SIMMONS;
LUTFIYYA, 2005) (MEER et al., 2006) (ZHAO; CHEN; CRESPI, 2008) (HADJIANTO-
NIS; PAVLOU, 2008), que são capazes de conduzir as ações autônomas do sistema. Em
contraste, pesquisas aplicando P2P ao gerenciamento de redes são basicamente focadas na
definição de infraestruturas de comunicação da solução de gerenciamento (GRANVILLE
et al., 2005) (BARSHAN; FATHY; YOUSEFI, 2009), infraestruturas de suporte à dissem-
inação de informação (YALAGANDULA et al., 2006) (BINZENHÖFER et al., 2006) e
à conectividade dos elementos de gerenciamento (e.g., gerentes, agentes, dispositivos)
(ZHOU; RENESSE, 2005) (FALLON et al., 2007). Sendo assim, analisando o caso das
propriedadesself-* vê-se o problema da falta de investimentos aproximando os modelos
de alto nível às infraestruturas de gerenciamento, enquanto no caso de solução baseadas
em P2P experiencia-se o problema oposto. Neste sentido, propriedadesself-* e P2P con-
stituem técnicas complementares, cujo uso conjunto dessasduas técnicas pode ser ex-
plorado como uma nova alternativa na modelagem e desenvolvimento de soluções de
gerenciamento de redes.

Atualmente, existem pesquisas mostrando a viabilidade da utilização integrada de
propriedadesself-* e tecnologias P2P. Por exemplo, existem propostas utilizando pro-
priedadesself-* para prover um melhor gerenciamento da própria rede P2P (BEJAN;
GHOSH, 2004) (SACHA et al., 2006) (JONES et al., 2009). Outras propostas, em-
pregam propriedadesself-* para melhorar o desempenho de sistemas P2P (NTARMOS;
TRIANTAFILLOU, 2005) (BISKUPSKI; DOWLING; SACHA, 2007) (XIE; MIN; DAI,
2009). Entretanto, o emprego conjunto de propriedadesself-* e P2P com o objetivo de
construir soluções de gerenciamento de redes não foi, até agora, extensivamente inves-
tigado, e as potencialidades e desvantagens dessa união continuam incertas. Por esse
motivo, essa tese visa introduzir novos conhecimentos e ideias envolvendo a integração
de propriedadesself-* e P2P no contexto do desenvolvimento de novas alternativas para
a modelagem de soluções de gerenciamento. Para conduzir o processo de introdução de
novos conhecimentos, esta tese estabelece uma linha de investigação baseada em uma
hipótese e em perguntas fundamentais, que são apresentadasa seguir.

Hipótese.“A combinação de propriedadesself-* e técnicas P2P habilita
a modelagem e o desenvolvimento de aplicações de gerenciamento de redes

verdadeiramente distribuídas e cooperativas.”

Perguntas fundamentais associadas à hipótese foram definidas, e são apresentadas
abaixo, com o intuito de guiar as investigações dessa tese.
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Pergunta fundamental I. Quais são as características introduzidas pelas propriedades
self-* e técnicas P2P na modelagem e execução de soluções de gerenciamento de
redes?

Pergunta fundamental II. Quais são os benefícios do emprego de técnicas self-* P2P
na construção de soluções de gerenciamento de redes em comparação às formas
self-* centralizado ou self-* hierárquico?

Pergunta fundamental III. Quais os custos impostos pelo uso da forma self-* de geren-
ciamento de redes?

A metodologia utilizada para executar as investigações é baseada no desenvolvimento
de estudos de caso e na obtenção dosissuesde integração da modelagem das propriedades
self-* e P2P para o gerenciamento de rede. Dois estudos de caso foramdefinidos. O
primeiro investiga o uso da propriedade de auto-cura e P2P para o gerenciamento de fal-
has de plataformas de gerenciamento. O outro explora o uso integrado da propriedade de
auto-organização e interações P2P com intuito de gerenciara quantidade de tráfego em
ambientes de rede virtualizados. Baseado na observação dascaracterísticas de cada uma
das soluções desenvolvidas nos estudos de caso, foi possível derivar resultados relaciona-
dos com o uso integrado das propriedadesself-* e P2P para o gerenciamento de redes.
Esses resultados são analisados de forma a responder as perguntas fundamentais dessa
tese. Além disso, essas respostas também constituem as contribuições dessa tese para a
área de gerenciamento de redes.

C.2 Princípios da Tese

A literatura mostra que o desenvolvimento de soluções de gerenciamento de redes têm
sido focada em aspectos ligados a protocolos, arquiteturas, frameworks, e APIs -i.e. as-
pectos morfológicos - enquanto a modelagem das aplicações de gerenciamento têm sido
negligenciada. Pressionados pelos desafios da área, a comunidade de gerenciamento de
redes começou a empregar soluções mais sofisticadas, como por exemplo propriedades
self-* e técnicas P2P. Entretanto, a maior parte dessas soluções mais sofisticadas ainda é
focada nos aspectos morfológicos do gerenciamento de redes. Em paralelo, discussões
sobre a falta de soluções realmente distribuídas e cooperativas, além da falta de inves-
timentos em algoritmos, começaram a ser enfatizadas pela comunidade de gerência de
redes (SCHÖNWÄLDER et al., 2006), mas nenhuma solução foi proposta até agora.

Em vista de situação descrita acima, as investigações conduzidas nessa tese são dire-
cionadas a explorar diferentes ângulos e aspectos daquelesempregados até então,i.e., dos
aspectos morfológicos. Nesta tese, é de interesse especialexaminar como as aplicações
de gerenciamento de redes podem ser modeladas quando técnicas sofisticadas como pro-
priedadesself-* são combinadas com a natureza distribuída de tecnologias e técnicas P2P.
O objetivo é investigar as capacidades de conectividade e cooperação de P2P como ân-
cora para prover verdeira distribuição e cooperação na execução de aplicações de geren-
ciamento de redes que utilizam propriedadesself-*.

A quantidade de ambientes de redes que poderiam ser investigados nessa tese é muito
grande. Entretanto, indiferentemente à natureza da rede observada (cabeado ou não
cabeada), mudanças dinâmicas e a necessidade de redução da intervenção humana são
algumas das características mais presentes nas redes atuais. Nesta tese, acredita-se que
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a presença dessas características implica um conjunto específico de requisitos de geren-
ciamento, e esse conjunto justifica o emprego de aplicações de gerenciamento de redes
baseadas emself-* P2P. Osrequisitos de gerenciamentode redes considerados nessa
tese são:(i) uso eficiente dos recursos; (ii) ações gerenciamento ágeis; (iii) ações de
gerenciamento devem ser transparentes para os usuários utilizando os recursos da rede;
(iv) explorar mais comportamentos paralelos e simultâneosnas ações de gerenciamento.

Com o intuito de desenvolver a alternativaself-* P2P para o gerenciamento de re-
des, tornou-se necessário a definição deissuesde integraçãodas propriedadesself-* e
P2P. Através da utilização dosissuesde integração pode-se desenvolver modelos, arquite-
turas, e algoritmos. Nesta tese definiram-se os seguintesissuesde integração:(i) gerentes
devem ter uma imagem comum sobre a tarefa de gerenciamento; (ii) utilização de infor-
mações locais; (iii) utilização de algoritmos paralelos e distribuídos para o processo de
decisão; (iv) criação de self-elements simples; (v) redução da coordenação explícita e
global. Tendo como base o emprego dosissuesde integração, os estudos de caso foram
modelados e desenvolvidos.

Nesta tese, dois estudos de caso foram examinados. O primeiro está relacionado com a
investigação de auto-cura e P2P para o gerenciamento de falhas de sistemas de monitora-
mento. O segundo estudo de caso explora auto-cura e interações P2P a fim de gerenciar
os recursos físicos em ambientes de redes virtualizadas. A descrição mais detalhada de
cada estudo de caso é feita a seguir.

C.3 Estudo de Caso I - Auto-cura de Plataformas de Monitoramento

Monitoramento é essencial no gerenciamento de redes para possibilitar a identificação
de problemas na infraestrutura de comunicação das organizações modernas. Entretanto,
os sistemas de monitoramento atuais não são capazes de recuperar seus próprios elemen-
tos que falharam, forçando o administrador da rede a recuperar manualmente o sistema
de monitoramento ocasionalmente em falha. Este estudo de caso, por esse motivo, ataca
esse problema através da introdução da propriedade auto-cura na solução de monitora-
mento. A proposta desse estudo de caso combina a disponibilidade e transparência de
comunicação deoverlaysP2P com a propriedade de auto-cura.

A modelagem e a avaliação da solução de auto-cura P2P foram aplicadas para a con-
strução de um sistema de monitoramento de Controle de Acessoa Rede (Network Access
Control - NAC). A solução é capaz de prover a propriedade de auto-curaatravés da di-
visão de processos distintos: as funções de detecção de falhas e recuperação do sistema.
A detecção de falhas é executada dentro dos serviços de gerenciamento que monitoram
dispositivos finais, enquanto a recuperação é realizada porserviços especiais chamados
self-healing(o qual decide quando novas instâncias de serviços em falha devem ser ati-
vadas) eself-configuration(que é responsável por ativar as novas instâncias dos serviços
como reação das decisões tomadas pelo serviçoself-healing).

Através da análise dos resultados experimentais, pode-se concluir que o número de
instâncias dos serviçosself-healinge self-configurationnão influencia tanto a perfor-
mance do sistema. Esses resultados também permitem afirmar que as falhas simultâneas
de serviços de gerenciamento não influenciam expressivamente a performance. Sendo
assim, um administrador de redes que deseje empregar a solução de monitoramento com
auto-cura não deve concentrar seus esforços em encontrar umnúmero ideal de instân-
cias deself-healinge self-configuration. Os experimentos utilizaram 2 e 4 instâncias,
respectivamente, e o sistema respondeu satisfatoriamente. O fato que deve ser observado,
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entretanto, é a solução de comunicação em grupo disponível na rede gerenciada: multi-
cast permite uma recuperação mais rápida com um consumo menor de tráfego de rede.
Infelizmente, multicast IP nem sempre pode ser provido, e unicast acaba sendo a solução
escolhida nessas circunstâncias.

Os aspectos mais importantes que devem ser observados na solução de auto-cura são
o número depeersutilizados nooverlayde gerenciamento P2P, e o número de instâncias
dos serviços. Com um número pequeno de instâncias, não existe necessidade para uti-
lização de muitospeers. Entretanto, com um grande número de instâncias, o número de
peersdeve aumentar consistentemente, caso contrário, na ocorrência de falhas o tempo
de recuperação irá aumentar e mais largura de banda será consumida em vista do intenso
tráfego P2P gerado. Além das considerações relacionadas com a performance da solução
de auto-cura P2P, existem importantes aspectos ligados à modelagem do comportamento
cooperativo dessa solução. A solução proposta apresenta uma postura de cooperação in-
tencional, e para atingir tal postura utiliza os seguintes métodos de cooperação: uso de
grupos, comunicação, especialização, colaboração através do compartilhamento de infor-
mações, e coordenação de tarefas.

C.4 Estudo de Caso II - Auto-organização de Recursos Virtuais

De acordo com pesquisas recentes, virtualização é um técnica promissora para o de-
senvolvimento de redes futuras (CHOWDHURY; BOUTABA, 2009)(NIEBERT et al.,
2008)(FEAMSTER; GAO; REXFORD, 2007)(BERL et al., 2008). A ideia chave está na
identificação e separação de dois papeis: o provedor do substrato que possui e mantêm a
rede física, e o provedor virtual que constrói sua infraestrutura através do aluguel de fatias
de recursos do provedor do substrato. Considerando o provedor virtual como um entidade
que vende serviços, a vantagem da virtualização está no fatode que os custos de execu-
tar uma infraestrutura física podem seroutsourcedpara um provedor externo. Um desafio
importante em virtualização de redes é o gerenciamento dos recursos do substrato da rede.
Técnicas de gerenciamento sofisticadas devem ser utilizadas em tal gerenciamento. Algu-
mas dessas técnicas oferecidas por alternativas de auto-gerenciamento destacam-se como
apropriadas para resolução dos desafios de gerenciar eficientemente o uso dos recursos
do substrato. Esta tese, desta forma, mostra como a integração da propriedade de auto-
organização e técnicas P2P podem ser utilizadas no gerenciamento dos recursos da rede
do substrato.

Na solução proposta, ao invés de utilizar somente as capacidades de conectividade
das infraestruturas de P2P e manter a forma de gerenciamentoda rede baseada em hier-
arquias e delegação, são fortemente utilizados modelos de interações P2P cooperativas
para realização da tarefa de auto-organização. O modelo proposto está fundamentado na
identificação de elementos gerenciáveis com perspectivas complementares. A união da
propriedade de auto-organização com iterações P2P resultaem uma alternativa de auto-
organização P2P capaz de reorganizar os elementos da rede durante tempo de execução.
Essa alternativa pode ser empregada se as seguintes condições forem atendidas: (i) os
elementos que precisam ser movidos estão gerando/recebendo tráfego de rede; (ii) existe
um tráfego decut-throughdentro da rede; (iii) existe uma abstração entre a rede de mais
baixo nível e a infraestrutura de mais alto nível onde os elementos que devem ser movi-
dos estão executando; e (iv) é possível identificar perspectivas complementares para um
mesmo evento que possa estar acontecendo nos elementos envolvidos na reorganização.
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De fato, as perspectivas complementares são a principal peça na modelagem da solução
de auto-organização P2P, porque elas criam as condições para o desenvolvimento de um
postura cooperativa. A ideia de compartilhar a responsabilidade da tomada de decisão
(entre as entidades que querem mover seus recursos e as que desejam receber tais recur-
sos) forma a base da construção dos seguintes métodos de cooperação: uso de grupos,
comunicação, colaboração através do compartilhamento de informações e decisões, e a
coordenação de tarefas. Complementando as considerações sobre a modelagem, os exper-
imentos mostraram que os benefícios da utilização da solução de auto-organização P2P
são mais expressivos em termos de redução da carga de tráfegodo que quando compara-
dos com a latência dos pacotes. Na realidade, a alta latênciaobservada durante o processo
de reorganização é um importante aspecto que deve ser observado, pois ela pode se tornar
uma questão que previna a utilização da solução proposta em diferentes cenários.

C.5 Discussão dos Principais Resultados

A alternativaself-* P2P foi concebida para ser uma solução de gerenciamento de redes
e serviços completamente distribuída e cooperativa. A basede tal alternativa está no fato
de que ela explora o desenvolvimento de aplicações de gerenciamento mais sofisticadas,
que utilizam características paralelas, distribuídas e concorrentes dos ambientes em que
está inserida. Por essa razão, osissuesde integração agem como um guia de como se deve
atingir o desenvolvimento das aplicações sofisticadas desejadas. Esta tese mostrou que ex-
iste um casamento entre os atributos de concorrência definidos por Zomaya (ZOMAYA,
1996) e osissuesde integração estabelecidos para a modelagem de soluçõesself-* P2P.
Esse casamento prova a forte tendência da alternativaself-* P2P em empregar mecanis-
mos paralelos, distribuídos, concorrentes, e cooperativos desde a fase de concepção das
aplicações de gerenciamento.

A análise dosissuesde integração mostrou que existe uma clara distinção entre as
estratégias empregadas em cada estudo de caso. O primeiro -i.e., auto-cura P2P - uti-
liza uma estratégia mais distribuída para resolução do problema de recuperação do sis-
tema. Grupos eself-elementscom papéis distintos são orquestrados a fim de prover a pro-
priedade de auto-cura. Diferentemente, a solução de auto-organização P2P possui uma
estratégia mais individualizada com a interação baseada empequenos grupos formados
por vizinhos para prover a propriedadeself-*. Embora as estratégias sejam muito difer-
entes em sua forma, o objectivo final da modelagem e desenvolvimento de soluções de
gerenciamento completamente distribuídas e cooperativasfoi atingida em ambas estraté-
gias. A comparação isolada dos métodos de cooperação utilizados pelas soluções de auto-
cura P2P e auto-organização P2P, poderia levar a conclusão de que as duas soluções são
muito similares. A partir dessa conclusão, poderia-se pensar que uma mesma estratégia
de obtenção de comportamento cooperativo foi adotada por ambas soluções. Entretanto,
como provado pela discussão anterior, as estratégias e formas de modelagem das soluções
são completamente diferentes em sua essência, e uma inconsistência surge a partir dessas
duas análises.

Essa inconsistência entre o que pode ser esperado dos métodos de cooperação e as
formas evidenciadas de modelagem da cooperação levam a conclusão de que existem
relacionamentos implícitos entre osissuesde integração, as características para prover a
propriedadeself-*, e os métodos de cooperação. O ponto inicial para efetuar umaanálise
mais detalhada desses relacionamentos está no fato de que ambos tipos de propriedades
self-* podem ser modeladas com quase os mesmo métodos de cooperação, entretanto, as
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características para prover a propriedadeself-* são completamente diferentes.
A conclusão retirada dos fatos citados acima é que existem diferentes níveis de coop-

eração associados com as alternativasself-* P2P propostas nesta tese. Além disso, esses
níveis estão intimamente relacionados com o tipo da natureza da propriedadeself-*, i.e.,
se elas podem ser divididas em múltiplosself-elementsou se são indivisíveis e providas
por um único tipo deself-element. Com base no raciocínio descrito, foi possível identificar
duas dimensões associadas com alternativasself-* P2P: a natureza da propriedadeself-*
e os níveis de cooperação. A dimensão na natureza das propriedadesself-* é composta
pelas categorias divisível e indivisível, enquanto a dimensão dos níveis de cooperação é
composta pelas categorias elemento, tarefa, e sistema.

O processo de modelagem de uma propriedadeself-* pode começar pela definição de
qual o nível de cooperação será empregado ou por qual tipo de natureza da propriedade
self-* deseja ser utilizada. No momento em que uma das dimensões é fixada a outra
será uma consequência direta da primeira. Além disso, a definição da modelagem de
propriedadesself-* implica indiretamente em quais tipos de capacidades P2P podem ser
exploradas. É importante ressaltar que capacidades P2P relacionadas com infraestrutura
podem ser exploradas por quaisquer modelagens das propriedades. Entretanto, essa afir-
mação tende a não ser válida para capacidades P2P relacionadas com aplicações.

C.6 Conclusões e Trabalhos Futuros

A investigação conduzida nessa tese mostra a união dos conceitos de alto nível de
propriedadesself-* com capacidades P2P tanto de infraestrutura como de aplicação. Para
guiar essa investigação, uma hipótese foi definida e a metodologia empregada para ver-
ificar essa hipótese baseia-se na definição de requisitos de gerenciamento,issuesde in-
tegração para a modelagem conjunta de propriedadesself-* e P2P, e a identificação e
desenvolvimento de dois estudos de caso. O primeiro exploraa modelagem de auto-cura
P2P para a manutenção de plataformas de gerenciamento de redes, enquanto o segundo
investiga a auto-organização P2P para o gerenciamento de recursos em ambientes de redes
virtualizadas. Os resultados experimentais mostram que o uso integrado de propriedades
self-* e P2P minimizam a intervenção humana e melhoram a performance das tarefas de
gerenciamento de redes. As principais contribuições dessatese são listadas abaixo.

• A alternativaself-* P2P possibilita a definição de um comportamento completa-
mente distribuído e verdadeiramente cooperativo nas soluções de gerenciamento de
redes.

• A alternativaself-* P2P muda o ângulo de desenvolvimento das soluções de geren-
ciamento de redes dos aspectos morfológicos para os relacionados com os algorit-
mos. O foco passa ser explorar comportamentos paralelos e cooperativos dospeers
de gerenciamento que executam os algoritmos de gerenciamento.

• O gerenciamento pode ser embutido dentro dos elementos gerenciados sem a neces-
sidade de gerentes externos. Dessa forma, existe um suportemelhor para execução
simultânea e paralela de ações de gerenciamento.

• As duas contribuições do primeiro estudo de caso. Primeiramente, a definição de
uma plataforma de gerenciamento capaz de recuperar instancias de gerenciamento
sem a intervenção humana. Segundo, a determinação de existência detrade-offs
entre o tempo de recuperação e o tráfego de rede associado.
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• As contribuições do segundo estudo de caso são: definição de uma arquitetura de
gerenciamento distribuída para virtualização de redes, utilizando para tanto apli-
cações de gerenciamento de redes baseadas em perspectivas complementares e in-
terações P2P; introdução de interações entrepeersvizinhos representa uma quebra
de paradigma das soluções até então desenvolvidas no campo de engenharia de
tráfego; definição de heurísticas para identificação de tráfegocut-throughna rede
de substrato utilizando somente informação local sem inspeção de pacotes.

Nesta tese, também foram identificadas outras oportunidades de pesquisa a partir da
investigação conduzida. Dois exemplos principais dessas oportunidades de trabalhos fu-
turos são: (i) investigar quais são as consequências da modelagem de múltiplas e difer-
entes propriedadesself-* utilizando a alternativaself-* P2P para o mesmo cenário de
gerenciamento de redes; (ii) identificar maneiras de formalizar os conceitos introduzi-
dos pela alternativaself-* P2P para definição de aplicações de gerenciamento de redes
distribuídas e cooperativas, de forma que o método formal possa ser aplicado ao desen-
volvimento de diferentes tipos de propriedadesself-*. Para concluir, através do que foi
dito anteriormente, é possível constatar que o trabalho desenvolvido nessa tese mostra
possibilidades de repensar a forma como gerenciamento de redes é modelado e execu-
tado.
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APPENDIX D - SCIENTIFIC PRODUCTION

This appendix presents the scientific production achieved during the development of
the thesis described in this document. The papers publishedwithin the time of this PhD
can be divided into two categories: the ones directly related to the objectives of the thesis,
and the ones that contributed to create the knowledge necessary to gain maturity and
evolve the ideas of the thesis. The list of these papers is presented as follows2.

1. Cristiano Bonato Both, CLARISSA CASSALES MARQUEZAN, Rafael Kunst,
Jéferson Campos Nobre, Juergen Rochol, Lisandro Zambenedetti Granville. Self-
adapting Mobile WiMAX networks: Rethinking the Design of Connection Admis-
sion Control System.ACM SIGCOMM Computer Communication Review .

• Status.Indication to revise and resubmit (December 2010).

• Paper category in relation to the Thesis.Contributed to the knowledge.

• Description. This paper presents the initial ideas of a self-adapting design
of an Connection Admission Control (CAC) for WiMAX networks. Here,
a Point-Multi-Point WiMAX network is considered, therefore a centralized
self-adapting mechanism was proposed. The next step of thisresearch is to
consider a distributed WiMAX environment (e.g., mesh or relay), where self-
adapting P2P strategies are required.

2. CLARISSA CASSALES MARQUEZAN, Giorgio Nunzi, Marcus Brunner, Lisan-
dro Zambenedetti Granville. Distributed Autonomic Resource Management for
Network Virtualization. Proceedings of 12th IEEE/IFIP Network Operations
and Management Symposium (NOMS 2010), 19-23 April 2010, Osaka, Japan

• Status.Approved and waiting to be published.

• Paper category in relation to the Thesis.Directly related.

• Description.This paper presents details of the self-organizing P2P approach,
such as the heuristics, the distributed algorithm, and the evaluation scenario.

2It is not presented in this appendix the papers that were not accepted to be published.
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3. CLARISSA CASSALES MARQUEZAN, Jéferson Nobre, Lisandro Zambenedetti
Granville, Giorgio Nunzi, Dominique Dudkowski, Marcus Brunner. Distributed
Reallocation Scheme for Virtual Network Resources.Proceedings of IEEE Inter-
national Conference on Communications(ICC 2009), 14-18 June 2009, Dresden,
Germany, ISBN: 978-1-4244-3435-0, pp. 1-5.

• Status.Approved and published.

• Paper category in relation to the Thesis.Directly related.

• Description.This paper presents the initial ideas of the self-organization P2P
approach. The focus of this paper is the motivation why the network vir-
tualization needs a self-organizing model in order to manage the physiccal
resources.

4. CLARISSA CASSALES MARQUEZAN, André Panisson, Lisandro Zambenedetti
Granville, Giorgio Nunzi, Marcus Brunner. Maintenance of Monitoring Systems
Throughout Self-Healing Mechanisms.Proceedings of the 19th IFIP/IEEE In-
ternational Workshop on Distributed Systems: Operations and Management
(DSOM 2008), 22-26 September 2008, Samos Island, Greece, ISBN: 978-3-540-
85999-4, pp. 176-188

• Status.Approved and published.

• Paper category in relation to the Thesis.Directly related.

• Description.This paper presents the self-healing P2P approach applied to the
case study of a P2P-based network monitoring overlay.

5. CLARISSA CASSALES MARQUEZAN, Carlos Raniery Paula dos Santos, Jéfer-
son Campos Nobre, Maria Janilce Bosquiroli Almeida, Liane Margarida Rock-
enbach Tarouco, Lisandro Zambenedetti Granville. Self-managed services over a
P2P-based Network Management Overlay.Proceedings of the 2nd Latin Ameri-
can Autonomic Computing Symposium (LAACS 2007), 12-13 September 2007,
Petrópolis, Brazil

• Status.Approved and published.

• Paper category in relation to the Thesis.Directly related.

• Description.This paper brings the first insights related to the self-management
elements that later influenced the definition of the self-healing P2P approach.

6. CLARISSA CASSALES MARQUEZAN, Carlos Raniery Paula dos Santos, Ew-
erton Monteiro Salvador, Maria Janilce Bosquiroli Almeida, Sérgio Luis Cechin,
Lisandro Zambenedetti Granville. Performance Evaluationof Notifications in a
Web Services and P2P-Based Network Management Overlay.Proceedings of the
31st IEEE International Computer Software and Applications Conference
(COMPSAC 2007), 23-27 July 2007, Beijing, China, ISBN: 0-7695-2870-8, pp.
241-250
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• Status.Approved and published.

• Paper category in relation to the Thesis.Contributed to the knowledge.

• Description.This paper presents the first experiences of working with network
management overlays, that was very useful during the definition of the self-
healing P2P approach.

7. Ricardo Lemos Vianna, CLARISSA CASSALES MARQUEZAN, Everton Polina,
Leandro Bertholdo, Maria Janilce Bosquiroli Almeida, Liane Margarida Rocken-
bach Tarouco. An Evaluation of Service Composition Technologies Applied to
Network Management.Proceedings of the 2007 IFIP/IEEE International Sym-
posium on Integrated Network Management (IM 2007), 21-25 May 2007, Mu-
nich, Germany, ISBN: 1-4244-0799-0, pp. 420-428

• Status.Approved and published.

• Paper category in relation to the Thesis.Contributed to the knowledge.

• Description. The work in this paper provided the possibility to establishan
important partnership that was used to during the development of the case
study related to the self-healing P2P approach.
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ABSTRACT
WiMAX is a connection-oriented wireless network that pro-
vides guaranteed QoS requirements. One importante com-
ponent in WiMAX QoS provisioning is the Connection Ad-
mission Control (CAC). In order to analyze the admission of
a connection, CAC systems must be aware of the character-
istics of the network. We define such characteristics as ver-
tical and horizontal aspects of WiMAX networks. Current
researches focus on handling vertical aspects, and neglected
the horizontal ones. In this paper, we introduce a self-
adapting CAC design able to handle both aspects. Our de-
sign incorporates self-* properties in order to autonomously
select the most appropriate CAC algorithm, according to
changes on the characteristics of the network. We present
the architecture of the self-adapting CAC system; two case
studies that can benefit from the proposed design; and, fi-
nally, the advantages and challenges of this proposal.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network
Architecture and Design

General Terms
Design, Management

Keywords
Connection Adminission Control, Mobile WiMAX, Self-*
Properties, Network Management

1. INTRODUCTION
Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access ( Wi-

MAX) has been considered a cost-effective alternative for
metropolitan broadband Internet access when wired solu-
tions are not geographically or economically viable [1]. Wi-
MAX follows the specifications of the IEEE 802.16 standard
[2] and, in practice, both are referred as synonyms. IEEE
802.16 defines five classes of services [2] as part of its strat-
egy to support Quality of Service (QoS). One key compo-
nent in WiMAX QoS provisioning is the Connection Ad-
mission Control (CAC), which is responsible for preventing
a WiMAX network of becoming overloaded by managing the
admission of new connections. In fact, IEEE 802.16 assumes
the existence of CAC but it does not define how it should

be actually designed or implemented, which opens research
opportunities in both academia and industry.

CAC solutions employ, inside each WiMAX base station,
an algorithm that decides whether new connections, reques-
ted by subscriber stations, can be admitted or not. Very
simple CAC algorithms take this decision based on the oc-
cupation of the bandwidth allocated to each WiMAX class
of service [3]; as long as a class of service can accommodate
the traffic of new connections, these new connections are
admitted. Recent investigations, however, take a step fur-
ther and propose more sophisticated CAC algorithms whose
decisions take into account also the dynamics of network
traffic requirements (e.g., maximum latency and tolerated
jitter) and wireless physical conditions (e.g., signal power
and channel bandwidth). In this paper, we call these the
vertical aspects that guide the decisions of a CAC solution.

Considering the current state-of-the-art, there are several
approaches to address the vertical aspects of a CAC decision
[3] [4] [5] [6]. For example, a statistical CAC mechanism
was proposed by Yu et. al. [7] where the CAC decision
considers two classes of services and channel bandwidth.
Bashar and Ding [8] describe an adaptive and cross-layer
CAC solution, where the decision is based on two classes of
services, Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), channel bandwidth,
and signal power. Ghazalt et. al. [9] present the design of a
probabilistic and self-configuring CAC algorithm that uses
non conventional fuzzy-based admission control method for
downlink connections and considers two classes of services
plus channel bandwidth to make the decision.

Observing the proposals of CAC systems above described,
it is possible to verify that they are designed having in mind
specific sets of network features. Indeed, these sets of fea-
tures are associated to the expected demands generated by
the users, and these demands create a network usage profile.
In this sense, each one of the aforementioned proposals are
associated to one specific network usage profile. However, if
the predominant demands of the users change, the current
CAC proposals are not able to change their behavior in fa-
vor of a more suitable profile. In this paper, we refer as the
horizontal aspects of a CAC solution those that are related
to different profiles. Thus, it is clear to notice that today’s
CAC solutions properly address the vertical aspects, while
partially or fully neglecting the horizontal ones.

Aiming at properly addressing both vertical and horizon-
tal aspects, we propose to rethink the design of traditional
WiMAX CAC. In this article we present a novel CAC design
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where properties widely refereed as self-* [10] are incorpo-
rated into the CAC architecture in order to autonomously
select the most appropriate CAC algorithm according to
the predominant network usage profile. Our proposal intro-
duces in traditional CAC architectures three components:
(a) a repository of CAC algorithms from where the most
appropriated one can be chosen; (b) a knowledge base that
stores scheduler feedbacks, traffic requirements, and physi-
cal conditions; and (c) one algorithm devoted to adapt the
CAC system to different network usage profiles. Therefore,
the major contributions of this work are: (i) it addresses
WiMAX dynamics and heterogeneity beyond traffic require-
ments and physical conditions, and (ii) it supports changes
on WiMAX networks without manual intervention.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we provide the context of this research where the
WiMAX and CAC are reviewed. The self-adapting CAC
design proposed in this paper is introduced in Section 3.
Two case studies that can benefit from the proposed design
are described in Section 4. The advantages and challenges
of this proposal are described in Section 5. Finally, Section
6 depicts the conclusion of this work.

2. BACKGROUND
WiMAX is a connection-oriented wireless network, i.e.,

each connection must be first admitted by the base sta-
tion [2]. In order to admit a traffic flow, WiMAX base sta-
tions must receive information from the fixed and/or mobile
subscriber stations requesting a connection (hereafter, sub-
scriber is the term used for both requester stations). The
IEEE 802.16 standard defines ranging and register messages
(Figure 1) to provide such information to the CAC system.

Figure 1: WiMAX messages related to CAC System

As presented in Figure 1, ranging and register messages
are exchanged between the subscriber station (through the
ranging manager and the connection manager) and the base
station. Details about ranging and register messages, infor-
mation provided to CAC systems, and the characteristcs of
such systems are depicted as follows.

2.1 WiMAX Messages for CAC Systems
A ranging message is exchanged continuosly between the

subscriber station and the base station. This type of mes-
sage is not associated to a connection request, but to the
physical conditions of the wireless channel used by a sub-
scriber station. Ranging messages are divided in two phases:
initial and periodic ranging. The goal of the initial phase
is the negotiation of transmission power and time synchro-

nization between the subscriber and the base station. In
this phase the subscriber station receives a basic Connec-
tion IDentification (CID). The periodic ranging phase, in
its turn, starts right after the initial negotiation between
subscriber and base station. In this phase the subscriber
receives a primary CID to exchange two types of messages:
Ranging Request (RNG-REQ) and Ranging Response (RNG-
RSP). These messages are used to handle time variant con-
ditions of the wireless channel between subscriber and base
station. Examples of information inside these messages are
signal power, modulation scheme, and coding rate. In ad-
dition, based on the content of these messages it is possible
to derive other physical information. For example, Signal to
Noise plus Interference Ratio (SNIR) is calculated based on
the signal power information inside the ranging message.

On the other hand, register messages are directly related
to requests to admit a new connection. In order to estab-
lish a new connection, the subscriber station needs to re-
quest a registration in the base station. The registration
is granted after exchanging two register messages: Register
Request (REG-REQ) and Register Response (REG-RSP).
The register messages enclose traffic descriptors that con-
tain information, such as QoS requirements, associated to
the traffic flow of the new connection. Moreover, these mes-
sages can assume three types of actions to manage the QoS
requirements of the connections: Dynamic Service Addition
(DSA), Dynamic Se rvice Change (DSC), and Dynamic Ser-
vice Deletion (DSD). Based on these actions, the subscriber
station can request modifications on its QoS requirements
to the base station in order to handle changes on traffic con-
ditions.

2.2 Providing information to CAC System
As presented above, inside ranging and register messages

there is information that can be used by the CAC system.
Indeed, this information can be used as input parameters for
the decision-making process of admitting or not a connec-
tion. Table 1 shows some information commonly retrieved
from the physical and traffic descriptors of the ranging and
register messages used as parameters in the CAC system.

Table 1: Partial View of Potential Parameters
Type Parameters

Power Level
Available Bandwidth

Physical Modulation and Coding
Descriptor Handoff

Location Update
Signal to Noise plus Interference Ratio
Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate
Maximum Sustained Traffic Rate

Traffic Maximum Reserved Traffic Rate
Descriptor Maximum Traffic Burst

Tolerated Jitter
Maximum Latency
Class of Service

The most important parameter, retrieved from the regis-
ter message, is the class of service. The CAC system an-
alyzes all other traffic parameters according to the class of
service informed by the subscriber station. Today, WiMAX
networks support five classes of services: Unsolicited Grant
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Figure 2: Architecture of Self-adapting CAC Design

Services (UGS), extended real-time Polling Service (ertPS),
real-time Polling Service (rtPS), non-real time Polling Ser-
vice (nrtPS), and Best Effort (BE). Indeed, these classes of
services reflect the heterogeneity of network applications.

Current CAC researches use different combination of pa-
rameters. For example, Lee and Kim [11] uses UGS and
rtPS classes of services, considering minimum reserved traf-
fic rate for each class, modulation and coding scheme, and
SNIR. On the other hand, Qin et. al. [12] employ only
one class of service (rtPS) but they consider more physical
and traffic parameters than the previous proposal (minimum
reserved traffic rate, maximum reserved traffic rate, power
level, SNIR, available bandwidth, handoff, and modulation
and coding scheme). Actually, the parameters used in a
CAC system describe its characteristics.

2.3 Characteristics of CAC Systems
The core of a CAC system is the algorithm that analyzes

the parameters, calculates probabilities (e.g., Connection
Blocking Probability (CBP), Connection Dropping Proba-
bility (CDP), and Handoff Failure Probability (HFP)), and
decides whether a connection should be admitted or not.
The type and number of parameters, and probabilities used
by the algorithm are related to the objectives on running
the CAC system.

According to Ahmed [13] the major objectives on using a
CAC system could be classified into four groups: (i) guar-
antee parameters related to QoS; (ii) manage the network
revenue; (iii) prioritize some services/classes of service; and
(iv) provide fair resource sharing. In fact, an objective for
using a CAC system is related to the definition of a network
usage profile. Currently, CAC systems for WiMAX networks
typically support the execution of one or very few network
usage profiles, which transforms a CAC system into a static

solution that might be able to address vertical aspects but
that fails on properly handling horizontal aspects.

3. PROPOSAL
The main objective of the self-adapting CAC design is to

handle vertical and horizontal aspects associated to WiMAX
networks. To achieve this objective, the features of the net-
work environment (physical conditions and traffic require-
ments) must be constantly monitored by the base station.
Whenever necessary the CAC system must be adapted to
enhance the connection admission analysis on behalf of the
predominant features. The architecture designed to sup-
port execution of CAC decisions, identification of network
features, and adaptation are depicted in Figure 2.

The architecture of the self-adapting CAC design is com-
posed of: three monitors, a Knowledge Base, and two par-
allel levels of execution. The Traffic Monitor and Physi-

cal Monitor receive messages from the subscriber stations.
However, the nature of such information is different, once
the former receives register messages (associated to connec-
tion requests) and the later receives ranging messages (asso-
ciated to conditions of the wireless channel). The Scheduler

Monitor receives feedbacks from the scheduler system inside
the base station. This system is responsible for allocating
the resources (i.e. downlink and uplink bandwidth) for a
connection admitted by the CAC system. All information
received by these monitors is stored for a certain period of
time in the Knowledge Base, and is later used in different
ways by both Running and Adaptation execution levels.

3.1 Running Level
In the self-adapting CAC architecture, the Running Level

is responsible executing a CAC Algorithm that considers
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information related to traffic requirements, physical, and
scheduler conditions to admit or not a connection. The
CAC Algorithm is composed of Analysis and Decision el-
ements. The Analysis element calculates the Probabilities

related to connection admission (e.g. CBP, CDP, HFP) and
sends them to the Decision element that evaluate the ad-
mission or not of a connection.

The information used by the Analysis element is retrieved
from both Traffic Monitor and Knowledge Base. When-
ever a request to connect (i.e., a register message) arrives
at Traffic Monitor it is forwarded to the Analysis element
of the CAC algorithm. Once this element has the traffic
requirements of the incoming request, it retrieves physical
information and the status of the bandwidth resources from
the Knowledge Base. The physical information retrieved is
specifically related to the subscriber station requesting the
connection. The Analysis element uses the primary CID of
the subscriber station inside of the received register message
to search the Knowledge Base and get the last ranging infor-
mation associated to the same primary CID. It is possible to
have an accurate information about physical conditions of
each subscribe station on the same coverage of the base sta-
tion and also about the consumed bandwidth, because the
ranging messages and the scheduler feedbacks are stored at
the Knowledge Base.

We believe that the Running Level encourages the devel-
opment of optimized CAC algorithms to manage the changes
on vertical aspects of the network. Meanwhile, the optimiza-
tion of solutions to handle the changes on the horizontal
aspects are delegated to the Adaptation Level.

3.2 Adaptation Level
The components of the Adaptation Level are presented in

Figure 3. The Collector, Predominant Detector, Evaluation,
and Configuration are components designed to execute the
adaptation analysis and enforcement of changes. External
(Knowledge Base and feedback from the Decision element
of the CAC algorithm) and internal (Pool of Network Usage

Profiles and Pool of CAC Algorithms) information are used
by those components to support their processes.

In this work, network usage profile is the term used to
characterize a set of the network features associated to ex-
pected demands generated by users. Most of current CAC
proposals for WiMAX networks consider that a network us-
age profile is defined by a class of service. However, for the
self-adapting CAC design, the network usage profile can be
defined according to classes of services, or traffic require-
ments, or physical conditions, or scheduler conditions, or by
the combination of any of these CAC parameters. Examples
of network usage profiles are shown in Table 2.

The rtPS Profile is an example of profile associated to
real time applications (e.g., video conference), while Hand-

off Profile considers all connections that are moving between
two base stations regardless the class of service of the traffic.
We defined that for each network usage profile there must be
an associated CAC algorithm that considers the parameters
specified on this profile. Thus, a network usage profile can
be supported by a base station only if it is stored at the Pool

of Network Usage Profile and its associated CAC algorithm
is stored on the Pool of CAC Algorithms.

Based on the network usage profile, the Collector compo-
nent starts the adaptation analysis. Indeed, the Collector

continuously monitors and processes information retrieved

Figure 3: Internal Architecture of Adaptation Level

Table 2: Examples of Profiles

Network Usage Profile 1

Name rtPS Profile
Class of Service rtPS
Traffic Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate
Requirements
Physical Modulation and Coding
Conditions SNIR
Scheduler Available Downlink
Conditions and Uplink Bandwidth

Network Usage Profile 2

Name Handoff Profile
Class of Service UGS, ertPS, rtPS, nrtPS, BE
Traffic Minimum Reserved Traffic Rate
Requirements Maximum Latency
Physical Power Level
Conditions Handoff
Scheduler Available Bandwidth
Conditions

from the Knowledge Base following the parameters used to
characterize a network usage profile. During each cycle, sta-
tistical information about each parameter associated to the
network usage profiles are generated and stored in the “col-
lector buffer”. At the end of the cycle, the analyzed data
inside the Knowledge Base must be erased mainly to free
space of the buffers associated to traffic requirements, phys-
ical conditions, and scheduler feedbacks.

The “collector buffer” is then analyzed by the Predom-

inant Detector component to determine which is the pre-
dominant profile so far. This determination is conducted by
matching the statistical information of the “collector buffer”
with the different types of network usage profiles supported
by the base station. At the end of this process, the resultant
predominant profile is stored in a “detector buffer”.
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The Evaluation component is responsible for analyzing
the content of the “detector buffer”. To determine whether
an adaptation is required, the Evaluation component has
to go through four stages. First, it extracts statistical in-
formation from the “detector buffer” in order to determine
which is the predominant network usage profile. Second, it
is necessary to identify whether the chosen profile is different
from the current one. If the current and the new network
usage profiles are different, than an adaptation should be ex-
ecuted. In the third stage, the Evaluation component checks
the reliability of the chosen predominant profile by looking
for evidences on the feedbacks arrived from CAC decisions.
Finally, the costs involved to execute the adaptation are
evaluated, and in the end, the adaptation is performed only
if there is a favorable cost-effective tradeoff.

The Configuration component is the one responsible for
enforcing the new predominant network usage profile. Thus,
the Running Level is prepared to change the CAC algorithm
in execution by the one associated to the new predominant
network usage profile. The new algorithm will be retrieved
from the Pool of CAC Algorithms. The interruption of ad-
mitting or not connections must be avoided, and, in this
sense, the exchange process between the running and the
new CAC algorithms is of great importance for the overall
performance of the self-adapting CAC system.

In next section we present some case studies in which the
self-adapting CAC design can be applied in order to im-
prove the network QoS. We present scenarios that describe
ordinary situations observed in current WiMAX networks.

4. CASE STUDIES
In the following subsections we describe two case studies.

One considering vertical aspects of WiMAX networks, and
the other handling horizontal aspects. For each case study,
we show how the self-adapting CAC design can be employed.

4.1 From Fixed to Mobile Mode
In the first case study, imagine a worker listening to an

on-line radio station using for this an WiMAX device con-
nected to the Internet. In a first moment, the worker is at
home, thus, for the WiMAX base station “A”, his/her device
is operating as a fixed subscriber station. Then, in a second
moment, the worker moves from home to the office and keeps
listening to the on-line radio station using the same WiMAX
device. Consider also that the office of this worker is physi-
cally placed in the same coverage area of the WiMAX base
station “A”. In this case, during the movement from home
to the office, the WiMAX device changes its operation mode
from fixed to mobile subscriber in the perspective of the base
station “A”. Finally, when the worker arrives at the office,
he/she keeps being served by the same base station, and the
WiMAX device assumes again a fixed operation mode.

Now, consider that not only one worker is behaving as
described in the scenario above, but that several workers
are behaving like this within the same coverage area of the
WiMAX base station “A”. In this case, some workers might
be requesting new connections in a mobile mode, others will
be finishing their connections on fixed mode and new ones
are initiated, and the connections of those workers that were
initiated in the fixed mode must be kept. Moreover, this sce-
nario of movement usually occurs twice every working day
(i.e., at the time when most workers go to their offices, and
when they return to their homes). Thus, if the network us-

age profile employed during these periods of movement does
not consider important parameters to identify the changes
on the operation mode of the subscribers (e.g., signal power,
location update, and SNIR), than these dynamic changes
will be neglected. The consequence of ignoring these changes
will be the degradation of the QoS requirements of the con-
nections being established during the transition periods.

Fortunately, the self-adapting CAC design can identify
this kind of situation and exchange the network usage profile
on behalf of the new physical conditions of the network. The
components of the Adaptation Level are able to match the
changes on the network conditions with the network usage
profiles supported by the base station. Thus, if there is
a profile that takes into account the subscriber modes of
operation, than there is a CAC algorithm that is able to
analyze those important parameters for this context. In this
way, the CAC algorithm can be exchanged every time the
workers move from home to the office, and vice-versa.

The scenario discussed in this case study is related to
the vertical aspects of WiMAX networks, where there is
no change on the network demands of the users, (i.e. the
users keep listening to the on-line radio station) but the
changes on physical conditions impact the decisions of ad-
mitting new connections. It is not easy to define a single
CAC algorithm able to analyze the very different and dy-
namic types of traffic and physical parameters. Therefore,
the self-adapting CAC design offers a better support to han-
dle vertical changes on WiMAX networks.

4.2 From Handoff to Service Priorization
In the second case study, we present an example of how

horizontal aspects of WiMAX networks can be treated by
the self-adapting CAC design. For this purpose, imagine a
base station that is physically placed nearby a village and a
highway. Consider that this base station is configured with
a CAC algorithm that prioritizes handoff pattern, i.e., re-
quests of subscriber stations exchanging from one base sta-
tion to another. Due to the placement of this base station,
it is reasonable to think that requests of the handoff pat-
tern should be served first, because such requests poten-
tially belong to mobile stations on the highway, and not to
the subscriber stations on the village. Now, consider that
the inhabitants of the village want to watch the matches of
the National League using their WiMAX connections. This
means that, probably, during more or less two hours the base
station should receive more multimedia connections requests
(i.e., rtPS class of service) than requests of handoff pattern.

Considering the scenario of this case a study, it is very
probable that the CAC algorithm prioritizing handoff ad-
mits any kind of traffic asking for a handoff pattern (e.g., BE
traffic like HTTP of the users at the highway) regardless the
class of service of new requests. For example, new multime-
dia requests to connect from users in the village (with QoS
requirements) would be dropped or blocked. This situation
reveals an unfair use of WiMAX network resources, specially
if the multimedia has become the predominant traffic.

Despite the fact that there might exist intersections among
the parameters used by a CAC algorithm to prioritize the
admission of handoff pattern and another for multimedia
priorization, the essence of the decision is different. Such
essence is related to the relevant probabilities for each CAC
algorithm. Thus, for this scenario, it is not possible to think
of solely changing the parameters used by the CAC algo-
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rithm. Indeed, the network usage profile has changed and
the current CAC algorithm needs to be replaced for another
one able to admit connections according to the new profile
of the network. In this case, the self-adapting CAC design
appears as a proper model to solve the unfair use of the
network presented in this case study.

In fact, both case studies discussed in this section are
typically faced by administrators of WiMAX networks. The
proposed self-adapting CAC design can be used in order
to detect changes in the predominant network profile and
consequently to choose the CAC algorithm that best fits to
the new network usage profile. Although it improves the
network QoS, there are some challenges that must be faced
by the implementation of such a CAC design.

5. ADVANTAGES AND CHALLENGES
The proposed self-adapting CAC design has advantages

but also introduces challenges that should be better investi-
gated. Thus, this section presents these aspects in details.

The first significant advantage of our proposal is to ad-
dress WiMAX dynamics and heterogeneity beyond traffic
requirements and physical conditions, by using a network
usage profile. Indeed, this advantage creates new oppor-
tunities of researches, once it is necessary to define which
network usage profiles are relevant to improve QoS require-
ments on WiMAX networks.

The second advantage is to support changes on CAC al-
gorithm without manual intervention. Currently, the CAC
algorithms are normally configured only one time in the fac-
tory, and whether changes are required they are executed
manually by the network administrator through firmware
update. Nevertheless, the self-adapting CAC design dis-
misses this manual intervention due to the fact that it is
able to on-line exchange CAC algorithms.

Moreover, our proposal opens some challenges that must
be investigated in order to guarantee that a self-adapting
CAC design can bring more benefits than drawbacks. The
first challenge is to define which are the characteristics of
a predominant profile, and how to calculate such predomi-
nance based on the match of the records inside the Knowl-

edge Base and network usage profiles supported by the base
station. For example, employing thresholds would be an
initial attempt to determine a predominant profile.

A second challenge is to identify when is the appropri-
ate moment to change the running profile for another one
that represents the new conditions of the network. One al-
ternative to help on identifying the changing moment is to
evaluate the costs to perform the change. In fact, this alter-
native opens news challenges because it is also necessary to
identify which are the relevant information to be considered
for the evaluation of such costs. Avoiding instabilities on the
system is also a challenge. For example, the self-adapting
CAC system should have a protection mechanism to avoid
successive changes in CAC algorithm that might degenerate
the overall performance of the system.

Another challenge that should be investigated is related
to the possibilities of implementing the system. The Run-

ning and Adaptation levels must run in parallel, therefore,
these levels may be implemented in different processors. For
example, the CAC algorithm inside the Running Level must
operate with a very low response time, thus being deployed
in a dedicated processor. However, this algorithm can be
exchanged during the operation of the CAC system. In this

case, a re-programmable processor would be a better solu-
tion for deploying the Running Level. On other other hand,
the Adaptation Level does not require a fast response time,
so it can be implemented on a general purpose processor.

Finally, we believe that during the implementation of a
self-adapting CAC design several other challenges will ap-
pear and will contribute for the better understanding and
development of QoS support in WiMAX networks.

6. CONCLUSION
The self-adapting CAC design proposed in this paper is

able to adapt to both vertical and horizontal aspects of
WiMAX networks. Two major factors enhance the capa-
bilities of adaptation of this proposal. The first one is the
introduction of a Knowledge Base that temporary stores
the information that impacts the CAC decisions. Second
is the definition of network usage profiles to characterize the
network utilization beyond the simplistic classes of service.
Based on the match of supported network usage profiles with
the information in the Knowledge Base, the self-adapting
CAC system can determine which is the predominant pro-
file and change the CAC algorithm in execution for another
more suitable for the conditions of the network.

The proposed approach creates new opportunities of re-
searches. For example, studies about which are the basic
network usage profiles that must be supported by a base
station; how it is possible to deploy the Running and Adap-

tation levels; determine the relevant information for defin-
ing the costs of adapting the system; etc. Finally, as future
work, we will define the function that describes the predom-
inance of a network usage profile, and provide an implemen-
tation of the architecture presented in this paper.
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Abstract—Network virtualization is an emerging trend claimed
to reduce the costs of future networks. The key strategy in
network virtualization is of slicing physical resources (links,
routers, servers, etc.) to create virtual networks composed of
subsets of these slices. One important challenge on network
virtualization is the resource management of the physical or
substrate networks. Sophisticated management techniquesshould
be used to accomplish such management. The sophisticated
techniques offered by autonomic communications rise as an
appropriated alternative to address the challenges of managing
the efficient use of substrate resources on network virtualization.
Thus, this paper proposes a distributed self-organizing model to
manage the substrate network resources. An evaluation scenario
is depicted and simulations show that approximately 36.8% of
the network traffic load can be spared when the self-organizing
model is enabled in the evaluated scenario.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Autonomic communications is a suitable approach to deal
with complex and dynamic networks. The key concept be-
hind autonomic communications is of building sophisticated
networks capable of managing themselves in order to deal
with changes from the surrounding environment. Among the
researches employing autonomic communications, the ones
related to virtual technologies deserve special attentiondue to
their complexity, dynamics, and potential to be economically
exploited. Network virtualization is an example of virtual
technology that is emerging as a promising cost-effective
solution for future network deployments [1].

Network virtualization differs from current virtual machine
and virtual network approaches. The difference relies on the
type of resources that are virtualized. Virtual machine employs
multiplexing techniques to virtualize CPU, memory, storages,
and device interfaces [2]. Virtual networks multiplex physical
links and build paths connecting edge customers [3]. In this
case, the network elements connecting the edge customers
(e.g., routers, switches, etc.) are not perceived as elements of
the customers network, but they form a “tunnel” connecting
edges. Finally, network virtualization multiplexes all substrate
network resources (i.e., physical links, routers, servers, base
stations, etc.) [4]. The resultant environment is a set of slices of
substrate resources that forms an entire new network deployed
on top of a physical infrastructure. Indeed, this set forms a
virtual network capable of running its own protocols, routing
process, services, and management solutions.

One of the major benefits of network virtualization is to out-
source the operational costs associated to physical infrastruc-
tures to a single provider. For example, multimedia providers
may deploy their services, like IPTV services, without dealing
with high investments on the physical infrastructure [5]. As
a complement, a physical or substrate provider could mul-
tiplex its physical network to enforce multiples multimedia
providers. The resource management of a traditional physical
networks demands a lot of effort. So, it is reasonable to think
that resource management on network virtualization requires
even more efforts in order to be successfully accomplished.
For instance, consider the problem where two distinct virtual
networks require conflicting amount of resources in the same
substrate network area. If this problem were detected during
the deployment phase, the substrate provider could employ
traditional techniques, like traffic matrix optimization and load
balancing, and achieve a successful usage of the substrate
resources after the deployment of the virtual networks. How-
ever, if this problem occurs during the lifetime of the virtual
networks it becomes necessary to make dynamic and on-line
changes on the environment. In this case, the employment of
traditional techniques present limitations because in general
they use a centralized, total-view, and off-line approaches to
manage the network resources [3]. The major limitations are
low responsiveness to network changes, overhead introduced
by the management traffic related to the central entity, and
high latency of analysis and enforcement of changes.

According to the aforementioned, we believe that more
sophisticated management techniques are demanded in order
to cope with changes on the amount of substrate resources used
by the virtual networks during their lifetime. The techniques
offered by autonomic communications, like self-awareness,
self-configuration, and self-organizing, rise as an appropriated
alternative to address the challenges of maintaining the ef-
ficient use of substrate resources on network virtualization.
Thus, this paper proposes a distributed self-organizing model
to manage the substrate network resources. This model is
based on parallel and distributed algorithms running inside
each substrate node, and thus dismissing any kind of central
entity. Based on local information, the substrate node decides
to self-organize the substrate network in order to cope with
the changes on traffic loads of the virtual networks. The self-
organizing purpose is to reduce the overall traffic load of the
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substrate network by moving virtual nodes.
The main contributions of this paper are: the definition of a

distributed management architecture for network virtualization
and the definition of a self-organizing model to maintain an
efficient resource usage of the substrate network. To validate
the proposed model, a scenario composed of virtual IPTV
networks is simulated and evaluated in terms of traffic load
and packet latency when the self-organizing model is enabled
and disabled. The results show that approximately 36.8% of
traffic load can be spared when our self-organizing model is
employed in this scenario.

The remainder of this paper is described as follows. Section
II brings the concepts used in this work. The self-organizing
model is presented in Section III. The evaluation scenario and
the associated results are, respectively, discussed on Section
IV and V. The related work is presented in Section VI. Finally,
Section VII brings the conclusions and future works.

II. CONCEPTS

The high level concepts of the network virtualization model
of our research have been previously described [6]. Now,
we present the details of the modules and components of
the substrate node architecture and concepts that enable the
self-organization of network virtualization environment. Fig.
1 depicts the substrate node architecture that is composed of
three modules: substrate resources, virtual manager, and virtual
elements (virtual nodes and virtual pipes). Fig. 2 helps to
illustrate the concepts that motivates the self-organizing model.

Fig. 1. Substrate node architecture

The substrate resources module comprises the physical
resources of the substrate node, like network interfaces, IO
(Input/Output) system (e.g., buffers, memory, hard disk, etc.),
CPU, etc. The virtual manager behaves as a middleware
between the physical resources and the resources that are
attributed to the virtual elements. The virtual manager also
contains the components of the self-organizing model and one

of the virtual elements (the virtual pipe). The components of
the self-organizing model are: self-organizing and monitoring
control loops, and local measurement points.

Virtual element modules are the virtual nodes and the virtual
pipes. There is a conceptual difference between these two
virtual elements related to what is physically deployed at the
substrate network and what is perceived by the virtual network.
An example that helps on clarifying this difference is presented
in Fig. 2, where two virtual networks are deployed on top of a
substrate network. More specifically, Fig. 2 depicts the virtual
network topologies and the architecture of the substrate nodes
supporting these virtual topologies.

Fig. 2. Substrate and virtual networks perspectives

The substrate network in Fig. 2 is composed of five substrate
nodes (“A”, “B”, “C”, “D”, “E”), and six substrate links
(“SL#1”, “SL#2”, “SL#3”, “SL#4”, “SL#5”, “SL#6”). The
Virtual Network 1 (VN1) is composed of three virtual nodes,
“VN1#N1”, “VN1#N2”, and “VN1#N3”, being each one re-
spectively mapped to the substrate nodes “C”, “A”, and “E”.
The second virtual network, Virtual Network 2 (VN2), is com-
posed of 4 virtual nodes, “VN2#N1”, “VN2#N2”, “VN2#N3”,
and “VN2#N4”, respectively mapped to the substrate nodes
“C”, “D”, “B”, and “E”. A virtual node corresponds to a set
of physical resources from the substrate node that are wrapped
together and assigned to a virtual network.

Another virtual element is also deployed in the architecture
of the substrate nodes “B” and “D”, but it is not illustrated
in VN1 topology. This element is the virtual pipe. While the
virtual node is designed to belong to both virtual network
topology and substrate node architecture, the virtual pipeis
designed to be part solely of the substrate node architecture
and transparent for the virtual network topology.

Indeed, a virtual pipe is a “connection” between two non
physically adjacent virtual nodes. As observed in Fig. 2,
not always two virtual nodes are allocated in adjacent sub-
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strate nodes. For example, the virtual nodes of VN2 are all
logically and physically adjacent,i.e., logically due to the
virtual topology, and physically because they are deployedin
adjacent substrate nodes. However, the tuples of virtual nodes
<VN1#N1,VN1#N3> and<VN2#N1,VN1#N3> of VN1 are
only logically adjacent, since the virtual links “VN1#L2” and
“VN1#L3” connecting the virtual neighbors are mapped to
more than one substrate links. For example, “VN1#L2” is
actually mapped to substrate links “SL#5” and “SL#6”, while
“VN1#L3” comprises substrate links “SL#2” and “SL#4”.

In our view, there is an economical reason that encourages
the use of both virtual pipes and virtual nodes. The deployment
of a virtual node requires the assignment of more substrate
resources than the deployment of a virtual pipe, because
virtual pipes require resources solely for “tunneling” traffic
and no other complex infrastructure (like applications, network
stacks, etc.). The assignment of substrate resources meansthat
costs will be charged to enable the use of these resources.
Thus, the higher is the number of virtual nodes, the higher
are the total costs to deploy a virtual network. Moreover,
depending on the geographical demands, it is not cost-effective
to deploy two physically adjacent virtual nodes, but somehow
the traffic of one virtual node must arrive in its logically
adjacent neighbor. In this sense, virtual pipes represent aless
expensive connection between logically adjacent virtual nodes.

Inside a virtual pipe runs essentially cut-through traffic,
i.e., a traffic that is not originated inside the substrate node
itself, but it just passes through the network interfaces ofthe
substrate node. This means that for each virtual pipe associated
to the traffic of a virtual network there is at least two substrate
links that are being used but actually could be spared if the
logically adjacent virtual nodes were also physically adjacent.
Thus, aiming to spar substrate link resources we propose a
self-organizing model that reduces the amount of cut-through
traffic inside the substrate network by moving virtual nodes.

III. SELF-ORGANIZING MODEL

The self-organizing model is based on a parallel and
distributed algorithm that uses local information during the
decision-making. This algorithm is executed by the self-
organizing control loop inside the virtual manager module
of each substrate node, as illustrated in Fig. 1. The local
information is retrieved from the measurement points by the
monitoring control loop. Afterwards, the self-organizingand
the monitoring control loops exchange the measured informa-
tion in order to verify whether a re-organization of virtual
elements is required. Such re-organization is triggered bythe
detection of an overloaded substrate link and the identification
of cut-through traffic inside this overloaded link.

A cut-through traffic can be identified under two perspec-
tives: the virtual pipe where the traffic is passing by and
the virtual node that is the source generating this traffic.
Analysis of traffic under the virtual pipe perspective is called
receiving candidate perspective, while analysis considering
virtual nodes is calledmoving candidate perspective. Con-
sidering the fact that inside a substrate node might exist virtual

nodes and virtual pipes, it becomes necessary to execute both
perspectives inside the same control loop. In this way, the
cut-through traffic associated either to virtual nodes or virtual
pipes can be properly identified and self-organizing actions
activated. An example of the high level execution of the
self-organizing algorithm is presented in Fig. 3. This figure
illustrates the stages of the self-organizing algorithm under
the perspective of receiving and moving candidates. The self-
organizing control loops depicted in Fig. 3 are part of the
substrate nodes “B” and “E” previously presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Self-organizing algorithm

Five stages characterize the self-organizing algorithm. On
the first stage, the capacity of the substrate links associated
to a substrate node are locally analyzed by both perspectives
of the self-organizing algorithm. The analysis starts withthe
identification of overloaded substrate links. Then, the traffic
associated to each one of these overloaded links is investigated
on the light of receiving and moving candidate perspectives.
Heuristics are used to identify the cut-through traffic associated
to each perspective. So far, the output of first stage is a list
of virtual nodes that should be received and moved by the
substrate node executing the self-organizing algorithm.

On the second stage, if the list of receiving and moving
candidates is not empty, the receiving candidate perspective
adopts an active behavior while the other perspective adopts
a passive behavior. The receiving candidate perspective sends
a message to its substrate neighbor requesting to receive a
virtual node it supposes that is deployed on such neighbor.
Meanwhile, the moving candidate perspective waits for a
message from a substrate neighbor requesting to receive a
virtual node belonging to its moving candidate list.

The third stage is characterized by the decision of moving
a virtual node. Whenever the substrate node executing the
moving candidate perspective receives the request message, it
verifies if there is a match between the virtual node requested
and its internal list of virtual nodes to be moved. Whether
there is a successful match, the moving candidate perspective
calculates the costs of re-organizing the virtual elements.
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If there is a favorable cost-effect relationship on this re-
organization, the request to move the virtual node is accepted.

The forth stage is the announcement of the decision to
move a virtual node and the reservation of resources to host
such virtual element at the substrate node that had its request
accepted. Finally, at the fifth stage, the virtual node is moved
and during the moving process all packets associated to this
moving virtual node are buffered to be replayed after the endof
the moving process. An example of the execution of the self-
organizing algorithm is presented in Fig. 4, that is a partial
view of the network showed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Execution of the self-organizing algorithm

The internal state of the self-organizing algorithm at the
end of the first stage is depicted in Fig. 4(a). The links that
are not considered overloaded (“SL#1”, “SL#2”, “SL#3”, and
“SL#6”) are discarded from the analysis of the self-organizing
algorithm, while the overloaded one “SL#4” has its traffic
investigated. When substrate node “B” analyzes the substrate
link “SL#4”, it discovers that this link is overloaded by the
incoming traffic associated to the virtual pipe of VN1. Based
on this, the self-organizing algorithm on substrate node “B”
declares itself as a receiving candidate for a virtual node of
VN1. During the first stage there is no communication between
neighbors, and thus the self-organizing algorithm on substrate
node “B” supposes that a virtual node of VN1 is deployed at
substrate node “E” and then proceed to the next stages.

In parallel, the substrate node “E” also analyzes and de-
clares “SL#4” as overloaded link, and considers the outgoing
traffic associated to “VN1#N3” as the traffic overloading
this substrate link. In this case, the self-organizing algorithm

on substrate node “E” considers “VN1#N3” as a moving
candidate, and waits for a request to move a virtual node
from VN1 coming from “SL#4”. When this request arrives in
substrate node “E”, there is a match between the virtual node
that is requested to be moved (a virtual node of VN1) and the
virtual node that should be moved from the substrate node
“E” (“VN1#N3”). After this, the self-organizing algorithm
inside the substrate nodes keeps executing until the last stage.
The resulting environment is presented in Fig. 4(b), where
“VN1#N3” has been moved to the substrate node “B” and the
traffic from “VN1#N3” to “VN1#N2”, that was considered the
cut-through traffic overloading “SL#4”, is not there any more.

A. Identification of an Overloaded Substrate Link

An overloaded link is the element that starts the evalu-
ation of a possible re-organization of virtual resources on
the substrate network. So, whenever the use on a substrate
link sl overpass the thresholdα, the next step is to identify
which virtual link inside the overloaded substrate link is using
the major amount of bandwidth. The output of this step is
the list of virtual links overloading the substrate linkslj
(OvV Link slj list), wherej is the index of thesl connected
to a substrate node. In the sequence, starts the process to
determine whether the flow associated to the virtual link
matches a cut-through traffic pattern. To determine this kind
of match, two heuristics were defined and presented below.

B. Receiving Candidate Heuristic

The receiving candidate heuristic identifies a cut-through
traffic when a virtual pipe is associated with the overloaded
virtual link inside slj. This heuristic is based on the com-
parison of the incoming traffic against the outgoing traffic
of a virtual pipe. Two conditions must be followed in order
to declare the substrate node hosting the virtual pipe as a
receiving candidate for a virtual node. First, the incoming
traffic of the virtual pipe must be predominant onvlkj , that
is the virtual link vl of the virtual networkk inside the
substrate linkslj . Second, the incoming traffic onvlkj must be
forwarded to one or multiple virtual links of the same virtual
networkk on the same substrate node. Everyvlkj belonging
to OvV Link slj is analyzed under these conditions.

C. Moving Candidate Heuristic

The moving candidate heuristic verifies if a virtual node
is generating the outgoing traffic onvlkj . Thus, we compare
the outgoing traffic against the incoming traffic of each virtual
link vlkj inside theOvVLink slj list. We assume that a virtual
node uses not only virtual link resources to originate a traffic
flow in vlkj , but it also uses IO capacity. For example, before
transmitting packets, the application inside the virtual node
needs to buffer these packets and for doing this it needs
to use the slices of IO resources assigned to itself. The
moving candidate heuristic identifies a relationship between
the outgoing traffic of linkvlkj with the amount of IO used
by the virtual network (IOvk) inside the substrate node. After
this analysis, the list of moving candidates is created to be
used during the second stage of the self-organizing algorithm.
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Fig. 5. Evaluation scenario

D. Implementation

To validate the substrate node architecture, concepts, and
the self-organizing model proposed in this paper, we have
to choose a substrate network model to be used. Despite the
potential to gain a large market-share, network virtualization
imposes large enhancements on the current network models,
like new devices, transmissions management, etc. Given the
problems on current models, we decided to work with a clean
slate approach. Thus, we developed a network virtualization
module based on Omnet++ simulator that uses a packet-
oriented transmission mechanism with traffic-shaping.

One important aspect of the implementation is the mon-
itoring process, since the self-organizing algorithm depends
on this process to make decisions. A two-stage monitoring
process was defined. The first stage is always active and the
size of data passing through the measurement points is the
monitored information buffered. The second stage is period-
ically activated and for the experiments the interval of 1.5
minutes is used. The monitored information on the first-stage
buffer is summed and stored in a second-stage buffer. The
self-organizing control loop uses the information of the second
stage to determine the average amount of resources consumed
within two self-organizing cycles. A sliding window keeps part
of the information of the second-stage and the data from the
first-stage is always erased. The sliding window helps to avoid
that punctual high loads trigger constant reorganizationsand
lead the substrate network to an unstable state.

IV. EVALUATION SCENARIO

Network topologies and the initial mapping of the virtual
IPTV networks are depicted in Fig. 5. The substrate network is
composed of 9 substrate nodes and each virtual IPTV network
is composed of 3 virtual nodes (physically separated by 2
virtual pipes). Each virtual node in Fig. 5 is an IPTV Video
Hub Office (VHO) [5] able to store and transmit movies.

Two sets of flows are running inside the substrate network.
The first one is associated to user’s requests of the Virtual
Network 1 (VN1). For VN1, the users connected to the VHO
“VN1#N1” (inside node “B”) are requesting movies that are
associated to “VN1#N3” (inside node “H”). The movies are
transmitted over the virtual link “VN1#L3”, which is mapped
to three substrate links “SL#1”, “SL#8”, and “SL#9”. As
depicted in Fig. 5, the flows of VN1 start at node “H” and
arrive at the node “B”. The second set of flows is associated
to the Virtual Network 2 (VN2). The users connected to the
VHO “VN2#N1” (inside node “B”) are requesting movies that
are stored at “VN2#N2” (inside node “E”). The transmission
occurs through the virtual link “VN2#L1”, which is mapped
to substrate links “SL#2”, “SL#3”, and “SL#4”. The flows of
VN2 are originated at node “E” and arrive at node “B”.

The bandwidth of each virtual link is 500 Mbits while the
bandwidth of each substrate link is 1 Gbits. The size of the
virtual storage associated to the VHOs of the virtual nodes
is 50 GB, and the storage capacity of each substrate node
is 100 GB. The size of the packets to be transmitted in the
substrate links is fixed to 1 MB. The threshold to identify an
overloaded link is the equivalent to 60% of the virtual link
bandwidth. The amount of traffic inside virtual networks is
mainly influenced by the number of movies requested by the
users of the virtual networks. For this scenario, the request rate
for each virtual network is fixed to 400 requests of movies
per hour (400 req/h), and the interval between each request
is given by an exponential distribution (this request modelis
based on [7]). The request rate is kept constant and active
during the whole simulation. When a request arrives, the next
action is the transmission of the movie. All movies in the
experiments have the same size (4 GB).

V. RESULTS

The evaluation shows the efficiency of using the self-
organizing model in terms of spared network traffic. Using
the scenario described above, almost 10 hours of user’s request
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Fig. 6. Traffic load of all substrate links
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Fig. 7. Traffic load of each substrate link used by the testbed

were simulated, being the self-organizing cycle activatedevery
5 minutes. Traffic load of the substrate links and the average
latency of the packets are measured every second stage mon-
itoring interval (1.5 minutes).

A. Traffic Load

The traffic load curves presented in the experiments show an
ascending behavior until 4 hours of simulation, and after this
the traffic load reaches the maximum average load per virtual
link for the request rate of 400 req/h, i.e., around 0.325 Gbits.

During the simulations with the self-organizing model dis-
abled, Fig. 6(a), the substrate links used by VN1 (light-lines)
have their curves overlapped because they have the same traffic
load. The same overlapping occurs with the traffic load of the
substrate links used by VN2 (dark-lines in Fig. 6(a)). The
traffic of both virtual networks follows a cut-through pattern

and for this reason the traffic load of those substrate links is
the same. However, when the self-organizing model is enabled,
Fig. 6(b), the traffic load of some substrate links changes.
The self-organizing model reallocates the virtual resources in
two distinct cycles. The first one happened after 4 hours of
simulation and reorganized the virtual resources of VN1. The
second cycle happened near 5 hours of simulation, and the
virtual resources of VN2 were reorganized.

To understand how the self-organizing model changes the
traffic load of the substrate links we present Fig. 7, that
shows the traffic load of each substrate link when the self-
organizing model is enabled and disabled. The traffic load of
each substrate link associated to the VN1 is presented in Figs.
7(a) - 7(c), and the traffic load of the VN2 substrate links is
illustrate in Figs. 7(d) - 7(f). Analyzing the traffic load ofthe
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substrate links presented in Fig. 7 it is possible to discover
which virtual nodes moved during the self-organizing cycles.

In the case of the VN1, the traffic load of substrate link
“SL#8”, Fig. 7(b), indicates that virtual node “VN1#N3”
moved from substrate node “H” to “I”, because after 4 hours
of simulation the traffic load changes from 0.32 Gbits to
0.46 Gbits and right after this it is interrupted (drops to
zero). Associated to this fact, the traffic load of substrate
links “SL#1”, Fig. 7(a), and “SL#9”, Fig. 7(c), also increases
from 0.32 Gbits to 0.36 Gbits after 4 hours of simulation.
This increase occurs because the virtual node “VN1#N3”,
now placed at the substrate node “I”, processes all packets
queued during the moving phase. In the sequence, the traffic
load of “SL#1” and “SL#9” drops to 7.4 Mbits and starts to
rise again as soon as the virtual application inside the virtual
node “VN1#N3” restarts to transmit movies in response to new
requests. Progressively, the traffic load of those substrate links
increases until it reaches the maximum average load (0.325
Gbits) after 8 hours of simulation. The same traffic behavioris
observed for the VN2. In this case, the virtual node “VN2#N2”
moved from the substrate node “E” to “D”, and this caused the
elimination of traffic load on the substrate link “SL#4”, Fig.
7(f). The pattern of increasing, dropping, and increasing again
is also observed in traffic load of the substrate links “SL#2”
and “SL#3”, respectivelly in Fig. 7(d) and Fig. 7(e).

The graphics of Fig. 7 show that using the self-organizing
model it is possible to reduce 1/3 of the traffic load when
the transmissions on substrate links “SL#8” and “SL#4” are
eliminated. Now, to have an entire picture of the amount of
network resources spared with the self-organizing model, we
present Fig. 8, where the traffic load of all substrate nodes of
the scenario is summed and graphically presented. Considering
the scenario used on the evaluation, the total traffic load ofthe
network is approximately 1.9 Gbits when the self-organizing
model is disabled, and when the model is enabled it reaches
the stable state using 1.2 Gbits. This means that 36.8% of the
network resources of this scenario were spared when the self-
organizing model is applied to managed the network resources.
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Despite the advantages on using the self-organizing model

to managed the traffic load of the substrate network, there
are issues regarding at least (i) the interruption time of the
applications inside the virtual networks and (ii) the latency of
the packets when a virtual node migration is required during
the self-organizing cycle. The first issue was addressed in a
previous work [6], and it mainly depends on the efficiency of
the moving mechanism and the amount of data that has to be
moved. The second issue this investigated as follows.

B. Latency

This experiment shows the average latency of packets
arrived in the destination virtual node of each virtual network
within the monitoring interval (1.5 minutes). Fig. 9 shows the
packet latency measured for each virtual network.
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Fig. 9. Latency of virtual networks flows

The latency of the packets for both virtual network is ap-
proximately 0.51 s when the self-organizing model is disabled,
as illustrated in Fig. 9(a). The same average latency is observed
in Fig. 9(b) until the moment that the first reorganization is
executed. It is not illustrated in Fig. 9(b), but the average
latency during the period of reorganization associated to the
VN1 reaches 50.04 s, and during the reorganization related
to VN2 it is approximately 50.84 s. After the reorganization
of the virtual resources the average latency remains stable
around 0.48 s for both virtual networks. This value represents
a reduction of 5.9% of the average latency if compared to the
latency before the reorganization.
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The self-organizing model can reduce the latency of the
packets but the cost associated to this benefit is a high latency
(around 50 s) during a period of at least 1.5 min. (as presented
in Fig. 9(b)). This high latency might become a problem when
the applications running inside the virtual network require
strict QoS (Quality of Service) guarantees.

VI. RELATED WORK

Network virtualization is an emerging research area. Most of
current researches in this area focus on defining an efficient
mapping or embedding process of virtual networks into the
substrate network [8][9][10].

Houidi et al. [8] presented a distributed and autonomic
mapping framework responsible for self-organizing the virtual
networks on top of the substrate network every time a new
deployment request arrives. Despite the fact this approachem-
ploys autonomic features and distribution, the self-organization
is subjected solely to the changes on the number of virtual
networks running on top of the substrate network. Thus,
changes on the amount of resources used by the virtual
networks during their lifetime are not explicitly considered.

The work presented by Yuyet al. [9] deals with dynamic
requests for embedding/removing virtual networks. The au-
thors map the constrains of the virtual network to the substrate
network by splitting the requirements of one virtual link in
more than one substrate link. A time window is used to
regulate when a reorganization of the virtual links is required.
The problem of this approach is to define a time window also
able to deal with changes on the use of the resource during
the lifetime of the virtual networks, and not only with the
dynamics on embedding/removing virtual networks.

Chowdhuryet al. [10] proposed algorithms for embedding
a virtual network that correlates both node and link mapping
requirements. The process is divided in two phases. First,
the virtual nodes are mapped and then takes place mapping
process of the virtual links. Once again, this approach deals
with the deployment phase of a virtual network, but it is not
target to deal with changes on the amount of resources used
by virtual networks during their lifetime.

Differently from current researches, the self-organizing
model presented in this paper addresses the management of
substrate resources during the lifetime of a virtual network
rather than the initial embedding phase. The decision of
when a self-organization is required is subjected solely to
resource consumption conditions of the running substrate net-
work infrastructure. External interferences, like a new virtual
network embedding or removing, are not the main issues to
be managed, but the effects of any kind of changes on the
substrate environment are the kernel of our proposal.

VII. C ONCLUSION

This paper presents a distributed self-organizing model to
manage the substrate resources in network virtualization.The
main objective of this model is to manage the amount of
network resources used during the lifetime of the virtual
networks. The triggers of self-organizing actions are the local

measurements and neighbor information. The experiments
showed that the benefits in terms of reduction of traffic load are
more expressive than the results in terms of latency. Moreover,
the high latency observed during the reorganization process
might reduce the range of types of virtual networks that
comply to our self-organizing model.

During the development of this research some issues raised
as future investigations. For example, there might exist an
economical model to determine the number of virtual pipes
and nodes associated to a virtual network. This model ac-
tually represents a trade-off between costs on buying slices
of resources versus the flexibility on managing the substrate
network resources. Other investigations go towards cross-layer
interaction to improve the resources management.
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Abstract—Network virtualization is an emerging technology
for cost-effective sharing of network resources. The key strategy
in network virtualization is of slicing physical resources (links,
CPU, memory, and storage) to create virtual networks that
are assigned to different operators. One important challenge
on network virtualization is the efficient use of the physical
resources. To accomplish such efficient use the management of
the physical resources should be transparent to the applications
running within the virtual networks, and should be executedat
runtime in order to deal with the variation on the load requests
of different virtual networks. Traditional resource alloc ation
schemes use offline, centralized, and global view strategies to
manage the use of physical resources. In contrast to these
strategies, we propose a runtime, distributed, local view approach
to manage physical resources. In this paper we introduce a
virtual network architecture and an associated self-organizing
algorithm to reallocate virtual network resources along different
physical nodes in order to equalize the bandwidth, and storage
consumption on the physical nodes. We developed a virtual
network model based on Omnet++ to simulate the designed self-
organizing algorithm. An IPTV testbed scenario is presented and
initial experiments, about the interruption time of the application
inside the IPTV virtual network, are described.

I. I NTRODUCTION

The increasing demand of multimedia services over the
Internet is pushing for new methods to allocate resources in
future networks. For example, IPTV services are expected to
become more and more popular and integrated offers, like
the triple-pay packages, require cost-effective strategies for
resource allocation. In fact, a typical IPTV network infras-
tructure requires significant investments for the distribution
network, in terms of guaranteed bandwidth as well as available
storage capacity. Normally, these resources need to be planned
and well dimensioned in advance, before upper services can
be actually deployed [1].

The costs of deploying a physical infrastructure may prevent
many service providers to get into the market, like in the case
of IPTV services [2]. Nevertheless, recent works in the field
of virtual networks offer a viable alternative that promises to
cut costs by sharing the infrastructure among different service
providers [3]. The key on network virtualization is of dividing
the physical network infrastructure into several slices and
associating them to different virtual providers. The deployment
of virtual networks must observe two different perspectives.
The former is the perspective of a virtual provider, who

wants the accomplishment of the contracted resources (SLAs
must be maintained), while the later regards to the physical
infrastructure provider, who wants to save as much as possible
its physical resources in order to maximize revenues.

Being this, efficient algorithms to allocate physical re-
sources (links, CPU and storage capacity) must be put in
place by physical providers, otherwise punctual high loadson
multiplexed physical resources may create resource scarcity
that can prevent the deployment of new virtual networks.
Traditionally, physical resources are allocated in the initial
planning phase: a planning tool [4] provides the estimated
dimensioning of network components given a certain SLA and
resources are allocated based on this output. This approachcan
be applied for small virtual environments, but in large scale
deployments a static allocation cannot take in account the mass
imbalance of users requests between different locations.

In order to efficiently consume resources of the physical
infrastructure, this paper proposes a real-time reallocation of
virtual network resources. The main contribution of this paper
is twofold. First, we propose a new approach to the deployment
of services of virtual networks: with this approach, resources
can be dynamically moved within the virtual layer to maximize
over time the consumption of physical resources. Second,
we define a distributed algorithm based on self-organizing
techniques to implement a real-time reallocation scheme for
virtual networks.

The proposed virtual model was implemented in the Om-
net++ simulator and we defined an IPTV scenario with virtual
providers in order to test the self-organizing reallocation
scheme. The objective of the simulation, in this paper, is
identifying the impact of the moving process in terms of
interruption of IPTV services.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 brings the related work on self-organization and virtual
networks. Section 3 presents the proposed virtual network
model and section 4 presents the designed reallocating scheme.
Section 5 presents the implementation of the proposed model
using the Omnet ++ simulator, while section 6 describes the
testbed scenario. The evaluation and the associated results are
discussed in Section 7. Finally, the conclusions and future
work are presented in Section 8.
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II. RELATED WORK

On a first sight, the proposed self-organization reallocation
scheme might be seen as an extension of existing virtual
machine live migration. Recently, self-organization techniques
have been employed on server virtualization scenarios [5][6].
In these cases, the virtual machines are self-organized ac-
cording to the workloads of the physical nodes, and gener-
ally, this self-organization is accomplished migrating virtual
machines to physical ones with lower workloads. However,
the metrics traditionally used to determine the workload of
virtual machines are CPU and memory, and in a virtual
network the bandwidth consumption is one major metric to
be considered in the migration process. Beyond these metrics,
virtual network live migration is different from virtual machine
migration because it has also to deal with virtual topology
issues and routing connections reconfigurations.

The research presented by Yuichi Ohsita et al. [7] is able
to make the reconfiguration of the virtual network topology
in order to cope with the traffic demands. The authors use
traffic matrix estimation, and partial view of the virtual nodes
to make the reconfiguration decisions. A sub set of the authors
from this first paper, Takashi Miyamura et al. [8], enhanced
the previous research and defined a centralized server devoted
to identify traffic on demand fluctuation and network failures.
Based on this, a virtual network reconfiguration is activated.
Both cases, the re-configuration is just restrict to links ofa
virtual network and does not consider that this process might
involve migration of an entire virtual device, like a router.

A recent research on virtual router migration is presented
by Yi Wang et al. [9]. In this paper the authors proposed a
virtual router migration mechanism, where virtual interfaces of
the routers are not directly mapped to physical ports and in this
sense it is possible to migrate a router among different phys-
ical devices. The authors presented the migration mechanism
itself and the advantages of using this approach to deal with
management changes, planning, and new service deployment.
However, nothing was mentioned about the analysis to trigger
the router migration, and how this approach can help to reduce
punctual high loads on the physical infrastructure.

Based on the aforementioned we believe that current re-
searches do not address the problem of reallocate virtual re-
sources at runtime, using local view, and based on a distributed
approach. The next sections present the proposed solution.

III. V IRTUAL NETWORK MODEL

According to recent researches, virtualization is a promising
technique to deploy future networks [3][10][11]. Its key idea
is the identification and separation of two roles: a physical
provider, who owns and maintains the physical network, and
a virtual provider, who builds its own infrastructure by renting
slices of resources from the physical provider. If we look ata
virtual provider as an entity selling services, the advantage of
virtualization relies on the fact that costs in running a physical
infrastructure can be outsourced to an external provider.

For this paper, it is important to describe the main charac-
teristics of an architecture for virtualization; it shouldbe noted

that this paper presents the minimal assumptions, and further
details can be found in specific projects like GENI or 4WARD
[12]. The physical resources of a node are sliced into different
virtual nodes: each virtual node is assigned to a different
customer. Physical resources include CPU power, memory
space, storage capacity, network interfaces and bandwidth.

An important aspect in the architecture of virtual networks
is the transparency: virtual nodes cannot see or exchange any
type of information, in order to assure isolation of the networks
of different providers. Additionally, the data exchanged in
the virtual network is transparent to the physical provider
to preserve the privacy of the customers. Nevertheless, some
minimal primitives to inspect the activity of the differentslices
are normally available: as an example, primitives to allow the
controller of the physical resources to know the actual usage
of computational resources and traffic consumption. Figure1
shows the architectural view of a node, where resources are
sliced and assigned to different virtual providers.

Fig. 1. Virtual node

A physical node is composed of: physical resources, virtual
manager, virtual nodes, and virtual pipes. The virtual manager
is responsible for receiving the requests for deployment ofa
virtual node or pipe and managing locally the connections and
resources associated to virtual network. The virtual manager
can be seen as the “hypervisor” concept used on virtual
machines technologies, for instance.

A virtual node is a slice of the physical node compre-
hending: CPU power, memory space, application(s), storage
capacity (if necessary), network interface and bandwidth mul-
tiplexing. A virtual pipe regards all virtual node features
but application and storage capacity. The introduction of the
virtual pipe concept supports the creation of virtual links
between non-adjacent virtual nodes. Figure 2 illustrate the
differences of using virtual nodes and virtual pipes considering
the physical view and the virtual views.

The technology for creating virtual links is already available
on current routers [9], but we believe that it is necessary
to have some mechanism to determine the amount of traffic
passing by physical connections that compose the virtual link,
in order to enable a better management of the virtual networks
resources. For example, the employment of virtual pipes
allows the virtual manager to identify forward traffic inside
a physical node without inspecting the packets belonging toa
virtual network associated to this traffic. In our model, the
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Fig. 2. Virtual link representation

information associated to this kind of traffic is one of the
inputs used to analyze the necessity of reallocating virtual
resources. In the next section we present our solution for
efficient resources reallocation.

IV. D ISTRIBUTED REALLOCATION SCHEME

As mentioned before the major contributions of our proposal
are the employment of distribution, local view, and online
features on the reallocation of resources of virtual networks.
Some assumptions must be observed in order to provide such
features in the new scheme, and they are described below.

• The initial deployment of a virtual network is not ad-
dressed by this work, and we assume that a different,
external planning tool analyzes the conditions of physical
resources and then choose the best initial placement for
the slices of the new virtual network.

• We assume that the virtual topology defined by the first
placement will not change during the lifetime of the
virtual network, even after the reallocation of virtual
slices among physical nodes.

• The reallocation of slices must be as transparent as
possible for the virtual node. In the current stage of
this research, the reallocation of the virtual slices is
transparent in the sense of avoiding to exchange any kind
of information between the virtual application inside the
moving slice and the virtual managers of the physical
nodes involved in the reallocation operation. However,
we introduce an interruption time on the execution of the
application running inside the moving virtual slice.

Based on these assumptions, and inspired on self-
organization techniques presented in [13] we defined a re-
allocation scheme that is executed locally by each virtual
manager inside the physical nodes. The main objective of
this mechanism is to approximate the virtual node that is
generating a great amount of traffic to the destination virtual
node. The approximation is done moving the source virtual
node from its physical device to another physical device near
the destination virtual node. Figure 3 illustrates the reallocation
of a virtual router of an IPTV virtual provider (details about
the IPTV infrastructure can be found in [2]).

The algorithm used to accomplish the reallocation scheme
is divided in five stages. First, locally each virtual man-

Fig. 3. Reallocation scheme

ager analyzes the existence of some traffic associated to a
virtual node with characteristics to be moved. We defined
heuristics to identify traffic patterns overloading links of the
substrate network. These heuristics correlate information of
local resources, such as incomming/outgoing traffic and the
amount of memory/storage read and write to determine if
there is some cut-through traffic that should be eliminated
by moving/receiving a virtual node1. On the second stage,
the physical neighbors exchange information about the virtual
nodes that must be received or moved. Locally, on the third
stage, each neighbor analyzes the exchanged information, and
the physical node that must move a virtual resource decides to
whom the virtual resources might be moved. The forth stage is
the decision and the reservation of the resources at the target
physical neighbor. Finally, the virtual resources are moved.

During the third and fifth stages the application(s) running
inside the virtual node are suspended, and all packets related
to this virtual node are queued by the virtual manager. As
soon as the virtual node is reestablished on the physical
neighbor the packets are unqueued and sent to the virtual
node on the new physical location. As aforementioned, the
proposed reallocation scheme imposes an interruption timeon
the application running on the virtual node. This interruption
time depends on the nature of virtual node that is being
moved. For example, if the virtual node is an IPTV router,
the interruption time might be higher because the storage
associated to the IPTV router must be also moved. On the other
hand, if the virtual node is a common router the interruption
time should not be prohibitive because less resources should
be moved. Discussions about the routing process during the
migration of virtual routers are out of the scope of this paper.

According to the description provided above, it is possible
to observe that our proposal does not need a global view
of the physical topology to identify the overloaded physical
resources, like links or devices. Just using the local information
retrieved from the controllers of network interfaces, CPU,
memory, and disk, our heuristic is able to identify possible
virtual candidates to be moved. Moreover, we also do not

1Due to space limitations the heuristics developed to identify the virtual
nodes to be moved will not be presented in this paper.
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need any centralized entity to make the decision of reallocating
resources. Our approach is completely distributed and based
on information exchanged among the physical neighbors the
reallocating scheme is triggered. On the next sections we
present the implementation, testbed, and evaluation of the
proposed reallocation scheme.

V. I MPLEMENTATION

To validate our reallocation scheme we implemented a new
module for Omnet++ Simulator. This new module is presented
in Figure 4. The network presented in this figure is composed
of 5 physical nodes and 2 virtual IPTV providers (“vnetA”
and “vnetB”). Most of the parameters of this virtual module
are configurable, like for example the number of physical
devices, virtual nodes, and pipes, and also the features of these
elements. However, the current version of this module does not
support the definition of different network topologies, andonly
ring network topology can be described in this version.

Fig. 4. Virtual module for Omnet++ simulator

So far, in this paper we show the execution of the proposed
distributed virtual reallocation scheme in the light of the
reallocation of virtual resources from an IPTV virtual provider.
To accomplish this we defined a virtual network where an
IPTV provider deploys the required infrastructure to attend
the requests for movie streams of their costumers, and the
associated testbed is described in the sequence.

VI. T ESTBED

We consider a scenario where the IPTV provider requires
routers connecting costumers, and the planning tool, respon-
sible for defining the first placement of the virtual resources,
has allocated two virtual routers in different physical routers.
Furthermore, storage slices have been attached to each virtual
router. These two virtual nodes are connected through a virtual
link and belong to the virtual provider #1 (VP#1) illustrated
in Figure 3.

In the evaluated scenario, users from both virtual providers
(VP#1 and VP#2) are requesting movies and thus generating
traffic in the physical links L1 and L2. The experiments
consider that the traffic load imposed by the requests from the

users connected to the virtual router “VR1A” to the virtual
router “VR1 B” is higher then any other traffic on the network
presented in Figure 3. So far, after the local execution of the
reallocation schema by the virtual managers of each physical
device, the virtual node “VR1B” (at physical device “PR-
III”) is identified as the candidate to be moved to the physical
device “PR-II”.

To run the simulation some main parameters are required
and Table I presents these parameters and the associated values
used on the simulation.

Parameter Associated value
Datarate of links associated
to each virtual network 1 Gbps
Delay of of links associated
to each virtual network 1 ms
Datarate of storage 100 Mbps
Delay of storage 1 ms

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE SIMULATION

Being this, the initial experiments proposed in this paper
investigate the interruption time to move the virtual router
“VR1 B” and the storage directly connected to it, when the
size of the storage varies from 1GB to 10GB. We also discuss
the compromise between maintaining a low interruption time
and the number of virtual resources necessary to keep the fixed
interruption time.

VII. E VALUATION

Figure 5 presents the graphic of the interruption time
associated to the scenario described above. The interruption
time is composed of time to: (a) exchange the control messages
between the physical neighbors in order to reserve the required
resources for the reallocation process; (b) read and send data
from one storage to the storage of the physical neighbor; and
(c) write data on the storage of the new physical location
of virtual router “VR1 B”. The interruption time increases
linearly with the increase of the storage size, as expected.

Fig. 5. Interruption time

The analysis of the interruption time is not so interesting
when it is done in an isolated fashion. However, the analysis
of the interruption time in the light of the amount of virtual
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resources used by a virtual provider can become a business
metric at the moment that a virtual provider is contracting a
virtual network. For example, let’s consider the scenario where
an IPTV provider requires a storage capacity of 20 GB, and
the features described in Table I are being used. In this case,
the smallest interruption time (i.e, 80s considering that the
minimum storage slice is 1GB) is guaranteed when 20 virtual
nodes are used.

In this sense, the maintenance of low interruption time dur-
ing the reallocation scheme imposes the deployment of more
virtual resources to a single virtual provider. This information
can be used by both sides, physical and virtual providers,
to determine the behavior of the reallocation process. For
instance, if the virtual provider contracting a virtual network
does not desire high interruption time on the applications
running inside the virtual network, it can force the physical
provider not to employ the reallocation scheme to this virtual
network. However, the physical provider can increase the
prices for virtual providers that want more fixed constrainson
the maintenance of the virtual network operation. We believe
that this tradeoff is a metric to be agreed on the SLA between
the physical and the virtual providers before the deployment
of the virtual network.

VIII. C ONCLUSION

This paper presented the definition of a distributed real-
location scheme for virtual network resources, a high level
architecture for virtual networks, and first experiments using
the reallocation scheme on IPTV scenario. The main objectives
of the experiments were presenting the correct execution of
the reallocation mechanism, identifying the interruptiontime
of the applications (inside the virtual nodes) imposed by the
resource reallocation process, and analyzing the relationship
between interruption time and virtual resources composingthe
virtual network.

The major outcome of this initial experiment is the utiliza-
tion of the interruption time and number of virtual resources
in order to determine the terms of the SLA between the
physical and virtual providers. If application outages arenot a
constrain for the virtual provider, it is possible to firm an SLA
giving more flexibility to the physical provider reallocates the
virtual resources, and this flexibility might be translatedinto a
reduction on the price of the virtual network deployment. The
major benefit in this case stays with the physical provider, that
can reallocate the virtual resources in order to efficientlyuse
the physical resources. On the other hand, virtual providesthat
require restrict reallocation policies and low interruption time,
would not allow the employment of the reallocation scheme,
as a consequence the costs for the virtual provider might be
increased.

As future work we intend to extend the experiments using
the IPTV virtual networks, and employ a user request model
to verify the full operation of the reallocation scheme. The
next evaluation scenario aims to identify the costs of mov-
ing virtual resources, considering the relationship between
interruption time and the saved bandwidth on the physical

links after the execution of the reallocation scheme. We also
intend to test the behavior of other kind of applications on
top of the virtual model, for instance, network management
applications. Furthermore, we intend to investigate how self-*
features, like self-healing, self-configuration, self-awareness,
self-monitoring, can improve the management of the virtual
networks on top of the physical network.
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Abstract. Monitoring is essential in modern network management. However,
current monitoring systems are unable to recover their internal faulty entities forc-
ing the network administrator to manually fix the occasionally broken monitoring
solution. In this paper we address this issue by introducinga self-healing moni-
toring solution. This solution is described considering a scenario of a monitoring
system for a Network Access Control (NAC) installation. Theproposed solution
combines the availability provided by P2P-based overlays with self-healing abil-
ities. This paper also describes a set of experimental evaluations whose results
present the tradeoff between the time required to recover the monitoring infras-
tructure when failures occur, and the associated bandwidthconsumed in this pro-
cess. Based on the experiments we show that it is possible to improve availability
and robustness with minimum human intervention.

1 Introduction

Network and service monitoring is an activity essential to identif problems in underly-
ing IT communication infrastructures of modern organizations. Monitoring is typically
materialized by systems that periodically contact elements (e.g., network devices and
services) to check their availability and internal status.A monitoring system may be
simple (like the Multi Router Traffic Grapher (MRTG) [1]) or complex, being com-
posed of as diverse entities as monitors, agents, and event notifiers. The information
collected and processed by monitoring systems enables human administrators, respon-
sible for managing the IT infrastructure, to identify (and possibly predict) problems,
and thus react in order to keep the managed infrastructure operating in a proper way.

Monitoring systems must run uninterruptedly to ensure thatfailures in the managed
elements are detected. Problems in the monitoring systems break the monitoring pro-
cess and can lead the human administrator to believe that themanaged elements are
working properly even when they are not. Robust monitoring systems should thus em-
ploy mechanisms not only to identify failures on the managedinfrastructure, but also
to recover the faulty monitoring solution itself. Currently, however, most monitoring
systems force the administrator to manually recover the occasionally broken solution.
Such a manual approach may not drastically affect the monitoring of small networks,
but in larger infrastructures the approach will not scale and should be replaced efficient
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alternatives. The self-managed approach is one alternative emerging as a solution for
the manual approach. Typically, a self-managed system is built on top of self-* features
capable to reduce the human intervention and provide more efficient results.

In this paper we address the problem of monitoring systems that lack self-healing-
ness feature by considering the example of a Network Access Control (NAC) [2] in-
stallation. A NAC secured network is composed of devices andservices (e.g., routers,
firewalls, RADIUS servers) that control how users and devices join the network. Tra-
ditional monitoring systems (i.e., without self-healing support) fail to protect NAC, for
example, in two situations. First, consider a crashed RADIUS server whose associated
RADIUS monitor crashed too. In this case, the administratorreacts to the RADIUS
problem only when users complain about unsuccessful login attempts. Worse than that,
however, is the second situation. Suppose a failure in therogue userservice responsi-
ble for detecting unregistered devices, and another failure in the monitor associated to
it. In this case, unregistered devices will silently join the network without generating
user complains. In contrast to the first situation, the “silent failure” remains because
no signal is issued either by network users or, and most seriously, by the now broken
monitoring system.

Recent researches on autonomic management certainly present self-* concepts that
could be used to address the aforementioned problems. Such researches, however, take a
mostly abstract approach and rarely touch concrete implementation issues. In this paper,
in turn, we investigate the employment of self-* features toactually implement, deploy,
and evaluate a self-healing monitoring system able to recover from internal failures
without requiring, at some extend, human intervention. Thegoal of our research is to
understand the advantages and drawbacks of using self-* features in a real scenario of
a service monitoring system.

The monitoring elements of our solution implement two main processes: regular
monitoring (to monitor final devices and services) and recovery (to heal the monitoring
system). We evaluate our solution in terms of recovery time when fail-stop crashes
occur in the monitoring system. In addition, we also measurethe traffic generated by the
communication between the elements of our solution. This leads us to the contribution
of showing the tradeoff between the recovery time and associated network traffic. The
determination of such tradeoff is important because it shows when a faster recovery
process consumes too much network bandwidth. On the other side, it also shows when
excessively saved bandwidth leads to services that remain unavailable longer.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review network
monitoring systems in terms of self-* support, distribution, and availability. In Section
3 we introduce our self-healing architecture for NAC monitoring, while in section 4
we evaluate our proposal in an actual testing environment, presenting associated results
and their analyses. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2 Related Work

Although network and service monitoring is widely addressed by current investigations
[3] [4] and products on the market [5], we review in this section solutions that are mainly
related to the aspects of self-monitoring and self-healingon distributed monitoring.
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Distributed monitoring are specially required in large-scale networks, like country
or continental-wide backbones [6] [7]. Most of the researchin this area propose com-
plex monitoring system that generally identify internal failures and employ algorithms
to reorganize itself without the failed components. In thissense, the solutions present a
certain level of self-awareness and adaption, although self-healing is in fact not present,
i.e., failing entities are not recovered or replaced. It means that in scenarios where most
of the monitoring entities crash, the monitoring systems stop working because no mech-
anism is employed to maintain the execution of the monitoring entities.

Yalagandulaet al. [8] propose an architecture for monitoring large networks based
on sensors, sensing information backplane, and scalable inference engine. The commu-
nication among the entities relies on a P2P management overlay using Distributed Hash
Tables (DHTs). Prieto and Stadler [9] introduce a monitoring protocol that uses span-
ning trees to rebuild the P2P overlay used for the communications among the nodes of
the monitoring system. Both Yalagandulaet al. and Prieto and Stadler work can reor-
ganize the monitoring infrastructure if failures are detected in monitoring nodes. After
such reorganization the failing nodes are excluded from thecore of the rebuilt monitor-
ing infrastructure. Although reorganized, with a few number of nodes, the monitoring
capacity of the system is reduced as a whole. Again, adaptation in the form of infras-
tructure reorganization is present, but proper self-healing it is not.

Few investigations in fact explicitly employ autonomic computing concepts in sys-
tem monitoring. Chaparadzaet al. [10], for example, combine self-* aspects and moni-
toring techniques to build a traffic self-monitoring system. The authors define that self-
monitoring networks are those that autonomously decide which information should be
monitored, as well as the moment and local where the monitoring task should take
place. Nevertheless, such work does not define how the monitoring system should react
in case of failures in its components. The meaning of self-monitoring in this case is
different than the one of our work. While self-monitoring inChaparadza’s work means
autonomous decision about the monitoring process, in our view self-monitoring is about
detecting problems, through monitoring techniques, in themonitoring system itself.

Yangfan Zhou and Michael Lyu [11] present a sensor network monitoring system
closer to our view of self-monitoring. The authors’ contribution resides on the use of
sensors themselves to monitor one another in addition to performing their original task
of sensing their surrounding environment. Although self-monitoring is achieved, given
the restrictions of the sensor nodes (e.g.limited lifetime due to low-capacity batteries)
the system cannot heal itself by reactivating dead nodes.

Considering the current state of the art, there is a necessity for new approaches for
self-monitoring systems. New proposals should explicitlyinclude, in addition to self-
awareness already available in the current investigations, self-healing support on the
monitoring entities in order to autonomously keep the monitoring service up. In the
next section we thus present our self-healing approach for monitoring infrastructures.

3 Self-Healing Architecture for Monitoring Infrastructur es

The self-healing architecture built in our investigation forms a P2P management over-
lay on top of the monitored devices and services. The usage ofP2P functionalities in
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our architecture provides a transparent mechanism to enable communications target
to publish, discover, and access management tasks inside the overlay. In this way, the
control of such basic communications is delegated to the P2Pframework used to imple-
ment our architecture. Furthermore, in a previous work we have presented that network
management based on P2P can aggregate benefits, like reliability and scalability, on
the execution of management tasks [12]. Now, we use P2P overlays to have the trans-
parency on basic overlay operations, to distribute the identification of failures and also
to provide scalability on the recovery process.

The overlay proposed in previous work is called ManP2P and its architecture has
been described in the work of Panissonet al. [13]. In this current paper, we extend the
ManP2P functionalities in order to explicitly support self-healing processes. We believe
that combined, self-healing and P2P overlays can bring together a self-monitoring in-
frastructure able to address current problems on monitoring systems. In this section we
review the ManP2P architecture, present self-healing extensions, and exemplifies their
employment in the concrete scenario of a NAC installation.

3.1 P2P Management Overlay and Services

The collection of management peers forms the ManP2P management overlay. Each peer
runs basic functions (e.g., granting access to other peers to join the overlay or detecting
peers that left the P2P network) to maintain the overlay structure. In addition, each peer
hosts a set omanagement servicesinstances that execute management task over the
managed network. In our specific case, such tasks are monitoring remote equipments.
A management service is available if at least one single instance of it is running on the
overlay. More instances of the same service, however, must be instantiated in order to
implement fault tolerance. Figure 1 exemplifies a scenario where management services
(LDAP monitors, Web servers monitors, rogue user monitors)for a NAC installation
are deployed on the ManP2P management overlay.

Fig. 1. NAC meta-monitoring infrastructure
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In Figure 1, peers #1 and #2 host service instances, picturedas a triangle, that moni-
tor an LDAP server. Peer #4, on its turn, contacts both the Webserver and the rogue user
service because it hosts management services to monitor these elements. The special
services of self-healing and configuration, depicted as black and gray circles respec-
tively, will be explained farther in this paper. Each peer, in summary, may host different
services at one. In the extreme cases, there could exist peers with no management ser-
vices (thus useless peers) or peers hosting one instance of each available management
service (this possibly becoming an overloaded peer).

We consider that the a management service is able to heal itself if, after the crashing
of some of its instances (possibly due to peers crash), new instances become available,
thus recovering the service and guaranteeing its availability. In order to cope with that,
two functions must be supported: failure detection and service instance activation.

3.2 Failure Detection

Failures in a management service are detected by a self-monitoring procedure where
each service instance, in intervals oft seconds, sends a signal (heartbeat) to all other
instances of the same service to inform that the former is running. Self-monitoring, in
this sense, means that there is no external entity monitoring the instances of a man-
agement service deployed inside the overlay. Indeed, the instances of the management
service themselves can monitor their liveness throughout the heartbeat messages. So, if
one instance crashes, the other instances will miss the former’s heartbeats and then will
initiate the process to recover this instance, as it will be explained later on this paper.

Heartbeats that get lost in the network may wrongly suggest the unavailability of a
service instance. Instead of immediately assuming an instance as down given the lack
of a heartbeat, it first becomes suspect by the other instances. In order to double check
the availability of the suspicious instance, one of the other alive instance tries to contact
the suspicious instance back. If no contact is possible, thesuspicious instance is finally
declared unavailable. Assumings as the time spent to double check the availability of
a suspicious instance, the maximum detection time istd = t + s.

The distribution of heartbeats from one service instance toall others is accomplished
using group communications. At the network level, in the best case, group communi-
cation is supported by multicast communications. In this case, the number of heartbeat
messagesh issued byi service instances int seconds will beh = i. However, if mul-
ticasting is not available, the notifying service instanceis forced to send, via unicast,
copies of the same heartbeat to all other instances. In this case, the number of messages
will be h = i2 − i. In this way, the presence of multicasting directly influences the
network traffic generated by the failure detection function.

Failure detection is essentially a consensus problem. Solutions on this topic, com-
ing from the dependability field, could be employed and formalisms used to model
and validade our detection approach. Instead of that, however, we preferred to use the
practical approach of actually implementing the aforementioned function. Although no
formal proof is provided, our experiments have shown that this approach is effective in
detecting failures in the management service instances.
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3.3 Service Instance Activation and Policies

Instance activation is crucial to recover the management service that just lost some of
its instances. It is on instance activation that the self-healing and configuration services,
presented in Figure 1, play a key role.

Once an instance detects a remote crashed one, it notifies theself-healing service
that determines how many, if any, new instances of the faultyservice must be activated.
To do so, the self-healing service internally checks a repository of service policies that
describes, for each management service, the minimum numberof instances that must
be running, as well as the number of new instances that must beactivated once the
minimum boundary is crossed.

Table 1.Service policy repository

Management serviceMinimum instancesActivate instances
LDAP monitor 2 1

Web server monitor 2 2
Rogue user monitor 2 1

Table 1 shows the service policy repository for the NAC installation of Figure 1. As
can be observed, the LDAP monitoring service must have at least 2 instances running.
In cause of failure, another new one instance must be activated. In the case of the Web
server monitor, on the other hand, although 2 instances are running, whenever activation
is required 2 other new instances will be initiated. If the number of remaining running
instances of a services is still above the minimum boundary,the self-healing service
ignores the faulty service notifications. For example, in the case of the rogue user mon-
itor from Figure 1, if a single instance crashes no action will be executed because the
remaining 2 instances do not cross the minimum boundary. Although it is outside the
scope of this paper stressing the administration and usage of management service poli-
cies (refer to the work of Marquezanet al. [14] for that), we assume that policies are
defined by the system administrator and transferred to the self-healing service instances
long before any failure occurred in the P2P management overlay.

Once required, the self-healing service tries to activate the number of new instances
defined in the service policy by contacting theconfiguration service. Such configuration
service is then responsible for creating new instances of the faulty service on peers that
do not have those instances yet. A peer hosting solely a configuration service can be
seen as an spare peer ready to active new instances of any service in failure.

Different than the failure detection function, instance activation is performed out-
side the group of instances that implement the failing management service. That is so
because decoupling the instance activation function from the services that require them
allow us to more flexibly deal with the number of components for each function. That
directly impact on the number of message exchanged in the overlay.

So far, we have defined a self-healing architecture that extends the ManP2P func-
tionalities. However, to ensure that the failure detectionand instance activation func-
tions work properly, two requirements must be filled on the P2P management overlay.
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First, each management service (including the self-healing and configuration services)
must run at least 2 instances in order to detect and recover problems on the management
service. That is so because a single faulty instance cannot react itself if it is crashed,
then at least another instance is required. Second, each peer must not host more than
one instance of the same management service in order to avoidseveral instances of that
service crashing if the hosting peer crashes too. We assure that the maintenance of the
monitoring infrastructure can be accomplished while theserequirements are fulfilled.

3.4 System Implementation

As mentioned before, our architecture extends the ManP2P system. The implementation
of our architecture in an actual monitoring system is than based on the previous code of
ManP2P. Figure 2 left depicts the internal componentes of a peer of our solution.

Components are divided by thecore peer planeand management service plane.
The core peer plane’s components are responsible for controlling the communication
mechanisms between peers. At the bottom theJXTAandnetwork multicastcomponents
implement group communication using unicast (via JXTA) or network multicast. On
top of them, thegroup managerandtoken managercomponents control, respectively,
group membership and load balancing (via a virtual token ring). Messages are handled
by themessage handlercomponent that interfaces with Axis2 to communicate with the
management service plane’s components. A ManP2P componenton the top of the core
peer plane is used to implement complementary functionalities that are not inside the
scope of this paper.

At the management service plane the regular monitoring services are found. Al-
though located in this plane, monitoring services themselves do not monitor remote
instances for fault detection; this verification is in fact performed by the group manager
component. That is so because we wanted the self-monitoringfunction to be native
in any peer, freeing the developer of new management services to concentrate their
efforts on the management functionalities he/she is codingwithout worrying about
self-monitoring. At the management service plane the self-healing and configuration
services are also found. As mentioned before, they are responsible for activating new
instances of monitoring services when required. The black little square inside the self-
healing service represents the policies that define the minimum number of instances of
each management service, as well as the number of new instances that must be activated.
Peers and internal monitoring services have been coded in Java using Axis2, JXTA, and
ManP2P previously developed libraries. Monitoring services have been specifically de-
veloped as dynamic libraries that can be instantiated when required be a hosting peer.

4 Experimental Evaluation

In our experimental evaluation we measured the recovery time and the generated net-
work traffic when fail-stop crashes occur in peers of the proposed self-healing monitor-
ing infrastructure. We evaluate the effects of such failures considering variations on: (a)
the number of simultaneously crashing peers, (b) the numberof peers in the manage-
ment overlay, and (c) the number of management services running on the overlay.
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Fig. 2.Meta-monitoring architecture

We have run our experiments in a high performance cluster, called LabTec from
the GPPD research group at UFRGS [15], from which we used 16 nodes to host the
management peers of our architecture. The recovery time andthe generated traffic have
been measured capturing the P2P traffic and timestamping it using a packet capture
tcpdump software. Traffic volume is calculated considering the headers and payload
of all packets generated by the system operations. Recoverytime has been measured 30
times for each experimental case and computed with a confidence interval of 95%.

Although the size of P2P systems is typically of scales much higher than 16 nodes,
we emphasize here that we do not believe that, in an actual management scenario of
a single corporation, administrators would use a large number of managing nodes. We
thus assume that 16 peers are sufficient for most actual management environments.
Over the P2P management overlay we deployed up to 12 different NAC management
services (namely, monitors for LDAP, DNS, DHCP, Radius, data base, Web servers,
rogue user, firewall, proxy, access point, switches, and routers), in addition to the self-
healing and configuration special services required in the recovery process. The single
service policy enforced in all management services of our experiments defines that at
least 2 instances per service must be running and, in case of failures, just 1 another
instance must be activated per crashed instance.

Considering the above, two main sets of experiments have been carried out: multi-
ple crashing peers, and variable number of peers and services. These experiments and
associated results are presented in the next subsections.
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4.1 Multiple Crashing Peers

The first experiment was designed to check the performance ofthe self-healing moni-
toring architecture when the number of simultaneously crashing peers hosting manage-
ment services increases until the limit where half of them are broken. In addition, we
want to check whether the number of instances of the self-healing and configuration
services influences the recovery time and generated traffic.

For this set of experiments, we used to following setup: 12 management services are
always deployed, each one with 2 instances running on the overlay. The total 24 service
instances (i.e., 12× 2) are placed along 8 peers, each one thus hosting 3 (i.e., 24÷ 8)
service instances. The number of crashing peers varies from1 to 4. Since each peer hosts
3 instances, the number of crashing instances varies from 3 (12.5%) to 12 (50%), out
of the total of 24 instances. Additional 4 peers have been used to host the self-healing
and configuration services. Their varying number of instances has been organized, in
pairs of self-healing/configuration, as follows: 2 and 4 instances, and 4 and 4 instances.
Finally, we consider that group communication support is implemented interchangeably
using multicast and unicast.

Figure 3 shows in seconds the time taken by the monitoring system to detect and
activate new instances of the crashing services using the “spare” cluster nodes that host
the configuration service. The first occurrence of 3 crashingservices correspond to the
situation where 1 peer fails; 6 crashing services correspond to 2 failing peers, and so
on. No value is provide in 0 (zero) because with no failing peers there will not be any
crashing service. Figure 4, in its turn, presents the network traffic generated by the
management overlay in this recovery process. In this case, for 0 (zero) there exists an
associated network traffic because, in the self-monitoringprocess, heartbeat messages
are constantly sent regardless the presence or not of a failure.
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The recovery time as a function of the number of crashing peers stayed mostly con-
stant. With that we can conclude that the system scales well considering a management
scenario of 16 nodes. There is a little variance on the recovery time as a function of the
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self-healing and configuration services. In fact, such difference is the result of employ-
ing multicast or unicast. When peers use multicasting they quickly become aware of
changes in the system, and can rather react faster. Using unicast, however, more mes-
sages are sent, delaying the communication and, as a consequence, the reactions. In
summary, the recovery time is not strongly influenced eitherby the self-healing and
configuration services or by the number of crashing services. There is, however, a little
influence from the use of multicast or unicast in the group communication support.

Network traffic, in its turn, presents a stronger influence ofmulticast or unicast
support. As can be observed in Figure 4, multicast-based communications saves more
bandwidth, which is expected. The important point to be observed, however, is that
with the increasing number of crashed services the traffic generated to recover them is
closely linear, but with doubling the number of failures, the traffic generate does not
double together. Although not so efficient as in the case of recovery time, the band-
width consumption is still scalable in this case. Putting these two parameters together
and observing the graphs, if multicasting is used the numberof self-healing and config-
uration services and the number of crashing peers do not influence the recovery time,
and slightly increase the bandwidth consumption. In the case of unicast, however, the
option of employing 2 self-healing instances instead of 4 isbetter, because this setup
reacts slightly faster yet generating less traffic.

4.2 Varying Number of Peers and Services

The second experiment shows the relationship between recovery time and generated
traffic when single crashes occur (which tends to be more frequent than multiple crashes)
but the number of peers and services varies. We consider the recovery process when the
number of management services increases (from 1 to 12,i.e. from 2 to 24 instances)
over three setups where 2, 6, and 12 peers are used to host the management services. In
addition to single crashes, we also fixed the number of 2 self-healing and 2 configura-
tion services instances, hosted by 2 peers. We did so because, as observed before, the
number of such instances few impacts on the recovery time.
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In Figure 5, where the recovery delay is presented, servicescommunicating via
multicast are depicted with dashed lines, while services using unicast are depicted with
solid gray lines. The recovery time when only 2 peers are employed is usually higher
because each of the 2 peers hosts more service instances. When one of the peers crashes,
more instances need to be activated. On the other extreme, with 12 peers, each peer
hosts less services, leading to the situation where a crashing peer actually triggers the
activation of less service instances.

The fact that more instances need to be activated as the result of a more load peer can
be observed in Figure 6, that shows the traffic generated to recover the system. Again,
multicast communications save more bandwidth than unicast, as expected. However, it
is important to notice now that the number of services in eachpeer influences too. For
example, 6 instances running on the same peer (line “6 serv. multicast”, with 2 peers
in the x axis) despite being multicast still takes longer andgenerates more traffic to
recover the system than the case where, via unicast, only 1 services is deployed (line “1
serv. unicast”, with 2 peers in the x axis).

This confirms that the number of peers and service instances must be similar in
order to recover more promptly the system without generating too much traffic. If an
administrator is restricted in terms of peers available, he/she must try to restrict the
number of services employed as well. If new services are required, however, the option
of also increasing the number of peers should be considered.

Now considering the whole picture, administrators should not worry about simulta-
neous crashes nor the number of self-healing and configuration services. Increased mul-
tiple crashes are more scare, and even if they happen the system is able to recover rea-
sonably fast. As observed, the number of serf-healing and configuration services does
not affect the overall performance of the system. However, administrator should do pay
attention to the number of available peers and service instances, as mentioned before.
Finally, the employment of multicast and unicast in the group communication mecha-
nism influences in the recovery time (less) and the generatedtraffic (more). Choosing
multicast whenever possible helps to improve the response time of the system. Unfortu-
nately multicasting is not always available, which forces the administrator to use unicast
to implement group communication.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented in this paper the design and evaluation of aP2P-based self-healing
monitoring system employed in a NAC environment. The solution achieves self-healing
capacity by splitting in two different processes the functions of failure detection and
system recovery. Failure detection is executed inside management services that monitor
final devices, while system recovery relies on special services called self-healing (that
decides when new service instances must be activated) and configuration (that activates
the new service instance as an reaction for the self-healingservice decision).

The results of our experimental evaluations allow us to conclude that the number
of instances of the self-healing and configuration service is not a major player in the
performance of the system. They also permit us to state that simultaneously crashes on
the management services does not influences so expressivelythe system performance
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either. A network administrator willing to employ a self-healing monitoring solution
should not concentrate his/her efforts in finding an ideal number of self-heling and con-
figuration services. Our experiments employed 2 and 4 instances, respectively, and the
system response was satisfactory. The fact that must be observed, however, is the group
communication solution available on the managed network: multicast turns recovery
faster while consuming less network bandwidth. Unfortunately, IP multicasting can not
always be provided, and unicast ends up being chosen in such situations.

The most important aspects that must be observed in a self-healing monitoring so-
lution is the number of peers employed in the P2P management overlay and the number
of service instances deployed. With few instances, there isno need for several peers.
On the other hand, with a large number of instances the numberof peers should grow
consistently, otherwise, on the occurrence of a failure, the recovery time will be higher
and more network bandwidth is consumed by the intensive P2P traffic generated.

Currently, we are working on the optimization of the detection mechanism because
the current version of it is responsible for a considerable amount of generated traffic.
Another future work is the investigation about how service policies impact on the con-
sumed network bandwidth and recovery time of our system.
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Abstract—The increasing complexity of IT systems requires
sophisticated management solutions. Autonomic computinghas
been pointed as a possible solution for the management of this
modern IT scenario, which includes the management of the
underlying communication infrastructure. This paper focuses in
how to provide proper network management in the light of
complex IT scenarios. Since we believe that traditional network
management approaches are not sufficient, one alternative that
is rising as a potential solution is the employment of peer-to-
peer (P2P)-based network management. Based on this scenario,
we have proposed an architecture for building autonomic net-
work management services on top of a P2P-based management
overlays.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Network management is an important discipline whose
one of its main goals is to maintain the IT communication
infrastructures working in a proper manner. In the IT arena,
some investigations already predict that in few years the
complexity of IT systems will be such that even experienced
system administrators [1] will not be able to properly address
IT management issues. Since IT and networking tends to
be more and more managed in an integrated fashion, we
strongly believe that human network operators will face se-
vere difficulties in managing future IT supporting networks.
Even though several network management solutions have been
widely proposed, implemented, and deployed, the question
here is that such management solutions have been designed
considering management scenarios different than those to be
posed by the near future.

One alternative that is believed to have the potential to
properly address this issue is the employment ofAuto-
nomic Computing(AC) features in Network Management Sys-
tems (NMS), thus creating Autonomic Network Management
(ANM) systems. A generally accepted concept from the AC
research is that an autonomic architecture is composed of
autonomic elementswhose communication may be provided
by a distributed, service-oriented infrastructure [2]. Observing
the established network management architectures [3] [4] [5],
however, one can easily conclude that most (if not all) of them
are not based on the service-oriented approach.

The recent researches on Web services for network man-
agement [6] have fortunately suggested the possibility of
real service-oriented management systems. In addition, the
introduction of P2P-based network management models [7]

potentially enables highly distributed management solutions.
Based on these two approaches, our research group has devel-
oped a new network management model [8]. Analyzing P2P
management overlays, we believe that they form environments
where autonomic computing principles could be employed in
order to enable distributed, autonomic network management
systems.

We propose in this paper an ANM architecture based on
P2P overlays. This paper describes the architecture designed
to maintain the network management services of a P2P-based
NMS executing with self-healing, self-configuration, and self-
protection features. The main contribution of this paper con-
cerns with how we have explored the native features of P2P
overlays in order to provide the autonomic features. The
basic features explored were group communication, the native
support for content distribution, self-organization support, and
awareness about the elements that compose the P2P overlay.
With the combination of P2P and autonomic computing is
possible to define mechanisms to configure local peer and also
remote peers without human explicit intervention, as well as,
define self-healing algorithms to repair failures on the system.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
2 surveys the related work. Section 3 brings the description
of autonomic P2P-based network management architecture
proposed in this paper. Finally, section 4 contains some
conclusions and future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

There are few initiatives investigating the integration of
P2P and autonomic computing features in order to solve
the complexity problem of network management. There are
attempts to build autonomic systems, but most of them are
not directly devoted to network management. Generally, such
efforts are designed to manage specific scenarios such as
specialized servers [9] [10], grid and pervasive environments
[11] [12] [13], wireless sensor networks [14] [15], or to
provide more general frameworks [16] [17] [18]. On the
other hand, there are a little more researches trying to merge
network management systems with P2P features. This section
presents some efforts that have been carried out to develop
autonomic network management systems, P2P-based network
management systems, and the convergence of ANM approach
and P2P-based network management systems.
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A. Autonomic Network Management Systems

One of the first proposed autonomic network management
system is Focale [19]. Its architecture is built on top of a
currently established network management environment. The
solution adopted in Focale was the usage of information and
data models, as well as ontologies, to provide self-knowledge
for the autonomic system. The major strength of this proposal
concerns with the fact that it does not require changes on
already established management systems. However, this is also
its drawback, since complex information and data model are
necessary to describe the actions.

Another interesting approach is Service Clouds [20]. This
environment intends to provide an infrastructure for service
deployment in an autonomic fashion. It is not as generic as
Focale, but it presents an autonomic alternative for maintain-
ing communication channels where services are deployed. It
brings the idea of autonomic services based on network over-
lays. The autonomic communication service is deployed inside
the overlay and the communication service is able to self-
adapt according to the network overlay conditions. Despiteits
interesting vision of autonomic services, Service Clouds are
restrict to autonomic management of communication channels.

The policy-based approach is also explored by Morimoto
et. al [21], Bahat et. al [22], and Meer et.al [23]. These
systems employ a policy-based architecture to describe, in
a high abstraction level, the overall behavior of the system,
thus the autonomic elements of the network should maintain
the policies inside the infrastructure. Another interesting work
is presented by Ouda et.al [24], where autonomic features
are used to allow dynamic changes not only on the managed
resources but also in the policy itself.

B. P2P-based Network Management Systems

One of the first initiatives on developing P2P-based network
management has been carried out by State et al. [25]. The
authors proposed a Java Management Extensions (JMX)-
encoded system based on the JXTA P2P framework [26].
Managed entities announced their management interfaces to
remote management peers on the P2P network. Even though
the authors discuss about the possible integration with “de
facto” TPC/IP management solution, i.e., the Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) framework [27], the proposed
architecture is not completely integrated with established
management agents found inside current devices (i.e., router,
switches, servers, etc.). This fact restricts the employment of
this management system to a reduced set of resources.

The work of Binzenhöfer et al. [7] was designed employing
P2P overlays to address fault and performance management.
Their architecture aims at providing generic connectivity
tests and QoS monitoring in a distributed and self-organized
system composed of Distributed Network Agents (DNAs).
The authors argue that their architecture can facilitate the
construction of autonomic communication, since they pro-
vide QoS-enabling solutions and self-organization (basedon
DHTs). Although being a P2P-based management system and
foreseeing manners to insert autonomic features, the system

was not developed to naturally integrate P2P and autonomic
computing principles in order to build a network management
system.

The approach proposed by Kamienski et al. [28] merge
traditional PBNM architecture with P2P architecture, resulting
in a P2P Policy Management Infrastructure (P4MI). As an
application of P4MI they had developed a PBM solution for
Ambient Network, called PBMAN. PBMAN enables scalable
mechanisms for network composition inside the AN, as well
as policies distribution and retrieval. P4MI is composed of
Policy Decision Networks (PDNs), Policy Enforcement Points
(PEPs) and users agents. Through this approach it is possible
to establish policies to manage devices or services. Until
the present moment, according our awareness, there are no
initiates to endow P4MI with autonomic features.

C. Autonomic and P2P-based network management systems

Ambient Network (AN) [29] is one of the first works
that has called attention to the convergence of AC and P2P-
based network management. The key concept behind AN is
network composition, which means that the establishment of
inter-network agreements must be performed on demand and
without the intervention of human administrators during the
process. The authors argue that an AN management system
must be dynamic, distributed, and self-managed, since an
AN itself is composed of hierarchical overlay. Thus, among
other alternatives to build AN management systems, P2P-
based management is one of the possible approaches used to
maintain the hierarchy of the system by executing management
and control tasks [30].

However, this AN P2P management approach does not
consider, explicitly, well known and accepted features of
autonomic computing. Indeed, it is possible to say that self-
configuring could be achieved by the network composition
mechanisms described in this paper. Thus, we believe that
there are several aspects of P2P overlays that can be investi-
gated in order to provide an autonomic network management
system.

III. A UTONOMIC P2P-BASED NETWORK MANAGEMENT

PROPOSAL

The main objective of our approach is to provide a
self-managed infrastructure to maintain the execution of
services inside a P2P-based network management overlay.
At this moment, our focus is to provide self-healing and
self-configuration features, but we also address some self-
protection aspects at some elements. In our vision, to achieve a
self-optimized system it is necessary first to provide the former
three autonomic features. Thus, based on what the system is
aware of and based on its self-configuration capacity, it can
predict the best choices to improve its performance and apply
them. For this reason self-optimization is not addressed atthis
point of the research, but is a future work.
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Fig. 1. Peer service architecture

A. Basic Principles

One of the lessons presented by Mortier and Kiciman [31] is
the necessity of making explicitly assumptions about the oper-
ation environment when defining an autonomic control system.
Thus, we made both generic and specific assumptions. The
generic ones are related to the overall environment operation,
and are listed below.

1) The P2P-based network management overlay must be
able to operate based on service oriented approach. This
means that the peers will provide and consume services
deployed inside the P2P overlay;

2) The services inside the P2P overlay must be discovered
somehow;

3) The P2P overlay must be able to deal with peer group
interactions;

4) The overlay must be able to deal with the management
of services with or without autonomic support. In order
to build the autonomic support for the services, the
developers will have to implement the set of operations
we have defined;

5) The overlay services managed by the autonomic services
must be as less conscious as possible about the fact that
they are being managed;

6) The management of the overlay will be driven based on
condition-action policies;

7) Our approach is designed using a timed asynchronous
model [32] to address the fault tolerance aspects.

Based on these assumptions, we have defined different
types of services, each one playing defined roles on our au-
tonomic P2P-based network management architecture. Inside
the overlay there are management services and autonomic
services. Figure 1 (a) shows the peer service architecture and
how these services are instantiated is presented in Figure 1
(b). The management services comprise the common network
management services, such as DNS monitoring service, fire-
wall configuration services, QoS configuration service, and
so on. The autonomic services are designed to control the
management services.

In our approach, there are at least two autonomic services:
self-basic and self-specific, as presented in Figure 1 (a). The
first one is namedSelf Basic Serviceand each peer, interested
to provide autonomic features, must provide this service. It

is responsible for managing the execution of the self-specific
services. The second one, self-specific service, is targeted to
control the management services of the overlay. Figure 1 (b)
illustrates two self-specific services:Self Monitoring Service
and Self Configuration Service. Each one manages different
classes of management services. The former manages the mon-
itoring service class and the latter manages the configuration
service class. Each self-specific service can handle a set of
overlay policies that must be applied for each management
service or for the entire service class. Actually, the self-
basic service is also controlled by a default, simple policy.
The description of policy support and autonomic services is
presented in the following sub-sections.

B. Policies

We have defined two types of possible policies: network
and overlay. The former is treated by management services to
control the network devices managed by the overlay system.
One example of this type of policy isNetwork policy A
presented in Figure 2. The latter is used with autonomic
services in two situations: (i) management of one type of
service inside the overlay service class, such as presentedin
the Overlay policy A; or (ii) management of all services from
a service class, asOverlay policy Bpresents.

Fig. 2. Policy examples

The major idea behind our policy support is the combina-
tion of policy-based network management (PBNM) [5] with
P2P concepts. Traditional PBNM architecture comprises four
entities: policy tool, policy repository, policy decisionpoint
(PDP), and policy enforcement point (PEP). We redefined
these entities considering explicitly P2P features. The major
changes are related to the manner that policy repository,
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PDP, and PEP entities are treated. These entities became
management services inside the overlay.

We defined a management service calledPolicy Storewhich
is responsible for storing all type of policies. This service must
be running in several peers in order to form a peer group that
share the same policy information. This restriction allowsus to
build a decentralized policy repository. This service provides
operations to receive policies and also to provide the requested
policies. There are several aspects comprehending our policy-
based model that will not be addressed at this moment, because
this is not the focus of this paper.

At this moment, we are interested in showing the relation-
ship between the overlay policy actions and the operations
supported by the autonomic services. This relation is expressed
by an algorithm that describes the required steps to implement
the action. This algorithm is implemented bySelf Basicand
self-specific services. So far, we have defined the following
overlay policies actions:keep, use, instantiate and
kill. However, as the system evolves it is possible to build
more sophisticated overlay policy actions. But, in this paper,
we will just present the algorithms to provideinstantiate
action, implemented by theSelf Basicservice; andkeep
action implemented by the self-specific service.

C. Self Basic service

Every peer of the P2P overlay must provide theSelf Basic
service if the management services of this peer are supposed
to be controlled in an autonomic fashion. This service is
responsible for the self-configuration feature on our model,
hence its major task is to deal with the initialization of self-
specific services. This task is represented in the default policy
of the Self Basicservice. Figure 3 presents the default policy
and its associated algorithm.

This autonomic service does not need to search for its
policy in the Store Policy service. The default policy is
already present since the service initialize its execution, and
is illustrated in Figure 3 (a). The algorithm that specifies this
policy comprises two moments. The first one is related to
the initialization of self-specific services of the peer, while
the second one regards to the maintenance of the self-specific
services during the life time of the peer.

Figure 3 (b) presents the first part of algorithm. It shows that
just necessary self-specific services are instantiated, i.e., even
if there are management services of different classes, inside the
peer the algorithm will initialize self-specific services only for
management services with autonomic support. This restriction
avoids wasting resources with services that are not required.

Figure 3 (c) shows the second part of the algorithm. The
Self Basic service is able to identify whether some new
management service was introduced inside the local peer, and
according to the capacities of this service, it will be controlled
by some self-specific service already running inside the peer
or the Self Basicservice will instantiate the appropriated
autonomic service.

Another feature addressed in the second part of this algo-
rithm is the ability of solving local failures on the self-specific

Fig. 3. Default policy and its algorithm forSelf Basicservice

services. On a first moment, theSelf Basicservice tries to
handle the problem locally. However if it is not able to re-
instantiate the service in failure or cannot find another peer to
re-instantiate the orphan management services, then it waits
for the contact of the peer group of the self-specific service.
When the peer group contacts it, then it informs that the peer
group will have to relax their restrictions involving the policies
associated to the management services of the self-specific
service in failure. In order to accomplish this negotiationwe
have developed a restriction policy relaxation protocol. This
protocol is inspired in the same kind of mechanism found in
negotiation protocols from multi-agent research area, where
the agents must obtain an agreement on which resources
they can or cannot release [33]. Our current restriction policy
relaxation protocol defines that the system will keep executing
despite of the occurred problem, but in background it will
continuously try to find another peer to re-instantiated the
orphan services.

It is important to notice that in this failure case, we
introduced some self-protection features. When theSelf basic
service is not able to re-instantiate the orphan management
services, it will kill the local ones and the responsibilityto
find a solution is transferred to the self-specific peer group.
With this restriction we can prevent malicious peers that are
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trying to damage the overlay execution, or the ones that try
to attack the devices controlled by the management services.
In the first case, without killing the management services, the
overlay can be flooded with many unnecessary management
services, hence this will introduce communication and pro-
cessing overhead in the peers of the overlay. On the second
case, if the management services were not killed, they will
keep communicating and executing their management tasks
over the devices, and this can cause deny of service attacks or
bizantine failures on the devices.

Other relevant feature ofSelf Basicservice concerns with
fact that it does not belong to any peer group. We decided
to impose this behavior because their tasks are restricted to
local control of self-specific services. On the other hand, self-
specific service is targeted to form peer groups in order to
control the management services spread along the overlay.
These autonomic services are presented in next sub-sections.

D. Self-specific service

The adjectivespecific in the self-specific service name is
related to the idea of different classes of services inside the
overlay. In Figure 1 (b), we present two classes of services:
monitoring, and configuration. The idea behind the special-
ization of self-specific services, is allowing the definition of
peer groups, whose main objective will be maintaining the
policies applied to the service class. Using the concept of
peer groups, it is possible to restrict the number of peers
inside the overlay that will receive the messages related toa
policy overlay action. Thus, considering the example in Figure
1 (b), the self-monitoring service will not receive the control
messages related to the policy overlay actions of configuration
service class.

One of the responsibilities of a self-specific service is to
retrieve the policies associated with the service class. This
element will contact thePolicy Storageservice and handle
the appliance of the policy. For each type of service, there
could be different policies. We have defined that one of the
policy attributes will be its appliance priority. Based on this
information, the self-specific service will be able to choose
which policy must be first deployed. We are aware that
there are conflict problems involved in this kind of solution.
Considering the scope of the policy, this conflict can be solved
internally by the self-specific service of the peer. However, if
there is a peer group managing the same set of policies, this
conflict must be solved by the entire peer group. In order to
solve this problem, we also use the restriction policy relaxation
protocol.

Another responsibility of this service is the maintenance
of the policies, which means that it must implement each
algorithm associated with the overlay policy actions it must
ensure. As the assumptions made inSelf Basicservice, we as-
sume that the implementation of the supported overlay policy
actions is already placed inside the peer. Another assumption
we have made regards the relationship between self-specific
services and the management services they control. So far,
we assume that each peer that has management services with

Fig. 4. Algorithm for the implementation ofkeep action

autonomic support will also have a self-specific service. This
assumption restrict the capacity of self-specific servicesto
control management services from remote peers.

As mentioned before, one relevant aspect related to self-
specific service is its direct relationship with the policy action.
For example, consider the following scenario: there is justone
peer with theSelf Monitoringservice and theDNS Monitoring
service (Figure 1 (b)) inside the network management overlay,
and this overlay service downloadsOverlay Policy A(Figure
2) from the Policy Storageservice. It means that inside the
overlay there will must be at least 3 peers that have the
DNS Monitoringservice. Based on the assumption described
previously, and on theOverlay Policy A, we must instantiate
two more Self Monitoringservices to handle the two extra
DNS Monitoringservices inside some peers of the overlay.
TheseSelf Monitoringservices will have to form a peer group
where they will exchange information in order to maintain
the policy. In order to achieve this goal, self-healing and self-
configuration features must be defined by thekeep algorithm.
Figure 4 presents the algorithm written in pseudo code.

As presented in Figure 4 (a), the self-specific service can
handle problems locally or together with the peer group. In
both cases, the self-healing feature is achieved based on the
information retrieved from thePresenceservice. This service,
basically, follows a publish/subscribe model, where an inter-
ested user subscribes in a service what information he wantsto
be notified and the service, based on the information generated
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by an element (i.e., person, device or software), sends the
correct presence information. The definition of autonomic
requirements forPresenceservice enables the detection and
diagnosis of local and peer group problems. According to this
information thekeep action algorithm is able to repair the
problem.

It is possible to notice that the repair procedures imple-
mented by this algorithm are based onsolve local failure
(Figure 4 (b)) andsolve peer group inconsistency(Figure 4
(c)) methods. When the problem must be solved by the peer
group, it is first necessary to decide which peer of the group
will drive the situation. For this reason, they have to electthe
responsible peer, which tries to verify if the peer of the self-
specific service in failure has totally crashed or if at leastthe
Self Basicservice is still running. Based on this verification,
the elected peer can decide which actions it will take to heal
the overlay service.

Summarizing, we can say thatSelf Basicservice provides
self-configuration features to our architecture, while theself-
specific services provide the self-healing feature. As a future
work, we intend to introduce self-optimization features based
on what the system could learn from the behavior of the
autonomic services already defined.

IV. CONCLUSION

The complexity of IT systems is a well discussed problem
and it is not an isolated phenomenon. Besides the complexity
of IT systems, there is also the complexity of the underlying
networks that provide support for IT communications. A pro-
posal that is rising as a potential solution for complexity prob-
lem is the utilization of autonomic computing (AC) features.
At this meanwhile, in the network management scenario, the
P2P-based network management is a promising solution for
achieving scalability, connectivity, and fault tolerancefeatures.
However, the complexity problem is still a issue not addressed
yet.

Thus, considering current trends and rising solutions, we
have proposed an autonomic network management system
based on P2P overlays. The major advantage of using a P2P
approach to build an autonomic management architecture is
related to fact that we do not need to care about the network
topology of the system. We can use the self-organizing,
connectivity, and self-discovering features of the P2P model to
get the basic infrastructure of the autonomic system executing
in a total distributed fashion. In a P2P-based approach, there
is no need of brokers or any other kind of central entities.

Our main objective is handling the behavior of P2P overlay
management services in an autonomic fashion. In order to
define this architecture, we have done several assumptions.
The generic ones drive the definition of the autonomic P2P-
based environment, and they describe the expected behaviorof
P2P overlay elements. These elements are services provided
by the overlay peers. We have defined two autonomic services.
The former isSelf Basicservice that is designed to provide
self-configuration features of the architecture. The latter is self-
specific service, which is responsible for self-healing aspects.

Although we have defined self-configuration, and self-
healing features in our model, these features can be im-
proved. In order to improve the self-configuration aspect,
we intend to develop two new overlay services. The first
one will be responsible for storing and delivering the self-
specific implementations to the peers that does not provide
them. This service will be accessed mainly by theSelf Basic
service The second one will store and deliver the policy action
implementations to the self-specific services that do not have
support for such implementation. The self-healing supportwill
be better explored improving the restriction policy relaxation
protocol. We are researching negotiation mechanisms that do
not introduce too much communication and processing costs
for the overlay, but that also can better treat the interesting
conflicts of each policy.

Moreover, as a future work, we intend to implement these
architecture using different P2P technologies. Currently, this
architecture is implemented based on JXTA framework and
the system is named Autonomic ManP2P (AManP2P). We
also intend to make performance evaluations concerning the
bootstrapping process, reaction time in case of failure, and
the overhead introduced by the protocols that maintain the
autonomic management of the services inside the overlay.
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Abstract—Notification service on network management is an
essential tool that helps to save network resources, such asband-
width. A management notification is basically an event message
that reports a resource’s internal state to an interested manager.
A complete notification support is not accomplished via simple
tasks anymore, for example, restricted to notifying managers
from the same administrative domain of the managed devices.
Due to huge changes on current network usage, this management
topic needs to be reviewed in the light of modern technologies
and requirements. In this paper we present a notification service
integrated in a P2P-based network management solution called
ManP2P. We also present an experimental evaluation regarding
propagation delay and processing costs. We believe that with our
solution it is possible to enhance P2P-based network management
advantages without paying a great performance cost.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Network management is a critical discipline to support the
IT infrastructure of modern organizations. Often, organizations
with a poorly managed network eventually face problems
associated to the provisioning of their final services, which
may easily evolve to financial losses too. This leads to the
essential observation that having a healthy network is crucial
for the organizations’ businesses.

Performance has always been a key issue of management
solutions. Several mechanisms have been defined to improve
the performance of management processes, or to reduce the
impact of a management protocol over the managed resources.
In this paper we will concentrate on investigating one of
such mechanisms: management notifications. Notifications are
essentially an event message issued by a managed resources
towards one or more interested managers that describes the re-
source’s internal status. Notifications can be used, for example,
to report a device failure or an attack attempt.

Early key network management technologies have been
defined in the 1980’s, when the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) standardized the first TCP/IP management so-
lutions. One of the main results from that effort was the
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) [1], which
ended up becoming thede facto management standard in
the computer networking industry. Nowadays, however, one
cannot plan the management of a computer network solely

considering traditional technologies and the managed network
itself; there is also the necessity of taking into account all
remaining systems that run on top of the managed network,
i.e., the management of both network and systems need to
be carried out in an integrated fashion. Unfortunately, SNMP
does not consider this important integration, which leads to
the situation where SNMP is seen as an obsolete protocol in
several modern IT scenarios.

Recently, two other important technologies have been cap-
turing the industry and academia attention as alternatives
for integrated network management: Web services (WS) and
peer-to-peer (P2P). WS [2] is a general solution to enable
the communication among processes located along the Web
by using eXtensible Markup Language (XML) documents
transported on top over widely deployed Internet protocols
such as HTTP, SMTP, and FTP. WS specifically designed for
network management have been investigated in academia since
2003, with relevant results being published so far [3]. In the
industry, two important efforts specify WS standards for ser-
vices management (which encompasses network management
as well): OASIS Management Using Web Services (MUWS)
[4], and DMTF Web Services Management (WSM) [5]. These
two efforts are still active and some reports indicate that they
tend to converge in a single standard in the near future.

P2P for management [6], on its turn, started to be inves-
tigated more recently, in 2005 [7]. The general assumption
is that P2P typical characteristics such as distributions,scal-
ability, and reliability could “naturally” enhance the qual-
ity of current network management solutions. One impor-
tant advantage of using P2P technologies for management
is that a management overlay, potentially crossing different
administrative domains, can be dynamically formed integrating
human administrators that share a common goal and, most
importantly, integrating diverse systems and networks that
need to be managed in an integrated manner, as mentioned
before.

It is not reasonable to assume, however, that WS and/or P2P
would immediately become replacements to SNMP. SNMP is
a very light protocol that consumes few network resources
(e.g., bandwidth) if compared with the verbose XML-based
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protocols employed by WS, and requires very few control
when compared with the P2P control messages needed to
maintain the P2P overlay. Being lighter, the processing of
SNMP messages is supposedly faster than the processing of
XML-encoded messages. In summary, the performance of WS
and P2P tends to be worse than the performance of SNMP,
despite their advantages listed before.

In SNMP, notifications (the focus of this paper) are ma-
terialized through thetrap message. WS communications, in
turn, are based on the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP)
[8] and WS notifications can be implemented using either
“plain” SOAP messages or specific notification standards such
as WS-Event [9] or WS-Notification [10]. Notifications in P2P
systems can be implemented using native P2P protocols, such
as those available in the JXTA P2P framework [11]. In this
paper we investigate the use of WS and P2P technologies
for management notifications through the introduction of a
management overlay named ManP2P. Over this P2P overlay,
management notifications are delivered to interested managers
using “plain” SOAP messages running on top of a JXTA
infrastructure. Final managed systems (e.g., network devices)
are integrated into the management infrastructure throughthe
employment of intermediate gateway peers (called mid-level
managers), whose main responsibility is to translated SNMP
traps to P2P notification, i.e., SNMP is not replaced but instead
integrated.

The main contribution of this paper is that it presents the
advantages and drawbacks of using WS over P2P for man-
agement notifications considering a real network management
system. We believe that our results can guide future decisions
of network administrators aiming at employing WS and/or
P2P in their management environments as either substitutesor
complements of SNMP. To present our research, the remainder
of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 review P2P-
based management in the light of notifications necessity. In
Section 3 we present our ManP2P management overlay, used
to perform the evaluation experiments. These experiments,
and associated results and analysis, are discussed in Section
4. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5, where final
remarks and future work are presented.

II. N OTIFICATIONS IN WS AND P2P-BASED

MANAGEMENT

The general assumption behind using P2P technologies for
network management is that typical P2P advantages could
be incorporated into the management discipline. Since P2P
generally provides enhanced connectivity, better scalability,
self-organization, and possible support of fault tolerance [12],
bringing these features to the management of modern environ-
ment is clearly of great interest.

One of the first investigations on P2P-based management
has been carried out by Stateet al. [6]. The authors proposed a
Java Management Extensions (JMX)-encoded system based on
the JXTA P2P framework [11]. Managed entities announced
their management interfaces to remote management peers on
the P2P network. Even though the authors discuss about the

possible integration with the SNMP framework [13], very
few considerations about integrating SNMP notifications (i.e.,
traps) into the management solutions has been made.

Binzenhöferet al. [14], in turn, designed a P2P overlay
to address fault and performance management. Their archi-
tecture targeted to provide generic connectivity tests and
QoS monitoring in a distributed and self-organized system
composed of Distributed Network Agents (DNAs). Although
the architecture is a P2P-based one, notification support has
not been addressed.

Brunneret al. [15] has introduced the use of P2P for the
management of Ambient Networks (ANs). The authors argue
that an AN management system must be dynamic, distributed,
and self-managed. The P2P-based management is then one
of the possible approaches used to maintain the hierarchy of
an AN system by executing management and control tasks.
AN elements are able to form Ambient Virtual Pipes (AVPs),
which expose a management service overlay channel. Through
AVP and AN composition one can provide management ser-
vices for different domains. In fact, this approach realizes the
management at a very high abstract layer, leading to a situation
where the management of devices and basic services are not
easily accomplished.

Granville et al. have presented in 2005 [7] a P2P man-
agement overlay called ManP2P. The initial version of our
solution addressed three main management aspects: human-
centered cooperation for management, increased connectivity
between management entities, and balancing the management
load using groups of peers. The authors have checked the
P2P traffic required to retrieve a router’s routing table, but
at that time no considerations about notification support has
been provided.

Although not always connected to P2P-based management,
the use o WS for notifications has been presenting its own
development. The WS-Event [9] and WS-Notification [10]
specifications, for example, define SOAP messages tailored
to transport notifications from one WS-enabled process to
another considering the Internet as the underlying commu-
nication infrastructure. Although WS are independent of P2P,
we believe that WS notifications running over P2P overlays
is a quite interesting solution for today’s needs: WS provide
a widely accepted, supported, and employed protocol (i.e.,
SOAP), while P2P enables sophisticated communications on
the Web that are impossible to be provided by traditional
client-server protocols, such as HTTP.

The investigation work carried out up to today by the
research community have mainly focused on introducing P2P-
based management, but notifications have typically neglected
to a second plane. Integration with SNMP has been addressed
at some extend, but usually limited to delay and bandwidth
consumption observations, and rarely considering SNMP traps.
In a previous stage of our own research, we have initially
evaluated the P2P support for notifications checking some
scalability, bandwidth consumption, and response time aspects
[?]. The work to be presented in the next sections of this paper,
however, complements that very initial evaluation presenting
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important additional and more conclusive results. Initially we
present the ManP2P management overlay, to then evaluate the
notification support through a set of experiments.

III. N OTIFICATION SUPPORT IN THEMANP2P
MANAGEMENT OVERLAY

In this section we introduce the ManP2P management
overlay initially focusing on the entities that may mostly affect
the performance of the notification support, i.e., focusingon so
called top-level and mid-level managers. We also present some
architectural details of these ManP2P entities that implement a
publish-subscribe notification mechanism. Finally, the protocol
stacks required to integrate SNMP-enabled devices in the
ManP2P overlay are discussed. These stacks are important
because they also affect the performance of the notification
support.

A. Top-Level and Mid-Level Managers

Top-level and mid-level managers are entities already in
use by several network management solutions, some of them
in research projects or even in commercial products [16].
In ManP2P, top-level and mid-level managers additionally
incorporate new functions and became dual-role entities: they
are managers when controlling the system to be managed, but
they are also communicating peers of the management overlay.

Top-level managers(TLMs) are management peers that
implement the management front-end used by human network
administrators. Through a TLM’s graphical user interface
(GUI) a network administrator can, for instance, contact
other administrators located in remote domains, request the
execution of management tasks to mid-level managers, and
receive and visualize management notifications forwarded by
mid-level managers. This last feature is of special interest in
this paper. Figure 1 presents a snapshot of the ManP2P GUI
highlighting the reception of notifications.

Fig. 1. ManP2P front-end snapshot

Mid-level managers (MLMs), different from TLMs,
present no GUI to the network administrators. A (MLM) is
solely an auxiliary management peer that exports management
services to the management overlay and forwards device
notifications to TLMs. In this last case, a MLM can be seen
as a protocol gateway that translates SNMP trap messages to
SOAP-based notifications delivered through the management
overlay.

A key concept in ManP2P is ofmanagement service. A
management service is an abstract entity hosted by MLMs
that offers management functions to remote peers (TLMs
and MLMs). One single MLM can host several management
services at the same time, and one single management service
can be implemented by several MLMs belonging to the same
peer group. In this last case, the service is available to the
management overlay while at least one MLM is present in
the group. This strategy increases the availability of services
by including new MLMs in a peer group that exposes a
critical management service. In addition, the employment
of peer groups allows balancing the management load by
distributing service calls among the MLMs of a peer group.
The notification support of ManP2P is implemented as a set
of management services.

B. Services for Notification Support

The ManP2P notification support is based on the publish-
subscribe model [17], where TLMs interested in specific
notifications subscribe to the management overlay to receive
the notifications they are interested in. In fact, a subscription
request is sent to a MLM that will, in the future, forward
the notifications back to the TLM. In order to discover which
MLM the subscribing TLM must contact, a P2P discovery
process is triggered using the JXTA discovery support. Since
the details of this discovery process is out of the scope of this
paper, we will concentrate only on the subscription actions
performed after the TLM has found the MLM to be contacted.
The ManP2P components that support the publish-subscribe
model are presented in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. TLM and MLM architecture

At the TLM, thenotification subscribercomponent request
its subscription to the remotenotification brokercomponent
at the MLM. All successful subscription requests are also
logged in the TLM NotificationDescriptior.xml
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file for future use, for example, when the TLM re-initiates and
wants to subscribe to remote MLMs again. At the MLM side,
the notification broker stores the subscribing TLM identity
in the TLMxNotificationMapping.xml file, which is
accessed when forwarding new SNMP traps to interested
TLMs.

The notification forwarderis the MLM component respon-
sible for receiving SNMP traps and forwarding them to the in-
terested TLMs. Since this component works as a trap receiver
on its own, some basic SNMP configurations are required,
such as the UDP port used to listen for new traps, as well as
the IP address used in the networking interface, which may
happen to be a regular unicast address as well as a multicast
one (more details in the next subsection). This configuration
information is stored in theTrapReceiver.xml file, which
is read by thenotification forwarderin its initialization.

Once an SNMP trap is received by MLM, thenotification
forwarderreads theTLMxNoticiationMapping.xml file
in order to identify the interested TLMs. For each TLM, a
SOAP notification message is forwarded and received by the
notification receiver component at the TLM side.
The actions performed by the TLM in reaction to the just
received notification depends on the other TLM components,
who are independent of the notification mechanism.

It is important to highlight that all these publish-subscribe
components are implemented as management services ac-
cessed by SOAP messages transported over the JXTA P2P
overlay. Each notification itself is a SOAP message too, as
mentioned before. Although specific definitions for SOAP-
based notification exist (e.g., WS-Event and WS-Notification),
we do not employ these definitions in our evaluation because
the current implementation of the JXTA-SOAP framework
used in this work implements neither WS-Event nor WS-
Notification, which forces the use of “plan” SOAP messages
in all communications.

C. Protocols for Notification Transport

Our implementation of ManP2P is based on two main
frameworks mentioned before: JXTA [11] and JXTA-SOAP
[18]. JXTA is a popular open source and generic framework
to build P2P solutions. JXTA-SOAP is an implementation of
SOAP [8] over the JXTA P2P infrastructure, which enables
the development of WS deployed on top of JXTA protocols.
ManP2P management services are implemented as WS and
can be accessed using the JXTA-SOAP libraries. Such ser-
vices, in turn, are advertised in the ManP2P overlay using
JXTA service advertisement messages. TLMs then learn the
set of management services available on ManP2P either by
actively querying the management overlay or by receiving
management service advertisements.

As presented before, once a network device needs to issue
a notification, the device does so by sending an SNMP trap
message to a MLM. The network infrastructure required to
transport such notification is a traditional TCP/IP network
connecting the notifying device with at least one MLM. SNMP

messages are run on top of UDP and uses IP routing to reach
the MLM.

Once the MLM receives an SNMP trap, it checks its inter-
nal registries (controlled by the publish-subscribe mechanism
presented before) to learn about the TLMs interested in the
notification. For each TLM interested, the MLM sends the
notification now using SOAP and the JXTA P2P infrastructure.
In this case, the protocol stack additionally includes the SOAP
envelope as well as the JXTA protocols. Routing is performed
by peers at the JXTA application level. Figure 3 presents
the life-cycle of a notification since its source device until
it reaches the destination TLMs with the intermediation of
MLMs.
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Fig. 3. Notification transport

In this example, a single network device notifies two MLMs.
This notification can be realized by sending two copies of the
same SNMP trap, each copy delivered to a different MLM
using regular unicast TCP/IP communications. The problem
with this approach is that with an increased number of MLMs a
larger number of trap copies will be required, which consumes
more bandwidth and processing power at the notifying device
to create the additional copies. A more scalable alternative,
however, is to use IP multicasting to issue a single trap thatwill
still be delivered to all destination MLMs. This mechanism
consumes less bandwidth and processing power but requires
the underlying TCP/IP network to support IP multicasting,
which is not always possible. In our experiments we have
used this last option, placing the MLMs and notifying devices
in the same IP network with multicast support enabled.

At the second communication stage we see the notification
traveling from the MLMs towards the TLMs. Notice that
in this case the MLM #1 is responsible for forwarding the
notification to the TLM A, while the MLM #2 is responsible
for forwarding the notification to the MLMs B and C. All
associations between TLMs, MLMs, and managed devices
are dynamically defined by auxiliary components omitted in
this paper because the maintenance of these associations does
not affect the evaluations to be presented. In a management
environment similar to the one presented in Figure 3, we
performed a set to experiments to understand the impact of
WS-based notifications over P2P against SNMP traps, as will
be presented in the next section.
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IV. EVALUATION

In this section used to perform the evaluation tests are pre-
sented showing the hardware and network setup. The results
show the performance of P2P-based notification in terms of
processing time at the MLMs and notification delivery delay
from the source network device up to the TLMs. These results
can guide the decision on the number of MLMs to be used
according to a management system necessities.

A. Evaluation Scenarios

Our evaluations has been performed in a high-performance
cluster where TLMs and MLMs has been deployed. The
cluster is composed of 20 homogeneous nodes, each one
composed of a Pentium III 1.1GHz processor, 512 MB cache,
and 1 GB of RAM.

In order to evaluate the processing and forwarding delays at
the MLMs, two evaluations scenarios have been used. In the
first one, a single network device was responsible to notify
TLMs issue SNMP traps forwarded by intermediate MLMs.
The number of MLMs in this scenario varied from 1 up to
3, while the total number of TLMs varied from 1 up to 12.
The target TLMs has been associated to the MLMs in balance
way. For example, with 12 TLMs and 3 MLMs, each MLM
was responsible to notify 4 TLMs.

In the second evaluation only 1 MLM and 1 TLM have
been used, but the number of notifying network device has
been increased, from 1 up to 12. The objective of this second
scenario is to stress the intermediate single MLMs in order
to observe its behavior. Figure 4 present these two evaluation
scenarios.

Fig. 4. Evaluation scenarios

B. Notification Propagation

In a previous work [19], as mentioned before, some results
concerning the propagation delay of notifications in ManP2P
has been presented. The main conclusion of those preliminary
results was that the processing delay at MLMs was the
most significant one, corresponding to 99% of the whole
propagation delay of a notification, since its source device

until the destination TLMs. The evaluations carried out in this
present work allows to draw more precise analysis about the
impact of MLMs over notification propagation.

The first results have been collected considering the man-
agement scenario where a single device needs to notify up
to 12 TLMs using up to 3 MLMs, as presented before.
For a proper balancing of TLMs among MLMs we strictly
defined that each MLM in the same setup must be associated
to the same number of MLMs. This however turns some
setups impossible, for example, 4 TLMs notified by 3 MLMs:
one of the MLMs will be responsible to notify 2 TLMs,
leaving the other MLMs associated to a single TLMs. Table
I presents the processing delay for each notification in the
MLMs considering several setups. For those “impossible” se-
tups an interpolation of values has been performed. Notice that
the setup 1-TLM/2-MLMs, 1-TLM/3-MLMs, and 2-TLMs/3-
MLMs are note presented because not all MLMs are required
to notify all TLMs present.

TABLE I
MLM S AVERAGE NOTIFICATION PROCESSING DELAY

TLMs 1 MLM 2 MLMs 3 MLMs
1 0,091146
2 0,100734 0,092718
3 0,110740 0,097300 0,093278
4 0,113827 0,101881 0,097023
5 0,116808 0,105282 0,100768
6 0,129409 0,108684 0,104513
7 0,136451 0,111527 0,106099
8 0,143494 0,114369 0,107684
9 0,167215 0,118814 0,109270
10 0,190936 0,123258 0,112102
11 0,202471 0,124930 0,114935
12 0,214006 0,126602 0,117767

The values from Table I has been used to create the graph
presented in Figure 5, where the average processing delay is
presented according to the total number of TLMs. The three
lines correspond to the setups where 1, 2, and 3 MLMs have
been used.
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Fig. 5. Processing mean time

It is possible to observe that the processing delay in the
setup with 1 MLM is sensibly greater than in the setups
with 2 and 3 MLMs (these last two setups present very
similar delays). In fact, regardless the TLMs considered, the
processing delay is always greater using 1 MLM than using
2 or 3 MLMs. This values confirm the expected behavior,
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where the introduction of additional MLMs to handle the same
notification load (same number of target TLMs to be notified)
leads to a decreased load in each MLM individually.

The single observation of the processing delay, although
accurate, does not provides a clear view about performance
improvements achieved with the inclusion of new MLMs. In
order to have a better perspective on this issue, we check the
speedup, which in this work represents the relative improve-
ment on the notification performance, i.e., the relation between
the time to sequentially execute a process and the time to
execute the same process in parallel [20]. In our case, the
process in question correspond to the activity of notifyinga
certain number of TLMs. Lett1 be the time in the sequential
execution (i.e., 1 single MLM forwarding all notifications),
and tN be the time in the parallel execution (i.e., N MLMs
forwarding all notifications). The speedupσ(N) of N MLMs
is given by:

σ(N) = t1/tN (1)

Given the previously values presented in Table I it is
possible to compute two speedups: one for the setup with
2 MLMs and another for the setup with 3 MLMs. These
speedups are calculated by dividing the column of 2-MLMs by
the column 1-MLM (speedup 2), and by dividing the column
of 3-MLMs by the column 1-MLM again (speedup 3). These
speedups are presented in Figure 6. The setups using 1 and 2
TLMs have been suppressed because there were no values for
2 and 3 MLMs in these cases in Table I.
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Fig. 6. Speedups of including new MLMs

We can take two main conclusions from Figure 6: the
speedup of using 3 MLMs is greater than using 2 MLM,
and both speedups increase when more TLMs need to be
notified. A greater speedup for 3 MLMs than for 2 MLMs was
expected: with more computing resources a better performance
can be achieved. At the same time, however, the increasing
speedups as a function of the number of TLMs should be
surprising, since with more TLMs more notification load ex-
ists, which should supposedly decrease the total performance.
The increasing speedup is explained in this case because the
speedup indicates how efficiently the process is executed, i.e.,
with more TLMs more efficient become the MLMs employed.
This is different than the processing delay presented in Figure

5, where the increased number of TLMs always leaded to
an increased processing delay. In conclusion, the greater the
number of TLMs to be notified the more efficient will be the
additional MLMs employed.

This conclusion can in fact be further refined. Figure 6
shows that both speedups are in fact quite similar, which may
leads one to reason whether the setup employing 3 MLMs
would not be wasting computing resources. Why should one
use 3 MLMs if the speedup for 2 MLMs is almost the same?
In order to answer this question we propose the observation
of an additional value: the relative speedup. This value takes
into account not only the “regular” speedup considered before,
but also the maximum speedup possible for a given setup,
which corresponds to the number of MLMs employed. Thus,
the relative speedup (σR) is defined according to the equation
2.

σR(N) = σ(N)/N (2)

The relative speedups for 2 and 3 MLMs are presented in
Figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Relative speedups

From Figure 7 it is possible to observe an inverted behavior:
while Figure 6 the setups with 3 MLMs looked like the better
option, in Figure 7 the opposite happens. Besides this inverted
behavior, the lines become farther to each other and it is
possible to observe that minimum values forσR(2) correspond
to the maximum values forσR(3).

The explanation for this inversion is simple: speedup con-
siders only the relationship between the sequential and parallel
processing delays, but it does not consider the cost to achieve
the reduced parallel processing delays. On the other hand, the
relative speed (as defined in the equation 2) considers such a
cost when it includes the maximum possible speedup.

C. Propagation Delay Variation

Every time a network device issues an SNMP trap, this trap
can be sent to several MLMs, which in turn will forward the
trap as a notification to various TLMs. In an ideal situation,all
TLMs should receive the notifications at the same time allow-
ing all TLMs to have the exactly same view of the managed
devices. However, due to variations on the propagation delay,
one TLM view may be different than another TLM view. In
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order to evaluate the degree of variation in the propagation
delay, additional experiments have been executed.

Figure 8 presents the minimum and maximum propagation
delay considering the several setups previously presented.
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Fig. 8. Propagation delay variation

It is possible to observe from Figure 8 that, for a small num-
ber of TLMs, there is almost no variation in the propagation
delay, but once the number of TLMs increases the variation
increases as well. The degree of increase when using 3 MLMs
does not exist. The relative difference between the maximum
and minimum in each setup are listed in Figure 9.
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Fig. 9. Relative difference of propagation delay

Again, for fewer TLMs, almost no variation exist, but after
8 or more TLMs the variation increases, except when using 3
MLMs.

Another aspect that needs to be analyzed is the effect of a
trap overload at the MLMs, mainly when we remember that
the MLM processing delay dominates the propagation delay
of a notification. To proceed with this another analysis, the
second management scenario, where an increasing number of
devices will notify a single TLM using a single intermediate
MLM, will be used.

The values measured for this second scenario are presented
in Table II. Columns minimum, maximum, and average present
values for 2, 4, 8, and 16 notifying SNMP-enabled devices.

The values from Table II are depicted in Figure 10 that
shows that the relationship between the average propagation
delay and the number of notifying devices are linear.

Using the values to depict the Figure 10, the propagation
delay can be estimated according to the equation:

tP (N) = 0, 097535N − 0, 03402 (3)

TABLE II
NOTIFICATION PROPAGATION DELAY FOR A TRAP OVERLOAD

Devices Minimum Maximum Average
2 0,175231 0,175232 0,175232
4 0,350290 0,350300 0,350295
8 0,730155 0,730170 0,730161
16 1,534265 1,53429 1,534279
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Fig. 10. Graph of the notification propagation delay for a trap overload

where N is the number of notifying devices andtP (N)
is the average propagation delay of a trap from the notifying
device up to the TLM.

The analysis of the variation in the propagation delay for
the second scenario will be similar to that used in the first
scenario. Observing the values previously presented in Table
II it is possible to observe that the minimum and maximum
propagation delays are quite similar regardless the number
of notifying devices, which indicates a very deterministic
behavior.

V. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this paper we have evaluated the use of WS and P2P
technologies to transport notifications in a management over-
lay that integrates SNMP-enabled devices in the system archi-
tecture. Through the ManP2P solution, a set of experimental
evaluations has been carried out in order to understand the
impact of the P2P overlay over the notification performance.

First we conclude that with the introduction of additional
MLMs in the management overlay the load of notifying a
set o TLMs is properly decreased. In order to understand the
scalability of the notification support, two values need to be
considered: the processing delay at each MLM, and the relative
speedup. The processing delay presented in this paper leads
us to conclude that the greater the number of MLMs the less
the propagation delay. On the other hand, the relative speedup
indicates that the cost of including new MLMs increases with
the number of MLMs, which limits that total amount of MLMs
to be used. Choosing a specific setup to manage a production
environment should then take these two value into account.

The analysis of the factors that could lead to increased
variations in the notification propagation delay shows that,
for the setups used in our evaluations, the variations stayed
confined inside acceptable values. Even in the case with up to3
MLMs notifying up to 12 TLMs, where the relative difference
reach 30%, it is possible to notice that the absolute values are
small, around 0.2 seconds, which probably will not affect the
human perception on the notification arrival at the TLM side.
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For future work we plan to execute additional evaluations
considering a network communications infrastructure more
hostile than the one provided by the high-performance cluster
used in this paper. For example, we will observe the behavior
of notifications if the Internet is the mean to connect MLMs
and TLMs. In addition, we will execute tests with a larger
number of TLMs executing in the global Internet. These next
evaluations are planned to be performed using the PlanetLab
infrastructure.
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Abstract— Service composition is a technique that may help
the development of management systems by aggregating smaller
services to produce more sophisticated ones. Service composition
can be realized by using traditional management technologies,
although these technologies have not been conceived taking
composition support as one of their main aspects. Current
service-oriented architecture (SOA)-related efforts, however, de-
fine specific standards for Web services composition, such asthe
Web Services Business Process Execution Language (WS-BPEL).
Web services for network management have been investigatedby
the management community at least in the last four years, but
up to today no research evaluating Web services composition
applied to network management has been carried out. In this
paper we present such an evaluation where compositions based
on the IETF Script MIB, ad-hoc Java Web services, and WS-
BPEL are compared against one another in a managed network
where BGP routers are investigated in order to identify route
advertisement anomalies.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Service composition [1] is a technique used to aggregate or
combine services in order to build up new, more sophisticated
ones. It is also a core element of the service-oriented architec-
ture (SOA) [2], which in its turn is the key architecture for the
modern Web-based systems. As a technique, service compo-
sition can be used to address problems of several computer
science disciplines, including network management, where
composition is especially interesting when a complex man-
agement process requires the execution of smaller activities in
order to be successfully accomplished. For example, to track
the number of routes an autonomous systems (AS) advertises
through its different routers, a composition that combinesthe
routers’ information exposed by their management agents is
required, so one can be able to detect, for example, possible
anomalies on an AS behavior.

Service composition itself is not new in computer science,
but the efforts towards the definition of standards for service
composition have initiated only around the last five years. With
the lack of proper standards, service composition in network
management has been manually realized using traditional man-
agement technologies, but not without heavy coding efforts
usually combined with low flexibility. This is so because
network management technologies have no “native” support
for service composition on their core components, forcing
composition to be implemented via particular solutions.

The current researches and standards for service composi-
tion are mainly focused on coordinating the interactions among
Web services deployed along the Internet [3] [4] [5]. One of
these standards - WS-BPEL (Web Services Business Process
Execution Language) [6] - is strongly based on the workflow
approach to provide properly orchestrated communicationsof
Web services participating in a composition. One of the most
important aspects about such standards, and particularly about
WS-BPEL, is that they allow the definition of compositions in
an easier and more proper way when compared with thead-
hoccompositions that have been carried out so far in network
management.

This ease of use, however, is achieved with the price of
increased processing delays and additional network band-
width consumption, due to extensive exchange of XML-based
messages. Considering the network management field, Web
services-based management is not a new research area, but
up to today there is no investigation that has determined
whether and how the service composition standards could im-
prove the composition of management services, replacing the
composition solutions normally used in network management.
We believe that Web services composition can really bring
interesting opportunities for network management, but at the
same time, possible drawbacks can prevent its use. The main
contribution of this paper thus relays on the evaluation of
service composition solutions for network management which
we have carried out in order to clarify and understand the pros
and cons of employing Web services composition for network
management.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 a review of service composition in the context
of network management is presented. Additionally, in Sec-
tion 2 we also briefly introduce the WS-BPEL standard.
Our evaluation has been carried out considering a country-
wide backbone where BGP routers need to be investigated
to detect route advertisement anomalies. This management
environment and the target composition associated to it are
presented in Section 3. The investigated service composition
has been modeled and implemented considering three different
approaches: compositions based on the IETF Script MIB,
ad-hoccompositions of Web services management gateways,
and compositions described in WS-BPEL documents. These
composition approaches and their respective implementations
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are discussed in Section 4. In Section 5 we present a set of
evaluating tests executed over the management environment
of BGP routers. Tests and results are analyzed and discussed
in order to draw the main conclusions of this paper, which
is finally closed in Section 6, where final remarks and future
work are presented.

II. BACKGROUND

With the fast deployment of new services in networked envi-
ronments, several management activities are initially manually
performed by network administrators while no automation
for such activities is supported in management software. The
complexity of management activities may vary from simple
queries directed to managed devices to complex calculations
using information retrieved from different remote locations. In
this last case, service composition can represent an interesting
tool to build up more sophisticated services based on the
combination of less complex ones.

As mentioned in the introduction section, service com-
position itself is not a new technique, and in fact can be
realized using traditional management technologies. However,
we believe that the employment of technologies specifically
created to support service composition could bring important
advantages to the network management discipline. In this
section we first review how service composition can be imple-
mented using traditional management technologies. After,we
briefly introducead-hoccompositions to then close the section
with the presentation of the WS-BPEL standard used in our
evaluations.

A. SNMP and Service Composition

Probably, the most frequent service composition in network
management occurs when network administrators code their
personal bash scripts to perform an activity composed of
smaller actions. Often, however, the results of the execution of
such a composition are confined to the execution environment,
and no other external software can use them to build up
new compositions. We consider that proper compositions are
characterized not only by the agglutination of smaller services
to form a more complex one, but also by the ability of the
composed service to expose its results to serve as the basis
for the definition of additional and even more sophisticated
services in a chain or hierarchy of compositions. In this sense,
compositions made coding bash scripts cannot be considered
proper compositions.

A more adequate option for service composition in network
management is the use of the Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) [7] as a mechanism to expose the com-
posed services. For example, RMON [8] and RMON2 [9]
MIB objects expose compositions of management information
collected by management probes located on dedicated devices
or internal to routers and switches. In this case, SNMP is
used only to expose the composed information, since the
original information is retrieved not using SNMP but sniffing
the network segments of interest.

In an all-SNMP composition solution, however, SNMP
compositive agents can be coded to contact remote agents and
combine the information retrieved from them. The results of
such processing (i.e., the results of the composition) are then
exposed to other higher-level agents also via SNMP. Astrolabe
[10] and the work developed by Praveen Yalagandula and Mike
Dahlin [11], for example, use SNMP-based compositions to
build hierarchical levels of management information, where
information from the leafs of the system are composed to
express the whole status of the managed network. This ap-
proach resembles the management by delegation (MbD) model
[12], where intermediate entities in a management hierarchy
are dual-role: they are managers when accessing lower-level
agents, and agents when exposing information for higher-level
managers. These intermediate entities are usually referenced
as mid-level managers in the management literature. Figure1
depicts a set of cascading mid-level managers used to compose
management services.

SNMP manager 
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SNMP  
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Network 
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SNMP compositive agent 

Fig. 1. Compositions coded in SNMP agents

A key problem of the previous approach is that if the
composition needs to be changed for some reason (e.g., a
different calculation is required in the mid-level managers),
the SNMP agents need to be recompiled, which is usually
expensive. A more flexible SNMP-based approach is the use
of the IETF Script MIB [13]. In this case, SNMP is used as a
script transfer and execution control mechanism. A network
manager initially transfers via SNMP a script to mid-level
managers that execute the management script using an internal
runtime engine, such as a Java virtual machine or a TCL
interpreter. Figure 2 shows the general approach when using
the Script MIB.

It is important to notice that the composition logic in
the Script MIB solution is now coded on the management
scripts, instead of internally to the SNMP agents of the mid-
level managers. Thus, the installation of new compositions
requires only the transfer of new scripts, having no necessity
of recompiling the SNMP agents anymore. Another important
point is the fact that the selection of the language used to de-
fine the compositions depends on the execution environments
available on the remote managers. Additionally, in order to
have a hierarchy of service composition, the language used
needs to have support for SNMP because when a script in
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execution needs to contact a remote SNMP entity it does so
using the language’s SNMP support. Considering this, building
compositions in a large hierarchy with several levels of mid-
level managers is not an easy task because, as mentioned
before, SNMP-based technologies, including the Script MIB,
have not been defined with composition in mind.
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Fig. 2. Compositions based on the Script MIB

Recently, the IETF has been working on the definition of
the XML-based NETCONF [14] protocol, devoted to network
configuration. Although the employment of NETCONF would
form a more elegant composition solution when combined
with WS-BPEL (to be presented ahead), very few (if any)
actual network devices support NETCONF. Since we are fo-
cused in evaluating the composition considering real scenarios,
we won’t address NETCONF in the remainder of this paper,
even though we are aware of the NETCONF importance in
the network management field.

B. Ad-hoc Compositions

We use the term “ad-hoccompositions” to address composi-
tions manually coded using interpreted scripts or programming
languages, and being based on no specific solution originally
defined to support service compositions. In this paper, we also
assume thatad-hoccompositions use SOAP (Simple Object
Access Protocol) [15] as the protocol to communicate the
compositive software with the basic services to be composed.
An example of anah-hoc composition is Web meta-search
engines, i.e., engines that contact other ones to search for
information and aggregate the results to provide a unified view
of them to the user that requested the original search. Book
search engines are an example of popular meta-search engines
on the Web. In these systems, the communication between the
meta-search engine and the third-party engines is based on
SOAP, but probably not specified using a composition standard
such as WS-BPEL.

An example of anad-hoccomposition in network manage-
ment is presented in the XMLNET management system [16].
XMLNET is extensively based on XML, which used as the
basic representation of management information. In order to
integrate SNMP-enabled devices in the management system,
XMLNET uses SNMP to XML gateways. The communication
among the Web components of the system is performed using

XML-RPC [17] instead of SOAP. XMLNET is developed
in Java, and the service compositions are based on a non-
standardized language defined by the system authors.

The advantage of thead-hoc composition approach over
the SNMP-based approaches presented before is that the use
of SOAP as the communication mechanism is usually more
appropriate for communications over the Internet. In addition,
even for retrieving management information from network
devices, SOAP performs better than SNMP if a large number
of management variables is exchanged [18]. Although SNMP
devices will not be replaced in a short-term by Web services-
enabled devices, SNMP to SOAP gateways can effectively
integrate SNMP devices in Web services-based management
systems [19], thus allowing “legacy” devices to participate in a
composition hierarchy using SOAP. Figure 3 presents a sample
environment where SNMP devices are integrated in a Web
services-based compositive system.
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Fig. 3. Web servicesad-hocand WS-BPEL compositions

Although more interesting than the SNMP approaches for
composition, thead-hoc composition still presents the lack
of flexibility usually required in dynamic management envi-
ronments. If the composition needs to be somehow changed,
the composition code needs to be rewritten (and recompiled
if a programming language is used rather than a scripting
language). This limits the applicability of service composition
in more dynamic environment, and that in fact has motivated
the development of composition-specific standards, such as
WS-BPEL.

C. Web Service Business Process Execution Language

WS-BPEL (Web Services Business Process Execution Lan-
guage) [6] is probably the most relevant and well accepted
standard for Web services composition. Until version 1.1, WS-
BPEL specification was called BPEL4WS (Business Process
Execution Language for Web Services). When the working
draft that proposed a new version (2.0) was released, it
also changed the specification name to WS-BPEL. The stan-
dardization of WS-BPEL is currently under OASIS’s arms,
which released the newest specification draft in May, 2006.
Our evaluation tests are based on BPEL4WS because the
composition engine used (ActiveBPEL [20]) has not been
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updated by its developers to support WS-BPEL yet. Although
we use BPEL4WS, WS-BPEL and BPEL4WS share the same
main principles.

WS-BPEL models the behavior of a composition through an
XML grammar that describes the logic needed to coordinate
the services that participate in a process flow. That grammar
is interpreted and its stated actions executed by a composition
engine, such as ActiveBPEL, that coordinates the activities
using a compensation strategy when errors occur.

Basically, WS-BPEL is a new layer built on the WSDL
standard, where WSDL define operations, partners, and data
types involved in the composition and WS-BPEL establishes
how those operations will be sequenced. WS-BPEL supports
basic and structured activities. Basic activities can be seen
as a component that interacts with things externals to the own
process, such as manipulating requests and replies or invoking
external Web services. Structured activities, on the otherhand,
manage the entire process flow, specifying, for example, if
some tasks should run sequentially or concurrently.

Using a composition standard one can compose services to
create new services as if one was just modeling a workflow1,
in a higher level if compared toad-hoc compositions. In
WS-BPEL compositions, the user only needs to care about
the logic of the new composed service, instead of worrying
about the logic and how to implement it using a particular
programming language and API (as in theah-docapproach).
In other words, implementation details are hidden from the
user by using a composition standard. Other advantage brought
by such standards is that they inherit all the advances resulted
from previous workflow researches (e.g., formal semantic
issues) since workflows and service compositions are very
similar. Fault tolerance aspects are also covered by WS-BPEL
standard. It has powerful mechanisms, such as roll back when
some point of the composition fails, which allows one to create
“transactional” services. The previously presented Figure 3
illustrates a WS-BPEL Web services composition for network
management as well. Despite the different implementations,
ad-hocand standardized compositions share the same general
architecture.

III. M ANAGEMENT ENVIRONMENT

In order to evaluate the composition solution presented
before, we have coded a set of compositions intended to
manage some Brazilian internet exchange points (Brazilian
IXPs - PPT-Metro project2) and their relationship with several
autonomous system (AS) peers, in special with the country-
wide Brazilian National Education and Research Network
(RNP)3. Remote autonomous systems (ASes) connected to
RNP constantly advertise BGP routes in 12 Internet exchange
points (IXPs) located along the 27 RNP’s points of presence
(POPs). This environment needs to be managed because the
same remote AS may advertise different routes in different

1In fact, there are graphical tools that aid users to create workflows and
generate associated WS-BPEL documents

2http://www.ptt.br
3http://www.rnp.br

IXPs, which leads to routing anomalies or peer-agreement
violations.

Through the composition of routing and connectivity infor-
mation obtained from IXPs, and using IPXs different routing
views information it is possible to make several inferences
about national Internet stability and growth. Moreover, such
compositions can indicate regions in growth, if consideredthe
increase of prefixes announced throughout the years in each
IXP. Thus, based on the number of new routes advertised, it is
possible to measure if the economy of a certain region is in-
creasing or decreasing, and drive the government investments
on the Internet initiative. Based on this kind of information it is
also possible to establish quality levels for the Internet in each
part of the country. For example, based on these established
levels it is possible to firm SLAs with partners that will have
to adjust their ASes to the quality level on that region.

By checking some BGP parameters and drawn prefixed on
a IXP it is possible to measure regions that are suffering some
disruption, like a dissemination of a computer virus, like those
occurred in 2001 (CodeRedv2) and 2003 (W32.Slammer) that
has shut down several minor ISPs around the planet, impacting
on the global and national BGP table; that approach can
measure the impact on Internet when accident or vandalism
involving optical fiber disruption and another infrastructure
problems happen. In essence, BGP-related information col-
lected in the country-wide backbone drives the governmental
investments on the national Internet initiative. Without the
knowledge about the BGP advertisements, the investments
may be guided towards wrong directions.

The management of BGP routes has been already addressed
in the past. For example, Musunuri and Cobb [21] have
investigated the divergences on AS tables and presented a
survey listing possible solutions. Dimitropoulos and Riley
[22], in turn, have presented an investigation on modeling AS
relationships by simulating the Internet topology. We focus
here on the necessity of monitoring remote ASes through
different IXPs in order to detect possible anomalies. That is
accomplished by management service composition.

In our solution, service composition for the management of
the RNP’s BGP border routers happens in two contexts. First,
the composition of management information found in a single
router is required to compute the number of routes a specific
AS has advertised to a specific gateway. Another level of
composition happens when information from different routers
need to be aggregated to calculate the overall advertisement
activity an AS is posing in the whole RNP backbone. Figure 4
depicts the managed environment highlighting the composition
contexts.

Each BGP router may connect different ASes. Each AS,
in its turn, may be connected to the RNP backbone through
different BGP routers in different IXPs. A top-level manager is
responsible for monitoring the advertisement patterns of each
remote AS connected to RNP possibly via multiple IXPs. To
do that, the top-level manager acts as a BGP monitor that
contacts the mid-level manager of level 1 requesting a table
of advertisement information for a giving AS. For example,
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considering the network shown in Figure 4, the request of the
advertisement table of AS number 3 would result in the Table
I.
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Fig. 4. RNP country-wide backbone with service composition

The difference in the number of advertisements sent to
each BGP router may indicate, as mentioned before, routing
anomalies that should be addressed. In order to produce the
Table I output, the mid-level manager of level 1 composes the
management information retrieved from mid-level managers
of level 2 in each RNP POP that host one of the 12 IXPs.
Mid-level managers of level 2, in turn, retrieve management
information from the POP local routers accessing, via SNMP,
the IETF BGP4 MIB [23]. If the composition implemented by
the level 2 mid-level manager is based on Web services, then
an intermediate SNMP to SOAP gateway is placed between
the mid-level manager and the target device. If this is the
case, POPs with more than one border BGP gateway share a
single gateway to convert SNMP to SOAP messages. If the
composition solution is solely based on SNMP, no gateway is
required.

TABLE I

ADVERTISEMENT TABLE FORAS NUMBER 3

AS♯3 advertisement table
BGP router Number of advertisements
Router r1 181
Router r2 663
Router r3 36

In the following section we describe three implementations
used to investigate SNMP and Web services-based technolo-
gies for service composition applied to the management of the
RNP’s BGP routers advertisements.

IV. I MPLEMENTATION

In order to support the management of the previously
presented environment, we have coded three solutions based,
each one, on the Script MIB, onad-hoccomposition, and on

WS-BPEL, respectively. All compositions perform operations
in two levels, using the support of mid-level managers of levels
1 and 2, as shown in Figure 4.

At the bottom of the architecture, each level 2 mid-level
manager contacts local BGP routers agents to retrieve the
advertisements of an AS of interest. That is always performed
via SNMP, since BGP routers do not natively support Web
services-based management interfaces. Two objects of the
BGP4 MIB are of special interest here:bgpPeerRemoteAs
and bgp4PathAttrPeer. With proper treatment of these
objects one can retrieve the list of advertisements associated
to an AS.

The retrieval and manipulation of the values associated
with bgpPeerRemoteAs and bgp4PathAttrPeer are
performed by the level 2 mid-level manager. The result of
this manipulation is a single pair listing the BGP router
and associated number of advertisements. This composed
information is exposed to the level 1 mid-level manager that
performs the second service composition. The communication
between level 1 and level 2 mid-level managers depends now
on the composition solution. If Script MIB is used, SNMP
is the communication mechanism employed. Forad-hocand
WS-BPEL compositions, SOAP is used instead.

Further details specific to each composition solution are
presented in the following sub-sections.

A. Script MIB Composition Details

In order to support compositions based on the Script
MIB, the managed environment needs to provide Script MIB-
compliant agents at the mid-level managers, as well as an
execution engine to run the compositive scripts. To implement
the mid-level managers we have used Jasmin [24], which is an
implementation of the Script MIB developed by the Technical
University of Braunschweig and NEC C&C Research Labo-
ratories. Jasmin implements the Script MIB published in the
RFC 2592, which was later updated by the RFC 3165.

Jasmin supports both Java and TCL runtime engines, so
that the top-level manager and the level 1 mid-level manager
can delegate Java and TCL management scripts to the Jasmin-
based mid-level managers. Our compositions have been coded
in two Java scripts: one of them to be executed in the level
1 mid-level manager, and the second one to be placed in the
level 2 mid-level manager.

Mid-level managers’ software infrastructure is composed
of Jasmin version 1.0.0, Java Development Kid 118, SNMP
support provided by the ucd-snmp package version 4.2.6, and
Linux Suse distribution 6.4 (2.2.14). Although newer versions
of these softwares are available, the Jasmin software, which is
not maintained by their developers anymore, imposes some
restrictions on the versions of the other software packages
used.

The compositive script at the level 1 mid-level manager
requests the script on the level 2 manager to be executed
setting thesmLaunchStart Script MIB object. Than the
level 1 mid-level manager loops consulting the level 2 mid-
level manager waiting for the end of the script execution.
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That is done checking thesmRunState object. When its
state evolves toterminated, the level 1 mid-level manager
retrieves the result of the composition on the level 2 mid-
level manager accessing thesmRunResult object. In fact
an SNMP trap message is issued to indicate that the execution
of a management script is over. However, since SNMP traps
are UDP messages not acknowledge by the receiving manager
and UDP messages may get lost more easily in hostile network
environments such as the one where our system is intended to
run, the safer way to ensure that a script execution is over is
by polling the remote mid-level manager.

B. Ad-hoc Composition Details

Ad-hoc compositions have also been coded in Java, but
instead of being transferred to a Script MIB-based mid-level
manager, they have been statically installed as a regular Java
software. Since no special transfer mechanism is required,the
ad-hoccomposition software infrastructure is not limited by
the previous Jasmin package requirements. On the other hand,
since in thead-hoccomposition the communications are based
on SOAP, proper SOAP support needs to be provided.

In order to build up the software infrastructure of a mid-
level manager to supportad-hoccompositions, the following
software has been installed: net-snmp version 5.1.1, J2SDK
1.4.2, Apache Tomcat 5.0.28, and Apache Axis 1.2RC2.

Since the final BGP router exposes the management infor-
mation through the SNMP BGP4 MIB, an intermediate SNMP
to SOAP gateway has been used. Such gateway has been
automatically generated using a gateway creation tool [25]that
we have developed for previous Web services for management
investigations. The gateway presents Web services operations
for each BGP4 MIB object, allowing a higher-level manager
to access the BGP4 information by invoking such operations.

Although a gateway has been introduced, it has been
physically placed on the same host that runs level 2 mid-
level managers. When such manager wants to retrieve BGP
information from an SNMP managed device it first contacts
the local gateway via an internal SOAP call to the gateway,
which then forwards the request now using SNMP. Figure 5
shows the physical placement of each manager in anad-hoc
composition setup.
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Fig. 5. Physical placement of mid-level managers and gateway

C. WS-BPEL Composition Details

As mentioned before, we have used ActiveBPEL to im-
plement the composition support at mid-level managers. To
install ActiveBPEL, the same software infrastructure usedin
the ad-hoc compositions has been used, with the additional
installation of the AtiveBPEL itself, version 1.1.

The WS-BPEL compositions running on both level 1 and
2 mid-level managers have been specified with the use of a
software tool named Network Information Aggregator (NIA)
[26]. NIA helps network operator to define management ser-
vices by using as information descriptor the traditional SNMP
MIB modules.

The actual retrieval of management information from within
the final BGP routers, again, requires the SNMP to SOAP
gateways mentioned before.

V. EVALUATION

The tests performed in this work aim at determining the
response time and bandwidth consumption for each service
composition implementation. To execute these tests we have
deployed the mid-level managers presented before on the
managed network and proceed with the measurements. Our
experiments were carried out in a lab environment composed
by two computers, connected via an 100Mbps switch, whose
hardware setups for the top-level and mid-level managers are
presented in Table II. It is important to mention that we
intended to evaluate the possible solutions without the intro-
duction of optimization. This question will be more apparent
ahead.

TABLE II

TESTING HOST DESCRIPTION

Top-level manager Mid-level manager

Processor AMD Athlon 2GHZ AMD Athlon 2GHz
Cache 256KB 256KB
Memory 1GB 235MB
Swap 500 MB 800MB

Two different service composition levels has been observed
in our evaluation, i.e.,device compositionand network com-
position. In the device composition, just one BGP router is
contacted, and the number of advertisements of such router
varies from 10 to 130. In network composition different
services are contacted to form the more sophisticated one. In
this case, the level 1 mid-level manager contacts all level 2
mid-level managers to build up an advertisement table given
a specific AS of interest. In this last case we fixed the number
of advertisements of each router to 10, but vary the number
of mid-level managers from 1 to 10.

Figure 6 shows the environment setup to measured network
usage and response time for the device composition.
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The environment for the measurements for the network
composition is complementary depicted in Figure 7.
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In the following subsections we present the results of this
evaluation.

A. Network Usage

Network usage was measured in two different points
for each service composition implementation. Regarding the
Script MIB implementation, it was measured between the
top-level manager and the mid-level manager, and between
the mid-level manager and the final device’s SNMP agent.
Network usage for thead-hocand WS-BPEL service compo-
sitions has been measured between the Web services manager
and the composition (mid-level manager), and between the
SNMP to SOAP gateway and the SNMP agent (Figure 6).

Specifically on the Script MIB evaluation, the network usage
includes the traffic introduced by the preparation of the script
for execution, the traffic for monitoring the agent to detect
the end of the script execution (using a polling operation
of 10ms of interval), and the traffic generated to retrieve
the execution results. The polling interval is 10ms because
a previous software used by the RNP operators polled the

remote entities using this interval. The time spent to transfer
the script to the Script MIB agent was not computed because
we considered that the script has been already deployed in
the Jasmin agent. Furthermore, our measurements include
all overhead from the lower layer protocols, i.e., transport,
network, and data link layers. Figure 8 shows the network
usage when retrieving 10 to 130 routes from a BGP router. 
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 Fig. 8. Network usage for device composition

The solid line shows the SNMP traffic generated to retrieve
the routing information directly at the BGP routers. Above the
level 2 mid-level manager we have additionally measured the
network usage imposed by the Script MIB, thead-hoccom-
position, and the WS-BPEL composition. As one can observe,
the Script MIB composition consumes more bandwidth due to
the polling mechanism used by the Script MIB client to detect
when the execution of the compositive script has finished.
Both ad-hocand WS-BPEL compositions, in turn, consumed
a constant bandwidth regardless of the number of routes
advertised. This is so because the composition executed in the
level 2 mid-level manager reduces all routes retrieved from
the BGP routers to a pair (router, number of advertisements),
which consumes a fixed number of bytes to be transferred to
the mid-level manager.

This network usage pattern is similar to the one previously
published by Fiorezeet al. [19]. Since the level 2 mid-level
manager composes all advertised routes to produce a single
pair of information, all SNMP traffic is confined to the mid-
level manager and agent segment. The exception of this occurs
when the Script MIB is used. Since there is no way for a
Script MIB client (in this case, the level 1 mid-level manager)
to safely learn that a script execution has finished except by
polling the Script MIB agent, the bandwidth consumption will
be increased.

Figure 9 presents the network usage considering the network
composition. In this case, the traffic observed is that one
between the top-level manager and the level 1 mid-level
manager. Again, due to the polling mechanism used to access
the Script MIB, the traffic generated in this composition is
greater than in the other options. The traffic from thead-hoc
and WS-BPEL compositions is again constant.
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 Fig. 9. Network usage for network composition

From these results we can conclude that, independently of
using ad-hoc or WS-BPEL compositions, this Web services-
based options are better than the solution based on the Script
MIB. It is important to highlight, however, that this is mosta
consequence of the inability of the Script MIB of safely notify
its clients about the end of a script execution.

B. Response Time

The response time is the time difference between the first
message requesting an operation and the last message with the
response associated to the request. For the device composition,
the response time is observed between the level 1 and 2 mid-
level managers. In this case, this level 1 manager requests
to a single level 2 manager the number of advertisements a
specific AS has issued in a BGP router. Internally, the level
2 manager sends several requests to the BGP router agents
until the desired information is ready to be sent back to the
level 1 mid-level manager. Figure 10 presents the response
time associated to device compositions. In order to guarantee
the statistic validation of the results, the experiments have
been performed considering a confidence interval of 95% and
running over 30 interactions.
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Fig. 10. Device composition response time

It is interesting to notice that the Script MIB composition
often presents lower response time, although it also consumes

more bandwidth as observed before. The low response time
is due to low processing power required to process SNMP
messages, which contrasts with thead-hoc and WS-BPEL
solutions, where more processing power is needed to handle
all verbose, XML documents that form the SOAP messages.

Another interesting point comes from the difference be-
tween the response time associated to theah-hoc and WS-
BEPL compositions. Although WS-BPEL requires an addi-
tional execution engine to operate (in the case of our inves-
tigation the execution engine is provided by ActiveBPEL),
no significant increase in the response time is observed when
compared with thead-hoccomposition.

Figure 11 presents the response time now considering
network compositions. Again, this response time has been
calculated observing the communications between the top-
level manager and the level 1 mid-level manager.
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Fig. 11. Network composition response time

In the network response time, the Script MIB has presented
worse performance thanad-hocand WS-BPEL compositions.
In this case it is so because we have fixed the number of
routes in 10 and varied the number of BGP routers. For 10
routes, the Script MIB has performed worse thanad-hocand
WS-BPEL for device composition (look at Figure 10 again).
This small difference in the device composition has been
propagated, resulting in a more significant difference at the
network composition level.

Notice that the performance of WS-BPEL is better thanad-
hoc in this network composition. Here, this is the result of the
native parallel requests issues by the WS-BPEL specification,
which is something difficult to be achieved inad-hoccompo-
sition because it involves explicit handling of processes and
executing threads inside a usually simple code that defines the
composition.

These final results make it clear that the final performance
of a compositive hierarchy or chains depends not only on the
composition technology used, but also on how the elements
participating in such a hierarchy are implemented.

VI. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

In this paper we have presented a study on the employment
of composition technologies in network management. We have
evaluated the use of traditional management technologies such
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as the IETF Script MIB, as well as technologies specifically
defined to support workflow compositions, like WS-BPEL.
Our evaluations have been executed considering a management
environment composed of BGP routers that need to be moni-
tored in order to detect anomalies related to the advertisement
of BGP routes from remote autonomous systems.

We have considered three main technologies: Script MIB,
which is a flexible IETF solution for the deployment of
management script on remote managers in a possible hierarchy
of managers;ad-hoccompositions often implemented on Web
systems such as meta-search engines; and WS-BPEL, a recent
standard devoted to the specific creation and support of Web
services-based compositions.

Previously to our work, it was natural to believe that WS-
BPEL – which requires a strong software infrastructure to
be deployed – would perform poorer when compared with
both Script MIB andad-hoc compositions. However, from
our evaluation results it is now evident that the performance
issues of WS-BPEL compositions are not as critical as initially
supposed. In addition to the performance results associated
to it, WS-BPEL also has the advantage of being specifically
created for service composition, thus more properly dealing
with composition questions, such as native parallel execution
support, better design and expressiveness of compositions,
and an increasing set of tools available to automate service
composition.

This paper concentrated on the performance issues ofad-
hoc and WS-BPEL service composition for network manage-
ment contrasting with the Script MIB traditional solutions.
Future work of our research will address other aspects of these
solutions, such as language expressiveness and scalability,
which are as critical as the performance issue.
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